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EDITOR’S PREFACE

I
F there is a danger of literature becoming separated from

life, and at times the danger becomes actuahty, there is a

still greatei one of the same thing happemng m the study of

literature For one thing, it is apt to become that most and of

studies, literary histoiy, in which history is largely, and

hterature, in any real meaning ofthe word, entirely ignored

The hterature of the past is only of value in so far as it has

significance to-day, just as history is only ofuse ifit can throw

a light upon the contemporaiy scene But in the same way as

history becomes illuminating by study, by finding out not

only what people did, but why they did it, what circum-

stances, thoughts and emotions brought them to act, so we
enlarge the boundaries within which the hterature ofthe past

has value if we gam an insight into the circumstances,

thoughts and feelings which produced not only the writers,

but also the readers of any particular period

People ofdifferent ages speak different languages, not that

the words are necessanly different, but the implications are

We of the twentieth century mean very little when we speak

of the “social virtues”, whereas to an eighteenth-century

wnter the phrase imphed a whole philosophy of civilisation

For us to understand what Donne meant when he wrote

On man heavens influence works not so,

But that it first imprints the ayre,

Soe soule into the soule may flow. .

.

we have to be at least aware of a whole body of philosophic

thought, we might say ofphilosophic apprehension, to which

most ofus are likely to be strangers, but which was common

at the bejpnnmg ofthe seventeenth century. Thus one of the

objects ofhterary study should be to enable us to translate the
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THE VICTORIANS AND AFTER

language of another day into that of our own, which we can
only do ifwe realise that these divergencies of expiession are

not merely a question ofliterary allusion, but ofwhat entered
the minds of educated people every day, coloured the spec-

tacles through which they looked at life, and moulded the

form in which they uttered their feelings Thus it is not
altogether idle to ponder why Ben Jonson should have
written

What beckomng ghost besprent with Apnl dew
Hails me so solemnly to yonder yew

{Elegy on Lady Jane Pawlett)

while Pope should have preferred

What beckomng ghost athwart the moonlit glade
Invites my steps, and points to yonder shade

{In Memory ofan Unfortunate Lady)

for there is a reason which lies deeper than personal idio-
syncrasy

It has become a platitude to say that an age is reflected in
Its hterature, and like all platitudes the saying has ceased to
have any force Moreover, an age is often much better
represented by what is no longer read, than by the works
which we still take from our shelves If, for instance, we try
to reconstruct the Restoration period from the plays of the
time, we shall get a view which is, to say the least of it, mis-
leading the age is far better represented^by the turgid flood
of pamphlets which issued from the inkpots of Penn and
Muggleton, Thomas Hicks, John Faldo, and a dozen other
forgotten and vituperative sectarians. We tend to read
Dryden’s plays, or certain of the satires, in preference to his
other work, but he is far nearer his age in Rehgto Latci
and The Hind and Panther than in his now more popular
wxitmgs And if each age brings forth its own recognisable
progeny, how is it that Milton and Etherege appeared to-
gether? or Thomas Hardy and Max Beerbohm^ Each age

12



editor’s preface

has so many facets, that it is diflScult to pitch on any as being
Its outstanding mirror though each age will have certain
peculiarities not shared by the others But these peculiarities
are often merely the surface offashion, accidental rather than
essential, and until we know something of the age, we can-
not tell which peculianty, when explained, can have any
sigmficance for us

Yet, if It IS dangerous to regard literature as the looking-
glass ofits time, every age has certain problems which seem to
it to be of major urgency In the Shcikespeanan age it was to
incorporate the “new learning” into life, later in the seven-
teenth century, the politico-rehgious issue was the important
one, the eighteenth century, again, was lured by a vision of
civilised man That is to say that each age has its philo-
sophy, Its scale of values But philosophy, which to some ex-
tent conditions literature, is itself conditioned, partly by the
way people live, and partly by the influx of thought from
foreign countries, though it is as well to remember that such
thought ivill only penetrate or take root in a country already
prepared for it Therefore, the way people live, their social

and political grouping, their economic formation, to some
extent determine the way they wnte Much has lately been
made ofthe influence ofeconomics, too much, for Marx can-
not account for Milton, and it is as easy to argue that the
economic development of the eighteenth century was due to

the idea ofthe umverse as defined by Newton as that “Dutch
finance”, commerciahsm, and the expansion oftrade, gives a
clue to the philosophy ofIbstory which runs through Gibbon’s
Decline and Fall Yet economics have an effect on hterature;
we can see it to some extent in Piers Plowman, and without the
nse ofthe midle classes at the end of the seventeenth century
we could not have had Defoe, Steele, or Addison, the polite

essayist could not have come into being, quite apart from
whether or not he preached the bourgeois virtues

The influence of foreign thought is a subject that has
loomed too large, perhaps, in most histones of hterature,

mainly because hterature has on the whole been treated as

separate from life The influence of something on somebody
has been a favounte subject for theses, and the answers have

13
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been as dubious as the theme has been ill-defined Because
Chaucer, having read Dante’s

Qimh i fiorettt di notturno gelo

chtnatt e chiun, pot che il sol gVimbianca,

St dnzzen tutti aperti tn loro stelo,

tal mt fed to

{Inferno II, 127 . .)

or, more probably, the corresponding lines in the Filostrato

of Boccaccio, proceeded to sing

But right as floures, thorugh the colde of night

Y-closcd, stoupen on hir stalkes lowe,

Redressen hem a-yein the sonne bnght.

And spreden on hir kinde cours by rowe;

Right so gan
. Troilus

{Trotlus and Cnsejde, II St 139)

that IS not to say that Chaucer was influenced by Dante or by
Boccaccio, indeed no prettier contrast to the Divtna Commedia

could be found than Tlte Canterbury Tales, though it is clear

that there is some connection between them and the

Decameron No one really familiar with the comedy of France

and England in the 17th century, with an understanding

of what they were up to, can believe that the English were

influenced by the French to more than a superficial degree.

Nevertheless, the thought ofone country, or ofone individual,

can very profoundly affect a period, and the scepticism of

Montaigne is apparent throughout the seventeenth century

from Shakespeare to Halifax In the same way, German
thought obscured the clarity of Coleridge, and puffed the

thought and style of Carlyle to an almost intolerable smoki-

The writer, therefore, is, besides being a unique individual,

the product of the forces of his time. However much we
may regret it, we have to abandon Shelley’s contention that

“poets are the unacloiowlcdgcd legislators of the world”,

14



editor’s preface

though we need not altogether throw over the position, for

though, no doubt, thought does sometimes influence action.

It IS more usually the successor of deeds, and it will not be
demed that Locke is a child ofthe Revolutionjust as Hobbes
was ofthe Great Rebellion It is truer to say with Arnold that
poetry is a criticism of hfe, though not quite true, for htera-
ture IS, rather, a growth from hfe itself, a part of life, not its

harvest only We can go further and say that it is so ravelled
with life that it can be descnbed also as the soil and the seed
But that a metaphor should lead to such confusion is enough
to indicate how closely tangled with life hterature is, how
complex the relation between them, and how impossible it is

to separate one from the other
• * «

The object of the Introductions in this senes is to give the
student some idea of the soil out ofwhich the works ofhtera-
ture grew, so as to be able to grasp with fuller understanding
the books mentioned in the Bibliographies This, then, is not
yet another History of Enghsh Literature, but rather, to

exaggerate a little, a History of England in which not kings,

battles, diplomatic or constitutional struggles, nor even
economic development, are given pnde of place, but htera-

ture As is suitable to our age in which econonucs have come
to be given a high place as determinants not only ofour lives,

but of our manner of thinking and feelmg, and even of our
rehgion, economics will be given more stress than they have
hitherto been allowed in books on hterature, but not, as some
would no doubt wish, to the exclusion ofeverything else. For
instance, though the question of the control of money no
doubt played a larger part in the Great Rebellion than we
were most of us brought up to believe, it would be absurd to

neglect the religious elements in the struggle* indeed, as

Professor R. H Tawney has shown, it was rehgion itself that

largely determined the economic trend of the eighteenth

century The effect of religion on literature is more easily

traceable, it begins with Beowulfaxid runs through the whole,
most markedly in the periods where the Church to a large ex-

tent stamped the nature of society, or when controversy

raged high, as it did from the Reformation—or at least from
15
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the time of the Marprelate Tracts—to the foundation of the
Bank of England Philosophy also plays an important part,
not only as being the matter ofmuch admirable writing, but
also m the general attitude towards life exhibited by writers
who unconsciously, rather than in full awareness, absorbed
the ideas of their time But philosophy again is affected by
economics, for no one can doubt that the individualism ofthe
nineteenth century was largely the result of the Industrial
Revolution, and that Carlyle’s Cromwell must own as fore-
bears Adam Smith and James Watt Science also can affect
literature, and without Huxley there would probably have
been a different Hardy.
Another addition to the view of hlerature is made in these

volumes by giving due place to the sister arts where they rose
to any height, or seem to have importance with respect to
writing. Thus music had an effect on poetry in the seven-
teenth century, while painting and architecture affected the
poetry, and perhaps the prose, of the eighteenth Wherever,
in short, the hterary “movement” of a time seems congruous
with that of the other arts, they are included in the survey.
Most important of all, however, is the social background, the
changes of milieu indicated, say, by the decay ofthe guilds or
the rise of nationalism, for these are the things which most
affect the way people hve, and therefore what they will most
wish to write and to read
The Bibhographies which form the major part of each

volume are designed to give the reader a detailed view ofthe
literature of each penod, and being classified and com-
mented will enablehim to study or to enjoy either any special
branch, or the whole literature of the penod. Only the
speaahst can read everythmg, but the aim of this senes is to
enable anyone who so wishes, to get a clear idea of any one
penod by reading with a certain degree offervour for a year,
a clear notion not only ofwhat was wntten, but, so to speak,
ofwhy and how, from what impulses, with what objects, andm what conditions morally speaking. It is hoped by this
method to integrate literature with hfe, and so give the writ-
ings of the past that meamng without which to read is to be
baffled, and to miss that greatest of all pleasures, a sense of
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unity of feeling with the writer of any work Lacking this,

literature is too far separated from living, and can have but
little value
The manner in which English hterature has been split up

in this senes no doubt demands an explanation There are
many waya in which it can be split up This has been done
variously, sometimes rather arbitranly by centuries or
other irrelevant measuring rods, moie often by grouping it

around great figures The Age of Wordsworth and so on, or
by literary movements The Romantic Revival, for instance
These divisions have their uses, but for our purpose here they
tend to suboidinate life to literature It is admitted that there
is an element of arbitrariness in the present divisions also,

but the object is to relate hterature to life, disregarding
movements, which may only be different aspects of the same
thing The divisions here correspond in the mam with social

sense, roughly indeed, with what reservations you will, and
with contradietions of a rule which cannot be rigid, since

human nature refuses to fit into compartments
In the first penod, after the Conquest, you can say with

some plausibility (though it is in this period that our structure

IS weakest) that literature was much more diffused among
different classes, it was written for no particular brand of

,
person Everyone would read Piers Plowman, or applaud the
miracle plays There is, it is true, much that is courtly about
Chaucer, but there is much that is not When we get to

Spenser, say, we feel that literature is being written for an
aristocracy the drama still maintained its general appeal
(though even as early as the moralities and interludes there is

a shift away from the people), but it became more and more
aristocratic, till under Charles II it was entirely courtly This
penod, then, we can desenbe as the anstocratic penod
Donne, Jeremy Taylor, Sir Thomas Browne, Milton, are

wnters for an aristocracy, and this social sense we may say
was established by the Tudors, and exploited by the Stuarts,

till It came to an end at the Revolution of 1 688 Then, with
great suddenness, there appeared a hterature wntten by the

middle class, of the middle class, and for the middle class*

the pamphleteers, the essayists, and soon Defoe and the
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novelists. Even the drama changed with starthng rapidity,

with the anti-anstocratic satire of Farquhar, and the senti-

mental comedy of Steele

The ideas of the middle class, with its strong sense, as it

then had, of an orgamsed society, gave place in the last

century to the idea of individualism, due partly to the

French, and partly to the Industrial Revolution It had
been begun by the romantic poets, with their break-away
from the idea of “society” so dear to the eighteenth century

It might gneve Shelley to think that he was the forerunner of

the excellent Dr Smiles, but so it is At all events, individual-

ism dominated hterature until the Wax But even before that

It was breaking down (having somewhat oddly consorted

with a blatant imperialism), as can be seen from the plays of
Mr Bernard Shaw, and still more, perhaps, from the novels

ofMr E M Forster The post-War period has its own charac-

tenstics, a new twist has been given to our view by the recent

investigations into psychology, ethnology, physics, and by
the Russian Revolution.

There are, of course, several objections to this soit of

division odd elements appear everywhere you cannot, for

instance, rank Bunyan among anstocratic writers But some
division has to be made along chronological hnes It may be
objected that the first period needs at least two volumes, it

IS so long and so varied That is true, but the number of

works which remain which can be of interest to the general

reader are comparatively few, and it was thought better to

devote more space to our more recent heritages, as bang
both fuller of works we are hkely to read, and as having a

closer influence upon our present day approach toliving

Bonamy DOBRjfeE
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PREFACE

This book does not attempt to carry out more than its

title implies, it is an introduction only to the literature

ofthe period, showing in the Bibliography where matenal for

further study may be found
A history of literature is (or should be) a history of litera-

ture not of social conditions, nor of science or philosophy,

it IS an account, rather, ofthe changes in form and content of
works to which the name of art, in one respect, or another,

can be given But the form is dependent on, a function of,

the content, and the content is not merely what the work is

“about”, but also the mind of the man who wrote it In an
introduction to a phase of literature, therefore, we are

concerned to follow the changes in content, in social con-

ditions, and in philosophy, keeping in mind, however, that

the object ofour studies is the understanding and enjoyment

of books as literature, and not as social documents
The authors of this book would wish to acknowledge

their debts to those who have been kind enough to help them,

to Professor R M Hewitt for reading the manuscript, for

making several corrections, and for a number of valuable

suggestions to Mr W R Childe for some suggestions to

Miss F S LeontinofF for helping to orgamse the philosophic

section of the Bibhography, and to Professor J W Harvey
for writing the more considerable notes in that section and
to Miss I D Thornley for help m orgamsing the histoncal

section None of them, however, are to be held responsible

for any errors

It may be added that though one of the collaborators is

mainly responsible for the Introduction, and the other for

the Bibliography and its comments, there has been a good
deal of mutual interference It imght prove an amusmg
exercise in cntical discernment to endeavour to distmguish

the two hands
E.C B.

BD
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THE VICTORIANS AND AFTER

§i THE BACKGROUND

1830-1914

OUR period is probably no more complex than any other,

but It seems so because it is closer to us than the pre-

vious ones Time has not performed so much sifting for our

benefit, the actual number of authors and of books written is

enormously greater than before, so that it appears almost

impossible to make any clear general statements, or to dis-

engage the cross-currents One is forced, therefore, within

the limits of endurable space, to put forward statements

which should instantly be qualified, while at the same time

being acutely aware that the history and significance of these

eighty-five years will not be the same for one type of mind

as for another

Yet It can be said, without much fear of contradiction,

that the age represents the triumph of the middle classes.

The first Reform Bill of 1832 ushered them m vociferously

to the halls of power the second, of 1867, enthroned them

there, as the Manhood Suffrage Bill of 1917 may have por-

tended their doom Throughout the penod the dominating

ideas—and the reactions against them—^were those based on

middle-class idealism, middle-class prosperity, the whole

system reaching its height in the sixties and seventies, when

^ueen. Lords, and Commons showed a singular, unprece-

dented homogeneity of thought and feeling; a middle-class

monarch, an aristocracy identifying itself with the middle

class, the whole mass of tons bourgeois sailing forward on a

glonous sea of confidence, wafted by an hitherto unimagin-

able breeze of prosperity, feeling that the secret of living had
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at last been discovered, and that all the major pioblems

were solved, or in sight of solution The cracks in the struc-

ture were to appear later And in the main the literature of

the period is literature aboutthe middle class, for the middle
class, by the middle class, even that written by the most
violent critics of the edifice

The Victorian age still stands for most people as one of

smug complacency, of hypocntical piety, and of unhealthy

prudery But even a vSyTupeffidaTeirarfhination shows us

something in the mam far (hfferent, though certainly one
aspect, especially at one penod, lends support to the un-
veracious commonplace At the beginning we find a society,

which, having survived the terrors aroused by t!^e_ French
Revohi^nj was bent upon bmlding_^itself up so as to avoid

'sucli"an eyent at haiS£-^^TriDl5edTtseirupoh the Industrial

Kevolutiom.and. while c^o.:^;a;nnneasY'6ye upbirMakhus,
pinned its faith on Ricardian econoriucs and Bgnihamism (the

doctnne of Utihtanamsm, “the greatest happiness of the

greatest number”), which the wide-spread and prevaihng
Evangelicahsm ofthe period did little to temper Itweathered
the famines of “the hungry forties”, and the Chartist and
other disturbances, menaces which, alarming in the thirties,

were not laid until 1848, a year which seemed to prove that

however much the Continent might totter, England was
sohd The Exhibition of 1851 was the herald of a new age,

with the middle-class industrialist, supported by the country
sqmre and an obedient parsonage, firmly in the saddle, an
age which reached its height in the nuddle-class apogee
referred to above All was for the best in the best of all

possible countries It was, indeed, admitted that there were
still some injustices, the poor needed bettering morally and
physically, but all would be cleared up by science and sound
religion In short, many agreed with the Mr Roebuck,
pilloried into fame by Arnold, that there had never been
anything so glorious in all past history “I pray that our un-
rivalled happiness may last

”

Whatever it may have been, happiness or anything else, it

did not last The insularity of the penod gave place in the
eighties and mneties to a form ofxmpenalism, the best side

22
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of which was voiced by Kiphng This, however, was to be a
comparatively short phase the nasty taste which the Boer
War and the commercial side of Rhodes’s imperiahsm left in

the mouths ofmany (see, for instance, Mr Belloc’s Emmanuel
Burden) gave a fillip to the socialism which was still, however,
middle class, being sponsored by Shaw, the Webbs, Wells

and others, the heio of the Battle of Trafalgar Square in

1897 was even the aristocratic Cunmnghame &aham, while
the dockers, in their great strike of 1890 were successful

owing to middle-class support The mneties show themselves

as a confused and seminal period “To some it is the heyday
of British Imperialism, when the empire ‘found itself’. To
others, observing the early undergrowth ofsociahsm and the

memorable trade-union conflicts, it is the time when the

British proletariat ‘found itself’ Those again, concerned with
the fashionable surface oflife and lettersm London are struck

with the revulsion from puritamsm to raffishness, and speak

of the ‘naughty nineties’ . . Ifwe look at the Press revolu-

tion, we may call it the age of vulgarisation, but ifwe note

how much matcnal was being accumulated for the great

educational advances of the next century, we may think of

It as the dawmng-hour of a new popular enlightenment

By the Edwardian penod, then, the old Victonan picture

(though not necessarily all the old Victonan ideals) had been
completely shattered, the middle class was cnticising itself

furiously, not in mere matters of detail or sentiment as the

novelists from the beginmng had done, but in questions of

fundamentals, ofstructure The superb confidence, the sense

of being nght, had gone
Spcialism, one need hardly say, had been present all

throu^Ethe pmod^Teginsrin this connection, with Owen’s
pMlemhrieSf^'VKA its nature was all the time changing Yet,

like so much in this age, it was curiously paradoxical. The
revolutionary, or rather reformist ideas of the Chartists,

C K Ensor Er^land, 1870-1914. Oxford History of England,

1936
* Self-supporting, self-contained communities, run on a socialistic, even

communistic, basis. They were tned in Ireland, the United States, and
Hampshire, at Glasgow, and especially New Lanark Though some were
temporarily veiy successful, all ultimately failed

23
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such tame ideas they seem to us living in a time when vir-

tually all have been carried out, became largely through the
direction taken by the Trades Union movement, Fabianism,
with Its doctrine of the inevitability of gradualncss But the
movement was throughout shot with individualistic, more
clearly Benthamite ideas, strangely at variance with the
doctrines ofMarx, which only at the end ofour period really

began to affect socialistic thought Morns, for all his “com-
mumsm”, was a hcro-worshipper, and Wells had his Samurai
Nevertheless the old Victonan ideal of individualistic effort

was decaying, this central middle-class idea was being
attacked at the root

Perhaps, indeed, the most salient point about the age,
apart from the idea of progress which began many genera-
tions earlier, and which is still a part of our outlook on life, is

this individuahsm (differentfrom the eighteenth-century idea
of independence within a ngidly-defined social scheme) It

was impossible under an aristocracy, with its ordered hiei-
archy, but it fell in quite naturally with Utilitarianism, and
the ideas of the French Revolution as found in Tom Paine’s
The Rights of Man The greatest happiness of the greatest
number was to be achieved by individual freedom and in-
dividual effoit It was comforting to think that the miseries of
the poor were due to their defects of character, Samuel
Smiles’s Self Help showed every robust and honest man the
way to prosperity and if the poor perished, was not this

according to the law of nature that Malthus had discovered^
But apart from that, the trend of imagination led to the

hero To Garlyle, hero-worship was “a fact inexpressibly
precious”, he himself largely lived on the idea, which
although he declared it to be out of fashion when he wrote,
became one of the later characteristics of the period Most of
thosenowofmiddle age were brought up under the shadow of
great heroes Even Morris, though he wrote the socialistic

Mews From Mowhere often enough glorified the hero So did
Charles Kingsley, and even Stevenson and it was this hero-
worship, just as much as the political ideas of Empire
Federation, or financial ideas such as tanffs, that was re-
sponsible for Imperialism How the idea of the individual as

24
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the most important consideration was pursued to the
vanishing point will be traced when we come to discuss the
novel

A preliminary glance at the literature of the period once
again warns us that in collating an age with its literature

It must always be kept in view that the best minds may very
well be in reaction against their age The mass of Victorians
did not think like Carlyle or Matthew Arnold, they thought,
rather, like Martin Tupper or Trollope, and it was for that

reason that Carlyle and Arnold wrote Wc cannot deduce
the age from its great writers, except in obverse, though, of
course, they too were of their age The great prophets of the
time were all, for one reason or another, against the char-

actenstics we have come to regard as typical (possibly be-
cause of their invectives against them) Ruslan, Moiris,

Tennyson, in many ways Browning, to add to Carlyle and
Arnold and such lesser lights as Ebenezer Elhott Nothing is

finer in the history of literature than the constant fight for

righteousness against cruelty and smugness which was waged
by the chief figures of the time, and their urgent protests are

as indicative of the age as the complacent “moral philo-

sophies” of the far more representative Tupper There were
indeed men with minds better than Tapper’s who were
confident that all was at last well, such as Macaulay, who
gladly trumpeted forth the glad tidings, or Trollope or Sur-

tees who placidly accepted the supposition for fact but there

is hardly a writer of influence who shared the supposed Vic-

torian self-gratulatioh VThey were nearly all m rebellion

against it, loudly indignant or tortured with doubt Even
Browmng’s well-known and vociferous optimism has been
analysed as a bellow to cover his distress

Perhaps the thread of “medievalism”, the cry of “back to

the Middle Ages” which occurs so often, may be attributed

to a more general reaction against the ideas and reahties

of the period It began, no doubt, in the eighteenth century,

With the ballad-cult, Ossian, and other manifestations, and
it was encouraged by Scott, but with the Victorians it ceased

' to be merely literary Architecturally also it had begun in

the eighteenth century, largely as a joke, in the nineteenth,
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as early as Pugin, it became a moral principle This thread
permeated much ofthe thought ofthe penod, thiough mani-
festations as different as the writings ofCobbett and the pro-
ductions of the Oxford Movement, but always as a protest
against actual conditions, intellectual or physical We see it

not only in Morns, strangely enough in a self-styled adherent
ofMarx, but in Tennyson, Ruskin, and Arnold, and in his-

tonans such as Freeman It is lamentably evident in much of
the architecture of the time, the pity of it being that its most
lugubrious mamfestations should have coincided with the
growth of popular education, making school unnecessanly
repellent, and spoihng hundreds of charming villages with
hideously gloomy structures Medievalism conUnued on
through the Guild Sociahsm of the Edwardian period, per-
sisting in our own day in some economic reformers, in Mr.
Belloc, in G K Chesterton, and in the Thonust revivalists

It constitutes one of the back currents in opposition to the
idea of progress ^

How far it owed its strength and persistence to the Oxford
Movement it is difficult tojudge Known at first as the Trac-
tarian movement, later as Puseyism, this internal revolution
in the Church figures as the most important centre of in-
tellectual ferment in the early Victorian age It is difficult

for us, a hundred years later, to appreciate the heat engen-
dered by the issues which later turned to questions of ritual
and vestments, this violent quarrel of surplices or no sur-
plices, this partisanship over various differences of opinion
We come to forget that “Pusey was never a Puseyite” It
produced httle literature that we now read, except for what
Newman wrote; but in the days when tracts and sermons
were common mental food, it had great literary importance
The reasons why it caused so much excitement become a
httle clearer ifwe try to analyse its emotional ingredients. It
was partly an attempt to claiify the religious confusion ofthe
time, a crusade against somnolence and dogmatic indiffer-
ence The spur to this, possibly, was Catholic Emancipation

^ A possible view is, that faced with the horrors of the Industrial Revolu-
tion, and thinking the price paid for progress too high, some were panic-
stricken, and tried to bolt backwards through history
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of the best remembered bang the failure of the ecclesiastical

authorities to punish a clergyman who had denied the doc-
tnne of eternal punishment, the lay courts would not uphold
the judgment, “and took away from orthodox members of
the Church of England their last hope of everlasting damna-
tion” The Public Worship Act of 1874 reaffirmed the auth-
ority of the state, as did in a different way the struggle over
the “Deposited Book” in 1927-8 ^

After about 1850, indeed, following the secession of New-
man and others, the Oxford Movement ceased to be of great
importance in its onginal form In theology it broadened
through contact with other types of thought, its distinction

from Church Evangelicalism came to be one rather ofntual
than of pnnciple, the impulse behind it turned largely into

the channel of social work Within Church doors the High
Church throughout our period was fighting a losing battle

against what came to be termed “liberalism” it suffered

from “traitors”, as we shall see later in another connection
But if ntuahsm is still dishked by the non-church-going
pubhc (by the end of our period the great majonty of the
nation), it has triumphed in the Church itself, and the
bishops, once hostile to it, have rallied to its side in a modified
form, which those who still go to church prefer to any other

It is difficult to assess the literary weight of this movement
Its importance to the people of its time can be judged by its

appearance in literature, not only by its own nght, so to
speak, in the works of Keble, Newman, and others, but also

in the works of the novelists such as Shorthouse, and especi-
ally Charlotte Yonge, whose books did much to break down
the barriers earnest people erected against novel-reading It

can also be seen clearly in the work of its attackers, such as,

to take a minor instance, Marmion Savage It is difficult to
trace its effects in later work, though it is even clearer in the
works ofcertain poets than it is in that ofthe novelists named,
Chnstina Rossetti, Patmore and Dixon, and, some would
claim, Francis Thompson and Alice Meynell Coalescing as it

^ Yet neither aflSrmation was effective the Pubhc Worship Regulation Act
was a dead letter within a few years, and the 1928 Prayer-Book is m use in
noany places under episcopal authority
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largely did with the Christian Socialism of F D. Maurice,
its influence can be found in the school of literature which
he influenced, and which will be referred to later In the
popular mind it is easily confused with the aesthetic move-
ment, stained-glass windows and mcense-loving oddities

such as Dowson
To most ofus now the Oxford Movement is a matter ofold

forgotten far-off things, but a battle fresher in the memory
was that which waged between science and religion from
about i860 to i8go It was, no doubt, a mistaken war, and
it is seen to-day that there is no necessary conflict between
the two, but very few people saw it at the time, though some
on the Church side stated calmly that no inquiry into truth

could possibly injure Truth, while many on the scientific side

lecognised that their enemy was not religion, but narrow-
minded theology From our point of view, however, the his-

tory of this period can be regarded as a struggle, not between
religious conceptions—such as was the struggle between the

High, Low, and Broad Churches (roughly, between Schol-

asticism and Liberalism)—but one between Christian belief

and unbelief, or, at any rate, between belief and the nght
to free thought, which might include atheism, rationalism,

in short If Newman was a hero on one side, so was Brad-

laugh on the other From the beginning of the century there

had been a thread of atheism, from Godwin through Ben-
tham, James Mill, and Harriet Martineau, but this was
another matter Rationahsm (to its enemies a gross and
shallow materialism) warred with religion (regarded by the

other side as a gross and blinding, anti-progressive super-

stition), and in the mam rationalism won, though its enemies

may now with dehght see it in turn attacked by other

“superstitions”, such as Shaw’s Life Force, or the Divimty

of the Proletariat And the centre round which the battle

raged was science

Work in techmead fields, such as electro-magnetism, a field

graced by Faraday, probably had little influence except in

so far as it reinforced the utiUtanan movement, and encour-

aged the idea of progress and the sense that the troubles of

existence were being conquered But advances in the field
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of biology created a minor revolution It began with a work
by an anonymous author, later revealed to be Robert
Chambers Vestiges of the ffatural History ofCreation, published
in 1844 It was saentifically unsound, but it startled believers

of all denominations by giving a different view of the crea-

tion from that contained in Genesis, and it first made widely
known the idea of the descent of man from monkeys, or of
both from some common ancestor It caused a furore; but
It was not until Darwin published The Origin of Species in

1859 that the battle really began, and a new epoch dawned
The theories of science seemed for once to become compre-
hensible to the great mass of people, the idea of evolution,

, till then httle known to the public, strongly reinforced the
agnostic element represented by such teachers as J S MiU.^
The idea in its punty can be said to have been hberatmg
to Church and laity ahke, but the worst side of it was that a
popular misconception of the notion of the survival of the
fittest gave another argument to the extreme individualists

who did not see that, though nature might be red in tooth
and claw, this did not argue that society should be con-
structed on such a basis Huxley, who in the end taught
them better®, reached the popular ear more widely than any-
one, thanks to his humamsm and his lucid prose, and he was
one ofthose writers who for the next decade or two made the
literary and thoughtful world resound with the noise of
battle

In a sense, both sides were right to fight The Church
thought that the new vision of the universe and ofhumanity,
besides being false, would empty the churches—as it did;
while the scientists could with more than a httle justice
accuse the godly of obscurantism, of denying the truth be-
cause they did not like it The new views, however, received
some support from certain members of the Church, regarded
as “traitors”, such as those who contnbuted to Essays and

^ In that very year Bagehot wrote, “To-day, when scepticism is jn the
air

”

* In the Romanes Lecture Prolegomena to Ethics 1898. But as early
as 1845, Matthew Arnold had said

Man must begm, know this, where nature ends.
Nature and man can never be fast fnends
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back Whatever thejustice ofthe quarrel may have been, the
middle of the century is filled with people who were losing
their faith, either from scientific conviction or, with J A
Froude and Mark Pattison, in reaction against the Oxford
Movement Clough was plunged into despair, Mrs Browmng
sought support in Mr Sludge, the medium, many came to
the conclusion with Tennyson, that

There lives more faith in honest doubt.
Believe me, than in half the creeds

Later we find a more frank rejection of Christianity in certain
groups, as in the pagamsm of Swinburne, which was less

marked in Meredith, and a more general loss offaith, though
just at that time such poets as Patmore and Geiard Hopkins
were writing the best religious poetry produced since the
seventeenth century Agnosticism, or atheism, rose to its

height m Hardy’s gloomy acceptance of a malign fate, in the
gnmly complacent attitude of^ utler, and the more boisterous
defiance of Bernard Shaw The way orthodox rehgion
had broken up may also be judged ' by the multiplicity of
“faiths” or cults that cropped up—Christian Science, Spiri-
tualism, the schools that followed Madame Blavatsky, the
extreme perhaps being marked by such groups as returned
to black magic and flagellation ^ But much of the rehgious
impulse gathered itself together in the Edwardian penod in
the form of idealistic sociahsm, <Cdreaming after Utopias, it

is this which is more characteristic than anything else of the
first fourteen years ofthe twentieth century
This was partly the product of another important thread

of thought and feehng apparent from the very beginning of
our period, a thread which can hardly be called a movement,
and to which, if it were, it would be diflficult to give a name.
One might perhaps call it roughly the humanitanan re-

forming movement, fighting urgently against the effects of

^A similar multiplication of sects occurred in the seventeenth century for
much the aame reason^ dissatisfaction with orthodox religion
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the Industnal Revolution and the economic orthodoxy of

the time, the laisser fatre doctrine which entrenched itself

behind the phrase “the inexorable laws of economics”
Shaftesbury is the popular hero of that battle in its early

stages, but the real instigator was Michael Sadler, who com-
pelled the government to investigate factory conditions, and
who deserves a place in the story It was thiough him that
the public became aware, by means of the commission’s re-

port, of the appalling conditions of woik and child labour
which profoundly shocked all reasonable and feeling men
and women Much of the literature of the earlier part ofour
period is an outcry against the hideousness of the new civili-

sation, especially around the forties and fifties Besides works
which will be mentioned later there was Hood’s “Song ofthe
Shirt”, published in 1844 in the Christmas number of Punch,
there is Mrs Browning’s “The Cry of the Childicn” This
aspect of thought or feeling was given invaluable support by
the Chnstian Socialists, headed by E D Maunre, founder
of the Working Men’s College Chnstian Socialism did not
last long in its original form, to some extent the Tractarians
merged with it, antr ^ revived later, and is visible in its latest

form in the work of Bishop'Gore It was under Maurice’s
banner that Charles Kiigsley and others fought so bravely,^
and It IS largely owing to ^laurice that Socialism in this

country has taken a forfa which distinguishes it from Con-
tinental Socialism There Tias always been a strong section
of the intellectual middle class working strenuously for it, a
section that increased enormously dunng the Edwardian
penod, not only amongot tne Fabians, and that is represented
in hterature by such men as Galsworthy

But, throughout, the period shows an inextricable weaving
ofthreads, offactions which seem leagues apart in philosophy
combimng for some object or another, idealism often making
strange bedfellows Rationalism, evangehcahsm, utihtan-
amsm, the Oxford Movement, Chnstian Socialism, material-
ism, the Salvation Army, agnosticism, revolve round one
another in an extraordinary dance, now setting to partners,
now funously attacking one another Each can take credit for

^ See the chapter on Fiction
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something in the achievements of this amazing period, which
was one ofenormous vitahty—ifliterature is any indication

—

and of continual conflict What binds the period into a whole
IS the moral sense, the social conscience, which ammated
the middle class the need for sclf-justification, the strain of
puntamsm, ran through everything If the Engksh of our
period believed in Mammon, they also believed, to as great
an extent, in God, they woishipped both The puritan vir-

tues, with their abnegation of enjoyment, led, as has been so

often pointed out, to the accumulation ofwealth in the hands
ofthose who practised them What is typical ofthe beginmng
of the period can be traced, in varying forms, to the end A
manufacturer of the thirties might make cruel use of child

labour, but he would insist upon his little slaves singing

hymns if they sang at all God was strangely twisted into

the service of Mammon, and the service of Mammon made
to seem that of God Even so delicate, contemplatively re-

ligious a poet as Aubiey de Vere could write, after, moreover,
criticising virtue built up on the clay foundation of self-

respect

Grasp ye, with ampler aim, that good
His tragic creed o’erpnzes

With loftier mind revere in him
The Will that energises

The strong nght hand, the lion heart

The industrial truth and valour

When comes reverse, he too can die.

But not in dirt and squalor

Be yours to act* To manhood born
Be men* “Who worketh, prayeth ”

while even Ruskin spoke of “the three great Angels of Con-
duct, Toil, and Thought” There is, indeed, an aspect of

horror in some manifestations of the Victorian mind, though

other confusions are more charmingly naif It did not seem

* S ee G M Young in Early Vtctonan England Vol II.
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at all odd that in 1846 the Rochdale Pioneers, the founders
of the co-operative movement, should put at the head of
their articles —

The objects of this Society are the moral and intellectual

advancement of its members It provides them with
groceries, butchers’ meat, drapery goods, clothes and clogs

By much the same interweaving of motives, Evangehcahsm
contnbuted to the Impenahst movement, and though this

queer partnership lays the Biitish open to the common
charge of hypocrisy, no one can deny that the effects have
been beneficial Justice, social and moral betterment, have
always gone hand in hand with exploitation, and if the force

behind colomal expansion has been the need for foreign
markets and foreign investments, the individuals who have
earned it out have been largely ignorant of this, and have
been devoted servants of the people whom they ruled If the
deeper forces have been sinister, their agents have been
ideahsts

Whatever the political or rehgious complexions that chiefly

obtained at any moment, the age throughout was one of re-

form, often achieved in the teeth of the popular theories of
the day Just as Catholic Emancipation seemed to some a
grave mistake, so the Factory Acts seemed outrageous heresy
to the Utihtanans Yet the later developments, down to Mr.
Lloyd George’s OldAge Pensions, owed as much to matenal-
ism as they did to rehgion, and still more possibly to the
humamtanamsm which, bom in the aghteenth century,
permeated all shades of middle-class opinion in the nine-
teenth. Protection of the worker, the education of his chil-

dren, care of the unemployed, these things came by rapid
stages, sometimes from one motive, sometimes from another
W1& the philosophy of the day often, and rehgious opinion
sometimes, against them. One is tempted to think that what
brought them about was a strong sense ofcommon humamty
which overrode party, and even class distinctions. It is odd
that by the end ofour period the most mdividuahstic country
in the world, with the possible exception ofthe United States
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of Amencaj had become one of the most soaahstically ad-
vanced countnes in either hemisphere

Socialism is perhaps a word one should be careful in using,

It would be safer, as Mr Somervell suggests, ^ to call it col-

lectivism But at all events, society had changed markedly in
Its structure Our penod covers the extinction of the country
interest and the tnumph of industnahsm, and it carries us
almost as far as the capture ofthe latter by finance But apart
from this, and in the face of the individuahstic spirit of the
period, it also covers an almost bewildering development of
State, and especially mumcipal control, not only in industry,

but outside it, in schools, colleges, libraries, trams, swimming
baths, commumcations It is another ofthe odd paradoxes of
the time. It was the middle classes that decreed all this, and
at the same time decreed, perhaps, its merging into another
class, for our period covers the rise, if not to power, at least

to pohtical importance, of the workers, of what has come to

be called the “proletariat”, and at the same time it covers

the expansion to its utmost limit of the Empire from the
maintenance of which the working classes would dissociate

themselves
Economically the penod was in the mam one ofpreviously

unthinkable progress There are troubled times until 1848,
for some people indescnbably cruel times that called out the

early revolutionary spint Then, until the late seventies, an
unparalleled prospenty and an astomshing increase in popu-
lation earned the nation forward, a profound optimism and
complacency seems to have been the dominant sentiment;

revolution was dead The difficulties that arose after that

penod were overcome, or lived through, but the seed of
doubt had been planted Neither a new prospenty nor the

songs of the Impenalists could hide the fact that something
was wrong, it was this that made the middle class cntical, or

at least dubious ofitself, and gave the sohd basis to sociahstic

thought which, charactenstic of the Edwardian penod, has

yet to work itself out It is this fluctuation in prospenty

which gives the divisions to our penod, there are the Early

Victorians, then the Victonans proper, the Victorians of the

^Engluh Thought tn the Nineteenth Century, by D C Somervell
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great, energetic, charactenstic age to which we attach a

definite flavour which smacks neither of the eighteenth

century nor of the twentieth, and then the late Victorians,

Edwardians, and neo-Gcorgians,^ who foreshadowed and

partly prepared the age in which we stiugglc and hope with

scarcely a trace ofcomplacency left

After this all too bnef preamble, we can examine a little

more fully what literary fruit the peiiod brought forth, but

before looking at it in any detail, it may be as well to venture

a few remarks which can be applied to the whole period,

generalisations to which many exceptions can, of course, be
found, and which are perhaps not wholly true of any one

man, but which may nevertheless serve to mark certain

charactenstics that lend a colour to the whole penod Such
generalisations need not carry conviction it is enough ifthey

suggest a plausible approach, for art, by its nature, refuses to

lend itself to broad statements, seeing that it is the first

business of every work of art to be different from all others

Yet in every age there are certain stylistic qualities which
enable us to recognise a work as belonging to that age; and
by style is meant not only craftsmanship in words, but the

whole question ofhandling the material In these realms cer-

tain qualities or their absence can be noted
The most forcibly stnking aspect of most of the Victorians

IS their voluminousness It is not that they wrote on a large

scale, others have done that it is not, to put it bluntly, that

they wrote much, but that they wrote too much They did

not stop when they had made their effect, they went on
making it, and so weakened it Take even Tennyson, who
was less gmlty than most, the effect of In Memoriam is made
long before the close of the poem One can think of scarcely
any of the outstanding writers of the penod who would not
benefit by a generous use of the blue pencil, even in their

short lyncs Something, of course, must be allowed for ex-

uberance, for a superabundant vitality, but a vitality more
^We are already forgetting the ethos of those years, and are apt to loot

back on them as a golden age Those bom after 1900 are hardly aware of
the strikes, the constitutional struggle, the war scares, the suffragette move-
ment which marked the period*
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certain of itself would not have erred in that way There is

often the sense of a quahty both in structure and style that
can only be described as bulbousness The giants of the age
were undoubtedly giants, but they seem to us to be mal-
formed There is not one who can be accepted as a whole, as
we accept Milton or Dryden, Swift or Johnson; with the
possible exception of Hardy, we can accept a portion only
It IS doubtful if there is one of the ‘minor’ writers ofwhom
we can say, “Ah' that is the man for me'”, as we may, at
varying times say of Herbert, or Marvell, or Traherne, the
possible exceptions being completely outside the main Vic-
tonan current, Emily Bronte, Newman, ^ Gerard Hopkins
The age seems to abound in potentially great men and
women who for some leason or another remain frustrated as
artists

There are seveial possible explanations, though it would
perhaps be better to legard them all as contributory causes
One of them, certainly, was the lack of any standard of criti-

cism, especially of self-criticism They (to use “they” gener-
ally, for any suggestion will apply more to one writer than
to another) ,

they seldom seemed aware of their own limita-

tions, and would try to handle realms of thought, emotion,
or observation, with which they were not fitted to deal,

though in other realms they were altogether competent
Lord David Cecil has noted this with respect to the novel,
and It IS true also of their poetry (Tennyson dealing with the
slums), and sometimes also of their essay-writing (Matthew
Arnold adventuring into theology) There is a horrifying lack

ofstructure about their novels—^Dickens is the worst offender
here—as there is about their longer poems few had a sense

of what Arnold called “architectomcs” almost everywhere
there is a distressing lack of compactness
We feel the same unnecessary expansion when we come to

the question of style in the handling of words, as distinct

from style in the handling ofmatenal In neither is there that

sureness, that adaptation to the desired effect, that mastery

^ In jeferruig to him as a minor writer , I do not mean that he was a minor
figure he was one of the greatest of the age The others scarcely existed for
their contemporaries
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of the medium which we assoaate with the works of the
seventeenth century, from the small fry to the great whales ^

Think of the fuliginous artillery of Carlyle, the unshackled
wordiness of Browmng, the tidal rush of many of Dickens’s
pages, and the verbiage of much of Swinburne One may
suggest what is meant by one or two examples from poetry
Take this from Tennyson

O that ’twere possible

After long grief and pain
To find the arms of my true love
Round me once again

Six lines follow, then

A shadow flits before me.
Not thou, but like to thee
Ah Chnst, that it were possible
For one short hour to see
The souls we loved, that they might tell us
What and where they be

and compare those lines with

Oh Western wind, when wilt thou blow.
That the soft ram down may ram,
Chnst' that my love were in my arms,
And I in my bed again

Has not the fifteenth-century poet the advantage in both pre-
cision and poetic suggestion^ Or contrast Tennyson’s
Ulysses with the few tercets from Dante, yet Tennyson is one
of the most restrained Chapman, again, could do, in one
speech in a play what Browning took the pages of Bishop
Blougram’s Apology to achieve There are two possible reasons
for this the first is indecision of thought, the second uncer-
tainty of language As far as the first cause goes, what has
^Ex^tmg, al^p, some of the religious controversialists, Prynne, Penn

A j ’.u
momrats), Muggleton, Faldo, and a dozen others

Axpa mere is, or course, Blackmore, but no competent persoUt even m his
own day, took him seriously
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already been said will explain it where the second is con-
cerned the reason is more techmcal It has lately been sug-
gested, and a good case made out lor the suggestion, that the
linguistic element the Victorians used was ill suited to what
they wanted to say^, they were using a language the eigh-
teenth century had forged for its own needs to express very
different emotions and apprehensions If this was so, it is not
surprising that there was fumbling, false emphasis, tortuous-
ness, and a rehance upon atmosphere rather than upon pre-
cision

There was one other difficulty with which the early Vic-
torian writers had to contend, namely, the brooding spint
ofMrs Grundy, Victorian prudery, the convention that hfe
was what one would like it to appear (this is not exactly
hypocrisy), the Great Taboo which is often, wrongly, re-

garded as the outstanding characteristic ofthe Victorian age
Some accepted it willingly, as Trollope, who objected to the
smallest clunk being made in the fence of “as we would like

It to be”, and could write ofRhoda Broughton’s novels that
they were “not so sweet-savoured as are those by Miss
Thackeray, and are, therefore, less true to nature” But both
Dickens and Thackeray felt the Imutation Dickens com-
plained of it in a letter to Forster, ^ and Thackeray expressed

annoyance at the taboo both in Vanity Fair and Pendennts

“Since Tom Jones it has been forbidden to draw a picture

of a man ” Some, however, may prefer the interdiction to

the swing in the other direction brought about by release

from it

But perhaps the main reason for the Victonan character-

istics was the spiritual discomfort ofthe age, hardly anybody
ofclear vision or artistic sensibihty could accept the implica-

tions of the odd God-Mammon worship winch pervaded
most of the century, the idea that to make money through
industry was itselfa virtue, and, together with the repression

of natural enjoyment (which mihtated against amassing
riches) the virtue most pleasing to God Emotionally, per-

haps, they would have hked to belong to the Church, but in

i F W Bateson^ English Poetry and the Enghsh Language 1935
* August 15th, 1856
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all intellectual honesty, they could not Matcnahsm, how-
ever, did not satisfy them They really weic living between
two worlds unrealised, one dead, the other powerless to be
born, as Matthew Arnold had the perspicacity to see It was
not an age of scepticism so much as an age of muddle The
Victorians and Edwardians were floundciing along to some-
thing, valiantly, energetically, but they were floundenng;
they looked into their hearts and wrote, but what they found
in that treacherous organ was a confusion which their heads
could not clarify It is significant that of the three minor
authors named who are wholly satisfactory, Emily Bronte
created a spintual world of her own, Newman became a
Catholic, and Hopkins became a Jesuit The majoi one.
Hardy, was completely atheistical

However all these things may be, it remains line that we
read none ofthe longei poetry of the time with delight in its

structure (except, possibly, Arnold’s), and very little of the
prose for its style Landor is a glorious exception, but he be-
longs largelv to the eighteenth century, and Thackeray is

again an exception because his prose also is that of the
eighteenth century Ruskm, ceilainly, achieved gieatncss in
some of his descriptive woid paintings, but with him it is

often a question ofpurple patches, which we are suspicious of
now Arnold is apt to be flat, lacking in agreeable accidenta-
tion (compare him withJeremy Taylor) and annoying in his
reiterations ^ Trollope has no recognisable style at all, George
Eliot little, and with the exception of Thackeray and Emily
Bronte there is not a novelist in the early penod who gets his
or her effects from the use of a word or the cadence of a
phrase Later in the century there is an improvement The
scientists, Huxley in particular, brought about a happy
clarity, visible in the wnters of the later romances, from
Stevenson onward Meredith, certainly, had a style of his
own, as had Pater, but the former’s was apt to be tortured,
while Pater’s manner is a little clogged, as though he were
hampered by his medium Wilde, however, for all his faults,
re-introduced swiftness, which we find alone among the

It IS noteworthy t^t both Ruslan and Moms achieved their most satis-
ractory prose when addressing working men
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Early Victonans in Newman, who transcended the lin-

gvustic limitations of his age With greater freedom of mat-
erial came gi eater fiecdom in using the language Perhaps the

writers who show best in the matter of style throughout the

period are the historians and philosophers, from Macaulay to

Sir Richard Lodge, from Sir William Hamilton through

Bradley to Bertrand Russell These groups had, the one a

clearly limited field, the other a determined intellectual

intention

The above suggestions will need amplification or restne-

tion in dealing sepaiately with individuals
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§2 POETRY

S
VO charactenstics maik Victonan poetiy The first is

he greattreedomjn form and prosod^i which extends to

•ndTofthe period, though one often feels that the new
ionhs were' the result offan^cy, rather than a newness forced,

upon the’poetshy newmateriardemanding an onginal mod^
of'expression The secondj which began to change in, roughly,
the eighties, and is no longei true of the Edwardians^'is the
Sense poets felrthafth^ had an immediate mission, ought^
^ter ^^e^ag^jThe mantle of the prophet had descended
tipoff the'poet with Wordsworth, so that his later contem-
poranes and his succewofs telt thSct they too ought to assume
It Dowden, writing on Shakespeare in 1 875 said, “He needed
not, as each ofour poets at the present time needs, to have a
doctnne, or a revelation, or an interpretation,” and there can
be httle doubt but that readers ofpoetry looked for one or all

of these things in the poetry that they read They did not
mind, it woiild appear, whether poetry was present or not,

so long as they got the doctrine, the revelation, or the inter-

pretation, they could swallow Tupper in enormous draughts.
They would read Bailey’s now unconscionably turgid Festus

and quote

We hve in deeds, not years,

In feehngs, not in figures on a dial.

We should count time by heart-throbs,

while Ignoring the “diaphanous” lyncs ofLandor. It was not,

one would think, poetry itself that the Victonans asked for,

but certain sensations they could remember having found m
some of the poetry they had read This was not altogether to

the bad It enlarged the scope ofpoetry, which, together with
the means (as regards diction and prosody) had been unduly

^ For a good desaiption of this aspect see Saintsbury’s chapter in the
Cam^mdgeHtstory of Engbsh Literattire Vol XIII
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restricted in the eighteenth century, and really continued
the new freedom achieved by the Romantics But it also

introduced an ahen element into poetry, which sometimes
distorted it, sometimes weighed it down, occasionally allowed
impostors to creep or bluster into the halls offame, and at all

events made the practitioners themselves uneasy At its best

It revealed “riohiJity” at_itg wnrst it tntrn-

duced humdrum sernionismg or dehquescent sentimentality
Ircattsed the poets to forget that the method ofart is indirect,

that poetry acts through the subconscious rather than the“

conscious (a fact perfectly understood in the seventeenth^
century, though differently phrased)

, it hoisted them, so to"

speak, from the fields or out of their studies on to the lecture

platform or into the pulpit

That It made some of them misuse or misunderstand then-

talents can be illustrated by the fact that Tennyson was shy
of his superb lyrical gift, and did not until the second edition

introduce into The Pnmess the sopigs that make it live It

caused him to include passages critical of the times into the

two Locksley Hall poems, passages which are quite out ofplace,

.

and which insult his genius It is right for a poet to be aware 1

of the facts and emotions of his itime, but he deals with the

facts at his penl What seems to vitiate a good deal of

Victonan poetry is thafdie poets wefe hot resolving thenown
inner struggles, but were trying to resolve problems ahen to

fhein as^oets, a.]^ this led them into ^Ids where their

emotions and a si^e'rimposed mtellectual structure -were'at

vaKance
'Tennyson, with his perfect ear and his immediate mastery

of versification, was born, one would think, to produce the

effects of poetry by his"music, even his unrhymed songs give

the impression ofbeing rhymed, so deft is ^s vowel vanation
The music is almost always perfect witHThim, “buf fhe'word is~

notalways appropriate to the sound. It is rarely too arousing,

but it IS often too tnvial.^'

Your mother is mute in her grave as her image in marble
above,

Tourfather is ever in London, you wander about at your will.
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Sometimes, however, it is splendidly arrcsUng

As when it seemed far better to be born
To labour and the mattock-hardened hand,
Than nursed at ease and brought to understand
A sad astrology, the boundless plan

Sometimes it is incongruous.

And the vitriol madness flushes up in the ruffian’s head,
Till the filthy by-lane rings to the yell of a tiampled wife ^

It was not within his scope to deal with sue h matters as the
last, nor within the scope of any wntet of that time That Mr
Masefield in his day could integrate such things into his

poetry indicates not only a diffcrenc c in talent, but a change
in the view ofwhat poetry can do
Such blunders—one is justified in calling them such—^were

neverthetessTHerefytiie" price Tennyson had to pay for one
orBis"great qualifies, his attempt to apprehend his own tiifte,'

a qualify liking in many Victorian poets, who often denied
ils-implications, withdrew fiom it,^ or simply ignored it

~
'Anartistneed hot use his own time as subj cct matter, he can
dearwitfi eternal things but it is curious that artists, especi-

^ally in literature, who are not aware of the implications of
their own age, as for instance Milton was, and Wordsworth in

his best’period, do not outlive their own time For it is likely

thafifa man does not apprehend his own time, he does not
understand hunianity," and so apprehends no other time,
the historical imagination Can only work through equating
th^presenrih some measure with the past To live ^thfiut
being aware, in the full sense offeeling as well as ofthought,
of the climate ofone’s age, is only half to live, and half-livery

jiay£jiever..,been ..complete poets, Tennyson was aRve to tHe
necessity ofsharing the climate ofhis age, his ambition was to

b^rts^efic'rnirrqr, and he used all his efforts to connect wlpt
h?s^-and understoodwith what he felt But it is fair to s”ay

^ All th^ quotations are from Maud Ihe Italics are mine
* To Arthurian or Gieek legends

>
as Tennyson himself, Matthew Arnold,

Morns and others also to the Celts or Scandinavians*
* e g , D G Rossetti in most of his work
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thathe did not understand much, hewas not a very able man,
he has even been called a stupid man, and he, again, did not
appreciate his own limits His gemus was for theJynCr or

lync elegiac, and he tried to interpret his age Instead ofbe^
'ing“cohtent to sing, he was bent on being oracular

-- That is not to deny his achievement, his poetry is often

exquisite, sometimes very fine, and at moments indubitably

gieat To enjoy Tennyson one must rccd Ulysses, the lines to

Virgil, the songs in The Princess, a m nber of things in the

earlier poems, and Maud To understai d him one must read

him all—he is of that stature—to find some shockingly bad
poetry, some of it due to his post as Poet Laureate, some in«

tolerably mawkish, one must read also his plays and his

experiments in classical metres, for he was a first-rate tech-

nician, and that implies something more than cleverness but

to find him at his most characteristic and often at his best,

to see what he was after and where he stood in relation to his

age and to his own work, it is enough to read In Memonam. '•

It is a fascinating, in a curious way compelhng, and in

patches gieat, poem If it has no form, one all-pervading

mood dictates it It is not “a medley” as The Princess is, but a

collection of thoughts subservient to the mood of poignant

regret, thoughts which include all Tennyson’s philosophy, of

which there was perhaps more than is necessary to a poet,

and not enough to make up the mimmum essential for a

philosopher a philosophy he felt bound by the temper

of his age to profess—a “doctrme, a revelation, or an interr

^fetation”—and in trying to formulate one he found he had

none to offer. As ‘'a weight of nerves without a mind” he

could only say

Oh yet we trust that somehow good
Will be the final goal of ill,

and sum up the passage with

I stretch lame hands of faith, and grope.

And gather dust and chaff, and call

To what I feel is Lord of all.

And faintly trust the larger hope,
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a rather fainter trust, however, than he was to express m
The Higher Pantheism

In Memonam is in intention a reminiscent, elegiac poem
It was actually a self-comforting one

’

I sometimes hold it half a sin

To put in words the gnef I feel.

For words, like nature, half reveal
And half conceal the Soul within.

But for the unquiet heart and brain
A use in measured language lies.

The sad mechamc exercise.

Like dull narcotics, numbing pain.

In words, like weeds. I’ll wiap me o’er,
Like coarsest clothes against the cold
But that large gnef which these enfold

Is given m outline and no more

That is very reveahng Imagine Donne making statements of
that kind, or Blake' It is, in a way, a representative passage;
but there is no passage in the poem which is wholly repre-
sentative It IS a miraculouslyvaried work, in which Tennyson
employed most of his lyrical faculties, which continually
flash out to diversify the stately elegiac measure, and all his
power of dramatic imagery.

It IS difiicult for us, who regard Tennyson as the smoothest
of metnsts, to understand how Colendge, judging even the
early poems alone, could have found him so rough as not to
be able to scan a line of him This, no doubt, is because he
contributed something new to poetry, and that is always
enough to render a poet unreadable to those who have
ceased to develop those sensibilities after a certain age. But
he was not always so smooth; he could sometimes be dramat-
ically swift and tense, as in The Princess z

Out I sprang from glow to gloom:
There whirl’d her white robe like a blossom’d branch
Rapt to the horrible fall, a glance I gave,
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No more, but woman-vested as I was
Plunged, and the flood drew, yet I caught her, then
Oanng one arm, and bearing m my left

The weight of all the hopes of half the woild.
Strove to buffet to land in vam

There is some rougher verse still, and for Tennyson, very
strangely mtuiUonal thought, m the last section ofthe second
part of Maud, in some ways his most interesting poem
At the present day one is not easy in reading Idjlh of the

King, though here and there are some dehghtful passages
they, and his by no means unreadable plays, sufier from a
certain archaism oflanguage, that sham antiquanamsm, the
“escape’ ’ looking-back to the Middle Ages,whichdid somuch
harm throughout the century Ifto the real student ofTenny-
son they are indispensable, the general reader can be excused
for omitting them
Tennyson has been accused of inheriting the pnetry of

Keats and letting themheritance go to rum Tibs is an unfair
'accusation, since to have maintained the denaesne he would"
^vehad" to inherit the age also_There is no really great poet,
m the stature ofMilton or Wordsworth, in our period, and it

seems almost impossible that there should have been one
The early impulse of the romantic movement had subsided,
the splendid human hope of the French Revolution had
perished The appalling chemical resultant of the industrial
revolution and the evangehcal movement lay like a shme
over the spint of the age, to use a handy ifindefimte phrase
Some poets struggled bravely for a while, and Tennyson was
one ofthem but in the end he gave up the struggle, and was
content to croon, beautifully indeed, but a httle dolefully.

The next great figure in the mam current of Victorian
poetry is Robert Browning. EQs is a curious “case” He was,
anchis^ fervently reiad by people who do not much care for

poetry, and among those who do care for poetry he is ad-
mired cbefly by the few who are sufficiently trained to
appreaatc the boldness in versification. There is very httle

sensuous attraction in his verse, hardly a line, perhaps not a
hne at all, wbch onerepeats to oneselfas onemay Tennyson’s
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The moan of doves in immemorial elms,
And murmur of innumerable bees

or

A livelier emerald twinkles in the grass,

A purer sapphiie melts into the sea,

or a hundred others Noi is there any flashing imagery,
hardly anything to flee the poetic imagination, nothing hke
the

When the hounds ofSpiing are on Wintci’s traces

of Swinburne The imagery is mainly photographic, of the
sort supplied by

Oh, to be in England now that Apiil’s there,

which tells us that the tiny leaf is out round the elm tiee bole,
so It IS not, one suspects, for poetic reasons that the majonty
of Browning readers read him, but for the spirited emphasis
put on thoughts or beliefs they share, or would like to share,
as

’

God’s in His heaven.
All’s nght with the woild,

a sentiment wrongly attributed to Browning himself, or.

Ah, but a man’s reach should exceed his grasp.
Or what’s a heaven for'^

for those things, and for the flowing, swelling, bursting, out-
rageous rhythms (which, to be sure, are poetic quahties) in
which they are expressed He has all the vitality of a great
poet, seldom the graces. His rhythms compel the reader to
his thoughts, hurl them into the arena where his vigorous
people clash, gesticulate, and talk, talk excessively. He is

read, one thinks, for his thoughts, not for his rhyme, for his
dramatic quahties, not for his music, though the last does
occasionally undemably exist, as when he desenbes Florence
as “washed in the mormng’s water gold”, and in Pippa Passes.
Sometimes, too, there is a sensuous element.
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His dramatic qualities, however, were such m a linuted
sense, for he had little real turn for the drama, as his failures
go to prove He himself, however, called his pieces dramatic,
and indeed, his poems are largely so, in form and m diction’

In a Balcony, In a Gondola are dramatic dialogues, as dramatic
as Pippa Passes, Mr Sludge the Medium, Bishop Blougram’s
Apology, Fra hippo Lippi, Andrea del Sarto and dozens ofothers
are dramatic monologues, they are to be uttered with the
stress on the meaning rather than on the sound, which is

often ungainly The difference in his intention from that of
Tennyson is clear from what Rossetti noticed when he heard
them both read their work, Tennyson “mouthing out the
hollow o’s and a’s,” while Browmng laid stress on the con-
versational tones, on the dramatic element This was where
his genius lay, and his manner with its plunging, ploughing,
energetic phrasing, his violent prosody—a fellow-poet called
It grotesque—isjust the manner which would suffer least from
the Victorian vice ofdiffuseness WhateverBrowmng may be,
he is never flat, and as he gives voice to his characters, ex-
pands their casuistry (he can never be accused ofcontracting
it

' ) , we feel that his language follows their passionate thought.
In this respect Browning can be called a metaphysical poet,

but he was not a great thinker There is no reason why a poet
should be, in the sense that he resolves the problems of his

age Yet he did to some extent dwell in its intellectual climate,,

he joinedm the disturbed search after God—a different God
that IS from the one who brooded Moloch-like over the age
of industrial progress—and he sought for Him in a world
which seemed to have in it as much as, ifnot more of, evil as

of good He himself, beginning as an Independent, passed
through a penod of atheism, to which he added vegetarian-
ism, as a consequence of reading Shelley, and he emerged
with a kind of unattached Ghnstiamty which postulated a
personal God, a life after death to make this life in any way
tolerable, and depended largely upon a love ofhuman kind,

a justifying love of one person for another. What emerges
from his poetry is the sense that he was a great giver, as

befits a man of superabundant energy, of gemal robustness

He was intensely interested in his fellow-men; he loved them,
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but he hated evil and the evil in men As his curious, vivid,

muscular creations justify themselves—to themselves as much
as to the world—in their long, rough monologues or dia-

logues, you feel all the while that Browning is concerned with
what IS ultimately the concern of all great art, the struggle

between good and evil and it was not always the good that

won It is true that as a sane, robust man, he loathed evil,

but the creator in him could not always hate the evil man.
The philosopher in him might stand aghast, the chameleon
poet was delighted

Perhaps the best poem through which to approach Brown-
ing, after the comparatively easy Rabbt Ben Ezra, is Saul

Written in smooth, for him unusually smooth, anapaestic

measure, it contains more delightful imagery than is common
with him, IS as dramatic as anything that he wrote, and re-

veals as clearly as any of his work his conception of the

spiritual values attained by the perpetual wairing in life.

The idea is, no doubt, commonplace, but it is the intensity

of the emotion, the sense of revelation that it carries with it,

that are important David’s return home after he has re-

stored Saul to samty by his harp playing, and has himself

become aware of the spiritual hfe, is one of the most moving
and digmfied passages in the whole of Browmng

I know not too well how I found my way home in the mght.
There were witnesses, cohorts about me, to left and to

right,

Angels, powers, the unuttered, unseen, the alive, the aware
I repressed, I got through them as hardly, as strugghngly

there.

As a runner beset by the populace faimshed for news

—

Life or death. The whole earth was awakened, hell loosed

with her crews.
And the stars of night beat with emotion, and tingled

and shot

Out in fire the strong pain of pent knowledge* but I

fainted not.

For the Hand still impelled me at once and supported,

suppressed
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All the tumultj and quenched it with quiet, and holy behest.

Till the rapture was shut in itself, and the earth sank to
rest

There the urgency ofthe emotion gave birth to poetry worthy
ofit, and It IS with something ofa shock that one turns to lines

like these from Wanng

He was prouder than the devil

How he must have cursed our revel'

Ay, and many other meetings,

Indooi visits, outdoor greetings.

As up and down he paced this London
With no work done but great works undone

and that is by no means the worst Browmng can do
His work can conveniently be divided into three periods

The first is the least approachable, but in some ways the

most interesting, it is the period of Paracelsus and Sordello,

where he is engaged in a tremendous but hopeless struggle to

get the world in order in his mind, to establish values,

especially those of love and power, of knowledge and the

ambition for knowledge, and in Paracelsus he seems to have

been consciously aware of the intellectual currents of his

time. Then followed the plays, including Ptppa Passes In

about 1 845, a year before his marriage, there opens the penod

m which he wrote his most characteristic work, from The

Flight of the Duchess to The Ring and the Book (1868-9) a

period which contains the fiery monologues, in which the

characters seem to lend Browmng a power of speculative

thought which he was denied when he spoke as from his own
person, as Mr Abercrombie notes, a period which produced

the amazing gallery of portraits to be found in Men and

Women and Dramatis Personae. But after 1869 Browmng seems

to have lost gnp, his poems lack coherent dnving-power,

which in default ofform, is what had held them together A
superb energy of being, rather tham a directive energy of

thought, had previously sustained his powers, and the first

is apt to fail with years, especially when combined with an
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inveterate habit of dining out For a time what was held to

be his “thought” maintained him in his hard-won popular
esteem, but this seems to have fallen into the hands of the
wrong people, sentimentalists who found the courage they
lacked in some ofBrowning’s rather too strident asseverations,

and of those who like to think they could live by vicanous
thinking There is more than a little truth in Max Beerbohm’s
witty vision of Browning Taking Tea with the Browning
Society, where the rosily eupeptic poet is fawned upon by a
number of pale, peaky-faced individuals of the earnestly
spinstensh variety The admiration ofsuch did his reputation
much damage in the minds of healthy younger generations
But his work exists apart from his thought he did create, and
moreover he helped to forge new instruments, so that his in-

fluence IS becoming apparent in the work of some of the
younger writers of the present day, possibly through the
medium of Ezra Pound
Of Mrs Browmng it is not necessary to speak at length

Highly applauded in her day, suggested for the laureateship
together with Tennyson on Wordswoith’s death in 1850,
there is little of hers that can now be read with more than
vague suggestions of pleasure, even the once famous lyncs,
such as the one that begins

What was he doing, the great god Pan,
Down in the reeds by the nver^

which pleased one’s later infancy The Mask, however, with
Its suggestion of Chnstina Rossetti, stands up better. How
little she was a poetess one can judge by taking something
that she wrote in prose, and seeing what became of it when
she turned it into poetry

Whilst I was writing these last sentences, I heard her
[the nurse] calling me—^Wilson was out and Robert at the
Post Office

—“Signora—Signora—ecco i TedesckiP* The
Austnans had arnved We ran out on the terrace together
—and up from the end of the street and close under our
windows came the artillery, and baggage wagons—^the
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soldieis sitting upon the cannons motionless Slowly the
hateful procession filed under our windows The people
shrank back to let them pass, in the deepest silence—not a
word spoken, scarcely a breath diawn

signora” said our nurse, “/a male di vedere questi

Sono brutti quesli Tedeschi
”

That is vivid and to the point It became

From Casa Guidi windows, gazing, then,

I saw and witness how the Duke came back
The regular tiamp of horse and tiead of men

Did smite the silence like an anvil black
And sparkless With her wide eyes at full strain.

Our Tuscan nurse exclaimed, “Alack, alack.

Signora' these shall be the Austrians ” “Nay,
Be still,” I answeied, “do not wake the child'”

For so my two-months baby sleeping lay

In milky dreams upon the bed and simled.

And I thought, “He shall sleep on while he may.
Through the world’s baseness Not being yet defiled,

Why should he be distuibed by what is done'*”

Then, gazing, I beheld the long-drawn street

Live out from end to end, full in the sun
With Austria’s thousands Sword and bayonet,

Horse, foot, artillery—cannons rolling on,

Like blind slow storm-clouds gestant with the heat
Of undeveloped lightnings, each bestrode

By a single man, dust-white from head to heel,

Indifferent as the dreadful thing he rode.

Like a sculptured Fate serene and terrible

Elizabeth Barrett seems heie to have abandoned the virtues

ofprose for all the minor horrors ofpoetry. Aurora Leigh is not

so bad as this, and her love poems to Browning, Sonnetsfrom
the Portuguese^ will always possess a certain value, not so

much as poetry, for as such they are not very good, but as

the revelation of an adonng love, and a confident integnty

of emotion
Matthew Arnold brought to poetry qualities quite other
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than those which Browning possessed; and ifhe lacked some-

thing that Browning had, namely an effulgent imagination

in certain directions, he possessed, or at least aimed at,

“sweetness and light” as opposed to Browning’s wordy
struggles and his often murky atmosphere He also brought

to poetry a notion of form rare throughout the age, experi-

menting in the lync, especially the rhymeless vanety, as

Tennyson also did, and, vaguely, in classical metres He was

essentially a meditative poet, not an impulsive one He
thought about his poetry rather too much as something to

be formed on a model, as opposed to an utterance which
would imperiously demand its own form Saintsbury remarks

on his “elaborate assumption of the singing robe”, and it

can be argued that he strove too much after elegance Yet
there is power in his poetry, the power of a thinking man
deeply concerned for civilisation This concern appeared,

however, more clearly in his essays, of which more will be

said in another section, while in his poetry he expressed much
of his love for the countryside, and the emotion, the emotion

for himself, which he felt in living in a civilisation which
seemed to him largely pointless, as a slack period between
two worlds, in which

The Kings of modern thought are dumb

His age was
an iron time

Of doubts, disputes, distractions, fears.

filled with men and women

Who fluctuate idly without term or scope,

Ofwhom each stnves, nor knows for what he strives

and have nowhere to turn amid

this strange disease of modern life

With Its sick hurry, its divided aims.

He himself, certainly, was in travail with the problems of his
time, but he never brought forth a solution, and since he
laboured under the Victonan curse of supposing that a poet
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ought to bring foith a solution, a feeling of melancholy and
frustration pervades nearly all his verse He could take no
delight in the material glories of his age, nor care for the
religion and dogmas offered him Man, he was convinced
could be moral, and if morality could only exist side by side

with belief in revelation

For God’s sake, believe it then'

Yet in “Myccrinus” he questions whether morahty was really

worth while, and whether he, at any rate, would not have
done better to live by his impulses ^ Certainly one may tlnnTf

that he would have done better to write by his impulses, and
there is splendour and poetic movement in the free verse
rhythms that might have come from the Greeks butmay have
come from Goethe, especially in what is, in many ways his

best poem, The Strayed Reveller Much of his work reads
a little dully to us now, but every once in a while it quickens
to vivid life, or deepens to a profound sense of the need to go
on in spite of the apparent futility of existence, an idea ex-

pressed almost as often as that of the directive nullity of his

age The “On to the City ofGod” ofRugby Chapel is a strange

and perhaps slightly false note for him to strike more often

It IS

The world in which we live and move
Outlasts aversion, outlasts love,

Outlasts each effort, interest, hope.
Remorse, grief, joy—and were the scope
Of these affections wider made
Man still would see, and see dismay’d
Beyond his passions’ widest range
Far regions of eternal change,

or an expression that nature “seems to bear rather than
rejoice”

It IS unlikely that his short lyrics will ever again meet with
glowing approval “Strew on her roses, roses” can safely be
relegated to the schoolroom, but there are others with a resil

^ Moms brought this out much more clearly in the words of Sir Galahad
m The Chapel tn Lyonesxe (JD^enee of Guenevere)
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lync quality It is probable also that his longer poems, and
his tragedy Merope, will be of delight chiefly to the curious

scholar, except for the far more living Sohtab and Rustum,

which, in spite of its long Miltomc similes, and equally

Miltomc use of resounding proper names, is a moving story

well told, with an undeniably fine ending But his medium
length poems, such as The Strayed Reveller with its fascin-

ating rhythms. The Forsaken Merman with its swinging

measures, and the highly individual Scholar Gipsy and
Thyrsis always have a place in the story There are others

which will be found attractive He does, indeed, use “Ah'”
more often than any other poet, and, perhaps owing to his

dehberate avoidance of the stresses proper to his native

language, the syncopation ofwhich with the mctiical stresses

forms much of the charm of our prosody, he employs the

Italics unforgivable m a poet but he repays reading, if only

because he was a capable man who took poetry scnously

He can be sure of having attentive readers among poets,

though perhaps not so admiring as his fiiend Arthur Hugh
Clough Clough had been Thomas Arnold’s favourite pupil

at Rugby—not an auspiaous beginning for a poet Foi a time
he adhered to the Oxford Movement, but fell from that

pinnacle of mixed emotions into a gloomy agnosticism,

bitterer than Arnold’s own Yet behind his despair there was
hope, as expressed in his most popular poem “Say not the

struggle naught availeth” His Songs in Absence contain most
ofwhat the present-day reader will enjoy, except for him who,
curious in the forms ofpoetry, will find pleasure in Clough’s
attempts, inspired by Evangeline, to anglicise the hexameter

It IS usual to append James Thomson to Clough, though
there is no especial connection, except that they both express

the doubt which balanced the Oxford Movement in im-
portance, though Thomson’s disbelief went beyond agnost-

lasm into out-and-out atheism He was a critic of some force,

but of little influence, since his work appeared in journals of
hmited scope, such as The Secularist and an organ devoted to

the tobacco trade His admirers nghtiy claim that he was
a poet ofsome variety, and could express joy, but his master-
piece IS undoubtedly The City of Dreadful Night, which gives
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voice to his melancholy despair with almost temlying force,

which for gloomy terror can only be matched by his In-
somnia Thomson was an able metnst, as happily in com-
mand ofrhyme as Byron, but he was inclined to be slovenly,

and occasionally fell into poetic verbiage—again that lack of
discipline, of respect for the medium, which Arnold saw was
the weakness of his age but when he is really moved there
IS a fleeting grandeur in his verse as m the last section of his

famous poem where he describes Melancoha

The moving moon and stars from east to west
Circle before her in the sea of air.

Shadows and gleams ghde round her solemn rest

Her subjects often gaze up to her there
The strong to drink new strength ofiron endurance,
The weak new terrors, all, renewed assurance
And confirmation of the old despair

The quality is too diffuse to be given in a single stanza, but
the mood is more enduring than the happier one of
Sunday up the River which contains the well-known “Give a
man a horse he can ride

”
• « • • • • •

Emily Bronte must be taken separately, out of the mam
current it is as impossible to “place” her poetry as it is to

pigeon-hole Wuthenng Heights Both are highly individual, in-

dubitably the work of a great artist, but perhaps the poetry
suffers more from Emily Bronte’s inexpenence in wnting than
the novel does It is a commonplace to attach the word “rare”
to its quality, and the adjective, though vague, serves as an
approach But “rare” must not be taken to mean any tenu-

ousness of quality, it implies, rather, in her best work, a
purification down to essentials She seems to have striven

all the time to express some mystic expenence in the simplest

possible terms, an experience which coloured life for her All

three sisters seem in their work to have behind them this un-
usual illumination, but it comes out clearly in Emily’s poems
alone, though by no means consistently She is the reverse of

sensuous, but she is not ascetic, and though she was not a
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master of vowel sounds, and sometimes stumbles in her

rhythms, there is about her best work the stamp of greatness,

the greatness that can bear to relate inner contemplation

to the outward vision, the greatness that finds calm in the

storm, and which though it by no means calls for pity, is yet

touched with pathos She is the greatest poetess England has

produced, with the possible exception of Christina Rossetti,

but one feels that if she had lived, she would have held the

first place unrivalled

Another poet somewhat out of the main track is Edward
FitzGerald It has been suggested that Thomson succeeded

him as a poet of pessimism, but that is to misunderstand the

main theme of The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, the poem by
which FitzGerald lives It is true that FitzGerald shared as

httle as Thomson in the optimism of the great bulk of the

mid-Victonan middle class, but his importance and his

populanty are due, not only to the skill and charm of his

verse, but to his reaction against the gospel of toil Bourgeois

pohtical economy, as Marx remarked, was the most moral
of sciences, its ideal was “an ascetic but usurious miser, an
ascetic but productive slave” FitzGerald called loudly for

wine, for roses, for love, for some ofthat impulsive enjoyment
of life which the puntan, even the atheistical puritan (per-

haps the latter especially) ,
regarded with suspicion Victonan

morality at its stnetest left out something essential to the

fulness of life FitzGerald tried to replace it, and it is not

surpnsing that when his poem became known it was very

widely read Besides, it was easy to read; the verse was
smooth and delightful, the surface meaning easily grasped,

the pessimism dehghtfully romantic. What the great pubhc
did not grasp, however, was that for FitzGerald thewine and
the love were merely symbohe, though the roses had their

actual counterpart, and it did not perceive that FitzGerald
had a sense ofhumour But it did feel obscurely that he was
spokesman for certain humane values which werem danger
ofbeing Ignored. Toil and duty were no doubt very well, but
there was also impulse, beauty, leisure, and, if not ivine, at

least the wine of life It was prepared to accept determinism,
especially when so mcely put and so charmingly palhated,
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SO long as it was not the determinism of “the inexorable laws
of economics”, that blasphemy which blackened a century
and against which Ruskin cned in vain It felt that this life

also was worth living, especially as the claims ofthe next were
beginning to grow a tnfle dim Its instinct was right, even
thought It largely misunderstood the poem, and was, possibly,
unable to appreciate its poetic qualities

’

Yet FitzGerald’s poem did not constitute a poetical revolu-
tion, as did those of the pre-Raphaehtes (some ofwhich pre-
ceded the Rubaiyat) It was a protest, not a new conception
of the poetic idea But here one must be careful it is not
altogether easy to say who the pre-Raphaehte poets were,
and their conceptions of poetry varied a good deal Dante
Gabriel Rossetti is the only pattern poet of the school, but
one must include his brother William Michael, and his sister
Christina, though she had other affinities. Morris, Swin-
burne, Patmore, for various reasons and in different senses,
are part of the movement, and so, naturally, are such minor
figures as the sculptor Woolner But certain things can be
said at least about their beginnings, as pubhshed in their
magazine, The Germ, which appeared in 1850,^ and lasted
for four numbers It is easier to describe what the school did
not stand for rather than what it did maintain, or rather
in what way it differed from the current of the time It did
not regard poetry as being prophetic, as bemg mainly philo-
sophical in intent, it was not on the whole going to concern
Itself with intellectual complications after the manner of
Browning, nor with social conditions Thus it divided itself

sharply from the great writers of the time, Tennyson, Brown-
ing, Arnold As an intellectual movement, judged in retro-
spect, It IS something of a backwater, it smacks too much of
the ivory tower But it brought back into the idea of poetry
something that was in danger of being lost, the idea of its

indirect effect, the idea that it deals with modes of thought
and feeling that camnot be expressed in prose, and it re-*

introduced the notion of the pnmacy of personal feeling It

^ The Pre-Raphaehte Brotherhood (P.R B ) was foundedm 1848 Its first
pictiu^ were exhibited m 1849, and much dended till Ruskin flew to the
rescue
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went further—and this is its positive achievement—it intro-

duced what, if not entirely lacking in English poetry up to

that date, was vciy rare—symbolism, and it insisted on

simplicity ofexpression and ducctncss ol sensation Rossetti’s

own passionate, eiotic symbolism w'as unlucky with reference

to the period, still evangelical and laigclv prudish It need not

surprise us that he should have been i cgai ded as belonging to

the “fleshly” school

Lady, I fain would tell how cvcimoic

Thy soul I know not ii om thy body, nor

Thee fiom thyself, ncithci om love fiom God,

is the kind of uttciancc open to misintcipietation But the

attack suiptised and huit Rossetti, just as in our own day it

surpnsed and hurt the essentially ]nuitan D H Lawrence to

be attacked as an immoiahst and leguided as a satyr Both

represent a cuiious vein whuh seems to run peculiarly

through English poetiy, a kind of fleshly mystu ism which has

never been investigated as a tiadition, but which deserves

attention It is not to be (oufused with tlie sensuousness

leading to something els<* which Keats illustiates, it is some-

thing that you get in cine othei pre-Raph.ielile, Coventry

Patmore, you get it in Blake, you get it in Milton But it

shocked the Victorians ^

What It symbolised foi Rossetti was a i.ui lous state ofbeing,

half sensuous, which gave him not \eiy dear apprehensions

of the Infante it was not visionary, as with Blake, nor

intellectually clcui-cut as with Milton, it was not so pro-

foundly emotional, nor so dc*«*ply lehgious as with Patmore,

nor was it a protest as it was with Lawienre. but it had an

effect of reality strong enough to be* compelling. With him

It was inseparable fiom an idea of beauty ;
and it is here that

we come upon the beginnings of the aesthetic movement.

Rossetti wrote poetiy of considerable intellectual force, he

gave new life to the builucl, in a modified, cultured form, and

if he had no very strong ihythnuc gift, he had a fine seme of

vowel sounds. He c'ould wnte nanative; he was happy in his

* Bkke, Rossetti, imd Pstraore, were snfluenced by Swedenboig
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imagery, he could “paint” extremely well m words, as you
would expect, and like many painters, he had an extraordin-
ary faculty for seeing unexpected likenesses But the umque
quality ofhis poetry, the quahty which makes him important,
and which adds something to the body of Enghsh poetry
which It would not otherwise have, is the amazing sense of
silence he can produce With him you can hear the silence,

not only when he is describing it, as he sometimes does, but
even when he does not seem to be thinking about it It is

a mystic silence, a rapt silence He can therefore give an
astonishing elfect of the cessation of all movement, almost
of time itself, the sense of “I have been here before” with
the whole attention concentrated on one thing, preferably a
thing to be seen The symbolism and the imagery are both
splendidly illustrated in “The Blessed Damozel”, but there
he did not quite attain the motionless quahty ofsome of his

later woik
This kind of emotion, somewhat removed from the ordin-

ary sphere of existence, was something new to the average
Victonan reader, and it roused Browmng to funous remon-
strance

“Yes, [he wrote to Isa Blagden] I have read Rossetti’s

“poems—and poetical they are—scented with poetry, as it

“were—like tnfles of vanous sorts you take out of a cedar
“or sandal-wood box you know I hate the effeminacy of
“his school,—the men that dress up like women,—that use
“obsolete forms, too, and archaic accentuations to seem
“soft—^fancy a man calling it a lil^—lilies and so on, Swin-
“bume started this, with other hke Belialisms—witness his

“harp-player, etc. it is quite different when the object is

“to imitaU old ballad-wnting, when the thing might be,

“then how I hate ‘Love’ as a lubberly naked young man
“putting his arms here and his wings there, about a pair of

“lovers—a fellow they would kick away in the reahty. ...”

Rossetti, on his part, admired Browmng and tried his hand,
not very successfully, at the monologue in “Jenny” and in

“A Last Confession”, and he may have adxmtted some bite
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in the cntiasm, if ever he heard it, especially as regards the
medieval affectations of the school We certainly adimt it

The air blows pure for twenty miles

Over this vast countne.
Over hill and wood and dale it goeth,
Over steeple and stack and tree

And there’s not a bird on the wing that knoweth
How sweet the meadows be

IS a production by John L Tupper, which we may call
typical of the school, since W M Rossetti’s sooth is almost
as silly, even though his manner is not quite so bad Nor
was It so much D G Rossetti as others of the school who ex-
hibited what they called “an entire adherence to the sim-
plicity of art” This is what it led to in the hands ofThomas
Woolner in his once famous poem “My Beautiful Lady”.

I love my lady, she is very fair

Her brow is white, and bound by simple hair.
Her spirit sits alooi and high,
Although It looks through her soft eye
Sweetly and tenderly

and so on until we get

My lady’s voice, altho’ so very mild,
Maketh me feel as strong wine would a child,

a not very happy simplicity when you consider that strong
wine would most likely make a child feel sick The naked
lubberly young man is better than this, especially as Ros-
setti’s personifications were natural to him, and by no means
a convention. It is true that “The House of Life” sonnet
collection is a tnfle “scented with poetry”, and that the scent
is that of hothouse flowers; but some of the sonnets are very
good indeed, and they deal with a range of emotions whi^
were a closed book to Browning.
But It is Christina Rossetti’s achievement which is the

highest “Goblin Market”, written in “dedoggerchsed Skel-
tomc” has something of earth in it, of earth mysteriously
apprehended as it was in her brother’s work, but for tic
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rest her poems breathe an extraordinarily pure spirituality
Her range is narrow, but withm that range she reaches per-
fection, a perfection m subject, in feehng, m treatment,
which places her nearly on a level with George Herbert, of
whom one is often reminded when readmg her, especidly
in such things as “Uphill”, with its typically Herbertian
conclusion

Shall I find comfort, travel-sore and weak^
Of labour you shall find the sum

Will there be beds for me and all who seeP
Yea, beds for all who come

Pre-Raphaelite though she was in her begmmngs, she is

the finest flower of the Oxford Movement, to which she m-
tellectually and emotionally belonged Swinburne, who
was a fine iftoo ecstaticjudge, said ofher “New YearHymn”
that “it was touched as with the fire and bathed as in the
light of sunbeams, tuned as the chords and cadence of re-

fluent sea-music beyond reach of harp and organ, large
echoes of the serene and sonorous tides ofheaven” There is,

perhaps, too much of the pathos ofrenunciation felt between
the lines of her poetry, its very perfection adding to the
pathos, so much so that Sir Walter Raleigh declared, when
he had to hold forth about her, “The only thing that Ghns-
tina makes me want to do is cry, not lecture ” For in the
clear quality of her verse, the renunciation, though strong,

has not forgotten the pain, nor the price paidj it is a little

nostalgic.

The irresponsive silence of the land.

The irresponsive sounding of the sea.

Speak both one message and one sense to me—
Aloof, aloof, we stand aloof, so stand
Thou too aloof, bound with the flawless band
Of inner sohtude. we bind not thee

But who from thy self-chain shall set thee free'*

What heartshalltouch thyheart?Whathand thy hand?

There is silence there, too, but it is an intellectual, not a
physical one.
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It IS the most violent change imaginable to turn from her

cool atmosphere to the fervour of Swinburne, from her

quietude to his rushing verse, to his renouncing of all re-

nunciations, to his ciy for liberty, foi libei linage, to the

somewhat adolescent yelp for freedom which he retained to

the end Nobody can suggest that his eroticism is symbohe,

the complaint is, rather, that it is not very actual He was
a strange phenomenon for that time, one to make puntamcal
flesh creep, and his acceptance, if not without some resist-

ance, by the Victorians, is an illuminating guide to what was
happemng to the Victorian moral sense. It was the be-

ginmng (with Ouida’s novels) of the breakdown of evangeli-

cal rigidity But that, of course, is not Svyanburne’s title to

fame; nor is that why his contempoiarics icad him, nor why
he IS read now His tiiumph is that he cicated poems,

objects of delight, almost solely by the gloiy ol the word, by
the music which often is, literally, stunning He seemed,

and seems, possessed by the instrument he played on, he

was superbly intoxicated by it, and his drunkenness is

infectious At first, howevci, he seems to have been more
in control If from the beginning he juggled (using the

expression in no belittling sense) with words and their

sounds, and showed himself the most consummate wizard m
prosody, one feels that in the first two senes of Poems and

Ballads and in the ever-fresh Atalanta in Calydon, he had had
something to say, at once as a man and as an artist It is

not so much that he immediately established himself as a

“pagan” poet (in the common acceptance of the epithet),

as that as a man he stood for every kind of freedom, personal

and political, feanng no liberty, hating all restraint, and as

an artist for something less didactic than the public had be-

come accustomed to. There is, no doubt, a good deal in

Poems and Ballads which now strikes us as false, poetically

rather cheap, in the manner of.

Gould you hurt me, sweet lips, though I hurt you?
Men touch them, and change in a tnce,

The hhes and languors of virtue

For the raptures and roses of vice;
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but how easy they were to say' How they stuck in. the
memory' They were deliriously exciting It was glorious to
walk along country lanes and shout out the splendid chorus
of Atalanta

When the hounds of sprang are on winter’s traces,

The mother of months in meadow or plain
Fills the shadows and windy places
With lisp of leaves and ripple of ram.

And the brown bright nightingale amorous
Is half assuaged for Itylus,

For the Thracian ships and the foreign faces

The tongueless vigil, and all the pain

There is a suggestion ofmeamng, ofprofound meaning even,
in those lines and the ones that follow, there is dignity too in
the play, and real tragedy, combined with a sense of re-

bellion against God (which possibly is the theme oftragedy)

.

There was also in those days a sense of thrilling wickedness
in the lines which Christina Rossetti expunged from her
copy “The supreme evil, God ” Some ofthe other choruses
are as good

Before the beginning of years

There came to the making ofman
Time, with a gift of tears.

Grief, with a glass that ran. .

and it is not true to say, as both a young contemporary and
Mr T S Ehot have said, that time and gnef might well,

had better even, be transposed Swinburne was fop^of the
sort of transposition he here employed, and jiJxhad a real

point, partly the surprise of the transposj^n, partly the
exactness of the statement when the attobutes have been
changed about y'

It IS a truism to say that Swinburne^ techmque ran away
with him and destroyed the poet This is not quite true,

however, for apart from the f^t that Swinburne did

‘Another theory is that the prudery his age, reinforced by Watts-
Dunton, inhibited the expression of his Inost profound emotion
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occasionally to the end produce a poem of requisite pith, the

remark begs the whole unresolved question of matter and
manner, to use a phrase of those days It is true that he did

not much care to exercise sclf-criticism (that he was capable

of doing so is proved by his admiiable parody of himself),

but then, any restraint would have been fatal The streams

of varied sensation within him were bound to pour them-
selves out in a tumultuous torient of words, or to shatter

him, the only discipline it was safe to apply was the dis-

cipline of prosody We may deplore several poems of poli-

tically childish content, but Swinburne was not the sort of

man who could divide himself He was not really a pre-

Raphaehte poet, he began, indeed, under the wing of its

leaders, but it is interesting to see how, beginning with their

imagery, he broke away from it to his own His three plays

on the theme of Mary Stuart are too bulky to tempt the

ordinary reader, they contain some fine passages, and some
dramatic moments, but they cannot be ranked as successes

A minor triumph, however, is his fragment on Gesare Borgia,

The Duke of Gandia, in which, for once, the staggering verbal

fehcity was tamed, and acted under the control ofa directive

intellectual force It not only reads well, but plays with
great effect ^

More typical, perhaps, of the movement as a whole is

William Morns The Defence of Guenevere contains his best,

most concentrated verse, and his medieval reconstructions

have a reality which most of the similar work of the century
lacks He could not produce the effect of tension that Ros-
setti did, but a robuster blood flows in the veins of his

people, a more generous joy exists in their songs His energy
and his capacity are shown to the full in Sigurdand Tke Life and
Death of Jason But more popular and, on the whole, more
charactensdc of Moms is The Earthly Paradise in which
Norsemen and ancient Greeks alternately recount the stones

or myths, heroic or romantic, of their respective climes.

Just as Morns wrote these tales in vanous Chaucenan metres,

from a sense that these were fitting for what he wanted to

say, so he seems to have had the same sort of interest in his

^ Swinbiimc’s prose is touched on m the Bibliography.
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people as Chaucer had, but he is at his best when adapting
or translating the northern sagas, for there he could mdulffe
both his romantic temper and his leaning towards the ep^
His tales are all extremely readable as tales, but Moms
wrote verse too easily to be always a satisfactory poet, and
there is sometimes a monotony in his verse which Smnbume
at his most impulsive would have known how to avoid.
He appears too truly to have felt that he was “the idle singer
of an empty day”, and that his poetry was not worth troub-
ling over He gives the impression, therefore, of going on
and on interminably, and is sometimes in danger ofbecoming
prosy He has, too, some imtatmg tncks, and one can be
almost sure that whenever a line ends with “man” or “swan”
or some similar conclusion, the rhyme will be achieved or
approximated with “waters wan” The tales, in fact, seem to
express, not intensity of expenence, but width ofknowledge
and variety of sympathy, though the dominating feehng is

often one of melancholy, due to the brevity of life and the
bitterness of love But he is never languorous, and whatever
reservations one may make as to the poetry, one will freely
admit that the stones in The Earthly Paradise are undoubtedly
charming, and make very agreeable reading They add to
the general impression of Morris’s immense and genial
stature

Very different from Morns and Swinburne, comparable
rather with Chnstina Rossetti, is that unduly neglected poet
Coventry Patmore One might say that he is pre-Raphaehte
only where he is weak (“the simplicity ofart” theory did bim
a good deal of damage), and that when he really expresses
his own developed nature, he is as little pre-Raphaehte as
Chnstina herself His long, and once very popular poem,

'

The Angelm the House, is held by his admirers to contam some '

very fine things, to the average reader it will appear m-
sufferably silly, “garrulous and pratthng” Crabbe become

'

sloppy, or, as Gosse said, “humdrum stories ofgirls who smell
ofbread and butter”. The theme, when discovered, is splen-
did, the treatment is deplorable One can hardly beheve
that the great Odes were wntten by the same person This
group ofpoems, covered by the title The Unknown Eros (which
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includes “The Victones of Love”) conveys, in beautifully,

controlled free verse, the mysticism of love combined with

an intense rehgious feeling as no other poems in the language

do They are not all, stnctly speaking, odes, though they are

all written in the irregular metre often associated with odes

in the history of English poetry When these have been read

It is easy to see that the ideas to a great extent he swaddled

in The Angel in the House, but Patmore deliberately turned

from what was easy and popular to forms which, though
difficult, satisfied his intellectual integrity and his high

artistic conscience He was a visionary, a seer, not afraid of

the flesh, essentially intuitive, original but not impeccable

in prosody, inventive in form What he thought and felt

abour religion and poetry he expressed in the title-essay of

the volume Religio Poeta, and he had the courage to carry out

his precepts in his odes The “transfiguration of the senses”,

which he found in love, earned him forward to the mystic

love of the Roman Catholic church, and it is to be eternally

regretted that he took the advice of Gerard Hopkins and
destroyed the essay Sponsa Dei which most clearly expressed

this It was, Hopkins told him, “telling secrets”. Neverthe-

less It would seem that the mam idea of the poem, “an
interpretation” of the love between the soul and God by an
analogy of the love between a woman and a man” is implied

in the odes Such notions may be repellent to some, but that

does not prevent the odes fiom being great poetry Nor are

they all transcendental; some of them, especially when his

children are the subject, express his great tenderness and
dehcacy in a perfectly simple manner, a deceptive simpliaty

if you like, but giving much for ordinary minds to grasp

It seems hkely lhat Patmore’s reputation will grow, while

that of others, more regarded dunng our period, will

dwindle ^

Meredith also can be loosely linked with the pre-Raphad-
ites, at least he once shared a house with Rossetti and Swin-
burne—an entertaimngly vaned trio But there is little else

^ Other religious poets, who attach themselves to this hue of tradition,

such as Alice Meynell and Francis Thompson, are briefly treated m the

Bibhography
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to attach him to this group, there was nothing “aesthetic”

about him, he did not hanker after the past, and though not

so notously “pagan” as Swinburne, there is nothing speci-

fically Chnstian about him Yet he has this in common with

the group, the determination that art should not, in Ruskin’s

phrase, be the handmaiden of morality, it was not the busi-

ness of poetry to purvey an ethic, and there is nothing about

his poetry of “the perpetual coxcombry ofour moral preten-

sions” Life was what mattered, it was glorious, unceasingly

exciting, and always worth while So long as the poet stuck

to this belief, he was fulfilling his function, revealing life

to those that lived it

And you shall hear the herb and tree.

The better heart ofman shall see.

Shall feel celestially as long

As you crave nothing but the song,

and the song, it should be noted, was to be “seraphically free

from taint of personality” The tremendous vigour, the

metrical skill (the measure possibly a httle too marked) of

his long lyrics (possibly a httle too long), such as “The Lark

Ascending” and “Love in the Valley”, remind one of Swin-

burne, but rather as a flight of birds may remmd one of a

torrent His great work, though often pedantically stig-

matised as being of “that bastard form” a novel m verse,

is probably Modem Love, wntten in “sonnets” of sixteen lines.

Some of the sonnets are excellent in themselves, apart from

their context, and it would not be extravagant to hold that

Modem Love is the most successful long poem in the penod.

It IS movmg in the whole, it expresses an attitude—^much the

attitude of Meredith’s novels, with a heightened sense of

tragedy—and its half-seen things, its “half-images”, give it

an intellectually exciting quahty different in kind from that

given by the exactness of/« Memonam, the feeling, though as

poignant, is less personal, and so more immediately present

Yet having hazarded the suggestion that Modem Love may
be the greatest long poem in the period, The Dynusts at once

springs to the mind but then Hardy’s masterpiece is largely

m prose, and depends to a great extent for its effect upon the
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reader’s power to translate the printed woid into dramatic

action But The Dynasts does not lend itself to classification

It has no predecessors, and is probably too grandiose to have

imitators The immense Napoleonic struggle uni oils itself as

drama, novel, tragedy, comedy, but especially peihaps epic.

And Hardy exists otherwise as a poet His verse, as does

his prose, exhibits a certain woodenness which all the more

reveals Hardy’s genius when it is overcome He can some-

times be as prosaic as Woidswoith, but then he can some-

times produce an effect of illumination, of penetration,

which ifnot quite so dazzling as Wordsworth’s, is comparable

with It Some of his best work is “pessimistic” enough, full

ofhis fatal acceptance (take “Only a man harrowing clods”),

but sometimes, with extraoidinary simplicity, he gives a

twist to a moment of human expciicncc which conveys just

that queer sense of super-ieality which such moments m real

idfe actually have Moments oj Vision, the title of one of his

volumes, would be an apt desciiption of his poems as a

whole, visions of emotional moments charged with the in-

heritance of past ages of emotion, bunging into play irra-

tional, half-conscious feelings, which the contemplative mind

must recognise as being pait of everyday cxpciicncc

Hardy was not a mastci of vcisification as Bridges was;

and indeed Bridges was a useful influence in bringing back

a certain scholarly quality which it is necessary should

occasionally be injected into English poetry as a call to

order To say that he was too much ofa scholar to be a great

poet—a common criticism—is, of couisc, nonsense Good
scholarship never spoilt a good poet, and Bridges, though a

good poet, lacked the imaginative leap, the ability to trans-

form experience, which makes a great poet Yet his earher

work has a fine lyrical spring, and Badges can rank as a

lyric poet somewhere m the neighbourhood of Arnold-

Later, a somewhat crabbed philosophy rusted the spring.

His Shorter Poemi show him at his best. There are, indeed,

some good passages in the staiizaic naiiative Eros and P^che,

and work of some magnificence in the sonnet sequence The

Growth ofLove, but it is in the shorter lyrics, where he could

esxpress an intense joy in the mere fact of existence, and the
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emotions of love, that he is most surely a poet Besides, the
prosodic complexity of such things as “Whither O splendid
ship”, “Awake my heart to be loved, awake, awake”, and
the superb “London Snow”, contain dehghts which lovers

ofverse will always savour His archaisms are irritating
^ and

his defence that they were not affectations but grammatical
necessities to him does not make them any less so

Bridges was not a very onginal poet, he added little that
was new to the tradition; but he very remarkably summed
up in his work many strands of the tradition up to his own
day, and earned the result forward through the breakdown
m the nineties and the Edwardian period He earned it, in
fact, beyond the birth ofa new formulation which itselfwent
back to the old, but to different aspects of the old, reacting
against “Georgian Poetry”, the final flicker of Victonan
romanticism, including pre-Raphaelite romanticism Geor-
gian poetry is scarcely a distinct brand, and it takes its name
merely from the anthologies with that title published at the
beginning ofKing George V’s reign Yet there is some excuse
for the name, since the poems written at that penod reveal a

definite revival of the lync impulse There had been a dis-

tinct lull The Victorian tradition had faded out in the
religious verse of Alice Meynell and Francis Thompson, or

in the lighter verse of Austin Dobson, Andrew Lang and
others The age had broken up, its assumptions had col-

lapsed, and there was no grand current of thought or feeling

to carry poets along, or for them to crystallise Its later poets,

even while rebelling against it, had been earned forward by
its momentum, but in the Edwardian penod it was a dead
weight The waters were lifeless, but for directionless eddies.

Here and there some good work was done by such men as

Blunt, Lord Alfred Douglas, and Arthur Symons, but nothing
decisive emerged Kipling, who was a real poet, with seven-

teenth century affimties, considerable scope, and great bold-

ness of metrical invention and adaptation, was tangled in

Impenalism, an Impenahsm that was rapidly becoming the

preserve ofa clique Yet he sometimes acmeved an admirable

poem which gave a glimpse of the real man behind the poli-

tical mask, and it is a thousand pities that most lovers of
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poetry should be deterred by his popular jingles There is

nothing else quite like “M’Andrew’s Hymn” or “The Maty
Gloster" in our literature, to mention only two of his strikingly

individual pieces Newbolt, with an irritating monotony of
metre, and a great appearance of nobility, celebrated the
worst side of Imperialism Hewlett was a good poet spoilt

by hving in a day when there was nothing much that a poet
could do, and few to listen to him, poetical conventions, ofa
bad kind, clogged his manner, and he was often forced back
to classical themes The truest poet of the penod, John
Davidson, voiced a black despair in verse which was ex-

quisite “Thirty Bob a Week” is a gicat and powerful poem
Masefield found new metres and new matter, Sea Pieces pro-
mised a new poet of strength and oiigmality His narrative

poems. The Everlasting Mercy, The Widow in the Bye Street, and
Dauber, took the public by stoim There was nothing high-
falutin’ about them, and they were so readable that they
were said to be “not poetiy”, which implies a cnticism not
of Masefield, but of what other pods were writing These
narratives were full of life and realism, they were rattling

good yarns, novels in verse which anyone could understand
They certainly shook a good deal of the stiffness out of
poetry, the sort of stiffness exhibited by such poets as the
derivative William Watson on the one hand, and on the
other the far better, more oiiginal, Wilfred Scawen Blunt
They brought poetry appreciably nearer life, in the sense

that the readers ofH G Wells’s noccis undci stood it, but
that is not the sort of life poetry can icmain embedded in

except at its pcnl Chaucer’s could survive it, but Mr
Masefield, though a poet of distinction, is not Chaucer, even
if there is something Chaucerian about Reynard the Fox.

But in the four years bcfoic the War there was a distinct

if rather yeasty ferment agitating English society, more per-

ceptible from a distance than it was at the time There had
been a certain amount of political agitation in the previous

decade, and a change in the constitution a collapse of the

monarchy did not seem beyond the bounds of possibihty

After 1910 there was a senes ofstnkes; the suffragettes broke
Windows in Regent Sticct, chained themselves to the gallery
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flame, it was also the herald of a new era in wnting
poetry
Three of them may be dealt with here; two because they

died dunng the War, the third and best because he has,

apparently, ceased to write, to the regret of all lovers of
poetry Ralph Hodgson’s slim volumes, however, make up
in quahty what they lack in bulk He is, one feels, a poet of
complete integrity, who would only write when he had some-
thing he urgently wished to say, and who takes care to say
It in the best possible way His “Song ofHonour”, a hymn of
praise, may be too remimscent of Smart’s “Song to David”,
but “The Bull” is a rock-like piece ofwoik conveying tragic

acceptance others of his poems express a deep humam-
tananism Rupert Brooke is the darling of adolescents and of
anthologists, and it is only fair to say that he deserves to be
What he did he did extremely well His verse, really, is hght
verse, there is no profundity of emotion, little complexity of
experience, but there is a certain curious wonder It is very
melodious, and goes with a run, it is easy, pleasant and, at

first, refreshing Brooke really sang, and sang with a clearer,

more tuneful note than any of his contemporaries Flecker
exhibits all the faults of the Georgian chorus, and few of the
virtues Hassan, in part redeemed by a fine nostalgic song, is

a piece of horrible romantiasm and sham orientalism His
verse is ill-designed, soft, and meretricious, and consists

largely of vapid rhetoiic, but he had a certain tunefulness,

that tunefulness which the Georgian poets did much to re-

store ^

Ephemeral, but important in its results, was the school of
Imagistes, ofwhich the chiefornaments wereH D

, Richard
Aldington, and F S Fhnt To them should be added Ezra
Pound, who at this stage at least can be considered an Enghsh
poet Their name expresses their object, encouraged by
Hulme, which was to gam their effect not by suggesting
thoughts, or expressing emotions, but by showing things
They were, especially Fhnt, exponents of free verse, but

^Many* consider this view too harsh, even unjust, they can point to
his highly competent adaptation of Persian metres No one can claim to be
a ‘‘perfect witness’*, and the reader must decide for himself*
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some of their work, especially with H D (Hilda Doohttle,

also an American), exhibits a sense of form in a more rigor-

ously disciplined manner, often in adaptation of classical

forms, but not of classical metres They were for gem-hke
rather than flower-like poetry Their presence was a healthy
element at the time, and their influence made itself felt for

some years

It is hardly necessary to say that the greatest poet of this

latter part of the period wasW B Yeats, who was gradually

forging his way through from beginnings of pre-Raphaelite
affimties to a firm grasp of other essentials, he was gathenng
together the shattered shards ofa collapsed culture and bmld-
ing them up again into a new shape with the necessary addi-

tions He is ofsuch stature that discussion of his work cannot

be split up, it IS a coherent, progressive whole, and will be
dwelt upon in the next volume ^

1 For reasons given in the Bibliography, Gerard Hopkins will be discussed

in the succeeding book
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were composed in the mam for the great mass of Ions bour-
geois, often in parts for senal pubhcation the episodes, there-
fore, had to be excitmg, the pathos tear-compelling, the
melodrama beautifully thrilling Form went by the board,
the construction was often chaotic, and when the pubhc
was offered a masterpiece oftense concentration in Wuthenng
Heights It Ignored it, the cntics, Tennyson’s “indolent re-
viewers”, being largely as impercipient as the flocks theywere
supposed to lead Dickens, naturally, was this public’s dar-
hng Whereas to-day we enjoy his gemus in spite of his in-
coherence, in his own day the incoherence was a. positive airl .

to popularity The others to a great extent exhibit the same
lac^' of brgamsation as was his (even Thackerary except in
Vanity Fair and Esmond), his unequalness, his masterly
handling of certain aspects, his doleful declension in the
treatment of others One of the reasons, no doubt, is the one
noted by Lord David Cecil, namely that they wrote about
everything whether they knew about any special thing or not,
about every emotion, apart from the Great Taboo of sex,

whether or not it was the sort ofemotion they were competent
to deal with A novel had to be, not a slice of hfe, but the
whole pudding Yet what a pudding it was, stuffed full of
plums, and if there was a good deal of dough about it, this

was easily swallowed To abandon the metaphor, what made
these novels so palatable was not only the drama or the

comedy, the thrill or the laughter, but the expectation of
finding them all there combined with the terrific zest of the

narrative which caught you up at the beginmng and hurled
you through to the end

Consciousness of form, the acceptance of prgamsatiop UfS

a liScessity, §6ems fherefbfe'fofeig'n td the conception ofjthe

!rmrg_^th'e faT^iuniigipfQur_pgriod It appeared gradually,

first wiihTWiikie"CoUins, it was developed by Meredith, and
became dommant in George Moore and especiallym Henry
James Thus the novelists of the Edwardian period were ah
aware of it though they often flouted it Form, of course, is

inseparable from umty of theme. ThfiEe i§. no fEeme. m
Dickefisythere is no theme in Thackerary, though there is

a dommant Tronic mood, it is”impossible to find one in
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were composed in the main for the great mass of Ions bour-
geois, often in parts for serial publication the episodes, there-
fore, had to be exciting, the pathos tear-compelling, the
melodrama beautifully thnlling Form went by the board,
the construction was often chaotic, and when the pubhc
was offered a masterpiece of tense concentration in Wuthering
Heights It Ignored it, the critics, Tennyson’s “indolent re-
viewers’ ’, being largely as impercipient as the flocks theywere
supposed to lead Dickens, naturally, was this public’s dar-
hng Whereas to-day we enjoy his genius in spite of his in-
coherence, in his own day the incoherence was a pnsitivf:

to popularityJThe others to a great extent exhibit the same
lack of organisation as was his (even Thackerary except in
Vanity Fair and Esmond), his unequalness, his masterly
handling of certain aspects, his doleful declension in the
treatment of others One of the reasons, no doubt, is the one
noted by Lord David Cecil, namely that they wrote about
everything whether they knew about any special thing or not,
about every emotion, apart from the Great Taboo of sex,

whether or not it was the sort ofemotion they were competent
to deal with A novel had to be, not a slice of hfe, but the
whole pudding Yet what a pudding it was, stuffed full of
plums; and if there was a good deal of dough about it, this

was easily swallowed To abandon the metaphor, what made
these novels so palatable was not only the drama or the
comedy, the thrill or the laughter, but the expectation of
finding them all there combined with the terrific zest of the

narrative which caught you up at the beginning and hurled
you through to the end

Consciousness of form, the acceptance of orgamsation as

a n'Scessity, seenis therefo'relEofei^'tc^'the conception nf the

^Vel atTihgljegmrmig 'afour period It appeared gradually,

first with Wilkie Collins, it was developed by Meredith, and
became dommant in George Moore and especiallym Henry
James Thus the novelists of the Edwardian period were afi

aware of it though they often flouted it Form, of course, is

inseparable from unity of theme. .Theie_is no ‘th^e-in.
Dickens;"there is no theme in Thacl^rary, though there is

a dominant iromc mood,' It "is impossible to find one in
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Trollope, even in the Barsetshire senes But Meredith built

his novels round a theme, ^ and we find a progressive develop-

ment in this respect, through Moore, James, Conrad and
E M Forster It is true that quite early in the penod there
were novels wtfi a purpose, social -r-efOimynovels' wth a
thesis, but that is not the same thing, a theme 'is more
pHfiosophical The ultimate subject-matter oTHardy’s n^els
illustrate the difference

The novel, moreover, passed through seveial phases
Apart from the thesis novel, which can adapt itself to any
form, there were various kinds of novel at different penods,
dovetaihng chronologically in a way that is the despair of
anyone who wishes to docket penods and forms But on the
whole we can say that the penod began with a development
of the picaresque novel, the novel, that is, of amusingi.ad-
venturoilS'incidents loosely strung together Pwkwtck is a
perfect example Thackeray, however, who had a sense of
structure, saw that something more than mere stnnging to-

gether had to be done, he saw what Fielding had accom-
plished and developed, and he completed the tradition He
took It as far as it would go, but that was not far enough
The picaresque novel, however, tends to become the charac-
ter novel, and this is largely what the novels of our penod
were in its early and rmddle phases But Eliot and Meredith
led towards the psychological novel, while, towards the end
of the century, a movement parallel with this one led with
George Moore to reahsm and with Gissing to the “shce of
hfe” novel At the same time Stevenson re-established the
romance, to be followed by a host of writers, of whom the

most distinguished is Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch.
Yet perhaps a more important change is the change in the

idea of the function of the novel It is dangerous to try to

define wliat a nbveTis^ or whaTtts^unction may ^jg^J^yond
/-t^at of entertammg. which is merely a pnmary conSfctiDiir

The point is to dSScw^^^wdiat sort of entertainment it pro-
vides We shall make a defimtion, realising that such defini-

tions, such theories, are not eternal venties, but merely

^ George Eliot, to be sTire, had a theme, but it did not succeed in imposing
a form, and her work remained largely episodic
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useful scaffoldings, and shall suggest that the function of the

novel, as distinct from that ^ poetry, or drama, or romance^

IS to reveal society to itself That is what Defoe and Fielding
hacCgonC^fa^^'t'^'^ did and^'in the mam,
Trollope One can say that Disraeli’s object was the same,

as it was certainly not that of Dickens except when he was

attacking certain aspects or institutions Gradually, however,

the character in his relation to society became the important

thing, the development is clear in the work of George Eliot,

clearer still in that of Meredith, we are on the edge of the

psychological novel, where the interest is entirely centred on

the minds of the personages, where the individual exists for

his own sake This novel ofthe “individual” is quite different

from the “character” novel, the character is a type or

“humour”, the individual might be you or me So the

supremely important thing in the novel came to be what

happened to people, the individual was what mattered and

society largely disappeared, it vamshed almost entirely in

Hardy Tom Jones and Vanity Fair are about soaety, what

happens to Tom Jones or Rawdon Crawley is interesting,

but does not much matter but it does matter what happens

to Dr Lydgate in Middlemarch, to Clym Yeobnght in The

Return of the Native, to Beauchamp in Beauchamp’s Career The

person became a symbol
It was all a complex process, this movement from depict-

ing society to concentrating on the inner struggles of men
and women, and one can hazard a guess as to how it came

about Since the form ofsociety seemed fairly fixed^ and God

was rapidly vamshing, man’s private emotions and thoughts

came to seem the supremely important thing With Meredith

a man is still struggling with society, but later it was the

“personal relation” that took the field, a subject perfectly

treated by E M Forster, this led still a step further, to the

isolation of man from everything but his own divine imp^-

sion, as exemplified in the work of D. H Lawrence Such d.

scheme must not be pressed too closely (we shall come upon

some contradictions later)
,
but it does on the whole present

^Now, however, that the form seema far from fixei^ mterest m the

psychological novel is waning, and we are returning to the soraal torm
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a not very distorted picture of what happened to theJbrm
and content of the novel Part of the content was, of course,

influenced by the breakdown of the Great Taboo, from
Ouida onward, blameless as her novels appear to us now.
It became gradually more and more possible to take into

account the physical side of sex, George Moore loosened the

bands almost completely In the present century the results

ofthe breakdown have been to give exaggerated importance
to this aspect ofhuman life, but it is ultimately a gam to an
art to be able to handle any material that offers itself, and
the distortion in the present direction is perhaps not so

jyicious as distortion m the other
' It is not that one directly misses the sensual erotic motive
in the earher novelists Thackeray, as Professor Hamilton
Thompson has noted, sufiers the most, since his subject-

matter was largely human pretensions in the face of human
weakness and folly But the absence of this element makes
Itself felt in the falsity which reveals itself as sentimentality

It does not perhaps afect the men so much, since a good deal

was left to be inferred on the “wild oats” principle, but it is

a commonplace that most of the ideal young ladies of the

early Victorian novehsts are intolerable, less so with Disraeli

than with the others, for his heroines did at least think The
worst side of the Victorian respect for femimne chastity and
refinement, apart from the hornble punishment inflicted

upon those who slipped (one has only to think of Little

Em’ly or Mrs Gaskell’s Ruth), was their segregation from
the mtellectual currents of the time Up till the tnumph of

the new middle class, every educated woman spoke Italian,

French and possibly German or Spamsh, she had a ground-
ing in the classics, and some musical culture, she could meet
man conversationally on equal terms By the mid-Victonan
period her highest functions were to mind the baby, or

distribute soup to cottagers,^ her musical education ex-

tended to playing the family hymns on Sunday evemngs

^ It 18 shocking to think that Keats may be partly responsible for this

xmmstenng angel attitude But the higher ideal did persist see Charlotte

Yonge^s The Daisy Chain Also social work was often undertaken by the
roost cultivated.
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The Victorians are guilty of having diminished woman to
the lowest level she had reached for centuries Florence
Nightingale’s outburst, which Jowett thought it “wiser” not
to pubhsh, makes this perfectly clear “Women must have
no passions the system dooms some minds to incurable
infancy, others to silent misery marnage being their only
outlet in life, many women spend their lives in asking men
to marry them, in a refined way the woman who has
sold herselffor an establishment, in what way is she superior
to those one may not name^”i Women died, she suggested,
from starvation, that is, their moral activity expired This
murder was the first accomphshment of the middle classes
in the realm of culture This, even more than the limitation
with respect to di awing a man whole, injured the presenta-
tion of hfe in their novels, women in fiction conformed not
so much to life, as to what the Victorians wanted life to be
Yet in spite of these grave, and with respect to European

hterature fatal, faults, the accomphshment was tremendous
It IS too often vitiated by sentimentality, there is a good deal
of pity-mongenng, and the number of satisfactory death-
bed scenes is inordinate, but still the result is frequently
glorious, so much so that it is not necessary to praise the
giants, Dickens and Thackeray, it will serve to draw a few
distinctions, and to re-state, with a perhaps shghtly differ-

ent stress, what has often been stated before
It will be as well to begin with Thackeray, though his great

work did not begin to appear till after Dickens had made his

name As already suggested, he was a dehneator of society
as such, his range, where he is at aU secure, being lirmted
to the upper middle classes He had a better sense of litera-

ture than any of his contemporaries, but it is only in Vam0>
Fair that this is fully exhibited. He had greater narrative
power over long stretches than any ofthem, but it is only in
Esmond that this is utihsed to the full His chief interest was
the actions of human bemgs within society, to that extent
he was interested in his characters, who are in the mam,

*You might not name them, because if you did not name a thmg it did
not exist prostitution ought not to exist, therefore it did not exist the proof
of Its non-existence was Uiat you never named it Admirable logic!
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solid enough Thackeray knew hiS middle classes thoroughly
well and he has been accused of cynicism because he was
always concerned to pnck their pretensions and especially

to expose their snobbery, their “mean admiration of mean
things”, money, titles, position He never entered into posses-

sion of the hearts of the people because they wei e always a
little suspicious ofwhat he meant some little barb might be
concealed in the most innocent-looking statement of honest
feehng Yet many found, and still find, something fascinating

in his bnlhant delineation of the society of his day, in all the

varieties ofmen—and ofwomen too when we think ofBecky
Sharp—^who haunt, not only the pages of Pendennis, The
Xewcomes and Vanity Fair, but even at this date the stieets

of London Besides there are few who have an ear who are

not seduced by his admirable, lucid, flowingpi ose, eighteenth-

century prose at its most graceful, and exceUendy suited

to his slightly mocking attitude As a craftsman in words he
IS at his best as an essayist the Roundabout Papei r are a model
Yet the earnest in every period feel a little uneasy in his

presence they would prefer the round trouncing of satire to

what seems to them his slightly condescending attitude But
then, Thackeray was not a satirist he in no way disliked

humamty, nor did he love it so much as to be crushed or
infuriated by its failure to live up to its ideals He was a
cultivated humanist, a little dubious of human progress, an
artist who rejoiced in the pageant It is notjust to blame him
for not being what it was not in his nature to become, for

the quahties his detractors demand ofhim would have been
inimical to those which enabled him to create so sohd a
simulacrum of the society which moved around him
On the other hand he had certain quahties which Dickens

lacked, and which would have done the latter no harm had
they had been added to his genius A sense of form, an
ability to use the blue pencil, a certain disciphne in his

emotions, especially the lachrymatory ones, would perhaps
have made Dickens the outstanding master of a form which
he handled with the infunating carelessness of a giant His
creative capacity, his imagination ofphysical things, exceeds
that of any writer of our penod, perhaps of all Enghsh
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literature except for Shakespeare The pity is that this giant
never grew up intellectually, he could not enter into the
minds of grown men as Browning could, but he could, and
most brilliantly did, into the minds of youths up to about
twenty David Copperfield as a boy is without a possible

rival But wheie Dickens touched upon social reform, any-
where in fact where he began to think, he falls below the
level of the second-rate, though the generous indignation
that he shows is worthy of a full and complete man He is

on anybody’s level when he desenbes places, especially places

in London, and the opening pages of Bleak House with its

description of foggy London is a locus classtcus, and hardly
less so is the picture ofdreary marsh country in Great Expecta-

tions but where he excels, where he tops imagination, where
he is on the level of Shakespeare, is m his fantastic comic
creations His great glory consists in the fact there never
were, and never could have been till he gave them birth,

such persons as Mrs Gamp, Pecksniff, Ghadband, Micawber,
Pickwick and Sam Weller They are outside hfe, but still

they are part of humanity
His books arc nearly always unpardonably confused.

Pickwttk is an exception, because, being a purely picaresque
novel. It need be nothing but a succession of incidents

loosely strung together, and at the end he began to learn

something from Wilkie Collins What is worse is the entire

lack of emotional structure At one moment you are earned
along on a glorious sea of the most outrageously tempestu-
ous fun, at the next you want to hurl the book across the

room in supreme irritation He has spoilt it all, or nearly, by
some relapse into sentenhousness, some hideous mfehcity of

style, or a bad joke, or pitiless sentimentality In the end you
forgive all for the enormous creative vitahty, the fun some-
times rising to comedy, though not the same kind of high

comedy as Thackeray touched and Meredith revelled in,

and above all for his immortal additions to the number of

our fellow-beings There is nothing like them in life, but hfe

is the poorer for being without thefn If Providence did not

create Mrs Gamp, Ghadband and the rest of them, it ought,

we feel, to have done so
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Like Thackeray, Dickens in the main descnbed the class

from which he sprang, in his case the lower middle class

The moment he strays outside it he is at fault He has been
blamed for beginmng “the cult of the lower classes”, but
whether or not blame attaches to that, it is not true He
hated the fact that the lower class existed, and either reviled

them or made fun of them, as far as they were concerned he
is by no means sentimental He had, at one time, perilously

belonged to them himself He understood httle of the work-
ings of the mind, and was entirely uninterested in thought,

but he hated e\ erything that was mean and cruel, and_ loved
everything that was generous and ofgood report, it was these

quahtres that endeared him to tlie masses, btft it is his.

capacity for creating his tremendous figures of fantasy tliat_

gives him his high place among those who care for literature"

as-such. These figures were not always first-rate, his "good”
fantasies, his Cheeryble brothers and so on, are a tnfle

painful, but at his best, at his most vivid, when he is not
trying to represent virtue, he is unsurpassable

There is only one man who can be said to belong to the

same race, and that is Surtees, many others have tned to

imitate Dickens, all of them unsuccessfully, but Surtees is a

lesser example ofthe same breed He is much more restneted;

his creative fantasies belong almost entirely to the hunting-

field and they are nearer reality (see Bibhography, p 287)
But they have a life of their own Not only James Pigg and
the immortal Jorrocks^'—^who surely reached the level of the
high comic when, floundenng along upon Arterxerxes he
cried “How I wish I was a heagle'”—^but a dozen others;

Lord Scamperdale, who while regretting that a Lord might
not swear enlarged the invective scope of the language,

wheezy Mr Jogglebury Crawdey whose passion was for

cutting sticks and carving heads on them, Facey Romford,
Soapey Sponge, Lucy Glitters, all the nff-raff ofthe hunting-
field and the small watering place, most of them, however,

^ Ptckzjotcky by the way, was started as a nval to yorrochs^s Jaunts and
JolhUes, This is a poor work, but it was to gallop o# into Handley Cross,

as Pickwick, after the opening scenes, was to take wmg to Parnassus Both
Pickwick and Jorrocks have trouble with the law, into the clutches of which
they are each introduced by a woman
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though Ignoble, redeemed by a selfless passion for the chase
There is acute observation too, gusto, a certain amount of
anti-snobbish satire (Surtees was a friend of Thackeray),
and above all a great enjoyment of racy idiom There is no
great structure in his novels, and his comic figures belong
to the species of fantasy known as the “humour”, but there
IS in them a vast interest in the doings of men and their
idiosyncrasies

And there is another interest in Surtees He was as little

interested as Dickens in the thought of his day, but he was
really concerned for the countryside He is an index to many
of the changes that were going on, such as the opening of
the new middle-class watering places, the coming of the
railways and the decay of the turnpike, the birth of the
London residential club which should do much to avilise

the country square, and the extension of land drainage
He inveighs against bad farmers, turf gamblers, and any-
thing likely to spoil the country It is this aspect which gives

his absurd creations solidity, they are attached to something
bigger than themselves this, and a real knowledge of hunt-
ing and of the law, in which he was brought up, enable
Surtees to give the illusion of leality to his figures His hunt-
ing scenes are worth all those m Trollope, Kingsley, Lever
and Whyte-Melville put together

Thackeray also had his pendent, in Trollope, “the httle

Thackeray” as he was at one time called His reputation
stands higher now than it ever dhd, perhaps a littie too high
He is admired by novelists who have no particular point of

view, and who think it artistically meritorious to have no
special attitude towards life Trollope can draw figures he
dislikes—^he cannot be said to have had any affection for

Mrs Proudic except such as an artist has for his creations

—

but he IS never ironical He seems to have accepted with
complete complacency the world of ideas in which the

majonty of his fellow Victonans lived so prosperously He
was one of the very few wnters of the period who did not

rebel against the philosophy which it lived He was no
styhst, he was apt to be a little plodding, but he gave a fairly

comprehensive and wholly comprehensible picture of the
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society in which he moved, and he created the county of
Barsetshire, which is entirely livable Whethei or not his

pictures of ecclesiastical life are tiue to ecclesiastical life or

not does not matter, they are true to life Live in Barsetshire

for a month or so, and you live in an England which is very

like the England Trollope lived in, within the sphere of his

social circle He is a small figure among the giants, but he is a
permanent one He was a good honest workman, steady in
his application, and he understood what he wrote about with-

in the limits he set himself He is never supremely vivid, he
rends no veil, but he is comfoi tingly solid If his comedy
never nses to sublime heights, you know exactly where you
are with him Ifyou do not like Trollope you are not worthy
to admire Thackeray ^

Ifneither Thackeray, noi Trollope, nor Surtees ever wrote
a roman d tMse, Dickens did, in Hard Times, for example,*
and this links him with anothei group, ofwriters who wrote
for a purpose The chief one among them is Disraeli, and
with him may be put Mrs Gaskell, Charles and Henry
Kingsley and, in a different sense, George Eliot Disraeli in

his best novels, those he wrote in the forties, used the form for

expressing the Tory ideas which he developed from Boling-

broke and Burke, and used it with some effect He had a

cunously oriental sense of style, in the use of gaudy words
rather than in the phrase he loved the grandeur and the

ghtter of riches either in Jerusalem or in the ducal home
here and there we may detect a little tawdriness But he had
the glimmenngs of a sense of structure His mam motive
was to oppose benevolent aristocracy to the materialistic

ideas which accompanied the mdustnal revolution Sybil is

concerned with “the two nations”, and m it Disraeli draws
a terrible picture of the poor in contrast vsath the nch m
a capitalist society In Comngsby and Tancred, and later in

Lothair and Endymion (but in the last two with a recognisable

loss ofvivacity due partly to failing vigour and partly to the

braking effect of expenence) he expressed his ideas with less

^ To adapt a phrase of Sainte Beuve Qmconque n*avme pas Regnard^ n*est

pas dtgne aadmtrer Moliere
* There are passages in other novels, of course- Bleak House and Ltttle

DomU
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insistence on the immediate actuality of the distressing state

ofthe country, and all through his characters are interesting

not so much for what they do as for what they fhinlf They
are the most thoughtful people before George Eliot, one
might say before Meredith They live by the energy of the
mind rather than by the energy ofthe body There is indeed
movement in Disraeli’s novels, and a clash of personality,

and there is enough story to carry them on, but their mam
inteiest lies in the ideas expressed in them, ideas profound
enough to be still of value at the present day since they are
based on a knowledge which is at least adequate, of the
historical development of England The early Jxton and The
Infernal Marriage are good fun, and artistically successful as

witty extravaganzas, the early novels are amusing and
romantic, but in the later novels Disraeli combined his

qualities—the conversations are often brilliant—with a pro-
founder knowledge of what he wanted to say

It seems at first sight odd to connect the fantastic, brilliantly

clever, intensely self-conscious Jew with Charles Kingsley,

the disciple ofF D Maurice, the author of The Water Babies,

who came, somewhat to his annoyance, to stand for “muscu-
lar Christianity” But his first two novels, written at the turn

of the forties and fifties, link him with Disraeh, whose cry

sanitas samtatum, omma samtas he thoroughly endorsed He was
profoundly, and rightly, disturbed at the horrors of the

slums, and made exposures which caused the more com-
placent Victorians to regard his morals as immoral (You
ought not to mention the thing that ought not to be ) His
musculai Christianity was shared by Hughes, of Tom Brown’s

School Days fame (does anyone read that decayed classic to-

day^) a form ofpiety particularly distJistefulto us now It was,

of course, part ofthe same thing as the pubhc school system

which Thomas Arnold gave to an adminng world, a system

in which games are played not for fun but because of the

moral traimng they are supposed to inculcate, and in which
young pngs, known as prefects, beat the bottoms of smaller

boys to the greater glory of God and the Bntish Empire
But Yeast, a Problem and Alton Locke, Tailor and Poet, were
generous outbursts against the conditions of the working
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classes Kingsley sympathised with the Chartists— Teastbegan
to appear in the year of their collapse, 1848—but he thought
the workers too rigorously bound by the Charter They must
discipline themselves, they must imbibe the principles of
self-help Yeast, a study of the country labourei, is full of
passages of exhortation mingled with the narrative (it is odd
that the most vigorous and famous passage should be an
account of a run with hounds), and Alton Locke, a picture of
sweated tailoring, is a queer mixture of sympathy with the
worker and “be good” doctnne it has odd flashes of under-
standing of the economic trouble, but beseeches the workers
to abjure political action in favour ofa kind of Co-operation,
so that they could get goods “veiy little above cost” Neither
can be accounted works of art, but they were useful books,
still very readable, based on a first-hand knowledge of
conditions, and they are finely indignant Hypatia, his most
successful work, deals with the problem of faith and civilisa-

tion as worked out in Alexandna, it is, in parts, bnlliantly
descriptive Westward Ho’ is probably his most famous book.
Its appeal is to the adolescent mind rather than to the
mature one, and in many ways it foreshadows one side of
the imperialist feeling which became manifest towards the
end of the century
Mrs Gaskell was as outspoken on social evils as Kingsley

was, she also belonged to the school of “interventiomsts” as

they were called, who believed that laisser-faire would not
do In Mary Barton she deals with the distresses in Manchester
in the early forties, her outraged sympathies are with the
poor, and her remedy is that employers should treat their

men as "brethren and friends” J^orth and South treats the
problem from a slightly different angle, it gives perfectly the
ladies’ school gentility that shudders at trade, dissent, or a
northern accent Trades-umomsm had begun to make pro-
gress, factory legislation had begun to take effect,^ and this

*Note these date® 1844, Comrgsby 1845, Sybil 1847, Mary Barton,
Tancred 1848, Yeast 1851, Alton Loche 1854, Hard Times 1855, North
and South (which appeared in Household Words as the immediate successor
of Dickens’s book) It was in 1844 that Engels wrote his account of
the condition of the English workmg classes Reade should also appear
m this connection
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development began to colour her idea of the remedy Both
novels received a good deal of abuse, her theories, they said,
were all wrong Perhaps they were, but her facts were right’
and that was the important and unforgivable thing She
referred to immediate problems in others ofher books, mainly
however, moral problems, as in Ruth, which roused a storm
of protest, since it pleached Christian forgiveness for sms for
which the Victoiians thought there should be no forgiveness;

she was supported, however, by Maurice, Kingsley and
Florence Nightingale But her chief claim to fame, whether
justified or not, is undoubtedly Cranford, probably the only
one of her books considerably read now Her other books do
not lack vivacity or character-drawing, but they may ex-
cusably be found dull in long stretches Cranford, however, is,

in spite of certain “humorous” lapses, delightful reading, an
immense improvement on Miss Mitford’s Our Village, though
It has none ofthe genius ofJane Austen It can best be related

to Crabbe’s poems, which Mrs Gaskell admired The prose
IS beautifully adapted to the personalities and the shght
movement Others, however, would plead for Wives and
Daughters oi the pastoral Cousin Phillis

One has to put in the Brontes where one can, they are,

both in thar novels and in their poetry, rather out of the

main current, Emily completely so but their name attaches

itselfto Mrs Gaskell, whose greatest work, it is coming to be
seen, is herLife of Charlotte, attacked, when itfirst appeared,
for telling too much ofthe truth Anne’s work is the weakest,

yet about Agnes Grey, the bitter record of a governess’s life,

there is a certain strength and dignity, while The Tenant of
WildfellHall is easy reading, ifnot at allconvinang Charlotte

was a very considerable artist, Emily a supreme one The
personages that both create are amraated by the flame
within; all that matters to either authoress is the inner hfe;

they are not concerned with society or soaal cntiasm, or with
generalities, they create personages spun out oftheir imagin-

ations and are intent to describe not actions, but emotions

For them the world ofsense in persons or in landscape, how-
ever glonous or enthralling, was only a door opemng to a

more rapturous world Charlotte shows herself to have been
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a potentially greater artist than she actually was; there are

scenes in Shirley and Villette as well as in Jane Eyre, that are

masterly, they do what she wanted them to do But she is

spoilt partly by the usual Victorian lack of any standard of
art, and she tned too desperately to please her public It is

not that her studies are melodramatic—a number of the
greatest stories or novels are that—^but that she attempts to

force our emotions in much the same way that Dickens does
Nevertheless she was a fine artist, and her prose often achieves

splendid directness But it wzis in Emily’s Wuthenng Heights

that the miracle was achieved Except for a certain hesita-

tion at the beginmng, a touch of clumsy humour which has
been attributed to their brother Branwell, and in spite of a
somewhat awkward construction, the book is a remarkably
unified whole, a thing able to stand completely by itself, so

integral are the passionate striving after the absolute, the

fearlessness, the lack of sentimentality, the emotion which
sweeps through the whole tortured scene, and somehow, by a
still greater miracle, achieves serenity at the end, a feeling of
reconciliation It has been said that “it is not desirable to

read, to take Wuthenng Heights from the shelf is to prepare for

oneself no pleasure” ^ No easy pleasure, certainly, but a
pleasure that has to be fought for and won, a difficult pleasure

that IS all the more worth achieving, for once seized hold of
It is held for ever It is permissible to think that Wuthermg
Heights and Vanity Fair are the only great masterpieces ofthe
^arly Victorians in the realm of fiction

To turn from Wuthenng Heights to the novels of George
Eliot IS to descend from the tops to comparatively mundane
•levels George Eliot’s work belongs to the school of solid

novels, to the problem novel school, but she brought to the

form a deeper intelligence, a more pervasive imagination,
and a better instructed philosophy than the Kingsleys or

Mrs Gaskell At this distance we can avert our eyes from
Romola (for some reason most Victonan novelists thought it

thar duty to assault the historical novel it was Scott’s fault

and they none of them got near Scott’s achievement) ; but
Adam Bede, Felix Holt the Radical, and especially Middlemarch

^ One might say the same of Learl
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and The Mill on the FloiS aie still extremely interesting, while

the early Scenei Jrom Cleitcal Life have the freshness which
comes from li-vely observation at first hand ^ She is at times

rather heavy reading, she was certainly not economical, and
It IS the seriousness of her intent rather than the bnskness
of her narrative that carries the reader on. Her work is full

of comment, not that she stands aside as Thackeray does,

following Fielding, to give us her own opinions at length,

but the sententious remark, of a moralistic or philosophic

character, is every now and again inserted, extending some-
times to a dangerous length

George Eliot is not so amusing nor so tense, nor so en-

thralling perhaps, as any of the writers so far named, though
all her work is shot with a delightful and essentially femimne
sense of humour, she created no inimitable figures (except

perhaps those in The Mill on the Floss) ,
and her countryside

IS viewed thiough the eyes of a farmer and the movement
of her novels is not very swift, nor has she any particular

grace of phrase or felicity in her choice of words She is not

at the moment as much read as her predecessors In her own
day, however, she was acclaimed as the equal of Sophocles,

and her contemporanes were in a sense nght, because
earliest among English novelists she introduced the idea of

retnbution, for her each individual act had its consequence,

every evil action earned its nemesis with it Histonczdly she

IS of the greatest importance; artistically she is basically

sound, not so much for this idea, but because on account of

It she was the first to trace the development of character,

how it changed according to social pressure and accordmg
to the personal act, “character too is a process and an un-

folding”—a great discovery in the realm offiction Moreover,
^e built up her novels round an idea J[he idea is the novel,

^ich is to saymofeTfeaW'That’^eho'^ illustrates the idea”

Her books scarcely have~the--foiui wlnclrditrxilKa compelsy

and It must be admitted that the moral idea is sometimes a
htde too compulsive, since George Eliot was a puntamcal
rationalist, and when morahty tahes the place of God in an

* And Sitas Mameri Well, it may be psychologically valid, but the moral
atmosphere is too thick m form it has virtues the others lack
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age when the name of God is loudly shouted (to cover up
less pleasant sounds) it is apt to be Procrustean, and distort

life But in doing what she did, George Eliot broke with the

old tradition, and began that ofGeorge Meredith and Henry
James, and, in another way, that of Hardy Before her time

the characters had not developed, they had performed to

specification, and often acted quite inconsistently without

any reason being suggested Before her day characters had
not thought, they had only felt Disraeli’s, it is true, had
uttered thoughts, but their lives were not troubled by their

thoughts as the lives of George Eliot’s were

Her people are of interest to us now because can easily^

Cldentity ourseii^s^^th the^ we; can be, because we can

tmderstarid", Magg^e^ulhver in The Mill on ^e Fkss^ Dr
Eydgate in 'Middlemarch we cannof'be Micawber, (Becky^

ShargorJle^clifF We understand all about George Eliot’s

cHfacters becausdSEeyTeveal" ourselves to ourselv^JThjs
fiaarnever~happened befSre in the English noyel^jit any rate

figdiTtEat way Sqjf we can once let ourselves go mh«_
rigvels'and retrain from_ pressing those gnm moral premises

whichdehy all irr esponsible joy, we can live their dramas—
andlliey "are 'searching enough dramas, they cover a large

Grange ofhuman emotions—^with feelings which if not of the

Jaighest intensity, are solid enough George Eliot did one

more thmg that was not normally done by her contempor-

anes she cnticised society as a whcle, the thoughts by which
soaety lived, she criticised its failure fo live up to'its id^s
and altTfteT:ime^te-fceptiieir-€ygT)Trg alert

i]ts'"ch.angeV ThacESriyTTrJ^s* I’i'CTfc, criticised society, but he

(SHnnOrcrifacise either its mechamsm nor its ideals, only its

working within those ideals, while mockingly revealing their

basis George Ehot took the process a stage further, into the

realm of psychology, while never relaxing her hold on
society

Thus It IS but a step from George Eliot to George Meredith
This bnlhant, and lingmstically sometimes too effervescent

gemus, was able to a large extent to maintain the vanety of

the early Victorian novel while making it the vehicle of a

theme After Richard Feverel he abjured the easy way-r-
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“jSddling harmonics on the sensual stnngs”—and tried al-

ways to inculcate, but in no way didactically, his keenly
intellectual attitude towards life He steered a perilous way
between reahsm and romance, borne onward all the time
by the fervour of his thought His almost constant point of
attack was “the conscience residing in thoughtfulness”, and
he always firmly believed that humamty could nse above
Its animal limitations Life for him was a perpetual process

of affirmation, to live was to be judged, and so throughout
his work he insists upon a judgment of values One can
almost say that with him an idea, nsing and strugghng,

defeated or victorious, was the hero of each book Some of
his limitations occasionally spoil his work he had undue
admiration for a life to which he was not born—^the public

schools, the fighting seivices—and he is a httle apt to fall

prone before major-generals But these are small flaws in the

living reality he created, in a senes of beings who are essen-

tially living. He managed to make his people matter, or, to

phrase it differently, he made them sigmficant as symbols
and over the whole of his world, even in the tragic pieces,

there plays the bnlliant hghtmng of a glonously sharp sense

of the comic His laughter is illuminating and spintual, far

from the physical laughter of Dickens If in his gallery of

people his women are the more fascinating—^Diana of the

Crossways, Cecilia Halkett and others—his men, in their

staving thought, which is never divorced from their bodily

activity, are as admirably convincing “Meredith is a prose

Browning,” Wilde remarked, and if he added “and so is

Brownmg”, the error in criticism does not invalidate the

justice of the first part ofthe phrase He can hardly be called

a pohtical novelist, but all through his work and especially

in Beauchamp*s Career, we are conscious of a liberating trend

of thought, he did much to promote the emancipation of

women His prose often suffered from being over-poetised,

especially in the earlier version of Richard Feverel, and some-

times It IS so packed as to seem distorted, so that his most

brilliant work. The Egoist, is not to be approached unawares,

his conversationalists are often so quick-witted that they omit

steps usually trodden by slower mortals But he could achieve
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a high level of artistic punty, and his errors are largely due

to his determination to keep the reader’s mmd alert

His religious scepticism, more apparent in his poetry than

in his novels, was carried a step further by Hardy, who
offered an at first somewhat timid public a complete dis-

belief in Christian dogma There is much to be said against

his novels from the point ofview of the craftsman, they are

often lumbering in construction, and his prose is at some times

wooden, though at others it achieves great beauty, but what
his novels transmit is his integrity, the urgency of his tragic

vision, and his complete acceptance of it It is this which

makes his successful novels wholly satisfying as such, however

much we may disagree with his standpoint and, although

his structure is of a simple kind which hardly rises above the

mere handling ofthe nairative, too often directed to an irony

of accident But no doubts strike across his line of sight

For him manwas a creature doomedbyan inexorable destiny,

an idea he rams home by nearly always choosing to portray

people of the peasant or yeoman classes, bound as such

people are by the conditions of their lives It was for pre-

cisely the opposite reason, that they had to be able to move
freely under the spur of their thought, that Meredith chose

people of the upper middle class But the patterns Hardy’s

dignified and, in their restricted way, thoughtful victims

make while working out the design, are full ofpathos, some-

times serene, at others gnmly comic, sometimes invested with

an cxtiaordinary grandeur, even with a radiant beauty He
is George Ehot developed with a ruthless logic His characters

are even more than hers formed by their circumstances, how-
ever much they may rebel against them He is the first great

tragedian in novel form, depicting man as the creature of

an utterly indifferent Immanent Will; and he makes his

reader share his profound sympathy with, his touching love

of, the essentially human beings he portrays He was even

less than Meredith concerned with the pohtics, the social

conditions ofhis day, and from these two begins the severance

of the novel as an art form from immediacies, a severance

in some ways beneficial, but which has also been injurious.

The artist need not be concerned with the activities of his
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time but in the novel at least (since the novel is a picture of

society) j he must deal with the emotions arising out of these

activities otherwise he will not be read George Eliot was
the last of the great novelists to be read by the mass of

readers, and it is with Meredith and Hardy that begins the

decline of the novel as an intellectual force acting on the

great body of public opinion Neither was as close to the

common life of the people he portrayed as his great pre-

decessors were
The removal went on progressively with George Moore

and HenryJames, the former a considerable artist, the latter

a supreme master of form It is sometimes said that they

thought too much about their art, which is nonsense An
artist cannot think too much about his art, but he can think

too exclusively about certain aspects of life Moore, rightly

impressed by the achievement of Flaubert, tried to paint in

Flaubert’s manner with far less general colours, and on a

smaller canvas He is sometimes exquisite, but he mistook

the nature ofFlaubert’s reahsm There is a certam morbidity

about The Mummer^s Wife, too petty a sensuality about

Evelyn Innes, to make them sufficiently universal as works of

art He lacked Flaubert’s robustness and is at times “mnety-

ish”. He had, however, an accurate sense ofform, so that his

novels do precisely what he wanted them to do, but in his

praiseworthy effort to exclude, he left out too much The
same may be said of his prose It is often lovely chamber-

music (though the modulations sustained by “and” tend to

become wearisome) , but it is not the full orchestra of Mere-

dith 1 The atmosphere is often “boudoir” as opposed to the

moorland breeze of the creator of Cecilia Halkett and Beau-

champ His later work, however, is on a larger and pro-

founder scale The Brook Kenth, an agnostic but sympathetic

imaginary life of Chnst, and Hilotse and Abelard, are not only

monuments of dehghtful craftsmanship, but also probe into

human emotions and motives, they betray deeper sympathies

than his earher work, and have an atmosphere ofmellow-

ness His appeal will never be to a very vqde audience, but

* Mr G M. Young has called it “nbbon development”
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he Will never lack admirers among those who care for fiction

as an art

It IS hkely that Henry James will for ever have a still

smaller audience, but his admirers will be enthusiastic

Gombimng as he did a supersensitive feehng for the surface

of things, a remarkable sense of nuance in matters spiritual

and physical, and a profound capacity to gather implica-

tions together with a pervading sense of the macabre, he
depicted with an artist’s joy in phenomena, and a civilised

man’s horror at what it all meant, the decay of a society

which he at once admired and abominated The complexity

IS obvious, shade upon shade ofdelight and fear Yet however
much he may have been aware of the imminent collapse of

the society which he studied and in which he moved, he
cannot be claimed as a prophet by the communists, he saw
the merits of each of the doomed societies he confronted He
was intensely aware of his time, but he did not think of

things in political or economic terms However much he
may have loath^ “the black and merciless things that are

behind great possessions”, he had a very clear sense of the

values latent in those possessions To see exactly what he was
at demands an application of psycho-analysis which is not

to the purpose here What is to the purpose is to notice his

treatment of the novel as a form, one which in his hands
tended more and more to the dramatic With him factual

narrative is ofimnor importance, what counts is the way he
builds up the structure of his readers’ emotions. This, in the

last analysis, is what structure means, but James seems to

have approached the problem in a more open-eyed fashion

than any novehst before or since In his earlier, more
popularwntmgs, many ofwhich appeared in The Yellow Book,

such as The Death of a Lion, The Coxon Fund, The Aspem
Papers, or even in A Turn of the Screw, his method is fairly

straightforward, but he was always concerned to “present

reahty”, the reahty registered by the nerves It is in his later

work, pellucid though in a Sense it is, that he demands an
attention, exacts a sensibility, which few novel-readers are
wilhng, or indeed able, to give. Besides his being a great

master of form his prose is a continual fascination m its
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oblique method of bnngmg the emphasis on exactly the
nght point He is a symbol and a portent, a symbol of the
state of society in which the artist cannot happily move, a
portent ofan art having reached a pomt in certain directions
beyond which it cannot go
The only important figure within our penod who can claim

descent in the legitimate line from James, as a consaous
artist, IS Joseph Conrad To a large proportion of readers
he seems too strange to be acceptable, but his work must
always have a profound appeal for those who can joyfully
palate a slightly peculiar prose, a treatment ofEnghsh which
has a freshness sometimes given to foreigners to discover
His life as an officer of marine gave him a distinctive, and
in some of his works an epic, vision Many of his figures are
monumental, some seem to flame with a quahty of endur-
ance Thj& theme of a number of his novels is a combmed
one of solitude and betrayal (the theme of betrayal often

occurs with James also) and behind the human beings who
move, almost predestined one sometimes feels, across his

scenes, there is often a symbol of some compelhng power

—

the sea, a volcano, a silver mine—a symbol ofsomething with
which his people grapple and to which in the end they
usually rise superior, but profoundly altered He and James,
foreigners both, stand a httle outside the main current of
Enghsh novel-wnting, and provide a sorely needed influence

How much they contributed to clanfying the consciousness

of their time, how much they revealed society to itself, is a
difficult question to answer; but they did to some extent

affect man’s vision of man, which is, perhaps, a greater

achievement.
The strands, we see, ravel out from the nineties onward;

It has been impossible to be consecutive, but we can now
go back to Gissing This somewhat lugubrious author can
be hnked with George Moore on the naturalistic side, but
Gissing was not concerned to explore the emotions and intel-

lectual sensations of groups of beings so much as to reveal

the physical and cffitural impoverishment of the lower
middle classes Ehs main object was to depict certain things

rather than to create works of art, and he did it in a severely
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devastating manner. Thus his novels are an indictment, de-

tached enough, of a certain aspect of civilisation, done in a
relentlessly prosaic manner, in a tight, inexorable narrative

form, through the medium of a pitilessly prosaic prose He
plods desperately and firmly on, he seldom runs, never skips,

and one cannot conceive inviting him to take wing His
novels are pathetic in that they expose a sore, the deadness
of the lower middle-class mind, as in Thyrza, Demos, and
New Grub Street, whereas in Lonely Lives he dilated upon the

rmseries of loveless women He was no social reformer, he
was simply and purely a presenter, and not always ofsqualor

The Private Papers of Henry Ryecroft will hve longer than his

other works, one imagines, by the sole reason of its sunmness
and sense of contentment
But ifthe great mass ofnovel-readers was no longer getting

enrichment from, and forming its ideas on, the works of the
novehsts, and was no longer swept away by the gusto, the
genial acceptance of life as such which had made the earlier

novehsts best-sellers as well as important figures, a new sort

of wnting in the form of the romance was spnnging up to

enliven the dull hours This was due to the inventive talent

of Stevenson His works have little to do with hfe as ordin-

arily hved, they attack no problems, they excite and move
the emotions, more usually the gentler ones, and constitute

a respite from hfe rather than an illumination of it They
have, It IS true, that relation to life which is essential to all

art, but It IS no longer an immediate relation They depend
for their charm mainly on the narrative, their appeal is

vicarious action and adventure Stevenson, moreover, had
a literary gift which though minor, as he himself recogmsed,
IS far from commonplace He used words with a sure sense,

his phrasing is often dehghtful, and he could evoke a scene,

give a sense of the humorous, the strained, or the macabre,
in a wholly convincing manner His long-short stones are
far more complete and satisfying than his full-length ro-

mances, he could endow those with form, could keep up the

illusion by methods which failed him in longer work
"OUala”, “The Merry Men”, “A Lodging for the Night”,
have a freshness and a charm which have not yet faded.
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He had a style He was followed by a host of other writers
Conan Doyle, Seton Mernman, Rider Haggard, Stanley
Weyman, Anthony Hope (Hawkins), all very readable, but
with so httle contact with reahty that they led inevitably
to some Runtania or other The only one among his succes-
sors with a sense of literary values was Sir Arthur Qjiiiller-

Couch, who, always aware that literature must mean some-
thing, displays his wise humamsm in his novels as clearly

as in his criticism Nevertheless the modern romance is a
form which does not much matter, and never did In the
old days it had been important to read the last production
of Dickens, or Thackeray, or Charlotte Bronte, or George
Eliot, they were sigmficant works The romances had no
sigmficance, except, indeed, the not unimportant one of
giving pleasure and refreshment

But while the romances were, on the whole, displacing the
novel, which was itself losing importance, one man arose
who, besides being an admirable artist, had something to
say, and was as significant of the thought of his time as

Hardy Rudyard Kiphng. It is a mistake to regard him as a
mere trumpet ofImperialism With him, Imperiahsm was an
accident, it gave him scope for expressing Hs philosophy of
action Action (since thought without action is incomplete)

was for him the only means man has for combating the

nothingness that surrounds him, and action is supported
by the sense of romance inherent in all action, punfied by
the virtues of loyalty and self-abnegation which can only
be ceilled out by something greater than the individual

This something the empire lay happily at hand to provide

Loyalty and abnegation, work and laughter, those were'

Kiphng’s anodynes against despair, and with that philosophy

to move him he created a gallery of figures which can take

their place beside any bora in our period, figures purged by
suffering, cleansed of self-love, sustained by their manhood
and their sense of humour He rarely deals wth men’s

“insides”, but again and again he stresses the individual’s

sense of isolation, and the necessity of facing lonehness, of

standing by one’s own self by virtue ofwhat one has inside

His weaJc points were a sentimental adoration for men of
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action who in actuahty had none of the qualities he would
have wished to find in them, and his unresolved mvsticism

which took the form of supernatural stones But on his

proper ground he was a superb craftsman in words and in

form His prose was based on seventeenth-century English,

and he is the greatest master of the short story in the lan-

guage He represents, as already suggested, all that is best

in Imperialism, and seems to have been innocent of its

squalid side He was acclaimed largely for the wrong
reasons, and the grounds of his fame wiU change, but his

wide sympathies, his intense love of life and of the humbler
people who live it and do its work, his respect for virtues

without which society cannot exist, and his comic sense,

combined with the vinlity and vividness of his prose, are

likely to make his work enduring

Wholly different in character and in approach, in method
and in matter, IS the work ofE M Forster In his novels and
short stones we find the deepest reaction against the things

that Kipling stood for Each has a distinct scale of values,

but they are values in different worlds Both, however, are

typical of the Edwardian penod For Mr Forster, Mr.
Kipling’s world is the useless outer world, a scene of tele-

grams and anger, of futile efficiency, of misdiiected effort

For him the things of importance are the inner things, the

quiet things, and particularly important are those emotions

which spring from what we have come to call “the personal

relation” His is a world of introspection, Kipling’s an ex-

travert world. The dehcacy of his prose, as accurate and
prease in its own way as Kiphng’s, matches the dehcacy of

the sentiments of Mr Forster’s characters These beings,

so jealous of their integrity, would hate all Kiphng’s char-

acters, who, in turn, would despise Mr Forster’s Kiphng’s

would wilhngly risk thar souls for The Thing, Mr Forster

is anxious that empire and efficiency should not destroy

men’s souls, since they only have one life in which to enjoy

them Forster’s novels made no great noise at their first

appearance^ (his post-War novel, A Passage to Indian was a
different matter), and indeed the structure of the earlier

^ Except Howard*s End^ but the war swamped all literary considerations
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ones IS halting and clumsy, as though their author were a
little uncertain of what he wanted to convey, but they took
an increasingly firm hold on a generation of novelists, and
gradually became more widely Imown Most ofMr Forster’s

work has an intimately moving quality, and he is not afraid

to apply his values to a broader sphere than that suggested

by his earlier work
If Kiphng and Mr Forster represent two of the most

important aspects of the Edwardian penod—^impenahsm
and the reaction against it—a third aspect, equally import-

ant, IS that represented in the novels of H G Wells, the

“ideological” aspect Mr Wells is a writer who, m spite ofhis

loose prose and his often loose thought, produces work which
by Its sheer vitality has tremendous persuasive power From
the purely literary point of view his early imaginative

stones, and his early novels, are by far the most satisfactory

Acutely conscious, as few of his contemporanes at that time

were, of the impbcation of the social changes gradually

transforming the country, and of the enormous strides made
in technology, his vision was turned away from the fascina-

tion ofthe present to the possibilities of the future It was an
age of ideologues, “those mortal enemies of experience”, of

rationalists, “mortal enemies of those reasons the reason

knows nottung of”, to adopt a phrase of critics unjustly

mimical to such aspirations

But an element of propaganda spoils Wells’s later work,

we all the time feel that he is forcing us to share his view,

and this makes us suspiaous of the vahdity ofhis characters

In his earher work, m the stones, m Kipps and Tone Bungay^

and books of that kind, he takes high rank as a creative and

interpretive artist His delight in existence, in the oddity of

human beings in their immense vanety, has knack at por-
^

traymg personalities, and in his joy at the magnificent ad-

venture and research thathfe is, have given him atremendous

influence for good or ill on a whole generation, not of

writers, for his influence there is small, but of people, espe-

aaUy the young, eager to gratify their desires for expansion

and self-expression His misty theology—a vague vitalistic

Deism—^was extremely welcome to a generation that had
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lost its faith in Christianity, and could not face the respon-
sibihties of agnosticism This is to speak only of his work
within our period, his further development will be treated of
in 3, later volume, as will the novels of Galsworthy, G K
Chesterton, and Mr Belloc The two last, it may be noted
here, are representative of the growth ofRoman Cathohcism
during the first fourteen years of the new century
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ArtistSj Prophets, Priests and Essayists

WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR belongs to no Victonan
movement, he was bom too early, and besides, hving so

much abroad, he was hardly influenced by any Enghsh “ch-

mateofopimon” Intellectuallyhewasmid-ei^hteenlh-century

rationahst, emotionally a late eighteenth-century republican,

and the thoughts and feelings proper to such ammated him to

theend Buthe had anmdependentmind,hewouldnotfollow

even his admirations bhndly, and his memory was stocked

with a great store of classical and histoncal knowledge which

enabled him to make illuminating statements, and stnke out

those clear generalisations which make his Irmginary Con-

versations of direct apphcability even now His great ^t was

that of making the past seem hke the present, its difficulties

and Its delights the same as ours He was full of violent

prejudices, it is true, but he earned the nght to them, for he

was the only one of the young romantic poets who actually

fought for repubhcanism, and who, hvmg to be old, did not

repouHeeJns eaAer mthusiasms

Yet It is noFiofiiR'poIItiwl opimons that he is read now
so much as for his general sentiments, his admirable criticism,

his very living reconstructions of the past, which range over

a great vanety of counties, times, and personages, from the

early Greek age to the mid-Victonan Above all he is read

for his prose, of which he was an outstanding master He
has the splendid tread ofDryden together with the dehcious

modulatons of Congreve, and he can move to scorn, to

tenderness, to mdignaton, to laughter and to love It is

possible to mamtain a charge of sentmcntahty against him

by the quotation of extracts, but his energy, his capacity to

order abundant matenal, his succinctness, outweigh his
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lapses a hundredfold He was never popular, for he is too

intellectually aristocratic to appeal to large numbers, and it

was his proud boast, “I shall dine late, but the dimng-room

will be well lighted, the guests few and select ” He was a great

and noble writer, moved especially by an enthusiasm for

justice, and a profound feeling ofpity for all that is oppressed,

and above everything he was generous He stands apart from

his age, but not to be acquainted with him is to be a great

deal the poorer

If Landor is a wnter whose influence can never be cal-

culated—^it IS possibly quite powerful though invisible

—

Macaulay’s more clangorous prose and shallower thoughts

moulded men’s ideas for three-quarters of a century He
stamped the Whig idea on three generations It is not our

business here to discuss the rightness or wrongness of lus

doctrine, nor to examine his histoncal accuracy, but to dis-

cuss his literary claims and his place in the story of our era.

His literary merits are obvious, they even advertise them-

selves His prose flows along vigorously, it is well-balanced,

and free from any ambiguity, but indeed there is no excuse

for a man not to be clear when he has no doubts as to the

rightness of his thoughts His essays are robust, full of

common sense and crammed with information, he was always

able to bnng an amazing amount ofknowledge to bear upon
any point that occurred to him His judgment of persons is

never subtle, and his appraisal ofliterary points is so “sound”

as often to be almost meaningless, yet he is not always tnte,

and though he is so often wrong about the details ofpeople’s

lives, he has an uncanny tnck of getting the general per-

spective right; time has reversed the “soundness” of his

hterary views, yet they have acqmred a meaning as repre-

senting something of his age He was the first to wnte history

that everybody could read, he had a most unusual talent for

narrative, and besides could bring his readers into close touch

with the daily lives of people in the past His descnption of

England at the end of the seventeenth century is an acknow-

ledged masterpiece which combines movement and vivid-

ness with compression But he could never see anything

except through the eyes of a thoroughly representative and
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highly successful early mneteenth-century bureaucrat, his

prose, for all its skill, is a machine-made product of the in-

dustrial revolution; it works beautifully, like a well-oiled

engine, it glitters magnificently as the pistons work smoothly
and relentlessly up and down No one can help admmng
Macaulay He was as near being an artist as a man can be
who has nothing of the artist m him The Essays are over-

whelimngly bnlhant, the Htstoiy is a shattering achievement,

but they are just not the real tlung, in the same way as Lays

ofAncient Rome are just not real poetry But Macaulay exists

as an immaculately representative figure

What he represented was a very important, perhaps the

dominant, side of early Victonamsm He shared the opaaty
ofvision combined with a certain grandeur, a certain nobihty

even He shared also the complacency, but with him it was
hard, not soft He believed in God and he believed in the

British Constitution, both were perfect, and existed for the

sake of Bntons, but the Constitution had been created by
good Whigs in a hundred hard-fought battles He repre-

sented, in fact, just those sides of the early-Victorian mind,

which, enormously useful as they undoubtedly were, we
have come to hate, though perhaps we might be grateful if

we could share its certitude The curious thing about

Macaulay is that, distinguished man of letters that he was,

he was the only one who thought as he did and still remains

great The others have sunk into dension, or mamtain a
lesser place by reason of other quahties (SirJames Stephen,

for example) Everybody who still retains emmence fought

hard against those very dungs for which he stood so placidly,

and, it would seem, unconsciously Opposed to him on all

the grand pomts are the great men who, in the sphere of

hterature, walked as giants in those and immediately suc-

ceeding days Carlyle, Ruskin, Arnold, Moms
Theymake an odd quartette, the dyspeptic Scotch peasant,

the neurotic nch wine-merchant’s son, the correct product

of Rugby and Oxford, and the giant who radiated health

from his heart, his hands, and his head They were all tre-

mendous—^yes, even Arnold—^they were temperamentally

antagonistic on many points, and they drew quite different
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results from similar causes Nobody would think from reading

what Carlyle and Arnold had to say, or hstenmg to the way
they said it, that both drew much of their mspiration from
Goethe Nobody comparing Ruskin’s views on art with

Carlyle’s would imagine that Ruskin would whole-heartedly

acknowledge Carlyle as his teacher in anything Morris and
Ruskin seem poles apart, yet both were affected by the

medievalism which with some became a hampering disease

But there is no end to the curiosities we discover if we try

to unravel the threads of cultural heredity in this exciting

and confused age The important thing to notice is that all

four of these men hated as the thing above all things accurst

the prevalent philosophy of economics which the industnal

revolution, together with Adam Smith, Bentham, the Mills

and others had brought about They all fought it tooth and
nail, for different reasons, and with different remedies in

view, they fought it in various ways, by screaming, by preach-

ing, by reasomng, by doing, and though they do not seem
to have had any great immediate effect, their efforts prob-

ably prevented things from being as bad as they might have
been, and they planted seeds which are only now, it would
seem, beginning to sprout Arnold is the exception, his seed

came up too soon, and the visible harvest is over, yet what
he stood for will necessarily remain as an element in any
avihsed consciousness

We must begin with Carlyle, the sage of Chelsea who never

ceased to be the obstinate peasant ofEcclefechan His nature

was as tortured and “impossible” as his grotesque prose

With his violently puritan, pleasure-hating nature, aian to

that ofJohn Knox, he tried to absorb German romanticism,

and even the monstrous transcendentalism of Novalis He
longed to be what he was utterly incapable of being, a man
of action “Brave young friend you are, what I am not,

in the happy case to learn to be something and to do some-
thing, instead ofeloquently talking about what has been and
was done and may bel” The sort ofman of action he would
have liked to be was a mixture of Frederick the Great and
Jeremiah He loved denunciation, one is bound to think, for

its own sake, he would have wished to-day, perhaps, to be
io6
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Hitier (their utterances are not unhke), a dictator with a
torrent of words at his command A dictator was what he
called aloud for, in an angmshed rush of rhetoric ^ His
hatreds were many and manifest, it is hard to discover his
loves He believed that nothing could prosper which was
not founded upon what he called veracity, the will ofnature,
or the commands of God but everything that he personally
dishked was what he meant by unveracious, or contrary to
the will of God—Parhaments, Popery, Progress—and if he
maintained that men were Godlike individuals, he also
asserted that they were mostly fools His ideas usually came
out in a fury of sound which makes him nearly unreadable,
his strange concatenations of words and phrases, his jibes

and jeers and capital letters, his Germamc constructions, his

smokiness, his thunderousness (with its occasional lightning
flashes) ,

make itintolerable to readhim “Clotted nonsense”'*

Clotted, yes, but by no means nonsense “A sort of Baby-
lonish dialect at times a sort of singular fehcity of ex-

pression” the contemporary criticisms of Sartor Resartus

still hold At first the tremendous nervous vigour appeals,

for a few paragraphs one feels an accession of strength but
soon the effect is numbing, it is hke the mad rantmgs of
Nathaniel Lee The storm goes on raging, but one ceases to

take any notice

Yet with all his vociferations Carlyle was an artist It is

not only that he occasionally struck out a memorable phrase,

but that he could create a vision of the past He is not, we
are told, to be trusted as a histonan, for though he went
through enormous travailm seekmg out original documents,
he distorted history to smt his own arguments No doubt
every histonan necessanly does this to some extent ; but
Carlyle seems to have made no attempt to guard against it,

the lower veracity must make way for the higher For him
history was a moral weapon with which to bludgeon his

opponents, and in the process of using history to this end
he painted the most magmficent series of wildly Tumenan
landscapes, filled with figures as active and diverse, as

^ Landor could have told him somethmg about dictatorships whiidi ixug^t

have disturbed him e g , m the conversation between Solon and Pisistratus
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multitudinous and immediate as those ofPeter Breughel, and
as strange as those ofHieronymus Bosch The French Revolution

IS a superb phantasmagoria the Abbot in Past and Present an
eternally great imaginary portrait What they are meant to

convey need no longer matter And there are, it is true,

certain qualities in the prose which make for the effects,

the vigour in the soil which made the brambles into such
scratchy hedges also made the corn sprout luxuriantly

And if he was wrong-headed and perverse in a dozen
ways, in one respect, in his greatest hatred and contempt, he
was right He loathed Mammon and his works with all his

heart He hated orthodox economics, “the dismal science”

with its “inexorable laws”, its laisser faire, its reduction of

men to hopeless slavery He could not analyse what the

horror and the blasphemy were due to, and laid the charge
to the door of democracy (“physical-force Chartism” seems
to have inspired him with a terror which never left him), but
he knew in his deepest part that the whole thing was fun-

damentally wrong And it was in this realm that Ruskin
became his disciple, a disciple who surpassed him in clear-

headedness, and had a far more balanced sense of values

Ruskin never believed, as Carlyle did, that the only happi-

ness lay in nerve-racking, back-breaking toil He was far too

sensible to accept the view that work was the sole aim of

man’s existence on earth some time at least should be given

to the contemplation of God’s handiwork, and the enjoy-

ment of beautiful things He hated industrialism at least

as much for creating the Black Country as for starving people
by the operation of “over-production”. If Carlyle cursed
bishops for discussing prevenient grace while three thousand
sempstresses were being sweated into starvation, Ruskin
saw that there might be some point in discussing prevenient

grace, though he would not waste his own time in doing so

His earlier works were devoted to art, to the attempt to make
people see things He went forth bravely to attack the dull

clods who mocked at Turner or the pre-Raphaehce painters

(for which we must forgive the ciassness of his attack on
Whistler), and if nobody now pays much attention to his

art criticism, and still less to his goody-goody effusions, his
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art cnticism, cunously confused with moralitv, medieval-
ism, and a dislike of the Renaissance and all its works, was
the fount ofmost art cnticism for at least a generation What
was most important, however, was his insistence that art

is necessary, that it matters extremely, and that a nation

neglects it at its peiil In details he may have been absurd,

and often was, but in essentials he was nght
Himself something of an artist—a delicate draughtsman

and to some extent a poet—^he turned from art to economics

He felt that the landscape and the society brought about by
industnahsm, and supported by orthodox economics (too

often the apologist for the status quo), was mortally mimical

to art, which could not exist without human hfe having

some decency, some idea other than that of Mammon Ir

was Carlyle who first convinced him of the horror ofindus-

tnal economics, and he acknowledged him handsomely as

his teacher But he was more acute than Carlyle he learnt

that ranting and raving was no good, he saw that dictators

were no good, he did not believe with Kingsley and Mrs
Gaskell that all that was needed was a change of heart

among the employers, and mcely behaved employees, he

was too reahstic for that He saw that the whole basis of

the economic system would have to be changed, and he set

himself to learn economics The disciphne bettered his prose

considerably Before, it had been too uncontrolled, a little

spongy, redeemed by purple passages which he later strove

to excise His prose is rarely beautiful for its own sake, as

Landor’s is, it is a little too drawn out, always a tiifle school-

ma’amish but it became in the end a lucid instrument His

incursion into economics caused an uproar. Unto This Last

began to appear m The Comhtll Magazine in i860 under

Thackeray’s editorship but the essays “were reprobated in

a violent manner”, and he was notallowed to continuethem
The same happened with Munera Pulvens, the mere outhne

of a work, which began to appearm FrazePs Magazine, and

was promptly quashed In details he may have been absurd

(his road-making adventures with Oxford under-graduates

certainly were)
,
but in essentials he was light His proposals

were “lunatic”, but many of them have achieved the stamp
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of sanity between the sober covers of the statute-book, and
It IS possible that even his more thorough-going principles

may some day be adopted
Unlike Carlyle and Ruskin, Matthew Arnold made no

plea for a return to the Middle or any other Ages He did, it

IS true, wnte the stimulating if ill-informed On the Study oj

Celtic Literature, rather, one feels, because many people
around him were interested in such things than because he
himselfwas attracted towards them He disliked his own age
as much, possibly, as the bearded prophets did, but his

remedy was not “go back” For him the cure was to go
forward, and the way to do this was not to stir up religious

feelings which he himself did not share, but to tmow open
the doors to the “sweetness and hght” ^ of the reason He
was m many ways a true disciple of Goethe His range of
interests was unusually wide, as a surprised pubhc dis-

covered when the first series of Essays in Criticism was pub-
lished, and though for us to-day his examples are not very
well chosen (we are apt to find the journals ofAmiel a bore,

while Maurice de Guerin has faded out of the picture) it is

the two senes of these critiasms that still remain the im-
portant things The titles of his books. Culture and Anarchy,

Literature and Dogma, in themselves indicate his trend towards
a new humanism, which to a large extent he succeeded in

founding as an island of refuge in the religious dibdcle which
took place in the last half of the century He has been much
blamed for his incursions into theology, and for the levity of
his tone when dealing with religion, but it is scarcely fair

to take this sort of exception If theology is not the preserve

of a clique, if it really is important to every intelligent and
cultured man, then surely an intelligent and cultured man
has a nght to give his views about it “Levity” is an attitude

ofmind allowable to a man who wishes to attack something
he feels to be dangerous, it is a more effective weapon than
solemnity It was only natural that an unbelieving, but
temperamentally religious humanist should anger the be-
hevers of his age, as he appears to irritate the believers of

^ The phrase came ongmally from Swift’s Battle of the Books For him
sweetness and light were the qualities that distinguished "the anciexits”.
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this These, naturally, cannot approve of a man who de-
scribes rehgion as “morality touched by emotion”, who
defines God as “a stream of tendency, not ourselves, that
makes for nghteousness”, these defimtions do not correspond
with their experience But they did, and do, correspond with
the experience of thousands of other people who are ready
with him (as a disciple of Renan) to adore “the sweet
reasonableness of Chnst” Carlyle appeared more tremend-
ous to his contemporaries, it was Arnold who had the most
effect

For this European-minded man, for ever fighting against
insularity, upholding the Mediterranean as well as the
Nordic tradition then so fashionable, the mental attitude of
his contemporaries, and of Enghshmen in general through-
out history, lacked “samty” Its “fantastic” nature revealed
Itselfin “incredible vagaries”, in literature, art, rehgion, and
morals England was—and here he borrowed his sharpest
arrow from Heme—Phihstine He battled continuously
against provincialism, smugness, narrowness of view, and
continuallv criticised the “Thyestian banquet’- of claptrap”
which, as he saw it, constituted English pubhc life It was
essential to see life clearly and to see it whole Basing his

style on French prose, of which he never caught the subtle

music (just as he was deaf to French poetry), he was always
lucid and sometimes inasive, but towards the end he de-
veloped a mannerism of repetition, a sense offatigue dimly
pervades his later writings As a publicist he is no longer of
direct importance, but he permanentiy affected the thought
of this country much of what is best in our present-day
attitude IS traceable to Arnold, chiefly in an msistence upon
values which are neither matenahstic nor rehgious His
hterary criticism still endures He said much that can be
combated, his own favounte phrases, by dint of being re-

peated by himself and others, have come to seem silly but
his approach was the nght approach He insisted that htera-

ture was something important, and that it must finally be
judged by a quality of utterance pecuhar to itself That is a

commonplace now, but wtis not so m his own day It is

^At which Thyestes uawittmgly ate the flesh of his two sons
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difficult for those who now deride Arnold to reahse how much
they owe him on several grounds

There remains Morns, in some way the greatest, the
fullest, the most complete of the Victonans We may now
dislike his wallpaper and his furmshings, tire of his pnnting,
and resent the afected prose of some of his romances, but
the vibrations of his tremendous vitality are still felt He was
not a great anything—^painter, poet, romancer, or philo-

sophei—^but he was a very great man As a prose-wnter he
has two distinct sides, the one as a creative wnter, which
no longer appeals to us, the other in his socialistic work
where he was, in the end, far more creative The pseudo-
medieval style of his romances is intolerable; but there is

this to be said for Morris’s medieval stigmata—^he really

felt and understood certain sides of the Middle Ages He did

not use them as a bludgeon to beat his eneimes with, as

Carlyle did, he did not flee to them as an escape, after the

manner of Ruskin, they were more to him than picturesque

material, and in a sense he lived them But the prosc^ makes
It seem as though this love had been an affectation, which it

was not In a more leisured age people may return to The
Well at the World's End and The Water of the Wondrous Isles,

but in this burned age it is the detective novel, however
badly wntten, that will provide the escape, while Morris’s

dreamlike fairy-stones, beautifully written as they are in

their own manner, will remain undisturbed in the tomb-hke
glory of the collected edition

But A Dream ofJohn Ball and the Utopian Jlewsfrom JIo-

tvhere are wntten with a keen eye on actuality, and m that

clear, decisive, unmannered prose which a sense of actuality

brings Like the three men already discussed. Moms hated
the smutching of beauty and the degradation of the mdi-
vidual which was the pnce paid for commercial supremacy
Once he had become aware of the process he never ceas^
to battle against “that ocean of half-consaous hypocrisy

^ It was once known as “Wardour Street** because antiques, and sliam
antiques, were sold there, the phrase has gone out now that Wardour Sticet
consists mainly of restaurants But Morris's is very different from the
pastiche horror of Hewlett’s in The Forest Lovers or Butcher and Lang’s in
their Odyssey
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which IS called cultivated society”, and being acute enough
to see that the hypocrisy was only half conscious, he realised
that the teachings of his predecessors did not cut deep
enough It was no use treating the symptoms, you had to
attack the cause, which was not only the economic structure,
but the whole framework ofsociety He had read Marx, with
what degree of understanding is uncertain, he became a
stump orator, and knowing that art could not flounsh in the
conditions he lived in, he set himself to “make sociahsts”
If socialism became his religion, he never let his enthusiasm
cloud his vision. He was intensely reahstic, and forecast the
abortive course of the English sociahst movement with ex-
traordinary accuracy He was whatwe now call a commumst,
but always because he was first and foremost an artist, and
he was willing to sacrifice himself as an artist, and even art
Itself in the revolution, so that art might ultimately hve He
was convinced that under the regime into which he was bom
art would pensh, and on the whole he was right He held
his opinions firmly, and had the courage of those opinions
to their logical end, thus his lectures to working men contain
better prose than any of his other work, or than the work of
Carlyle, Ruskin, and Arnold
Cutting across this line ofmtellectual development, acting

in a more general sphere, and each ofthem ofmore import-
ance as far as results go than the men previously discussed,

are two of the most bnlhant minds of the century, standmg
for opposed truths —^Newman and Huxley They had certain

things in common; a fundamental scepticism which they
resolved differently, a passionate honesty and love of truth

for Its own sake whatever the consequences might be Huxley
wrote very good prose indeed, Newman was a great artist

in the medium Newman first attracted pubhc attention by
his poems, and then achieved notoriety by his famous Tract

XC, he dropped out of the general view on his conversion to

Romamsm, so that the pubhc did not take much notice of
his inspiring Idea of a Umverstty, nor of the more difficult

Grammar ofAssent He soared suddenly into permanent fame
through the magnificent Apologia, which he wrote in a storm
of sublime mdignation when Charles Kingsley was foolish
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enough to attack the veracity of the Roman Church through
Newman himself His extreme, almost neurotic scnsibihty,
combined with a hard core which never flinched, reveal
themselves in this astomshing confession, in prose which is

swift and sinewy, and carries the reader on in a tremendous
surge of intellectual excitement which breaks through into
the emotional It is one of the great documents of the
century, and stands for all that is best in the Victonan
rehgious mind Newman has affimties with Pascal, and even
with Augustine, but he is strongly streaked with Enghsh
puritamsm It is difficult to assess his influence, which is

possiblv stronger outside his community than within it; we
are given to understand that he was not always quite sound
on certain points of scholastic doctrine The punty ofhis hfe
and his thought, revealed in the punty of his prose, have
always reminded people that a point ofview exists that may
be very different from their own, but may yet be vahd and of
equal value with theirs

Huxley, on the other hand, stands foi all that is best in the
Victonan agnostic mind, and he also is streaked with Enghsh
puritamsm His influence was, and to some extent still is,

enormous Himself a scientist of high distinction, after the
pubhcation of The Origin ofSpecies he devoted himselflargely
to maintaining Darwin’s doctnne against all comers, and to

combating Chnstian dogma His prose, even if a little over-
punctuated, is a model in both the contioversial and the
expository styles, and, thanks to his sense of humour, his

tussles with Gladstone and others still make excellent reading.
A man ofwide knowledge and interests (he wrote on Hume
and Berkeley), and of deep human sympathies, he became
a great popular figure, standing for the new enhghtenment.
He undoubtedly enjoyed his function of“smiling the Amalek-
ite”, and the sharp clear weapon of his thought, his sterling

honesty, his firm prose, probably did more execution among
behevers than any other agent. But it is a mistake to think

that he represented and defended the “red in tooth and
claw” theory as regards society, there is no excuse for this.

Common error, since his views are pellucidly expressed m bs
Mvolution and Ethics, in the Romanes lecture which gives the
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book Its title, and m the “Prolegomena” which precedes the
lecture The cosmic process was, in the main, one of relent-
less struggle, but not necessarily ofindividual struggle, there
are insect and animal polities as well as human ones But
beyond this, in man, there was the ethical process, opposed
to the cosmic process, and always making inroads upon it

Man must subdue, in society, the qualities of the ape and
tiger which originally made for his survival Huxley, in fact,
was a humamst, but he accepted Rousseamsh doctrines of
noble savagery as little as he did those of original sm and the
fall ofman He derives from Hobbes and Descartes through
Hartley Sentimentalists always hate Huxlev, anti-mtellec-
tualists despise him But the Newmans and Huxleys of this
world honour each other as foes strangely fighting in the
same cause, the happiness, the digmty, and the mental
integnty of mankind

Neither Newman nor Huxley was primarily concerned
with “literature”, they emerged from their spheres to take
their place as artists, and we can now return to those who
figure as professional men ofletters Pater is the most sigmfi-
cant of the later ones, and stands in the popular eye as the
great exponent of the “aesthetic” doctrine, the “art for art’s

sake” school The movement is now regarded with tolerant
contempt, but fundamentally it was sound, though its slogan,
hke most slogans, overstated the case The doctrine merely
is that though art may be ultimately concerned with morals,
rekgion, and politics, and is finally to be judged in relation

to a manner of hving, it is itself autonomous, deals with a
different grouping ofemotions and has a different approach.
The movement, however, became somewhat flabby and
sickly; it became too much a yearmng after “beauty”
(Rossetti IS perhaps a little to blame for this), u was fascin-

ated by malady in both the physical and the moral sense.

There is a good deal of the greenery-yallery about it, the
.somewhat verdignsed languor ofcertain pre-Raphaehte •win-

dows, and it ended in the macabre of Aubrey Beardsley
It became distorted by the amorahsts and, flaunted in the

nineties, died out in the first decade of the new century,

except perhaps in the more endunng person ofMr Arthur
“5
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Symons, who, endowed with considerable intellectual force,

bravely kept flying the flag of a cause already decayed

Pater himself, however, was a moralist, in the direct hne
of descent from Arnold Though he wished life to be treated

“in the spirit of art”, this itselfwas “the moral significancy of

art arid poetry” He was afraid of his own view that hfe must
be caught as a senes of intensely appreciative moments and
that none of the moments should be sacrificed to any system

or abstract morahty, so he expimged from the conclusion of

The Renaissance the essay in which he bnlhantly stated his

theory For him art largely replaced rehgion, and even when,
after a penod of flagrant antagonism to the Church he re-

turned to the fold, what attracted him was the artistry of it

“You seem to think, Mr Pater,” Jowett said to him, “that
rehgion is all ntual ” It was, if the conclusion of Manus the

Epicurean is anv indication Pater no doubt had a considerable

influence, and by no means a bad one, in educating people
to a finer perception of the arts, and a realisation of their

value He continued Arnold’s battle for culture, and if the
result was not quite what he would have wished, that was
not altogether his fault

Good as his essays are, and admirable as much of his

criticism is, especially his essays on style, on Wordsworth and
on Coleridge, where he ceases to be impressiomstic and be-
comes analytical, his great achievement was the Imaginary
Portraits) with w^ch we may include Gaston de Latour The
Renaissance was a fine piece ofpioneer work, but the Imaginary
Portraits are hving xe-creahons of personahties, in a pecuhar
form, half short story and half essay, which owe a good deal
of their effect to the careful modulations of the prose It is

the fashion now to look down on Pater and to abominate his
prose, but his interpretation and his criticism have illumin-
ating moments, and tf his prose is languorous, it is with the
languor ofan athlete at rest He is the conscious prose-artist
of the period; he had a good ear, and a respect for words;
and though he is not a model to be followed, there is much
to be learnt from him
Wilde certainlylearnt a good deal from him, and moreover

endowed his style with speed, a clear swiftness which he
ii6
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shared with Landor and Newman alone in the Victonan era

His prose is over-adjectived, but it is firm and concise as well

as nppling His short stories and novels have about them a

somewhat disagreeable sentimentality, but his essays and
his criticism are free from this taint He is extremely witty,

and his paradoxes, though they often seem outrageous, are

as often based on keen observation, if not at a very profound
level His dialogues on art. Intentions, are possibly his best

work outside his plays, and liDe Profmdts contains his plain-

est prose, it IS the outcry ofa broken man Wilde is not a good
advertisement for humamsm his pnde of intellect, his devo-

tion to the flesh, are neither Attic, as he thought, nor
humamstic, as he probably supposed His amorality was a

symptom of the time, but he was not so shallow as is now
generally assumed, and though you may not agree with the

conclusions of The Soul of Man under Socialism, you have to

admit that it was written by a thoughtful man
After Wilde, except possibly for Symons, the line ofwriters

who wrote large books to which the public paid attention

died out, to be replaced by pubhcists who preferred to

manoeuvre as essayists in the columns of the weeklies, which
gradually ousted the quarterlies and monthlies as organs of

opimon They also returned to the Kingsley-Mrs Gaskell

tradition, and wrote novels The most explosive among them
all was Samuel Butler, he loved to drop bombs and crackers

m any nest which he thought harboured the fledghngs of

cant, but he pnded himself a little too much on bang
paradoxical He has been descnbed as the typical English

eccentric who delights in standing everything on its head,

and it has been suggested that he may be compared with

Peacock, who had he hved earlier might have found some-

thing constructive to sav, but who, hvmg when he did, found

It all said already, and had to resort to paradoxical opposi-

tion to give his individuality scope Scientifically, Butler was

opposed to the Darwinian view, and it was he who inculcated

Shaw with the idea of Creative Evolution (the Lamarck-
Bergson "vitalism”) His Note-Books, his Alps and Sanctuaries

and such like, are his most chfiractenstic work, but his most
famous IS Erewhon, in which Jife descnbed animaginary society
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living by the values of his day startlingly reversed It is

crammed with amusing critical aper^ ofour society, some of

which are severe and justified It might, at a stretch, be

considered a successor of Johnson’s Rasselas, and the irony

IS often admirable More truly a novel, however, is The Way
of All Flesh, still more excitingly destructive of the values

current in his day, a book in which he shrewdly ex-

ploded much of the cant upon which rmddle-class society

rested.

Most of the “names” of the Edwardian period are those

of men who belong more properly to the next volume

—

H G Wells, Hilaire Belloc, G K Chesterton, and G B
Shaw in his prefaces The prose of all, except Wells, is good,
and even he has vigour The curse ofVictorian prohxity had
been lifted, the solemmty, the prophetic objurgation had
departed Shaw’s prose is particularly admirable, sinewy,

direct, with a buoyancy, a conciseness of phrasing, and a
modelhng, which take us back to Dryden and Swift These
wnters belong to different schools ofrehgious thought. Wells
and Shaw to the agnostic school, flirting occasionally with
a vague transcendentahsm, Belloc and Chesterton to the
Roman Cathohcs All ofthem, from various angles, attacked
the social structure, having no hope of bettering the human
being until the conditions of his life are bettered The
bourgeoisie was rapidly becoming conscious that its castle was
built upon the sandy foundations ofintolerable injustice and
a decaying economic system It was the heyday ofFabianism,
eager young men dropped their Herbert Spencer and took up
the volumes of the Webbs There was a new sense of march-
ing on towards better things, not on the old industnal-
evangehcal basis, but, in the mam, on a non-revolutionary
Marxism (if that is not too contradictory an expression),
which would not altogether abohsh rehgion, though it would
break free from its trammels The pohtical troubles of the
early Georgian years lent hope to the movement^ forces were
gatheiing for a great change which the war interrupted, and
the Russian revolution re-directed.

Standing rather apartfrom all this were the minor essayists,
ofwhom the most ^stmgmshed was Augustine Birrdl, who
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in elegant prose dealt with literature in tlie spint of Liberal-

ism He lived to be the last of a great hne of literary states-

men, and dealt in a way which did not matter with things

that did The other essayists were engaged in bnnging the

form to that state of degraded futility which it now occupies

They believed they were continuing the tradition of Charles

Lamb—and they still believe it.

Alone, possibly, among the essayists, stands the figure of

Mr Max Beerbohm, whose fame as a cancatunst has a little

obscured his merits as a writer Beerbohm is a real cntic of

literature, and his own style is exquisitely chiselled His pen

IS as keen and hard as his intellect J^uleika Dobson is a superb

piece of fantastic fooling with a sharp critical point, and
Beerbohm has a rigorous artistic conscience His work
exemphfies a kind of writing which seems ephemeral, but

which has in it the quahty of endurance

Difficult to include in a short survey of this kind are a

number of men who, not primarily men of letters, but

economists, philosophers, bankers, historians, psychologists,

yet reached the general public in their works and are ofsome

literary importance J S Mill, for instance, though his

philosophy was not much read by the generality, yet reached

the public not only through his work on economics, but

espeaally through his Liberty and his Representative Government,

both ofwhich are worth pondering to-day Froude, who was

very much an artist, is well known through his still charming

Short Studies on Great Subjects Bagehot was an extraordinary

man, who made his mark as a philosopher and a banker,

but whose interest to us here is chiefly in his Critical Studies, he

is always worth reading, as representing the best informed

cntiasm of his day He seems to us now to be admirable

on Dickens, good on Milton and poor on Sterne Among
popular historians again there isJ R Green, whose fantastic

view of the early and some of the later history of England

may be neglected, but who made excellent story of the rest,

not however, so free of the “drum and trumpet” aspect as

he wished his readers to suppose, still, as a history of the

Enghsh people it was a pioneer work Dowden remains,
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especially as a Shakespenan cntic, though his work has

largely been superseded by A G Bradley’s brilliant book on

the tragedies Morley and Stephen stand out as biographers

in an age of biographies, Morley’ s Gladstone and his Voltaire

are especially good of their kind

Towards the end of our period we find men who link up
more readily with the present day J M Robertson’s

rationalistic books are perhaps not much read now, but they

were very symptomatic of the agnosticism of the Edwardian
penod A larger figure is that of Edward Carpenter Not
only his Towards Democracy, a curiously Whitmanesque book
of poetry, but Lovers Coming of Age and Civilisation, Its Cause

and Cure had a considerable effect in their day Not only the

form of his poetry, but the message of his books, m their idea

of an aU-embraang redeeming love, derives largely from
Whitman He was symptomatic also of the complete break-

down of the Great Taboo of sex, for though he aimed at a
high idealism, he discussed sexual matters with the greatest

freedom So also did Havelock Ellis, a much greater artist,

who strays over a wide hterary field, and seems only in-

cidentally to have been a pioneer m sexual psychology His
Impressions and Comments are books of distinctive grace and
charm, his free mquiring mind, happily allied with a sense

of beauty, has forged out a set of values which many find
inspinng
Bertrand Russell’s mam popular work falls outside the

penod but he may be mentioned here as one ofthe liberators

in aU fields of thought of whom Lowes Dickinson was the
centre and the populanser Dickinson was perhaps the last

and finest flower of Liberalism, a Liberahsm based not on
any system of economics, but on the Greek view of life In
his exquisite prose he commented in various forms—^imagin-
ary letters, dialogues, and even a play—on every aspect of
our avihsation that made for or against culture in the
fundamental sense of the term and not as a varmsh spread
over Ignorance His dehcate agnosticism is in marked con-
trast to the blatant cudgelhng of Robertson, if he thought
that all our guesses as to what “It” was about were terribly
wide of the mark, he had a firm conviction that “It” was
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about something His work is always penetrating and charm-
ing, one feels in reading him, that one is in contact with a

sage, endeavouring to brush away all the cobwebs that inter-

fere with mankind’s vision of itself and its destiny
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There is httle to be said about the drama in our period

until Its revival in the eighties To all intents and pur-

poses there was none, and we might be led to conclude from

the history of this and the previous period that the literary

value ofthe drama is in inverse ratio to the dominance ofthe

actor-manager The drama is essentially a form of hterature,

and to be ofanv value it must carry the weight ofcontempor-

ary ideas as much as any other branch of literature The
actor in the main, especially the great actor-manager, cares

only for plays which give him resounding parts, and m the

early years ofthe century the actors’ parts had literally to be

resounding, for officially there were still only two theatres in

London, and thus to accommodate theatre-goers, they had
to be vast and high Also, public taste had been thoroughly-

debauched with pantomimes and farces, with shoddy

tragedies and ranting melodramas, while the comedies, in-

stead of representing life, gave shadowy imitations of old

comedies, and copies ofthem again, the public had also been
largely regaled with spectacles and scemc contraptions of all

kinds Later in the century there was small chance for the

native writer, since, owing to the non-existence of copynght
agreements with France, it was cheaper for the manager to

get translations ofbad Pansian farces than to employ English

talent Matters went to such a length that in one play we see

an Enghsh valet learmng French so as to read “English”
plays m the onginal This state of affairs was ultimately

remedied by the efforts of Charles Reade, Dion Boucicault,

and Bulwer Lytton

Yet the poor state of the drama was not altogether the
fault of the actors the men ofletters were produang nothing
for them ofany value for the theatre The poets, from Coler-
idge to Swmburae, even to Stephen Phillips, and including
Teain-yson and Browning, offered them matenal which was
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Utterly unsuitable It was imitation Elizabethan, which
brought into being a certain amount of good poetry when
good poets wrote it, but not good poetic drama In the hands

of lesser men such as Sheiidan Knowles (who ulumately left

the stage for the pulpit), Talfourd, Sir Henry Taylor and
sometimes Tom Taylor, the result was, and is, dreary in the

extreme There were some good dramatic ideas in these plays,

but the characters were given words to speak such as were

never uttered on sea or land, the authors being under the

impression that tragedy demanded this fustian Comedy was
slightly better, the language was appalhngly stilted, but some

of the plays, such as Lytton’s Money, had a faint reference to

life, the glimmerings of an idea, but on the whole the

only works which had any success were the diversions of

Planche, such farces as Morton’s Box and Cox (from the

French) and the now to us appalling facehes of Douglas

Jerrold, Mark Lemon and Gilbert k Beckett

The work of Tom Taylor is stall readable, however, his

people do not speak badly, and he had some notion ofdram-

atic movement Dion Boucicault is an interesting figure He
wrote nothing of any permanent value, but he broke down
many of the dead traditions that were cumbering the stage,

and began to accustom the pubhc to a small degree of

ong^nahty but he had no ideas to impart His Irish dramas

are his best work But a more important herald ofwhat was

to come was T W Robertson His comedies seem to us now
rather gawky and obvious, the moral is platitudinous and

the machinery creaks, but at least he brought a breath of

air into the theatre, dealt with human beings, and tackled

what the people of his dav were talking about His plays are

just readable and just actable, for at last here was a man
working neither in an out-worn stage tradition, nor a thread-

bare hterary mode
There was a gap of ten years between Robertson’s last

play in 1869 and the first play ofHenry ArthurJones, which

was followed nine years later by the first play ofArthur Wing
Pmero Neither of them was a great playwright, but both

deserve credit as pioneers, especiallyJones, who though not

so accomplished as Pinero and with rather a shghter capacity
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for creating character, is historically more important The

Silver King created a furore Matthew Arnold, who very

sensibly had not been to the theatre for twenty years, broke

his habit, sat in the stalls and wrote an astonishingly com-

mendatory report on it Jones had introduced naturalism,

it was a bad play, but the people in it spoke as people do

speak Naturalism is not all, and there was soon to be a

rebellion against it, especially in Ireland, but it was just the

element the drama then needed Moreover, Jones went on

to deal with the real problems of real people, who always,

however, nobly renounce their happiness when Mrs Grundy
tpHs them they ought, a curious state of affairs in a man who
was always girding at Mrs Grundy Shaw hit the nail on

the head when criticising him “And now comes the oddity

of the situation Mr Jones, with a mde and clear vision of

society, is content with theories of it that have really no
relation to his observation ” He wrote comedy witihout

having a comic conception of society His three best plays

are The Case of Rebellious Susan, The Liars, and Mrs Donees

Defence', The Dancing Girl is ridiculous, Carnac Sahib full of

falsity and claptrap, while The Tempter is a ghastly symbolic

play in still more ghastly blank verse But whatever his

defects or his merits, Jones did restore the drama to a place

of digmty in letters and insisted that the author was a more
important person in the theatre than the actor-manager
He knew the stage well and though he loathed Ibsen, he had
learnt from Sardou, Scribe and d’Ennery, and thus was in a
strong position Pinero can be regarded as his successor

Wilde IS next in date, but he does not belong to the move-
ment of which Jones and Pinero were the harbingers His
only attempt at tragedy, Salome, is a bnlhant exercise in

Maeterhnc^an idiom, but is not more than that, his gemus
lay in the direction of farcical comedy of which The
Importance of Being Earnest' an almost perfect example His
world resembles that of Etherege, in which there are no
values, so that the ridiculous and starthng paradoxes can be
wholly enjoyed as a pyrotechnic display His great mastery,
however, is shown in his phrasing, a matter in which all his

successors except Shaw have been deficient There he was
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really an artist He realised that stage speech was a special
kind ofspeech, a truth which never penetrated to the natural-
ists He has no social significance except as being representa-
tive of the irreverent spirit of the nineties, but his best
comedy is likely to be read so long as men are aware of the
comic spirit and can appreciate a virtuoso use of language

It was at the end ofthe mneties that the great penod began
a period which will probably rank as high as that of the
Restoration, but which falls below the highest standard be-
cause, though It concerned itself as drama should do with
what men are thinking and feeling, it did not relate these
thoughts and feelings to the eternal, what we may call the
metaphysical, thoughts and feelings of ma.TiVinH It repre-
sented more clearly than any other form the bourgeois revolt
against bourgeois conceptions which indicated the break-up
ofthe Victorian view oflife It consistently attacked the basic
assumptions of society, but it stood for reform rather than
revolution One might say that this drama was by Ibsen out
of Enghsh puntanism. From 1898 to 1914 there was a suc-
cession of plays, many of them of a very high standard,
probably as lugh a standard as can be reached within the
hmits of naturalism, dealing with the urgent political and
moral problems of the day Shaw and Galsworthy were the
leaders, Granville-Barker made rather profounder contnbu-
tions which were a little too subtle for the pubhc, Hankm
skirmished over ground a httle removed from the great mass
of playgoers, St John Ervineremoved the setting to northern
Irdand (he is to be classed with the Enghsh, not the Irish
dramatists) There were many lesser playwrights who added
at least one good play to the canon Elizabeth Baker with
Chains, Stanley Houghton with Hindle Wakes, Githa Sowerby
with Rutherford and Son, Allan Monkhouse with Mary Broome-,
all these and others tended to a new hberation and a fresh
illumination, and it seemed for the moment as though the
drama would oust the novel from its place as the chief
hterary vehicle of the penod
Shaw IS the greatest and the most bnlliant of them all;

he never adhered to naturalism, and his phrasing was in
itselfa dehght Like his countryman Farquhar, two hundred
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years earlier, he wrote the comedy of rationalism, but a

rationalism more and more tmged with the mysticism of

vitalism, of the Life Force, which, with a number of other

things, he learnt from Samuel Butler He is a rationahst

lured by metaphysics, he cannot bear the idea of a world

of which he cannot see the purpose but in the period with

which we are concerned, the rationahst was uppermost He
made it his business to expose the cant and hypocrisy, not

to mention the muddled thinking, which lay behind most
of our social assumptions, and he exposed them bnlhantly

owing to his inexhaustible capaaty for invention, his sense

ofcomedy and fun, and his uncanny knowledge of the stage

He is far from being the mountebank and the farceur which
those who find his cntiasm unpalatable attempt to make us

beheve He has always meant what he says with all the

urgency ofhis vigorous intellect, and he reinforces his mean-
ing in the piefaces, which are the finest pamphleteenng
since Swift His plays probably had as much effect on the

thought ofthe succeeding generation as the novels of Wells
In rehgion agnostico-mystic, in pohtics Fabian Sociahst, in

art anti-aesthetic, he stands as the most typical advanced
product of the Edwardian era

Galsworthy was less mihtant, his plays are pervaded, not
by the common sense which ammates those of Shaw, but
by a sense of pity and an overwhelming desire for social

justice The Silver Box is probably his best play, since there a
sense of comedy rams the lesson home, but Strife did a good
deal ter humamse the class conflict It can be objected that
his plays are too obviously didactic, but that did not prevent
them from being extremely teUing on the stage Granville-
Bark^ was a far greater artist, concerned mainly with the
conflict between pubhc morahty and private morality, which
he treated in different ways, tentatively but charmingly m
The Marrying ofAnn ^ete, powerfully in Waste, but most suc-
cessfully and subtly in The Voysey Inheritance There is blood-
and-bone sympathy, a faith that hfe is worth living for its

own sake in GranviUe-Barker’s work, that is absent from
Shaw’s. Mr. Barker, as artist, was always intensely interested
ill producflon, and, at the time when Gordon Craig was con-
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ducting his fantastic but indirectly valuable experiments
did more than any other producer to improve the visual
aspect of the drama One must write ofhim in the past as a
playwright, but his continmng Prefaces to Shakespeare’s
plays show that his interest in the drama is as keen as ever
and more profound
While the dramatic revival in England was at its height

It was paralleled in Ireland by what is known as the Abbey
Theatre Movement, in which the great names are Synge
Yeats, and Lady Gregory Unlike their Enghsh counterparts’
and unlike such successors as Sean O’Casey, they had no
pohtical axe to grind, though there hovers over some of their
plays a ghostly presence somewhat imtating to outsiders,
namely that ofKathleen ni Houlihan Synge was a poet, and’
tned to restore to the theatre the power of the word’ For
him, as forJohn Davidson, who failed in his task in England,
the object of the drama was to give dehght, and he hated
“the joyless and pallid words of Ibsen” The special dialect
he invented was admirably adapted to what he wanted to
do, and his tragedies and his comedies alike are by its means
steeped in an atmosphere which gives a curious sense of
permanence and reality He had a fine sense of high comedy,
but his tragedy is a little too “poetic” to be altogether satisl

factory He was a “pure” artist of the best type, and bis plays
have a significance beyond the problems of any particular
time His work should endure, though it is possible that his
diction, in spite ofits admirable phrasing, may come to seem
an affectation, and “date” his plays to their detriment
Mr Yeats’s plays can hardly be dealt with apart from his

poetry as a whole, they are part of his earher manner, his
earher mysticism, and are full of his early Insh symbolism
The Countess Cathleen and The Land ofthe Hearfs Desire contam
some of his most musical, moving and charactenstic poetry
(of that period), but the plays depend too much on their
poetry, which is an addition to, rather than an mtegral part
of, the structure In great poetic drama you do not notice the
poetry as poetry, in Mr Yeats’s plays you do Lady Gregory,
one may say, is complementary to Synge and Yeats, her
prose come^es are Moli^resque, and are excellent and
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entertaining examples of their kind The Workhouse Ward is

typical All three dealt with Irish life, chiefly as it is lived by
the peasantry

A symptom of, and an incentive to, the dramatic revival

in England was the work done by the repertory theatres,

particularly those of Manchester and Birmingham, thev
attempted, with some success at the time, to break down the
vicious tyranny of the “star” actor and actress, and the
deadening effects of the long run They did much to en-
courage, not only young playwrights, such as Stanley
Houghton, but also the poetic drama, and gave opportum-
ties for presentation to such good work as was being written
at the time, notably by Lascelles Abercrombie and Gordon
Bottomley But the poetic drama movement died; it did not
tune in with an age of political excitement and social

struggle, and the War interrupted its use as a stage instru-
ment At the present day there are signs of a new birth, but
they do not fall within the scope of thus volume
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§6 CONCLUSION

This introduction has been too brief to do more than
sketch the bare outlines of English hterature in a period

which, beginning with an age of evangehcal thought and
keen reUgious excitement, ended in one of agnosticism or
indifference, though, naturally, there were agnostics at the
begmmng of the penod, and profoundly religious behevers
at the end Socially, England changed from a penod m
which the upper middle classes were dominant to one m
which the working classes were begmmng to show their

power Economically, the penod reveals the increasing decay
ofagnculture, and the change over from industnal capitahsm
to finance capitalism with its accompaniment of imperial
expansion

It IS by no means easy to see how these changes affected

literary forms One can see, however, how they affected the
subject-matter of literature, and the attitude taken up by
wnters, who were all, with scarcely an exception, of the
middle class. Take, for one example, the change between such
cntics of the social structure as Kingsley at one end, and
Shaw at the other Under industnal capitalism and in an
age of faith, it was possible to suppose that the inculcation

of Ghnstian virtues into the hearts of employers might bnng
about a satisfactory state of ajBFairs, in the later age, under
finance capitalism, it was qmte clear that a change of heart,
however Ghnstian, would be powerless, the machinery
Itselfwould have to be altered, and the whole class structure

revised, it was believed also that a faith more in accordance
with the discovcnes of science would have to be evolved

Such an analysis might be apphed to other forms, but we
may here draw a picture from another aspect One can say
that our penod began with morahsing literature, such as

that of Carlyle and Tennyson, passed through a phase of

cultural ambitions with Arnold, a phase wbch developed
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into the art for art’s sake or aesthetic movement, to be re-

placed in Its turn by a period of didacticism Although
throughout the age under consideration the great writers

were all opposed to the orthodox economic theories, in the
realm of social theory the earher writers w'ere solidly in
support of the then structure, whereas the later writers were
determined to alter it

One lesson, however, can be drawn from a study of the
age, ]f lessons must be drawn from hterature, and that is

that the great writer is always concerned for the quahty of
life as It is hved in his day, and that he is intensely aware of
the currents of thought and feehng which animate his

fellows Unless he deals with the immediate and actual he
will have nothing to say of an eternal nature The theatre in
the mneteenth century, for example, did not begin to hve, to
call forth works of power or beauty until it began to deal
with what mattered at the moment There are occasional
exceptions, especially in the realm ofpoetry, which can deal
more directly with the umversal and eternal by a profounder
treatment of the personal, poetry also can give delight more
directly than any other form
There are, however, periods when the actual is too

strident, too harsh, too uncertain, to allow of that quiet
gestation which is essential to great works of art; and that
IS why the Edwardian and early Georgian penods, though
they produced works ofgreat energy, of bnlhance even, and
ofimpeccable earnestness, seem shallower than those of the
Victorian period. Great art cannot be produced in an age
when the artists feel that it is more important to attack the
crude disharmomes of life than to work upon what is subtler
and more profound, when they feel that neither the con-
ditions of work, nor the appreciation their work is hkely to
meet with, make for art Morns already found it more
urgent to make soaahsts than to create works of art
Thus in the hterature of the present century there is httle

realjoy Now and again we hear a protest against the failure
of art to produce joy, and some wnters m their youth pro-
duced work which aimed at pure dehght, but once they saw
that life was ugly, they abandoned the attempt Thus Wells,
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a born novelist if ever there was one, took to wnting tracts,

Galsworthy, though he became more humane, became more
bitter, others, such as Granville Barker, gave up “creative”
wnting altogether In the main, therefore, the best hterature
ofthe century within our penod, at any rate the most power-
ful hterature, was didactic, prolific entertainers abounded,
but they are mostly negligible Instead of being buoyed up
by a sentiment of glonous advance, as the mid-Victorians
were, even when they cnUcised, the ideologues were served
only by a feeling of hope, which was somewhat naif The
interest of this part of the penod is enthralhng, the achieve-
ment dubious, what followed will be discussed in the next
volume



§7 THE ECONOMIC BACKGROUND

By Guy Chapman

The epoch between 1839 and 1914 is conventionally di-

vided into four penods, corresponding with the movement
of the pnce-levd The first period runs to about 1850, it is

the last decade of a price fall which has been going on since

1815 The second period, 1850-73, is one of rising pnces

The third to about 1896 once more shows falhng pnces,

while the general trend is upward until 1914 But the divi-

sions are conventional, and not clean cut elements of one

survive m the next, and while the years of nsing prospenty

are marred by enses, the years of decline are relieved by
short spasms of recovery Moreover, no generalisation will

fit the whole of England, let alone the whole United King-

dom Conditions m one area contradict those in another;

and while one trade is flounshing, another may appear at the

point of death With these reservations, the following pages

will attempt to show the economic background of the times.

1- 1839-50

The fact which was most apparent to the average man in

the yean 1839-42 was the revolt of an exasperated prole-

tariat against intolerable conditions of life, a revolt formu-
lated under the general title of Chartism He saw, as he
thought, an insurgent movement of “the masses” (note that

the words first become part of popular speech in 1837)
directed to a single objecUve, the Six Points of the Charter,
which would make them the dominant power m the State
What he did not perceive was that the pohtical formula
covered divergent aims of divergent economic groups, some
progressive, some reactionary.
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The worbng population had, as a whole, fought as
strenuously for the Reform Bill of 1832 as had their middle-
class aUies Their reward, they found, was the disfranchise-
ment ofsuch ofthem as had been voters in favour of a richer
class and, on top ofthis, they felt themselves to be the victims
of the new centralisation of government under the influence
of the Radical disciples of Jeremy Bentham the symbol of
this policy was the new workhouse, “The Poor’s Bastile”
built for the purpose of economy in local adnumstration
Their dissatisfaction was further increased by four years of
bad trade, unemployment, a succession of bad hai^vests, by
the incidence of disease, in particular cholera, in the rapidly
growing and wholly unsanitary towns Perhaps worst
the high birth-rate of the past twenty years was now
flooding the industrial market with cheap labour The
dissatisfaction found its expression in the demand for a
completely democratic constitution In conseQ^uence the
years from 1839-42 are marked by a senes ofstnkes and nets
forably suppressed by an insensible magistrature backed by a
far from intelligent government The Pottenes, Lancashire
Yorkshire and South Wales (the Newport affair of 1839 is
the bloodiest episode) all expenenced violent conflicts The
movement failed, but it had one consequence It quickened
the interest of the middle and governing classes in what was
to be known as the “Condition of the People” It brought
home the fact that there was a real question, and although
the Chartists drawn by Disraeli are pure grotesques—the
ecotic creatures of Sybil should be compared with the real
figures shown in the autobiographies of Lovett and Cooper

the phrase, The Two Nations”, kindled imaginations
For the first time, there was an impetus towards sociological
discovery, and the recent Blue Books were at hand to chart
unprofessional investigators The Report on the Handloom
Weavers of 1841 and the report (with crude and horrifying
cuts) on the Goal Mines raised a wave of disgust at the con-
ditions under which women and children were forced to
labour, while the several reports on “The Sanitary Condition
of the Labouring Population”, including a fantastically
gnm essay on the disposal of the bodies of the dead in the
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poorer quarters of the towns, sent a shudder through their

readers.

The Chartist movement, although five ofits once notorious

Six Points, are to-day part and parcel ofour electoral system,

failed By 1848, although a march on London was that year

staged It once more frightened Whitehall out of its wits,

and the town houses of the great were barricaded and aban-
doned to the care of the servants. Chartism was dead, it was
only its corpse which passed along the streets

The reasons for the disintegration of the movement are to

be found in its divergent elements On the one side were the

skilled craftsmen of the London Workingmen’s Association,

and the textile workers ofthe northern factories On another
stood the semi-socialist pioneers of Robert Owen’s New
Model World, who would find their panacea in the Co-
operative movement On another were the representatives

of the obsolescent trades, asking nothing better than to re-

turn to the eighteenth century, the domestic craftsmen,
handloom weavers and stocking-frame kmtters, earning,

maybe, as low as 4s 6d or 5s a week a family, doomed to

vamsh from the economic field Or, other reactionaries, the
disciples of Gobbett, who looked to refound an idyllic patri-

archal peasant society Such were some of the diverse ele-

ments temporarily alhed in a movement of the working
classes as a whole
Alone this diversity of aim would not have caused the

failure But after 1844 conditions changed The boom in the
new-fangled railways relieved the pressure ofunemployment,
skilled and unskilled labour was indemand Some progressive
groups abandoned politics for self-improvement in the
Mechanics’ Institutes, while others involved themselves in
the more material Ten Hour Movement Both deserted the
adherents of a bygone age to pohtical disappointment and
slow death.

Moreover, at least some sections were distracted by
preachers no less voaferous and infimtely more materialist
than the leader? of the Chartists. The Anti-Com Law
League, under Gobden and Bright, from 1838-46, the date
ofthe Repeal of the Com Laws, was at least as energetic in
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propaganda as the Chartists, and, what is more to the point,

offered to the industrial worker an easily intelhgible means
to the improvement of his eiastence

The Repeal movement is, however, only part of a wider
advance towards the freeing of trade and the enshnmng of

the doctrines of laissez-faire, which had been slowly illum-

inating the minds of industrialists and pohticians since the

country’s exporting power had become apparent at the end
of the Napoleomc Wars Over some thirty or forty years

the tariffschedules, based on the prices ofthe days ofWilham
III, were gradually pared away England was now ready to

offer herself as the world’s workshop, conscious that no other
country could compete And to achieve that position, she

was prepared to sacrifice (as they said) the farmers of the

country Since the greater number of the arable farmers de-

pended on the home-market for wheat, the Anti-Corn-Law
League appeared as much closer km to the Devil than the
Chartists {Hillingdon Hall runs the whole gamut of the

farmer’s attitude to innovations with its constant references

to the League, drainage and guano “Muck’s your man*”)
but they could not withstand the new economic doctnnes,
and in spite of the country gentlemen. Repeal was
passed

The 1830’s and 1840’s are thus in some measure the hqtu-
dation of the past, of the pohtical-industnal system, based
on status, of the Tudors On the other hand, they revive the
Tudor centrahsation which had been allowed to lapse into

parochiahsm after 1640 Whereas the Tudor system had
been directed to the preservation of a static society, the

Victonan was directed to the enhancement ofthe health and
morals ofa dynamic commumty Bentham is perhaps the one
person in Enghsh history who has moulded the future,

and not been merely the representative figure of his age

Although he was dead before his suggestions were imple-

mented, yet under the ruthless dnve of his disciple, Edwm
Chadwick, the governance of England was transformed
In 1830, Local Government resembled an abandoned gar-

den over which plants, trees and shrubs have grown as best

they may, a pushing, josthng, greedy mass of vegetation.
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In the boroughs incompetence reigned beside corrup-

tion The Report on Muracipal Corporations of 1835 reads

like a hxlanous mghtmare With towns rapidly growing
(Leeds, for instance, trebled its population between 1801

and 1841), without water, without drainage (sewers were
still controlled by an act ofHenry VIII, which contemplated
only surface drainage), without lighting, paving, or police,

with duties divided between various ad hoc committees, with
rising death-rates (eg Glasgow, per r,ooo 1821, 28, 1838,

38, 1843, 4^) there was no exaggeration in Chadwick’s com-
parison of their state to that of “an encamped horde or an
undisciphned soldiery” Mr Boffin’s dust-heaps had their

counterparts in every city, and the Royal Borough ofWind-
sor was found by the inspector “the worst beyond all com-
parison” From 1835 to 1854, under the energy of Chadwick
and his aides, England and Scotland were shaken, reproved,
dusted and washed Volumes of reports were issued, com-
mittees formed, Acts passed The Bentham principles,

classification, centrahsation, specialisation andinspectabihty,
were forcibly introduced in spite of the mgeimnations of
vested interests, in the face of the criticisms ofMr Podsnap
(“I knew It Centrahsation' No, sir Never with my consent
Not English'”) and of Toulmin Smith

Further, Benthamism, coupled with Cabinet necessity,

led to the reorganisation of the Civil Service in the fifties

and sixties, the civil service which had been the sqmrrel’s
hoard of Privilege, m which a Grenville could find sinecures
for thirty-eight dependants, including two maiden aunts

Finally, the binding together of England and Scotland
into a single economic umt was completed by the railways
It must be remembered that in 1840, owing to slowness of
transport, local markets are on the whole still predominant,
that different weights and measures survived in different
areas, and in spite of the freedom of trade, trade was still

hampered by tradition The railway began to open up a
countryside which had depended on roads, “nationalised”
too late to retard steam, on canals, slow and subject to inter-
necine rivalry, and on coast-wise trading vessels The rapid
extension of the railway in the forties broke down provincial-
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ism, slowly but effectively It linked up localities and created

a national market

No less important, it created a national market for the

investment of money The railway boom of 1845-6 drew

from the hoards of the small tradesman and “the frugal

operative” the pent-up savings of years In the speculative

flurry of those years men (such as Thackeray’s Jeames)

learned to become millionaires overmght and paupers in a

week In the long run, the railway mama taught investment

to the poorer classes It accumulated idle capital, while it

inoculated even the poorest with the itch for acquisition

Those effects would only become apparent at a latei date

11 1850-73

There is a change in tempo as the fifties arrive, a kind

of busy serenity comes over the country The new age was

appropnately registered by the International Exhibition of

1851, and Tennyson caught the note in his Choral Ode

“Is the goal so far away^
Far, how far, no tongue can say

Let us dream our dream to-day ”

As Mr G M Young has pointed out, “Victorians saw the

endless new world which Bacon had sighted or imagined,

where nothing need remain unknown ” And as if to guar-

antee the genuineness of the dream, the new names of Cali-

forma and Australia sent their gold to the world’s finanaal

centre There was indeed nothing that seemed impossible

In Dr Glapham’s cynical phrase “It is easy to develop a

world with money at 2 per cent ” What the Englishman

id not observe were the as yet puny figures of Germans,

Frenchmen, Dutchmen and Amencans rapidly growing in

the new sunlight

The fifties and sixties might be called the Era of Techm-

cal Learmng, both in commerce and industry. For the first

time, empiricism began to give way to scientific reason, and

the laboratory was yoked to the workshop While Darwin
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and Huxley shocked the faithful, Whitworth was tracing his

way towards standardisation and the perfection of machine
tools, Armstrong was developing hydraulic machinery and
the rifled bore, Bessemer, Siemens and Gilchnst Thomas
were experimenting in the production of cheap steel The
telegraph, the potentialities ofwhich were scarcely discussed

in 1851, became of such social importance that in 1870 the

Government, in spite of latssez-fo-ii'e, acquired control There
followed the deep-sea cable, at first a failure owing to im-
perfect knowledge of the ocean-bed, but pushed on furiously

after the Indian Mutiny The system of domestic industry

was safely hqmdated, handicrafts died year by year, the

labour-saving machine, the time- and cost-cutting factory

were now permanent features of the econoimc landscape.

While the population of England rose from 18 nulhons
in 1851 to 32I nulhons in 1901, the numbers ofemployed in

various industnes changed too Makers of lace, linen and
silk fell away rapidly, while coal miners trebled, those em-
ployed in iron and steel doubled, in machine-making and
ship-biuldmg nearly quadrupled The exports of the United
Kingdom were expanding at a pace hitherto unknown and
not to be known again The value of exports more than
doubled between 1855 and 1874, and so too did imports
Average imports of cotton rose from 9 2 million cwts to

13 6; ofwool from 1 18 milhon lbs to 307 the output of coal
climbed from 66 i imllion tons to 120 7, of pig-iron from 3 5
nulhons to 6 4

It was pro^gious, amazing The prosperity was obvious;
and the pace was too good for the average man to inquire.

True, there were uncomfortable matters, which obtruded
themselves, the prisons, the asylums, the coffin-ships, which
fur^hed backgrounds to Charles Reade There were the
curiosities of City finance, the crisis of 1857, the Overend
and Gurney scandal of 1866, the perpetual and unsavoury
bankruptcies, odd httle episodes such as that in which the
financial editor of The Times became involved in the meshes
of “Baron” Grant, and the Thunderer found itself the cats-
paw of a shady financier In so golden an age, these things
passed, censured, but rarely amended. Free trade and hght
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taxation were the mots d'ordre, and only “the Cassandras of
Pohtical Economy” sounded occasional warnings
Even Labour had become almost tranquil The Umons

not yet legitimised, were re-forming The Associated Society
of Engineers, founded in 1851, with a hierarchy of officials

became the new model, and the other skilled trades followed
them After the first wave of panic, employers found that
they were very different metal from Cromwell’s Ironsides,
that their leaders were well-informed, well-disciplmed and
full of the tact des chases possibles, who prevented more stakes
than they promoted, and who had accepted the economic
system as it stood Their behaviour paved the way for their
gradual recognition, and the election of working men to
Parhament set the seal on the respectability of orgamsed
labour

The Unions were, however, no more than a small propor-
tion of the workers Outside their ranks lay millions of parti-
ally or wholly unorganised workers, in textiles, in the mines,
on the docks and in the factories, the sweeping children, the
sweated tailors, furriers and sempstresses, the match girls

When they struck, their strikes were broken in detail Their
time was not yet, and they subsisted darkly and violently in
the slums of the cities, which for all Chadwick’s battles were
still squalid and insamtary One may note the rise of the
death-rate between 1851 and 1871, and perceive little

difference between the picture painted by Engels in 1843
and that by Tame in 1869
In the country, agriculture, in spite of the prophecies of

Bentinck and Disraeli, had taken a new lease of life The
Repeal of the Com Laws had not hurt, but released, the
fanner to expenment with new crops and new methods
The impetus given to industry after 1 844, and the consequent
nse in wages had increased the demand for food-stuffs, while
the railways brought them more easily to the townsman’s
door Agnculture flounshed as it had not done since Water-
loo Nor did It fear rivals From 1851 to 1871, war, or its

rumours, kept Europe, still the world granary, from compe-
tition It IS the Indian Summer of the great landlord, who,
.until the passing of the Ballot Act, could suspend over
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Radical-nunded tenants the threat of eviction In the now
settled hierarchy of landlord, tenant and landless labourer,

the last alone got little benefit from the rising prosperity.

With wages at ten or twelve shillings a week, and the bye-
industnes as good as dead, he had no hopes as his grand-
father had had, ofhimselfbecoming a farmer The energetic
migrated or emigrated, the rural population fell from twenty
to ten per cent of the whole between 1831 and 1871 The
more inert remained docile until 1870, when Joseph Arch
founded the Agricultural Labourers’ Union But Arch was
fifteen years too late

It was a fat age, dunng which the deeper social problems
seemed almost to have been solved, and the novelists ignored
them To Meredith and Trollope the social scene is shut off
below the upper imddle class, although the Shaftesburys and
Kingsleys are still fighting for the oppressed
Only a few had misgivings While Arnold denounced the

Philistine, more matenally-minded men caught some vision
of the future at the Exhibition of 1867 The foreigner was
coming along at a great pace, indeed in some lines he had
already outstripped this country and threatened our supre-
macy But their warnings fell on deaf ears In 1871, The
Times leader-wnter said “We can look at the present with
undisturbed satisfaction Turn where we may we find in
our commerce no traces of decadence ”

m 1873-96

The economic frost which stole over England after 1873,
and persisted with minor relaxations until the end of the
nineties was once known as the Great Depression But except
for the fall in prices and save in a few industries, it is doubtful
ifthe name is appropriate It might be nearer the mark to call
it the age of Imperial Transformation

_
For one thing, even in the most desperate periods, produc-

tion on the whole was rising If the output of iron rose no
more than fourteen per cent, steel increased from half a
million tons to over three million, while coal passed from an
average lao million tons to 180 millions In textiles, too, the
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consumption of both wool and cotton went up by fifty per
cent
Unfortunately pnces all round sagged and sank from the

high level of 1873 year by year till 1879, then, after a bnef
upward turn, sank to a still lower level in 1886 Four years of
slight recovery followed, only to be succeeded by a further
slump to the lowest point in the mneteenth century m
1895-6 By the middle of the eighties, a House of Commons
mterested in higher matters, could resist no longer the com-
plaints ofindustrialists A Royal Commission produced three
heavy folios on the theme of the Depression in Trade and
Industry, and a couple of years later another inquired into
the national failure in technical education
Their findings were, on the whole, nebulous Later comers

have been able to see more clearly England for halfa century
had enjoyed a monopoly position over other nations She
had partially perfected her industrial structure, and, out of
the profits from her exports, she had exported it to other
countries no whit behind her in adaptability, energy and
brains With the resumption of peace, Europe and the
Umted States leapt into competition Whereas England’s
export figures were scaicely higher in 1895-9 than they
had been in 1870-4, Germany’s had increased by over
fifty per cent, and those of the USA by more thar. 120
per cent

The export of railways and their concoimtants of railway
iron and locomotives was finished And what was to some
eyes worse, the new overseas countries, through the opemng
up of virgin temtory, were able to beat the Enghsh farmer
out ofthe home market America, thanks to the railway and
the now punctual steamship, overwhelmed him with wheat
from the Middle West The Australian, with the new refriger-
ating process, could send his hitherto unexportable mutton
to Smithfield The intensive farming of the old country with
Its high rent and high labour cost, could not compete with
the colomal countnes, their free land, their mechamsation,
and their unbroken soil. In England rents dropped, bank-
ruptaes occurred by the thousand East Anglia nearly gave
up the struggle and went back to wilderness But the fanner
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was not defeated He wrested power from the landlord, and
readapted himself to the changed conditions, to the growing

demands of urban markets for milk, frmt, eggs, vegetables

and flowers, the stand-by of the small-scale farmer The par-

tial solution was at the expense of the labourer It was no
sudden madness that raised the emigration figure for this

group from a normal 10,000 to 14,000 in 1883—4—5, to 21,000

in 1886, and to 30,000 in 1887-8

The troubles of agriculture do not weigh heavily on an
urban society, to whom the farmer’s complaints are a stand-

ing joke More important appeared the complaints of m-
vestors Yet, as Mr Beales has pointed out, the pessmusm was
overdone ^ Many industries were flourishing; and Goschen,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, was able to show that the

most striking phenomenon was the increase in the number of
incomes between ^.nd ^^500 a year Capital was be-

coming more diffused The middle classes were slowly, un-
restingly, unhastily, accumulating wealth, and Samuel
Smiles’s Self-Help and Thnft remained in constant demand.
The Enghshman, in his inner consciousness, is practical,

if not far-sighted The owner of capital is always seeking a
more advantageous hne of investment, it is, sifter all, his

speciality The English had once possessed an empire, and
had lost a great part of it The pam ofthat loss they had dis-

guised by a disbehef in colomes Now in their believed ex-

tremity, they turned back to the scattered pieces ofthe world
they owned, and began to rekmt them and to extend their

boundaries In the last thirty years of the century, the new
British Empire was formed India was by now largely con-
trolled; but m those thirty years many other areas were
acquired In 1880 our possessions in Africa with the exception
of Cape Colony, were negligible By 1914, they had swollen
to 3I milhon square miles Malaya was federated and
effectively protected Capital was poured into Australia,
Canada and India To amend an old catchword, “the Flag
followed Trade”—of a kind And with the extension of the
Empire, a new mystique came to hfe “The White Man’s

L Beaks, “The Great Depression” Eco History Review, Oct
1935
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Burden”, sanctified by Kiphng, became a moral duty
Whereas in the eighteenth century our Chves, Hickeys and
Francises set out with the firm purpose of making fortunes
out of the pagan, their grandchildren took posts, civil or
military, under the British government, and earned the
torch of civilisation at the expense of the uncivilised Thar
justification lay in the future In 1874 our exports to Bntish
possessions formed only 25 5 per cent of our trade, in 1900-4
32 5 per cent, in 1929 it was 43 per cent

The scramble for colomes which is the conspicuous ele-

ment in international politics from 1880 onwards, was an
efiect, and not a cause One cause, already indicated, was
the competitive power of industnal rivals The other was
man^s increased control over the forces of nature, his im-
proved knowledge, the saving of time and labour, the dis-

covery of and utihsatLon of new materials, rubber, the hght
metals, electricity The seventies, eighties and mneties,
for all their gloomy appearance, were in fact the decades of
the final hfting of the Industnal Revolution from an empiric
to a saentific base The technological transformation which
took place m these years, was too swift to grasp Although
control would become greater, it was by the end of the cen-
tury, fundamentally complete If the man of 1848 had seen
the imrage of the new Atlantis, the visionary of the mneties
beheved he could percave “the shape of things to come”.

iv 1896-1914

After 1900, Englishmen viewed the future with satisfaction

London was the centre of the financial world The Empire
was being consolidated An Englishman could travel the
earth with no better passport than an English sovereign.

True, the excess of imports over exports alarmed certam
circles; but Tariff Reformers were regarded as interested

parties by an electorate more than eighty per cent urban.
And in answer it could be pointed out ftiat our shipping and
the income from our overseas investments were bnnging m
a handsome balance in our favour, handsome enough to top
£200 milhons by 1914. The first fourteen years of the
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nineteenth century show an ostentation of wealth and a

vulgarity unknown since the days ofJames I

But there were waking two movements which misgave
critical observers The first was the women’s suffrage move-
ment, the full imphcations of which would not be seen until

after the War of 1914-8 The other had been apparent
before the end ofthe eighties As is usual, during the decline

of prices after 1873, the value of real wages rose for those

who remained in employment, while the uneven spread of

the depression meant that unemployment, except in one
year, 1879, was not general during the early years Unem-
ployment did not begin to be felt severely until the middle
of the eighties (it is sigmficant that the titular designation,

“the unemployed”, appears for the first time in 1886), but
during the whole of that decade a new msurgence was fer-

menting among the workers It has been suggested that the
responsibihty for this awakemng is due to Henry George’s
Progress and Poverty, pubhshed in 1880 But all revolts have
a background of real discontent, usually inarticulate, before

any movement takes place People are indifferent to propa-
ganda which does not touch their interests, and those who
talk most ghbly of agitation forget that agitation is only
effective when indifference has prepared the ground The
background of the resurgence of Labour in 1889 may be
found in the composition of the working class as a whole
The Umons were few, autocratic and restrictive, representing
only the skilled workers (and perhaps not more than some
thirty-five per cent of them) interested mainly in maintain-
mg their wages by their exclusiveness On the other hand, as
mechamsation improved, the half-skilled workers of the
forties and fifties were degenerating into quarter-skiUed, a
lower grade, in whom the TUG had httle interest These
groups were thus least able to resist wage-cuts which industry
after industry enforced as the depression deepened Through
the eighties discontent was simmermg It was perhaps not
very apparent Gissmg perceived it, and certain intellectuals.

Moms, for one, trying to do for the craftsman what Cobbett
had tried to do for the peasant Even the Socialists and
Fabians seem not very aware of the approaching storm It
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began with a small and successful stnke of the London match
girls in 1888, but it was the impressive Dockers’ Strike of
1889 which struck the public imagination From that year
Trade Umonism took on new life Something of the Chartists’
spirit flared up New umons were formed, old umons
increased their membership In 1892, the Parhamentary
Labour Party was formed Members independent of the
older political parties began to get into Parliament. Labour
for the first time became a comparatively orgamsed active
party with a programme

If, however, we look at the price-level during the next
twenty years, we find it unsteadily rismg, while real wages
remained staUonary and it may be taken that, between
1900 and 1914, the average worker found himself not better
but worse off To this uneven discontent, which sUngs the
worker as his particular industrv suffers from increased com-
peUtion, mav be added the general uneasiness which pre-
vailed from 1908 (the year of Aehrenthal’s diplomatic coup-
de-main in Bosma), the tension induced by the Irish question,
by the House of Lords imbroglio, and by the Women’s
Suffrage Movement To these stresses should also be added
the somewhat unwise counter-attack of the judicial bench
on the Trade Umons through the Taff Vale and Osborne
judgments The last few years before the War are marked by
successive large scale strikes of railwaymen, of dockers, of
mmers The pace set by the rapid accumulation of capital,
(and consequent higher capitalisation), by the upper and
imddle classes was rendenng more acute the strain between
the secure and insecure groups In 1914 Labour, to use a too
general term, was approaching the zenith of its power The
outbreak of war may or may not have forestalled a sharper
encounter than any earher battie Although it is as yet too
early to judge, it may have maiked the end of the historical

period of Labour
The development of our present avilisation has been

through the growth of innumerable invisible seeds, broad-
cast with no prevision of their future By 1914, the machme
had become not only the tool, but also the master Looking
back less than a century, we see the difficulty of disciplining
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man to the machine The hand-loom weaver asked no more
than his subsistence, he preferred death by starvation to the
rhythm and despatch of the factory The hatters ofAshton-
under-Lyne, a Blue Book tells us, kept a pack of hounds and
hunted three days a week rather than grow rich by fashiomng
their beavers In the expressive phrase of a German sociolo-

gist, they were “whole men” In 1914, they and their kind
are dead, and a race of half men, stimulated to the regular
toil, which a materialistic civilisation demands, by the lust

of possessions, had taken their place
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This bibliography does not pretend to be a complete
record either of the authors of the period or of the works

ofthose who are included It should be regarded rather as a
list of suggestions which may be supplemented from the
biographies of the older writers and from current books of
rrference such as the bibliographies of The Cambridge History

ofEnglish Literature and Who's Who It should also be parti-

cularly noted that no attempt has been made to deal with
American literature, although certain Amencan writers were
as much read in this country as in thar own, and some—e g,,

Henry George and Edward Bellamy—had as much influence

on thought here as there A general reference must suffice to

American literary critiasm, which has also, especially of
recent years, affected Enghsh criticism and practice

, but
in any bibliography of mneteenth-century hterature and
thought the names of George Santayana and Paul Elmer
More should at least be mentioned, with a note that much
of thar work is easily accessible

The versatihty of the Victonans and some of their succes-

sors makes it difficult to compile any classified hst without
repetitions To save space, cross-references are used here

—

eg, G M Doughty is considered under Travel with a
cross-reference under Poetry

It has proved impossible to make the division between this

volume and those on each side of it strictly chronological,

and several writers who did much of thar work after 1830
have been left to the preceding volume, just as others who
did much before 1914 have been left to the next volume An
obvious instance is Barrie On the other hand, it has been
convement to fit Bernard Shaw into this volume.
Only special collected editions are noted in addition to

first pubhcation, but many, if not most, of the books named
here are obtainable in such editions as Eveiyman's Library and
The World's Classics
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Background

Biography and Autobiography

History

Travel

Science

Theology

Philosophy

Poetry

Drama

Novels and Short Stories

Children’s Books

Criticism and Essays

Nonsense and Parody Humour and Light Verse

Sport

149

152

154

172

178

183

199

220

261

273

329

333

354

359

Mie No arrangement of the classes of a bibliography is en-
tirely satisfactory in logical sequence It may, how-
ever, be observed that here the graver matters, which
give the foundations of knowledge, thought and behef
come first and are followed by those kinds of wnting’
largely growing out of them, which are sometimes!
though mistakenly, regarded as more “literary” poetry
and drama, novels and short stones with children’s
books, and criticism, ofwhich parody is a form
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With a Note on Magazines

The biographies mentioned here, as well as the

biographies of other great Victorians—e g ,
among

statesmen, Lord Palmerston and Lord Salisbury, among
reformers, Lord Shaftesbury and Dr Barnardo—^will help

to provide a background of social life and thought They
might be supplemented by such books as

—

E Halevy

—

Histoire du peuple anglais au xix^ siecle

One of the best and fullest histones, cariying the story on to

the twentieth century It has been translated

G M Young, ed—Eaily Victorian England

The final chapter, Portrait of an Age^ by the editor, is a bnl-

liant T6svLm6 It has been enlarged to cover the whole Vic-

torian Age and published separately

R C K Ensor—England^ 1870-1914

R H Gretton—A Modern History of the English People^ 1880-

1922

G P Gooch—History of our Time, 1885-1911

W L Davidson—Political Thought in England From Bentham

toJS Mill

Ernest Barker—Political Thought in England From Herbert

Spencer to To-day

Lytton Straghey’s Eminent Victorians is brilliant and stimu-

lating, but inaccurate in detail and often unjust in general

impression His Queen Victoria is a better book m every

respect

It should not be forgotten that Queen Victoria was herself

in some ways the most eminent and characteristic Victorian,

and her Letters and Journals, pubhshed during her lifetime

and later, should be consulted

D C Somervell—English Thought in the Nineteenth Century

A very able account, succinct and comprehensive
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To this list some more general studies of literature may
be added

—

Amy Cruse—The Victorians and their Books
Holbrook Jackson—The Eighteen Nineties

J W CuNLiFFE—English Literature during the last Half-Century^

1919
A carefully-compiled manual of novelists and poets with

bibliographies

OsBERT Burdett—The Beaidsley Period

Hugh Walker— The Literature of the Victorian Era
H J and Hugh Massingham—Great Victorians

Essays by various hands, of varying merit
John Drinkwater, ed—The Eighteen Sixties

H Granville-Barker, ed

—

The Eighteen Seventies

W De la Mare, ed—The Eighteen Eighties

Frederick Hari^on—Studies in Early Victorian Literature

J M. Kennedy—English Literature^ 1880-1905
The Cambridge History of English Literature. Vols XII, XIII^
XIV

Legouis and CAZAMiK^—History ofEnglish Literature, Vol II
Chamberses Cyclopaedia of English Literatuie, Vol III
This contains cntxcal essays—^many of them excellent—on

the writers of the nineteenth century, with long illustra-
tive quotations and some bibliographical information
An invaluable book of its kind, m spite of occasional
inaccuracies

Craik’s English Prose Writers (Vol V) and Ward’s English
Poets (Vols IV and V) may also be noted, they are of the
same critical and anthological type as Chamberses Cyclopaedia,
but do not cover so wide a field

The importance ofthe great magazines and reviews should
be remembered, both for their influence on public opinion
and their reflection of it The Qtiarterly and the Edinburgh
were at their full strength at the beginning of the period,
and they were presentlyjoined by The Nineteenth Century, The
Contemporary Review, The National Review and others Black-
wood’s printed George Ehot’s Scenes of Clerical Life, the
CofmML had Thackeray for its first editor, and included
Trollope among its contributors, Dickens edited, and largely
wrote, AR the Tear Round and Household Words, which also
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contained work of Mrs Gaskell and Charles Reade The

Germ and The Oxford and Cambridge Magazine contained the

early work of Rossetti and Wilham Morris Later in the

century The Athenaeum had a great influence on hterary

opinion, and The Hibbert Journal showed movementsm philo-

sophical and religious thought The Yellow Book, edited by
Henry Harland, 1894-7, contains contnbutions by Max
Beerbohm, Henry James, Baron Corvo, Henry Harland,

Kenneth Grahame, W B Yeats, W Watson, Saintsbury,

A Symons, Gosse, John Davidson, R Garnett, “John
Ohver Hobbes”, George Moore, Austin Dobson, E Dowson,

L Johnson, E Nesbit, H D Traill, Maurice Baring—to

name only contributors who are included in this bibho-

graphy—as well as many of Beardsley’s illustrations The

Savoy, edited by Arthur Symons, 1896, is more defimtely

“decadent” in the impression it gives, it includes work by
most ofthose mentioned above, and also by George Bernard

Shaw, Havelock Ellis, Edward Carpenter and Joseph Con-

rad, who are hardly decadent , the impression is probably

due to the overweighting of the magazine by Beardsley’s

prose writing as well as his illustrations These are only a few

examples from the immense magazine literature of the time

A note on some of the children’s magazines will be found

under Children’s Books
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ONE of the greatest and most successful undertakings of

the nineteenth century was the Dichonmy of Kational

Biography (DMB), pubhshed under the direction first of
Leslie Stephen and afterwards of Sidney Lee With its sup-

plements it now covers the whole of the historical period up
to 1921, and a further supplement is being prepared It

should be consulted for all writers who died before 1921, but
biographies of special interest are noted later under the
names of their subjects or their authors

A few outstanding biographies which would otherwise
escape mention are added below

—

James Spedding—Bacon, 1861-74
John Forster—Goldsmith, 1848 (2nd edition, 1854).
David Mmovi—Milton, 1859-80
F S QuYLTk—Alexander Hamilton, 1906

(Most of Ohver’s work falls outside the peiiod

)

Certain other biographies, although they are noted else-

where, may be mentioned here also as ofparticular interest

—

W Bkoebot—

B

iographical Studies

S Baring Gould—Hawker of Morwensfow
Lady Burne-Jones—Memoriods of Edward Burne-Jones
Thomas Carlyle-—Life of John Sterling

John Forster— of Charles Dickens
Mrs Gaskell—

I

z/e of Charlotte Bronte
H Festing Jones— Bidler

J W Mackail—Life of William Moms
John Morley—Life of Gladstone

A P Stanley— Arnold
Leslie Stephen— of a Biographer
G 0 Trevelyan—Life of Lord Macaulay
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It Will be noticed that many ofthe puthors considered here
have written full or partial autobiographies Some of these

are merely useful documents, but others have an individual

value of one kind or another Among these may be men-
tioned especially

—

(Under History)—Carlyle, “George Bourn”, Beatrice Webb
(Under Travel)—George Borrow, Edward John Trelawney
(Under Science)—Hugh Miller

(Under Theology)—Isaac Wilhams
(Under Pilosophy)—John Stuart Mill

(Under Poetry)—^Thomas Cooper, W H Davies, Alfred Noyes
(Under Drama)—Sir Henry Taylor, Cicely Hamilton
(Under Novels)—^Meadows Taylor, Harriet Martineau, Henry

James, Arthur Machen, Flora Anme Steel, Joseph
Conrad, H G Wells

(Under Criticism)—Leigh Hunt, Ruskin, Maik Pathson, Gosse,
W H Hudson, Maurice Baring

A reading ofthese autobiographies alone would give a fair

view of most of the movements of thought and many of the
social movements of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries
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The nineteenth century was as great an age of histoncal

study and research as of science, but a general warning

must be given that all but the most recent of the historians

who are noted here must be used with caution as historical

authonties Thus, e g ,
in the last thirty years archaeology'

has profoundly modified all our conceptions not only of the

ancient world but of early Enghsh history, and it would be

unwise to take Freeman or even Oman unquestionmgly as

a guide, the further study of documents has made much
even of Stubbs’s work obsolete, and the work of Thorold

Rogers in the field ofeconomics has been largely superseded.

For the histoncal value of the work of Enghsh lustonans

and their place in the wider field of European scholarship, it

would be well to consult G P Gooch, History and Historians

in the Nineteenth Century^ especially Chapters I and XV-XX.
See also Lytton Strachey, “Six Histonans” in Portraits in

Miniature

The list here is divided according to subjects and the

authors are arranged roughly in chronological order

(A) Anaent, Greek and Roman History, including the

later history ofthe Roman and Byzantine Empires

(B) English and European History

(C) Miscellaneous

(A) ANCIENT, GREEK AND ROMAN HISTORY
Milman, G Grote, T Arnold, Finlay, Menvale, T
Hodgkin, Bury, W. M Ramsay, Flinders Petne,
Evans.

(B) ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN HISTORY.
(I) The older histonans

Napier, Palgrave, J Stephen, Alison
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(II) Carlyle to Trevelyan
Carlyle, Macaulay, J H Burton, A P Stanley, J A
Froude, Freeman, Stubbs, Gardiner, Acton, Seeley, JR Green, G O Trevelyan, Creighton, Rosebery, JH Ramsay, Plummer, Tout, Firth, H W C Davis,
Oman, Fisher, A F Pollard, G M Trevelyan

(III) Law and Custom, Thought and Cmhsation
Buckle, Maine, J Fitzjames Stephen, Leshe Stephen,
Lecky, Dicey, Bryce, Anson, Maitland, Vmogradoff

(IV) Economic History, etc

Jessopp, Thorold Rogers, W Booth, C Booth,
“George Bourn”, Beatnce and Sidney Webb

(C) MISCELLANEOUS
Creasy, Curzon, J A Doyle

See also under

—

Travel (Kinglake, Layard, Johnston)
Theology (Neale, Church, Bright, Lightfoot, Westcott)
Philosophy (Dickinson, Spencer, Westermarck, Hobhouse).
Poetry (R W Dixon, Lang, W S Blunt, Masefield, Dnnk-
water)

JVoi'fi/.y (Meadows Taylor, Disraeh, Thackeray,T A Trollope,
H Martineau, G Kingsley, C M Yonge, Conan Doyle,
H G Wells)

Criticism and Essays (Helps, Hare, Symonds, Bagehot, Hutton,
Morley, Traill, Whibley, Cunmnghame Graham, Belloc)

(A) ANCIENT HISTORY

MILMAN, HENRY HART (1791-1868)
History of ike Jews, 1830
History of Christianity to the Abolition of Paganism, 1840
History ofLatin Christianity, 1854—5.

A good deal of Milman’s work is still valuable He had also
some reputation as a poet in his own time, but only a few hymns
preserve their life

GROTE, GEORGE (1794-1871)
History of Greece, (1846-56)

Even Bury’s work has not entirely superseded the books of
Grote and Finlay (see below)
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ARNOLD, THOMAS (1795-1842)

Arnold’s influence was through character rather than writings,

but his quahty comes out in them, especially his sense ofthe moral

values in history He was also one of the first to realise the im-

portance of the woik being done by German scholars on half-

legendary classical history

History ofRoms (3 vols only), 1838-43

Oxford Lectures on Modern Histoty, 1842

Life, by Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, 1844—an important book
for the understanding of nineteenth-century public life

FINLAY, GEORGE (1799-1875)
History of Greecefrom the Roman Conquest to the Present Time

This was issued under vaiious titles at dates fiom 1844 to 1861,

and re-issued as one woik in 1877
See comment on Grote, above

MERIVALE, CHARLES (1808-93)
Histoiy of the Romans under the Empire, 1850-64
The Fall of the Roman Empire, 1853

These also are not entirely superseded

HODGKIN, THOMAS (1831-1913)
Italy and Her Invaders, 1879-99

Excellent readmg and in the main trustworthy

bury, JOHN B (1861-1927)
History of the Later Roman Empirefrom Arcadius to Irene, i88g

Student’s History of the Roman Empire from Augustus to Marcus

Aurelius, 1893
History ofGreece to the Death ofAlexander the Great, 1900
The Constitution of the later Roman Empire, 1910
History of the Eastern Roman Empirefrom the Fall of Irene to the

Accession of Basil I, 191a

The Idea of Progress, 1920—a general essay which should be

read
Bury IS the great aulhonty of his period, and his predecessors,

however readable in themselves, should be checked by him as

well as by such later writers as Norman Baynes His edition of

Gibbon’s Decline and Fall should also be noted, 1896-1900 His

style IS clear and direct, scientific rather than literary

Three of the greatest of the archaeologists who have
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changed our conception of Ancient and New Testament
history may be mentioned together

RAMSAY, SIR WILLIAM MITCHELL (1851 - )

The Church in the Roman Empire before A D lyo (5th ed 1897)
Historical Commentary on St Paul's Epistle to the Galatians^ 1899
Pauline and Other Studies in Eaily Christian History^ 1906
(ed )

Studies in the History and Art of the Eastern Provinces of the

Roman Empire^ 1906
The First Christian Century^ 1911

The Bearing of Recent Discoveries on the Trustworthiness of the

Jhfew Testament^ 19^4

PETRIE, SIR WILLIAM MATTHEW FLINDERS (1853- )

A History ofEgypt 6 vols
, 1894-1905 (author of first three vols

and editor of senes)

Syria and Egyptfrom the TeUeUAmarna Letters^ 1898
^searches in Smai^ 1906
Personal Religion in Egypt before Christianity

^

1909
The Arts and Crafts of Ancient Egypt

^

1910
Egypt and Israel^ 191 1

(new ed 1923)
Some Sources of Human History^ 1919
Social Life in Ancient Egypt

^

1923
Religious Life in Ancient Egypt^ 1924
Palestine and Israel Historical dSfotes^, 1934

EVANS, SIR ARTHUR (1851- )

From 1893 onwards Sir Arthur Evans was engaged in excava*-

tions, and from 1900 to 1908 in excavating the Palace of Knossos

m Crete, thereby revealing a whole ancient and almost unsus-

pected civihsation The reports on this were issued at different

dates See especially

—

Scnpta Minoa^ 1909
The Palace of MmoSy 1922, 1928, 1930

(B) ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN HISTORY
(i) The Older Historians

NAPIER, SIR WILLIAM FRANCIS PATRICK (1785-1860)
History of the Peninsular War^ 1828-40

Still an authonty, though prejudiced; it should be corrected

by Oman (see below) But the spinted and vivid style—that
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ofan eye-witness ofmany of the events—^is likely to preserve the
book for many years to come

PALGRAVE, SIR FRANCIS (1788-1861)

Huiory of Normandy and England^ 1851-64
Almost pioneer work and now superseded, but of importance

in its time

STEPHEN, SIR JAMES (1789-1859)
Essays in Ecclesiastical Biograpfy^ 1849 (1867 edition has a life

by his son, James Fitzjames Stephen)
Lectures on the History of France^ 1852

Stephen was one of the Edinburgh Reviewers, and his Essays
in Ecclesiastical Biography show exacdy their tempei of superiority
combined with a genuine desire to be fair

ALISON, SIR ARCHIBALD (i792-i867),

Alison was not unprejudiced, but his books on almost contem-
porary history were of use in their time

History of Europefrom the Commencement of the French Revolution
to the Restoration of the Bourbonsy 1833-42

History of Europe from the Fall of Napoleon to the Accession of
Louis Napoleon, 1852-9

(n) Carlyle to Trevelyan

CARLYLE, THOMAS (1795-1881)
Carlyle as an historian is considered by G P Gooch (see

introduction to this section) and by G M Trevelyan
( The Two

Carlyles, m Recreations of an Historian) Carlyle as a philosopher
was described by Edward Caird as "'the author who exercised
the most powerful charm on young men who were beginning to
think”, and Muirhead considers Siat he influenced the course
of philosophical thought in England by criticising Reid’s philo-
sophy of Common Sense and by preparing the way for the study
of Kant and post-Kantian philosophy in England, but on the
whole the philosophers do not seem to have much respect for his
philosophical powers As a hterary critic he is capricious and
imcertain
Most of Carlyle’s earher critical writings appeared in maga-

zmes, espeaally The Edinburgh Review, The Foreign Quarterly, The
158
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Westminster Review and Fraser^s Magazine They were first col
lected in 1840 and will be found in later collected editions

Sartor Resartus, 1838 {vci Fi user’s, 1833-4)
The French Revolution, 1837
Chartism, 1839
On Heroes and Hero-Worship, 1841 (lectures in 1840)
Fast and Present, 1843

^ '

Oliver Cromwell, 1845
Latter-Day Parriphlets, 1850
Life ofJohn Sterling, 1851
Frederick the Great, 1858-65 (written 1851-65)
Reminiscences, 1881 (written 1867)

^

The centen^y cdiUon of 1896-1901 in 31 vols
, edited with

introductions by H D Traill, should be noted, and for senous
study the editions of The French Revolution by T Holland Rose
1902, and of Oliver Cromwell by S C Lomas, with an introduction
by C H Firth, 1 904, should be used
Carlyle’s biographies are inseparably connected with those of

his wife The first and authorised biography was that by T A
Forty Tears of His

i/4 188a, Thomm Carlyle, a History ofHis Life in London, 1884!
which was attacked at the tune as treacherous to his memo?^’
Very full information is contained in David A Wilson’s Life of
CarlyU {Carlyle hll Marriage, Carlyle to the French Revolution, Carlyle
on Cromwell and Others, Carlyle at Hu Zenith, Carlyle to Threescore
and Ten, Carlyle in Old Age)—the last volume with D W Mac-
Arthur See also Letters and Memorials of Jane Welsh Carhle

Early JUtters ofJane Welsh Carlyle,J'd G RiSe, 189

1

Few Letters and Memorials of Mrs Carlyle, ed A Carlyle 1003’
Cmtspovd^e betw^n Carlyle and Emerson, 1883, Early litters %

C^/jiZe, 1886 and 1888, Correspondence between Goethe and
1887, all this correspondence of Carlyle was edited bvG E Norton ^

T^e study of Carlyle by John Nichol is rather harsh, amder estimate is that by G M Trevelyan, noted above (The
Redoes not refer to Mrs Carlyle) See also Osbert Buidett,m Two Carlyles, 1930 (The title here refers to Mrs Carlyle )from what is written above it will be seen that Mira Carlyle’s
lettOT me worth reading, some would give most ofher husband’s
works for them

MACAULAY, THOMAS BABINGTON, LORD (1800-59).
Macaulay’s most popular writings, his critical and historical
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essays, were written from 1825 onwards, and most of them ap-
peared m The Edinburgh Review There was a collected edition of
these Edinburgh essays in 1 843, and of his miscellaneous wntmgs
in i860

The History ofEngland (never completed) was begun in 1839,
and successive volumes appeared in 1848, 1855, 1861
It was mtended to cover the period from the &clusion
Bill to the end of the i8th century or even later, to the
death of Gleorge IV, but in fact it came down only
to 1700 The best edition is by G H Firth, 6 vols,
1913-5

The History was immenselv influential, not least because the
brilliance of the writing in it and in the essays imposed that
“Whig view of history” which survives in many text-books in
spite of a strong effort to attain impartiahty, it may be seen
in the work ofMacaulay’s nephew and great-nephew—Sir George
Otto Trevelyan and Professor G M Trevelyan (see below)

—

and It IS noticeable in smaller men In the last thirty years
there has been also a reaction against it, which sometimes leads
to equally prejudiced writing on the other side

Lays of Ancient Rome, 1842 (with other poems, 1848)
The Lays may not be of the highest kind of poetry, but

they have the same brilliance and colour as the prose
of Macaulay

Complete Works, 1866
Sir G O Trevelyan The Life and Letters of Lord Macaulay,

1876, one of the best biographies in English

BURTON, JOHN HILL (1809-81)
Burton is a minor figure, but he did useful work as an editor

and his History of Scotland 1853, and The Scot Abroad, 1864, have
a little value still He was a great bibhophile, and his Book-
hunter, i860, IS a classic of its kind

STANLEY, ARTHUR PENRHYN (1815-81)
Stanley’s best book is The Life and Correspondence ofDr Arnold,

1844 (enlarged in later edition). He was one of Arnold’s pupils
and m some ways a weaker Arnold, more of an amateur as a
theologian and historian It is perhaps a imsuse of terms to
apply either to him But he had a qmck sense of the lively
and picturesque parts of history, especially of the historical
associations of places, and for this reEison his books may be read
with pleasure
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Memorials of Canterbury, 1854
Stnai and Palestine, 1856
Lectures on the History of the Eastern Church, 1861

Lectures on the History of the Jewish Church (three series! i86ci

1865, 1876
Memorials of Westminster Abbey, 1868

R E Prothero L%fe and Correspondence, 1893
Hector Bolitho A Victorian Dean, 1930

FROUDE, JAMES ANTHONY (1818-94)

Froude’s brilliance as a writer is equalled only by his bias

note especially that The Engluh in Ireland provoked Lecky to

wnte his history of the same period (see below), and that most
of his work on the sixteenth century has been very severely
handled in the last thirty years He remains a great Enghsh
wnter, but as an historian he should be used with caution His
novels (e g ,

the historical The Two Chiefs of Dunbcyne) are less

interesting than his histones

See also Carlyle, above
History of Englandfrom the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat oj the

Spanish Armada, 1856—70
The English in Ireland in the Eighteenth Century, 1872-4
Short Studies on Great Subjects, 1867-83
Life and Letters of Erasmus, 1894
English Seamen in the Sixteenth Century, 1895

A minor work of some interest is The Nemesis of Faith, 1849,

J A Froude was the brother of Richard Hurrell Froude (see

under Theology), and was himself at one time affected by
the Oxford Movement, but reacted against it with violence

FREEMAN, EDWARD AUGUSTUS (1823-92)
Freeman’s excessively “Germanic” views of early F.ngbfih

history—and perhaps, too, his excessively violent methods of
controversy—provoked a reaction, many of his conclusions have
been modified by later workers, but he was a great histonan.

History of the Norman Conquest, 1867—79
Growth of the English Constitution, 187a
Historical Geography of Europe, i88i-a (ed by Bury, 1903,

of great utihty).

History of Sicily, 1891-2
Historical Essays, 1871, 1873, 1879, 1892—containing some

of his best work
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STUBBS, WILLIAM (1825-1901)
Much of Bishop Stubbs’s work lay in the editing of original

documents and comment on them, and has been superseded by
later work of the same sort, but he was one of the giants of the
nmeteenth century The Lectures and Introductory Essays give
examples of his power of exposition and his mastery of historical
pioblems

Constitutional History of England down to 1483, 1873-8
Seventeen Lectures on the Study of Mediaeval and Modern History

1886
Introductory Essays to the “Rolls’* Series, 1902
European History, 1904
Letters, ed W H Hutton, 1904

GARDINER, SAMUEL RAWSON (1829-1902)
History of England 1603-42, 1863-82 (coll ed, 1883-4),
The Great Cwil War, 1886-91
History of the Commonwealth and Protectorate, 1895-1901
The Last Tears of the Protectorate (unfinished

, completed by
Sir Charles Firth, 1909)

These volumes form a deliberately impartial history of a most
controversial period A shorter study is The Puritan Revolution,
1876 Gardmer’s Student’s History of England, 1890, is one of the
best general text-books of Enghsh history

ACTON, SIR JOHN EMERICH EDWARD DALBERG.
BARON (1834-1902)

Lord Acton was one of the profoundest and most
lustonans and pohtical thinkers of his tune Apart from articles
in reviews {fiome and Foreign Review, North British Review, English
Historical Review), his work is best represented m posthumously
published volumes of lectures He was the inspirer and first
editor of The Cambridge Modem History

Lectures on Modem History, 1906
History of Freedom, 1907
Historical Essays and Studies, 1907
Lectures on the French Revolution, 1910

SEELEY, SIR JOHN ROBERT (1834-95)
Ecce Homo, 1865

This was first published anonymously, and made consider-
able stir as a contribution to hberal theology

Seeley’s main importance as an histonan was as one of the
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first to realise the meaning of the growing British Empire and
to endeavour to impress it upon his countrymen, though it
would scarcely be accurate to call him imperialistic, his writings
undoubtedly mfiuenced the growth of imperialist feehng at the
end of the century

The Expansion of England^ 1883
The Growth of British Policy, 1895
Lectures on Political Science, 1895

GREEN, JOHN RICHARD (1837-83)
A Short History of the English People, 1874

One of the first books to consider social history and the develop-
ment of the nation rather than purely pohtical history It re-
mains the best introduction to Enghsh history written in the
period, by virtue of its spirit and the vividness of its narrative,
but many of its statements and interpretations are now known
to be highly incorrect, especially as regards the earher history
The Making of England, 1881, and The Conquest of England, 1883,
should not be regarded as authontative

TREVELYAN, SIR GEORGE OTTO (1838-1928)
The Early History of Charles James Fox, 1880
George III and Charles Fox, 1912, 1914
The American Revolution, 4 vols , 1909 (pubhshed between

1899 and 1903)
See also under Macaulay, above
Memoir by G M Trevelyan, 1932

CREIGHTON MANDELL (1843-1901)
History of the Papacy, 1882, 1887, 1894
The Age of Elizabeth, 1876
Cardinal Wolsey, 1888.
Queen Elizabeth, 1896

Bishop Creighton’s quest of impartiality led him mto unusual
trouble he was blamed by Acton for his lement treatment of
the Renaissance popes—^Acton being a Roman Catholic and
Creighton an Anglican

ROSEBERY, ARCHIBALD PHILIP PRIMROSE, LORD
(1847-1929)
Pitt, 1891
Sir Robert Peel, 1899
Napoleon The Last Phase, 1900
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Oltder Cromwell
y
igoo

Lord Randolph Churchill^ 1906
Chatham^ 1910
Miscellanies Literary and Historical^ 1921

Roseber}’-’s political and historical studies have a special in-
terest as coming, not from a professional historian, but from
an experienced politician, cf Gurzon, below

Life by Lord Crewe, 1931

RAMSAY, SIR JAMES HENRY (1832—1925)
ed The Scholars Histo'^y of England (55 B C to A D 1485),

8 vols
, 1892-1913, and contributed to it Lancaster and

Tork^ 1892
Foundations of England^ or Twelve Centuries of British History

1898
The Angevin Empire^ 1903
The Dawn of the Constitution^ 1908

PLUMMER, CHARLES (1851-1927)
The Life and Times of Alfred the Great, 1902

This is still the best book on its subject

TOUT, THOMAS FREDERICK (1855-1929)
History of England for Schools, with F York Powell, Vol II

1890, III, 1898 (Vol I, by York Powell, appeared in
1885 )

Edward the First, 1893
The Empire and the Papacy, 1898
History of Great Britain (for schools), 1902, 1903, 1906
History of England 1216—1377, 1905
The Place of the Reign of Edward II in English History, 1914
Chapters in the Administrative History of Mediaeval England, I

and II, 1920, III and IV, 1928, V, 1929

FIRTH, SIR CHARLES HARDING (1857-1936)
Scotland and the Commonwealth, 1895
Scotland and the Protectorate, 1899
Oliver Cromwell, 1900 (new ed 1923)
CromweWs Army, 1901 (2nd ed with illustrations 1912)
The Last Tears of the Protectorate, 1909
The House of Lords during the Civil War, 1910

See also Carlyle and IMacaulay, above both must be corrected
by Firth
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DAVIS, HENRY WILLIAM GARLESS (1874-1928)
Charlemagne^ 1900
England Under the Normans and Angevins^ 1905
Mediaeval Europe^ 19 ii

OMAN, SIR CHARLES WILLIAMCHADWICK (i860-
)

History of the Art of War in the Middle Ages^ 1898
History of the Peninsular War^ 1902, now the acknowledged

classic on the subject

The Great Revolt of 1381^ 1906
History of England before the Norman Conquest, 1910,

and other works
Things I Have Seen, 1930

The next three names are representative of historians who
began to publish well before the War and are still active

FISHER, HERBERT ALBERT LAURENS (1865- )

The Mediaeval Empire, 1898
Studies in Napoleonic Statesmanship, 1903
A Political History of England, 1906

w Bonapartism, 1 908
Lfe of F W Maitland^ 19x0
The Republican Tradition in Europe, 1911
Political Unions, 19 ii

Napoleon Bonaparte, 1913
Studies in History and Politics, 1920
The Common Weal, 1924
Life of Lord Bryce, 1926
Life of Sir Paul Vinogradoff, 1927
The Whig Historians, 1928
A History of Europe, 1935

POLLARD, ALBERT FREDERICK (1869- )

England Under the Protector Somerset, 1900
Henry VIII, 1902, new editions, 1905, 1913
A Life of Thomas Cranmer, 1904
Factors in Modern History, 1907
A History of England, 1912
The Reign of Henry VII, 1 913-14
The Evolution of Parliament, 1920
Factors in American History, 1925
Wolsey 1929
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TREVELYAN, GEORGE MACAULAY (1876- )

In much of his historical work Trevelyan is the heir of his

great-uncle Macaulay, though with a greater and far more
successful attempt at impartiality, but in the choice of field and
the hvehness of treatment the descent is obvious There are two
clearly-marked divisions, as well as smaller categories, in his work
—the Itahan and the English

Garibaldi^s Defence of the Roman Republic^ 1907
Ganbaldi and the Thousand^ 1909
Garibaldi^s Making of Italy

y

19 ii

England under the Stuarts

y

1904
England under Queen Anne Blenhetmy 1930, Ramilhes and the

Union with Scotlandy 1932, The Peace and the Protestant

Successiouy 1934

History ofEngland^ 1926—the best recent one-volume history

Biographies

Lif^ of John Bnghty 1913,
Lord Grey of the Reform Billy 1920
Sir George Otto Trevelyan, 1932

Criticism

The Poetry and Philosophy of George Meredith, 1906
Recreations of an Historian, 1919

(III) Law and Custom, Thought and Civilisation

BUCKLE, HENRY THOMAS (1821--62)

History of Cimlization in England, 1857, 1861
An important book of the difficult, generalising kind

MAINE, SIR HENRY JAMES SUMNER (1822-88)
Marne’s studies in the genesis of law and institutions have

affected aU later research, though some of his conclusions have
been seriously modified by his successors

Ancient Law Its Connection with the Early History of Society and
its Relations to Modern Ideas, 1861

Village Communities, 1871
The Early History of Institutions, 1875
Dissertations on Early Law and Customs, 1883
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STEPHEN, SIR JAMES FITZJAMES (1829-94)
Liberty^ Equality^ Fratermiy^ ^ 872-3
History of the Criminal Law^ 1883
Horae Sabbaticae (collected articles, 3 senes), 1892
Life^ by Leslie Stephen, 1895

STEPHEN, SIR LESLIE (1832-1904)
Leslie Stephen was literary critic, philosopher, historian and

biographer—he was the first editor of the Dictionary of National

Biography—and in all capacities his work was remarkable His
style IS easy and attractive

History ofEnglish Thought in the Eighteenth Century^ 1876, 1881
The Science oj Ethics

^

1882
An Agnostic^s Apology^ 1893
The English Utilitarians^ 1900
English Literature and English Society in the Eighteenth Centuryy

1904
Hours in a Library (several series), 1874-90
Studies of a Biographer

^

1899-1902
Collected Essays^ 1907 (10 vols )

Life and Letters bv F W Maitland, 1906

LECKY, WILLIAM EDWARD HARTPOLE (1838-1903)
History of the Rise and Influence of the Spirit of Rationalism in

EuropCy 1865
History of European Moralsfrom Augustus to Charlemagne^ 1869
History of England in the Eighteenth Century

^

1878-90 (cabmet
ed 1892, separating the English and Irish sections)

This is the book which was provoked by Fronde’s The
English in Ireland (see above)

Democracy and Liberty

^

1896 (revised ed 1899)
Historical and Political Essays

y

1908
Memoir by Mrs Lecky, 1909

DICEY, ALBERT VENN (1835-1922)
The Conflict of LawSy 1896 (revised later, the best edition is

that of 1915)
The Law of the Constitutiony 1885 (revised later, the best

edition IS that of 1922)
The Relation between Law and Public Opinion in England during

the Nineteenth Centuryy 1905 (the best edition is that of

1914)
The tide descnbes the book, which is of particular value for
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clearing up vague notions about the reform of laws by the

pressure of public opinon
The Staiesmanshp of Wordsworth^ 191®

An unusual war-book from an exaimnation of Wordsworth’s

political pnnciples and ideals, Dicey proceeds to apply them
to the situation in 1916 and to the nature of the peace which
should be striven for A good deal of trouble might have been

saved if his conclusions had been generally accepted

Memorials^ ed R S Rait, 1925

BRYCE, JAMES, LORD (1838-1922)

The Holy Roman Empire^ 1862 and 1884
Tlu American Commonwealth^ 1888
Studies tn History and Juruprudence 1901

Studies in Contemporary Biography

^

1903
University and Historical Addresses^ 1913

Bryce joins Rosebery and Gurzon as a statesman who had
practical experience of the working of historical principles and
the government of men

Life by H A L Fisher, 1926

ANSON, SIR WILLIAM (1843-1914)
The Pnnciples of the English Law of Contract, 1879
The Law and Custom of the Constitution, 1886, 1892
Memoir, ed H H Henson, 1920

MAITLAND, FREDERIC WILLIAM (1850-1906)

A History of English Law before the Time of Edward I (written

in conjunction with Sir Frederick Pollock), 1895
Doomsday Book and Beyond, 1897
Township and Borough, 1898
Roman Canon Law in the Church of England, 1 898
Constitutional History of England, 1908
Collected Works, 1911 (essays, articles and reviews)

Life hy H A L Fisher, igio

VINOGRADOFF, SIR PAUL (1854-1925)
Villainage in England, 1892
The Growth of the Manor, 1905
English Society tn the Eleventh Century, 1908
Collected Papers, 1928
Life by H A L Fisher, 1927
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(IV) Economic History, etc

JESSOPP, AUGUSTUS (1823-1914)

One Generation of a Norfolk House, 1878
The Coming of the Friars, 1889
Studies by a Recluse, 1893
Before the Great Pillage, 1901

And other studies and ediUons of MSS
, especially from the

side of economic history His work now needs supplementtng

ROGERS, JAMES EDWIN THOROLD (1823-90)
A History of Agriculture and Prices in England, I and II, 1866 ^

III and IV, 1882 , V and VI, 1887 , VII (2 parts), 1902
Six Centuries of Work and Wages, 1884 (revised 1886)
The Relation of Economic Science to Social and Politual Action,

1888
The Economic Interpretation of History, 1888

Thorold Rogers’s work, like that of other pioneers, hsis under-
gone much revision in recent years

BOOTH, WILLIAM (1829-1912) and STEAD, W T (1849-
1912)
In Darkest England and the Way Out^ 1890

The best of many lives of General Booth are those by Harold
Begbie, 1920, and St John Ervine, 1935, the second is called

God's Soldier

BOOTH, CHARLES (1840-1916)
Life and Labour of the People in London^ 1891-1903
Poor Law Ref07 m, 1910

The first of these books gives a complete picture of the poorer
classes in London within those years

Charles Booths a Memoir (by his widow), 1918

GEORGE BOURN” (George Sturt), (1863-1927)
The Beitesworth Book^ 1901
Memoirs of a Surrey Labourer^ 1907
Change in the Village^ 1912
The Wheelwright's Shop

y

1923
and others

Sturt’s books are mentioned specially because they are good
examples of a kind of book of which there have been many in

the last thirty years, studies from direct observation of changes

in the life of the countryside due to economic causes
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CUNNINGHAM, WILLIAM (1849-1919)
Growth of English Industry and Commerce

^

1882, revised in each
of SIX subsequent editions, 1892-1910

TOYNBEE, ARNOLD (1852-83)
The Industrial Revolution^ 1884 (lectures with a memoir by

Jowett The 4th ed, 1894, includes two lectures on
Henry George

Toynbee and Cunningham are both important to the student
of economics and economic lustory at the time Toynbee was
one of the first, if not the first, to coin the phrase ^'industnal
revolution” Toynbee Hall, the first of the “umversity settle-
ments”, was founded m memory of him

WEBB, SIDNEY (1859- ) and BEATRICE (1858- )
Fabian Essays (with other writers) , 1 889
History of Trade-^Umonismy 1894
Industrial Democracy^ 1897
Problems of Modern Industry

^

1898.
English Local Government {The Parish and the County^ 1906, The
Manor and the Borough, 1908, Statutory Authorities, 1922,
The Story of the King's Highway, 1913, English Prisons, 1922)
Consumer's Co-^operative Movement, 1921
The Decay of Capitalist Civilization, 1923
English Poor Law History, 1927-9
Methods of Social Study, 1932
Somet Communism A Mew Civilization, 1935

And many other social and statistical works, written in
collaboration or separately
Mrs Webb’s autobiography of her early years—Afv Apprentice-

ship, 1926—explains how the partnership began The temper
of those years is in some ways strikingly diflEerent from that of
the last book noted above
The History of Trade-Unionism is the classic work on the subject,^d has probably done more than any other book to influence

the course of the Labour movement in this country*

(C) MISCELLANEOUS
CREASY, SIR EDWARD SHEPHERD (1812-78)

Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World, 1852A book which still retains some reputation, particularly as a
school pnze
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CURZON, GEORGE NATHANIEL, LORD (1859-1925)
Russia in Central Asia^ 1889
Persia and the Persian Queshony 1892
Problems of the Far East, 1894
Lord Curzon in India, 1906

See on Rosebery and Bryce, above
The authoritative Life of Curzon is by Lord Zetland, 1928

See also Harold Nicolson Curzon the Last Phase, igig-2̂ , 1934

DOYLE, JOHN ANDREW (1844-1907)
The English in America, 1882
The Puritan Colonies, 1887
The Middle Colonies, 1907
The Colonies under the House of Hanover, 1907

These form part of a History of the American Colonus down to

the War of Independence—^much of it now superseded But Doyle
was a vigorous writer and still gives good reading

Essays on Various Subjects, wilii a biographical introduction
by W P Ker, 1911



TRAVEL

S
INCE the nineteenth century was one of the great ages

of travel and exploration, and most of the explorers could

wnte well, this section might have been made much larger,

but the entnes here may serve as signposts to a nch and
heroic literature

(A) EUROPE
Borrow, Fold, Trelawney, DufFenn, Kinglake,

Whymper
(B) SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

Waterton, G H Kingsley

(C) ASIA AND NORTHERN AFRICA
Joseph WolfF, Lane, Layard, Burton, E H Palmer,

Doughty

(D) CENTRAL AND WEST AFRICA
Livingstone, Speke, H M Stanley, Mary Kingsley,

Harry Johnston
See also under

History (W M Ramsay, Fhnders Petne, Evans, A. P
Stanley, Curzon)

Science (Darwin, A R Wallace, Huxley, Tyndall)
Poetry (W Morns, W S Blunt)

Hovels (Meadows Taylor, Dickens, H Martineau, G Kings-
ley, R L Stevenson, Kipling)

(A) EUROPE

BORROW, GEORGE HENRY (1803-81)
The ^mcah, or Gypsies of Spain, 1841
The Bible in Spain, 1843
Lavengro, 1851.

The Romany Rye, 1857
Wild Wales, 1862

Borrow’s life may be seen m his works, but he sometimes im-
proved the facts for artistic purposes W I Knapp’s Life, Writings
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and Correspondence of George Borrow (1899), is a trustworthy book,

and the editions of Lavengro^ by Knapp (1900), and F Hindes
Groome (1901), and of The Romany Rye, byJohn Sampson (1903),

may also be consulted

Borrow is one of the most picturesque figures as he is one of the

most picturesque writers of the period—and, a philologist might
add, one of the most picturesque philologists Lavengro and The
Romany Rye are fascinating and highly coloured accounts of gypsy

l£e in England, with insistence on the romantic and eccentric

He was an out-and-out Bohemian, revelling in the company of
gypsies and bruisers, and it was an odd fate which led him to sell

Bibles in Spam on behalf of the Bible Society His books, which
are very readable, are a mine ofinformation on the subjects which
he loved

FORD, RICHARD (1796-1858)
Handbook for Travelleis in Spain, 1845

This IS still one of the recogmsed authorities on Spam

TRELAWNEY, EDWARD JOHN (1792-1881)
Adventures of a Younger Son, 1831
Records of Shelley, Byron and the Author, 1 858

The fiist of these books is far more a spirited autobiography

than fiction, but must still be taken with caution as a record of

fact Trelawney’s name survives by it and by his friendship with

the great poets whom he commemorates in the second book

DUFFERIN, LORD (1826-1902)
Lettersfrom High Latitudes, 1856
Life,hy A G Lyall, 1905

All the bnlhance, charm and humamty of Lord Dufferin,

which were afterwards displayed on a wider scene when he was
Viceroy of India, are shown in these letters ofajourney to Iceland

and the Arctic Circle, they may be compared with Wilham
Morris’s letters and journals of twenty years later

KINGLAKE, ALEXANDER WILLIAM (1809-91)
Eothen, 1844

Kmglake’s hvely account of his travels m the Levant is, both

as a piece of bnlhant writing and as an historical document,
superior to his more ambitious History of the Invasion of the Crimea

(1863-87)
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WHYMPER, EDWARD (1840-1911)
Scrambles amongst the Alps^ 1871—a classic and an admirable

piece of undecorated prose

Travels among the Great Andes of the Equator^ 1892
Whymper also wrote shorter guide-books to the Alps, and

published a condensed account in 1879 fi^st ascent of the
Matterhorn His style is admirable

(B) SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

WATERTON, CHARLES (1782-1865)
Wanderings in South America, 1825
Essays on Natural History with an Autobiography, 1838, 1844,

1857
Waterton’s travels began rather early for inclusion here, but

as the greatest Enghsh traveller in South America in the first

half of the century he ought to find his place m a volume which
later includes W H Hudson and R B Gunmnghame Graham
(v Essays)

KINGSLEY, GEORGE HENRY (1827-92)
South Sea Bubbles, by the Earl and the Doctor, 1872
Notes on Sport and Travel, 1900 (with a memoir by Mary

Kingsley)
Only these books survive as a taste of George Kingsley’s

powers of wntmg, though he spent most of has life in travel
He was the brother of Charles and Henry Kingsley and the father
of Mary Kingsley (q v ), m whose Life some further notes of his

may be found

(C) ASIA AND NORTHERN AFRICA

WOLFF, JOSEPH (1795-1862)
Narrative of a Mission to Bokhara to ascertain the Fate of Colonel

Stoddart and Captain Conolly, 1845
Sketch of the Life and Journal ofJoseph Wolff, 1827, Missionary

Journal and Memoir, 1824, Journalfor 1831, 1832, Researches
and Missionary Labours among the Jews, Mohammedans, and
other Sects between 1831 and 1834, 1835, Journal of Joseph
Wolff, containing an Account of his Missionary Labours from
182J to 1831 andfrom 1833 to 1838, 1839

Travels and Adventures ofJoseph Wolff, i860.
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WolfF—‘^Apostle of our Lord Jesus Christ for Palestine, Persia,

Bokhara and Balkh”, as he signed himself—was an extraordinary

person in many ways His life and character may be discerned in

^ own Journals^ and are brought out in the recent study by

H P Palmer Joseph Wolffs his romantic life and travels^ 1935

lane, EDWARD WILLIAM (1801-76)
Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians^

1836
This IS still a standard authority, and is never likely to be

superseded
The Thousand and One Nights^ 1838—40

This was the first full and accurate translation of The Arabian

Jsfights into English, and is still unrivalled Lane was an admirable

Arabic scholar and one of the best of Enghsh translators

LAYARD, sir AUSTEN (1817-94)
Mineveh and its Remains^ 1^49
Discoveries in the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon^ 1^53

Layard’s excavations were among the first which revealed the

magmtude of the ancient civilisations, and D G Rossetti’s poem,
The Burden ofNineveh^ shows the same kind ofpoetic reaction as a
famous passage m Bridges’s Testament ofBeauty (Book IV) does to

the discoveries at Ur eighty years later

BURTON, SIR RICHARD FRANCIS (1821-90)
Personal Narrative ofa Pilgrimage to El Medinah and Mecca, 1855,

and many other works Note especially his translation

of The Arabian Nights, 1885-8, which does not, however,
equal Lane’s He wrote one poem. The Kasidah, 1880

Life, by Lady Burton, 1895 (re-edited 1898)
Burton was one ofthe first Christians to enter Mecca, though he

did it m disgmse as a Moslem he had not the obstinacy of

Doughty and Lawrence, who, however, did not attempt that

adventure He is among the most distinguished of the scholar-

adventurer explorers who made the Middle East their own He
was a great Victorian figure, and his prose has all the digmty
we associate with the sohder writings of the period

PALMER, EDWARD HENRY (1840-82)
The Desert of the Exodus Journeys on Foot in the Wilderness oj

the Forty Tears* Wanderings, 1871
Palmer wrote much besides, scholarly papers arising out of his
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expeditions, popular manuals on the Near East, and translations

from Arabic and Persian, the most important being that of the

Koran {Sacred Books ofthe East^ Vols VI and IX, Ehe Qurdn^ 1880)
He was murdered while on a diplomatic mission among the

Bedouin

DOUGHTY, CHARLES MONTAGU (1843-1926)
Travels tn Arabia Deserta^ 1 888 (new edition, with introduc-

tion by T E Lawrence, 1921) There is also an ab-
ridged edition. Wanderings tn Arabia^ 1908

The Dawn tn Britain^ 1906 A volume of selections from this,

arranged by Barker Fairley, was published in 1935
Adam Cast Forth^ igo8
The Cliffs^ 1909
The Clouds^ 1912
The Titans

y

1916
Mansouly 1920

All but the first of these volumes are poems, but though in them
Doughty was poet and prophet, it is probable that his great prose
work, which to him was as much a poem as anything which he
wrote in verse, will prove his chief title to memory
Doughty’s writings are entirely outside the tradition of

Victonan prose or poetry “The verse is breathless and the style

obscure,’’ Sir H Grierson remarks, “because the writer uses the
English language as if he had found it lying about and was free

of It without regard to any tradition of idiom or structure ” His
great epic, The Dawn tn Britavriy has many strange constructions
and obsolete words Only enthusiasts can read Doughty’s verse
with real pleasure But Travels tn Arabta Deserta is a great prose
classic the style is superbly smted to its matter, hard and gaimt,
but nch and with magnificent movement The manner may repel
for Ae first few pages, but after that will be found to be fully

justified—an original ^scovery of genius
Barker Fairley Charles M Doughty

,

1927
Anne Treneer Doughty

y A Study ofhts Prose and VersBy 19^5
UfBy by D G Hogarth 1928

(D) CENTRAL AND WEST AFRICA

LIVINGSTONE, DAVID (1813-73)
Missionary Travels and Researches in South Afitcay 1857
Narrative ofan Expedition to the Zambesi and its TributarieSy 1865
Last Journals^ 1874
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Life, by Sir Harry Johnston, 1891

There is a good short study by D G Somervell, 1936

SPEKE, JOHN HANNING (1827-64)

Journal of the Discovery of the Source of the Nile, 1863

STANLEY, SIR HENRY MORTON (John Rowlands) (1841-

1904)
How IFound Livingstone, 1872

Through the Dark Continent, 1878

In Darkest Africa, 1890

Autobiography, ed by his widow, 1909

KINGSLEY, MARY (1862-1900)

Travels in West Africa, 1897

West African Studies, 1899

Life, by Stephen Gwynn, 1932

Mary Kingsley in her sympathetic understanding of other

races was like Gertrude Bell, and her adventures not only in

actual discovery but m the interpretation of the Afncan peoples

whom she encountered are told by her without ostentauon m a

style full of point and wit

JOHNSTON, SIR HARRY HAMILTON (1858-1927)

The River Congo, 1884
Kilimanjaro, 1885
History ofa Slave, 1 889,

Life of Livingstone, 1891

British Central Africa, 1897

A Histoiy of the Colonisation ofAfrica by Alien Races, 1899-1913

The Uganda Protectorate, 1902

The Nile Qjiesl, 1903
Liberia, 1906
George Grenfell and the Congo, 190S

A History of the British Empire in Africa, 1910

Comparative Study of the Bantu and Semi-Bantu Languages, I9 i9>

1922
The Story ofMy Life, 1923

, , , j
Johnston also amused himself by writing novels which cameo

on the fortunes of the characters of Dickens and Shaw {The Gay-

Bombeys, The Veneenngs, Mrs Warren’s Daughter), but though these

are readable, he will be remembered as African adnunistrator and

historian
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TV TOST ofthe scientificwriting ofthepenod is too technical

IVxfor the general reader, but there remains a great deal

which is not only comprehensible, but good literature Its

effect on the thought and behef of the time does not need

further emphasis here, see the Introduction But one point

of interest may be noted the chronological movement

through the physical sciences and geology to biology and so

to anthropology and eugemes

(A) Mary Somerville, Lyell, Hugh Miller, Faraday, Clerk

Maxwell

(B) Darwin, Alfred Russel Wallace, Huxley, Tyndall, Ray
Lankester

(C) E B Tylor, Sir James Frazer

(D) Francis Galton, Karl Pearson

See also under—
Philosophy (Herschel, Romanes, Havelock Elhs, Westennarck,

Lloyd Morgan, J S Haldane, S Butler)

Poetry (Lang, Noyes)

Pfooels (G Kingsley, H G Wells)

Cntwm and Essays (R Chambers, Smiles)

(A)

SOMERVILLE, MARY (1780-1872)

The Connection of the Physteal Sciences, 1834 (A bnlhant and
original piece of popularisation, the edition of 1842

should be noted for its anticipation of the discovery of

Uranus

)

Physical Geography, 1848

Molecular a^ Microscolnc Science, 1869

Personal Recollections ofMary Somerville by her daughter Martha
Somerville, 1873
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LYELL, sir CHARLES (1797-1875)
Principles of Geology, 1830-3
The Elements of Geology, 1838 (later divided into The Prin-

ciples of Geology and The Elements of Geology)
The Geological Evidences of the Antiquity ofMm,
Life, Letters and Journals, ed by his sisters-in-law, i88i

miller, HUGH (18012-56)

The Old Red Sandstone, 1841
The Testimony of the Rocks, 1857
My Schools and Schoolmasters, 1852—one of the best auto-

biographies in English

FARADAY, MICHAEL (1791-1867)
Experimental Researches in Electricity, 1839-55
Researches in Chemistry and Physics, 1859

The standard life is by Bence Jones, 1870, see also Sylvanus P
Thompson’s Faraday, i8g8
Faraday wrote a singularly clear and pure prose, and

Huxley c^led him the pnnce oflecturers
’

maxwell, SIR JAMES CLERK (1831-79)
Collected Papers, 1890 (expenmental physics, electnaty and

magnetism) ’

Life, by L Campbell and R T Garnett, 1882

(B)

DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT (1809-82).
The Origin ofSpecies, 1859.
The Descent ofMan, 1871

Darwm’s account ofthe voyage which set him on the researches
which ended in the Darwinian hypothesis was published in 1933
—The Voyage of the Beagle His prose is good of its kind, but there
IS a tendency to-day to overrate it

Life and Letters, ed F Darwin, 1887, More Letters, ed F
Darwin and A C Seward, 1903

At the same time that Darwin was workmg out his hypothesis
Wallace was working on the same hnc of thought, and their
collaboration is one of the most honourable stones in scientific
research Their joint paper was read to the Linnaean Soaety on
July I, 1858.
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WALLACE, ALFRED RUSSEL (1823-1913)

Essay on the Law which has regulated the Introduction oflfem
Species, 1855

Contributions to the Theory of Natural Selection, 1870
Darwinism, 1889

A R Wallace’s own travels and researches are descabed in.--

Travels on the Amazon and Rio Negro, 1853
The Malay Archipelago, 1869 (by some considered his most

important book)
The Geographical Distribution of Animals, 1876
Island Life, 1880

He also wrote on social questions, and was convinced by ex-

periment of the claims of spiritualism

Land Nationalization, 1882
Studies Scientific and Social, 1900
Man's Place in the Universe, 1903
Miracles and Modern Spiritualism, 1875
My Life, an Autobiography, 1905

HUXLEY, THOMAS HENRY (1825-95)

Zoological Evidences as to Man's Place m Nature, 1863
On the Physical Basis ofLife, 1868
On the Hypothesis that Animals are Automata, 1874
Lay Sermons, Essays and Reviews, 1877
American Addresses, 1877
David Hume, 1879
Ethics and Evolution, 1893
Collected Essays, 9 vols , 1893—5
Scientific Alemoirs, 4 vols , ed Sir Michael Foster and Sir Ray

Lankester, 1898-1903
Diary of the Voyage ofHMS Rattlesnake, 1935.
Life and Letters, Leonard Huxley, 1900

Among Huxley’s collected essays are to be found those which

reveal not only the philosophical basis of his thought, but also his

wide range of interests e g ,
Science and Education Method and

Results contains some of his clearest work his controversial

theological essays are to be found in Science and Hebrew Tradition

and Science and Christian Tradition

The two men whose names follow did perhaps their most

valuable work as populansers of science, though they were

also original researchers
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TYNDALL, JOHN (1820-93)
The Glaciers of the Alps^ i860
Fragments of Science for Unscientific People^ 1871,

and many other works
’

LANKESTER, sir EDWIN RAY (1847-1929)
The Advancement of Science (coll essays), 1889
Zoological Ai tides

^

1891
Extinct Animals

y 1 905
The Kingdom ofMan^ 1907
From an Easy Chair

^

1908
Sciencefrom an Easy Chair^ xgio, 2nd series, 1912
The Diversions ofa Naturalist^ 1915
Science and Education, 19 ig
Secrets of Earth and Sea, 1920
Great and Small Things, 1923

Lankester was an admirable populanser his Easy Chair series
are written in a beautifully lucid, plain prose, and are meant
for everyone to read

(Q

TYLOR, SIR EDWARD BURNETT (1832-1917)
Researches into the Early History of Mankind, 1865
Primitive Culture, 1871
Anthropology, 1881

FRAZER, SIR JAMES GEORGE (1854- )
The Golden Bough, 1890 (2nd ed 1900, enlarged by later

studies to 12 vols, completed in 1915, there is an
abridged edition, published in 1922)

The Belief in Immortality and the Worship of the Dead, 1913-24
Folklore in the Old Testament, 1918 (abndged ed 1923)
Man, God and Immortality, 1927
Myths of the Origin ofFire, 1930
Garnered Sheaves (essays, addresses and reviews), 1931
The Fear of the Dead in Primitive Religion, I, 1933, II, 1934
Creation and Evolution in Primitive Cosmogonies, 1935

SirJames Frazer would hold a high place as a man of letters if
he were not so dominating an anthropologist He can write
excellent passages of emotive prose, and he bnngs a wide culture
to anything that he considers
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(D)

GALTON, SIR FRANCIS (1822-1911).
Tropical South Africa, 1853
The Art of Travel, 1855 (and later editions)

Meteorographica, 1863
With the next book we come to Galton’s lifework

—

Hereditary Genius, 1869
English Men of Science, 1874
Human Faculty, 1883
Natural Inheritance, 1889
Finger Prints, 1893
Blurred Finger Prints, 1893
Finger Print Directory, 1895
Noteworthy Families, igo6
Memories ofMy Life, 1908
Life and Letters, by Karl Pearson, 1915, 1924, 1930.
Galton wrote good prose, but his claim to distinction is the

impulse he gave to the study ofheredity

PEARSON, KARL (1857-1936)
The Ethic of Freethought, 1887,
The Chances of Death, and other Studies in Evolution, 1897
The Grammar of Science, 1899, 1900, 1911
National Life from the Standpoint of Science, 1901,

and many statistical works and tables, and o&er works
Pearson was largely a disciple of Galton, and some of his work

becomes incomprehensibly mathematical to the layman But he
was a great man m many fields his Grammar ofScience is a classic,

and he exemphfies with a clearness for which the layman is

grateful the scientific attitude which immediately preceded that
which Whitehead, Eddington andJeans are now making familiar
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E
vangelicalism was dominant m the mid-nine-

teenth century, both within the Church of England and

without, but though immensely influential on the life and

thought of the time, it has left little of direct and immediate

value in hterature Its adherents were notable for personal

devotion and good works rather than for intellectual power—

the good Lord Shaftesbury, a typical lay Evangelical, shows

most of the characteristics of the clergy whom he approved

of—and Its product of theological hterature has hardly even

bstonc interest Its indirect products, characters in novels,

are often difficult to distinguish from the traditional por-

traits and caricatures of Methodists Stiggms and Mr Slope

are far more inheritances from the eighteenth century than

stncdy contemporary figures As against Mr Tryan, George

Eliot’s respectful portrait of an Evangehcal clergyman, there

are Thackeray’s Rev Charles Honeyman and the unfavour-

able pictures of provincial Nonconformity in the novels of

“Mark Rutherford” and some of those of Mrs Ohphant,

and Its less lovely features provoked much of Matthew

Arnold’s social cnticism Mrs Gaskell in Ruth and Cousin

Phillis showed, on the other hand, the spintual beauty and

intellectual integrity of such “Independent”—really Um-
tanan—not Evangelical, mimsters as she herself knew, and

the greatest name in Nonconfornust thought in the century,

that ofJames Martineau, is also that ofone who called him-

self a Umtanan With a few exceptions, such as R W Dale

later, orthodox Nonconformists and orthodox Evangehcals

withm the Church of England had too httle intellectual and

philosophical power to leave lasting monuments, and before

the century was much more than half over they were having

to meet challenges which were exceedingly hard to meet on

their own ground. Most of the literature of doubt or of dis-
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belief came in the later nineteenth century, as it still comes
from men who had been bred in an Evangehcal theory of
the verbal inspiration of Scripture which could not honestly
be made to square with scientific discoveries and the cnttcd
textual study of the Bible, much of the rest came from men
who were at one time attracted by the Oxford Movement
and, for one reason or other, experienced a reaction

It will be noticed in the section of the Bibliography which
follows that almost all the names are those ofAnglicans and
these not of the Evangelical party, and the explanation of
what looks like a disproportion lies partly in what has
already been said, and partly in the fact that three great
movements of religious thought affected the Church of
England before they affected other religious bodies, and
within the Church of England affected men of great intel-
lectual and literary power Two of these have been men-
tioned the Oxford Movement and the critical study of the
text ofthe Bible the third was the growth ofsocial conscience
as distinct from humamtanan sentiment, among religious
people The three strands of thought weie not unconnected
from the first, and it is mteresting to notice how they became
more closely intertwined during the century

Chronologically, the critical study of the texts of the Old
and New Testaments comes first Dr Arnold was early aware
of the work being done in Germany and realised that ortho-
doxy would have to reckon with it Pusev was also aware of
It, and though he himselfwas excessively cautious m accept-
ing Its conclusions, the fact that a man of his orthodoxy,
authonty and influence accepted the necessity of an honest
dealing with textual criticism was ofconsiderable importance
for the next and following generations of those who were
affected by the Oxford Movement The Tractarians in any
case did not inherit or hold so rigid a theory ofthe authonty
ofthe actual word of Scnpture as the Evangehcals, and were
consequently better able to adjust themselves by degrees to
new knowledge There were degrees it should not be for-
gotten that Liddon, who was of the second generation, was
in 1890 shocked and distressed by the opinions expressed
in Lux Mundt by Gore who, without having changed his
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Views, was looked upon forty years later as the champion of
orthodoxy But the fact remains that the Tractanam and
their heirs, and the men of very varied opimons who were
roughly and often incorrectly called Broad Church, were
able to assimilate the results oftextual criticism, as they were
able to assimilate the results of scientific research, because
theybased their beliefs not on an infallible text but on theones
of authority and reason

The Oxford Movement was, m the first place, an assertion
of authority in religion Its immediate occasion—not its
ultimate cause—^was the obvious unihendhness ofthe Reform
Parhament of 1832 to the Church, and Newman and others
have dated its beginmng from that Assize Sermon on
National Apostasy, preached in July 1833, m which Keble
raised the whole question of authority whence did the
Church in fact derive its authority^ Newman and others in
the end found the answer in the Church of Rome, and with
their reception into it the Oxford Movement, properly speak-
ing, is usually supposed to end But Keble and Pusey and
others who remained in the Church of England were not
spent forces in the years which followed they and their
(hsciples—^some of whom were rather embarrassmg in their
methods—set themselves to restore what seemed to them
wanting in its ordinary teaching and practice and in the
ordinary public conception of it, and found themselves, it

would now be generally adnutted, opposed by prejudice far
more than by reason It proved useless to invoke theJudicial
Committee ofthe Pnvy Council or any other secular author-
ity against them the Pubhc Worship Regulation Act of 1874,
which was intended “to stamp out Rituahsm”, succeeded
only in making enough martyrs to disturb the public con-
science and fell into practical abeyance The last senous
attempt to prosecute “ritual offences” was the attack on
Edward King, the saintly Bishop of Lincoln, in the mneties,
and Archbishop Benson’s judgment on the pointsm dispute,
which reversed on his own authority earher decisions of the
Judicial Committee ofthe Pnvy Council, proved the effective
victory of the pnnciples of the Oxford Movement far more
than the gradual raising of the standards of congregational
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worship and practice, ofwhich the ordinary churchgoer was
more conscious

The third great movement ofrehgious thought, that which
insists on the connection between Chnstiamty and social

righteousness, may be taken back for our purpose to F D
Maurice, though Maunce himself would have taken it back
to the New Testament Maunce, like his second master
Colendge, had a seminal mind, and inspiration denved
through him may be seen in more than one school of theo-
logical thought and practical endeavour In one line he is

behind Charles Kingsley and others who were indignant at
the wrongs which provoked Chartism, in anotherbehind such
a man as Bryan King, who was mobbed nominally for
“Rituahsm”, actually for his fight against sweat-shops and
brothels, in a third behind Barnett, the founders ofToynbee
Hall and the founders of the Workers’ Educational Associa-
tion—^he was himself one of the founders of the Working
Men’s College; in a fourth behind Westcott and Gore, who
were concerned with large industrial problems and the
larger question of the organisation ofsociety upon Christian
principles, and equally with the problem of combimng in-

tellectual honesty with acceptance of the discoveries of
critical scholarship The last two names by themselves,
espeaally that of Westcott, will indicate how, by the end of
the century, the strands of religious thought had, m many
mmds, become umted
The separate notices which follow will modify some of

these broad statements and deal with some other sides of
religious thought
For the study of the penod see especially

—

L E Eluott-Binns

—

Religion in the Victorian Era
C E Raven

—

Christian Socialism, 1848—^4
S C Carpenter—Church and People, iy8p—i88g

Some more detailed studies are mentioned below, especially
in the introduction to Section A

(A) THE OXFORD MOVEMENT AND AFTER
Keble, R H Froude, Isaac Williams, Newman,W G.
Ward, Pusey, Neale, LiddoiijR W Church,W Bright.
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(B) MAURICE AND OTHERS
Maurice (with a note on Colenso and Farrar), F W
Robertson, R W Dale

(C) THE CAMBRIDGE TEXTUAL CRITICS
Lightfoot, Westcott, Hort

(D) THE LAST GENERATION
Tyrrell, von Hugel, Gore

Xote Some dieologians are more than half philosophers, and
some philosophers are mainly interested in theology Certain
names which might be looked for here will be found under
Philosophy, eg, Balfour, Inge, Martmeau, Romanes
See also imder Philosophy—

Mansel, Morell, Stirhng, Caird, T H Green, Seth
(Pnngle Pattison), Campbell Fraser, Sorley, Jowett,
Westermarck, G E Moore, Schiller, Alexander,
McTaggart, Reade, S Butler, Carpenter

(Under History)—J A Froude, Seeley
(Under Science)—^Huxley, A Wallace, Frazer, K Pearson
(Under Poetry)—G Rossetti, R W Dixon, Hopbns, Patmore,

Noyes (and the notes on some of those in the general
Introduction)

(Under Criticism)—^Myers, Pattison.

(A) THE OXFORD MOVEMENT
The Oxford Movement and its sequels may be studied m

the biographies of the leaders mentioned below and also

in the biographies of Cardinal Maiming, Archbishop Tait,

Archbishop Benson, Archbishop Davidson, Bishop King,
Lord Hahfax and others whose names will be suggested by
these books Two histones may be specifically named

—

R W Church—The Os^ord Movement, 1891
WiLFiUD Ward—William George Ward and the Oxford Movement,

1889

Both of these deal with the earlier stages of the Movement
The influence of the Movement in poetry may be seen in

Christina Rossetti and R W Dixon, in Coventry Patmore,
Gerard Manley Hopkins, Dolben, and a little later, Alice

Meynell and Francis Thompson, and a complete or partial

reaction against it in Clough, J A Froude and Mark
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Pattison to name only some who are included m this

bibliography See also the notes on Miss Yonge and J H
Shorthouse (under Novels)^ and Joseph Ellis Baker^ The
Model and the Oxford Movement^ ^93^
Two famous co-operative works of the early days of the

Movement should be specially mentioned here

(A) Tracts for the Times appeared from 1833 to 1841
Newman was the principal contributor, and his Tract

gOi Remarks on Certain Passages in the Thirty-Mine Articles—^which points out what is now commonly accepted,
that these passages are susceptible of a Cathohc inter-

pretation—^may be considered to have brought on the
storm which ended the first phase of the Movement
Other famous Tracts are noted here under the names of
Isaac Williams and Pusey The Tracts were subse-
quently collected in volume form, and some selections

are also obtainable

(B) Lyra Apostolica^ 1832 and later, contains sacred poems
by the leaders of the Movement in its early stages
The best known are Newman’s Lead, kindly Light, and
Thou to wax fierce, and Keble’s translation from the
Greek, Hail, gladdening Light

KEBLE, JOHN (1792-1866)
The Christian Tear, 1827
Sermon on Mational Apostasy, July 1833 (printed in Sermons

Academical and Occasional, 1847)
Contributions to Lyra Apostolua, 1832-3
Contributions to Tractsfor the Times, 1833—41
Lyra Innoceniium, 1846
On Eucharistical Adoration, 1857
Letters of Spiritual Counsel and Guidance, 1870
Parochial Sermons, 1867-80 (these appeared under various

titles)

Occasional Papers and Reviews, 1877 (including a letter on
Keble from Newman)

Keble was Professor of Poetry at Oxford, and his lectures on
p>oetry are important and original, they were dehvered in Latin,
but have been translated by E K Francis (1912) His sense that
poetry is akin to prayer reappears m the now influential work of
the Abbd Brdmond
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The most authontatLve biographies are those by Sir John
Coleridge, 1869, and Walter Lock, 1895, the general
studies noted above should also be consulted Keble’s sermon
on National Apostasy has been regarded as marking the be-
ginmng of the Oxford Movement (see introduction to this
section) , by his other writings and teaching he influenced not
only his own generation but all the later history ofthe Church
of England, and the minds of many outside his own com-
mumon

FROUDE, RICHARD HURRELL (1803--36)
Contributions to Lyra Apostolica^ 1832-3
Remains^ ed J B Mozley, 1837 and 1839

In spite of R H Froude’s youth and the small bulk of his
wntings left to us, he was one of the most stnkmg and mfluential
figures of his time

WILLIAMS, ISAAC (1802-65)
WiUiams also contributed to Lyra Apostolica and wrote other

devotional poetry, of which some is familiar m hymn-
books The Cathedral^ 1838, Thoughts in Past Tears

^

1838
and 1852, The Baptistery^ 1842, The Altar

^

1847, etc His
Devotional Commentary on the Gospel Narrative (reprinted
in 1869-70 from earlier volumes), hke his sermons and
his Autobiography (written 1851, published 1892), shows
his devout, gentle, inflexible and scrupulous temper.
He too contributed to the Tracts for the Times^ and his

Tract 80y on Reserve in Communicating Religious Knowledge^
was widely misrepresented and caused as much scandal
as Newman’s Tract go

NEWMAN, JOHN HENRY (1801-90)
Though Keble was, m a sense, the beginner of the Oxford

Movement, Newman was, until his secessionm 1845, looked upon
as Its leader He contabuted to Lyra Apostolica and to Tractsfor the

Times (see above) His greatest works, with the exception ofthe
Parochial Sermons of 1837—42, were written after his submission to
Rome
As a poet he is to be classed among the minor poets The

Dream qf Gerontius^ however, has virtue, and Newman was too
fine a cntic ever to let anythmg bad appear from his pen In his

collected poem she never sin£ below a certam level If Lead^
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kindly Light (to which he himself gave the title of The Pillar of the

Cloud) IS his best known piece, the following will give a rather

different idea of his quahty at its best, when he is often reminis-

cent of George Herbert

The Sign of the Cross

(Note In Lyra Apostohca the poem is called The Cross of Christy

and there are some differences in the text

)

Whene’er across this sinful flesh of mine
I draw the Holy Sign,

All good thoughts stir withm me, and renew
Their slumbering strength divine,

Till there springs up a courage high and true

To suffer and to do

And who shall say, but hateful spirits around
For their brief hour imbound.

Shudder to see, and wail their overthrow^
While on the heathen ground

Some lonely saint hails the fresh odour, though
Its source he cannot know

An Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine^ 1845
Loss and Gain^ 1848 (novel)

Lectures on Certain Difficulties felt by Anglicans in Submitting to

the Catholic Churchy 1850

With these three books should be classed the much greater

Apologia pro Vita Sua^ 1864
Discourses to Mixed Congregations

^

1849
The Idea of a University, 1852
Sermons Preached on Various Occasions, 1857
The Dream of Gerontius, 1865
Verses on Various Occasions, 1868
An Essay m Aid of a Grammar of Assent, 1870,

and other works
Collected Works, 36 vols ,

1868-81
The standard Life is by Wilfiid Ward, 1912
The earher Letters and Correspondence, with a briefautobiography,

were edited by Miss Mozley, 1891, Catholic Life and Letters, edW Meynell (under the pseudonym of J Oldcastle), 1887
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WARD, WILLIAM GEORGE (1812-82)
Ward IS best known to most people, perhaps, throughTennyson’s

poem addressed to him—“most generous of all ultramontanes”.
His Ideal of a Chnshan Churchy 1844, written while he was stiU

nommally an Anghcan, was officially condemned by the
authorities of the University of Oxford, and only the veto of the
proctors prevented the attempt to deprive him of his degree.
Evcn then he was m fact in his views what Tennyson called him
The most important ofhis later works is the Essays on the Philosophy

of Theism (reprinted from The Dublin Review^ 1884), but his

influence on the thought of his time is not to be measured by
his books, most of which are now httle read

Wilfrid Ward William George Ward and the Oxford Movement,
1889, William George Ward and the Catholic Revival, i893.

See also Maisie Ward’s Lfe of Wilfrid Ward, the earher chapters

PUSEY, EDWARD BOUVERIE (1800-82)
After the secession of Newman (1845), Pusey was popularly

looked upon as the leader of the Tractanans, his position in the
University of Oxford and his learning givmg him an authority
which he accepted though he did not seek it His life by
Liddon and others (1893-4) tells the history of the later stages,

as well as the earher, of the Oxford Movement His own writings

have not the grace of Newman’s, but there is a sohd dignity and
strength in them Of those mentioned below, all but the second
and fourth are sermons

The Holy Eucharist a Comfort to the Penitent, 1843*
The Doctrine of the Real Presence, 1856
The Mature of Faith in relation to Reason, 1855
Eirenicon, 1865, second, 1866, third, 1869 (These three

pamphlets form one of the first serious attempts at sug-
gesting a basis for reumon between the Churches ofRome
and England )

University Sermons, 1872
Parochial and Cathedral Sermons, 1883

Pusey contributed to the Tractsfor the Times whatwas m effect

a treatise on Baptism, Nos 67-9, unlike other Tracts, these were
signed

NEALE, JOHN MASON (1818-66)
Neale’s immense learning is shown m his church histones

Introduction to the History of the Holy Eastern Church, 1850
History of the Holy Eastern Church (5 vols ,

unfiiushed), 1873,
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anfl other historical and theological works He also wrote many
tales and books for the young, mainly historical, from Herbert

Treskam> 1842, to Theodora Phranza, 1857, most of them of con-

siderable merit To the ordinary reader he is best known as a

hymn-wnter and translator of more than considerable ment,

he ranks, indeed, almost with Charles Wesley m the quality and

the quantity of his work, though his hymns and translations ali1fi»

arc often sadly mangled by editors (There is a shocking instance

in the Songs ofPram version of the Easter hymn. Come yefaithful,

ram the strain )
A few of the more famihar among his translatons

are Jerusalem the Golden (with the other parts of the same hymn—
Brief life is here our portion, etc ), All glory, laud and honour, Jesu,

the very thought is sweet. Fierce was the wild billow among his original

hymns, Art thou weary, art thou languid, 0 happy band ofpilgrims

In the old edition ofHymns Ancient and Modern he was responsible,

as author or translator, for about one-eighth of the entire num-

ber, gnH the proportion is still high in more recent collections

There is a collected edition ofhis Hymns, Sequences and Carols, 1914

A bncf by R F Littledale, himself one of the minor hghts

of the Movement and interesting for his influence on Chnstina

Rossetti, was prefaced to the 2nd edition of Neale’s Essays, 1867,

anil there is a longer Life by Mrs E A Towle, 1907

LIDDON, HENRY PARRY (1829-90)

On the Divinity of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ (Hampton

Lectures), 1866

Some Elements of Religion, 1870 (pub 1872)

and volumes of sermons Liddon was one of the greatest

preachers m an age of great preachers He also wrote me first

three volumes of the standard life of Pusey, but died before com-

pletmg it

CHURCH, RICHARD WILLIAM (1815-90),

Church’s History of the Oxford Movement appeared m 1891, just

after his death, and remains one of the major pieces of histoncal

writing ofthe century In his hfctime he was also known as a great

preacher, and his sermons keep their life and mteUectual value

still, like those ofF W. Robertson, and also as a hterary cntic of

power and subtlety, and here again his work is not outmoded

Has Anselm 1843 (expsinded 1870), and Dante, 1850, showed his

Understanding of medieval thought and history, his Spenser,

1879, and Bacon, 1884 keep their place among the most disce^

and best b^anced studies of Spenser and Bacon He did
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much reviewing of the graver kind, and his Essays and Reviews
were collected in 1854, Occasional Papers in 1897 Among his
sermons may be mentioned

—

Human Life and its Conditions^ 1878
The Gifts of Civilisation^ 1880
The Discipline of the Christian Character

y

1885
Cathedral and University Sermons, 1892
Pascal and other Sermons, 1893
Life and Letters, ed M G Church, 1895

bright, william (1824-1901)
A History of the Church, AD 313-451, i860
The Age of the Fathers, 1903

Also more definitely theological works, and some well-known
hymns

(B) MAURICE AND OTHERS

MAURICE, FREDERICK DENISON (1805-72)
On one side Maunce marks the breakdown of theological

opposition to German influence in philosophy, and he himself
inaugurated a new philosophical criticism, especiallym Kantian
criticism His expression of theological opimons was much ims-
understood in his lifetime, partly through his own obscurity, and
his Theological Essays, 1853, lost him his chair at Kang’s College,
London, but there was, in fact, no doubt of his orthodoxy On
the other side his passion for social justice had an equally wide
influence, and can be traced through T H Green to Gore and
later men

Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy, 1871—2
Subscription no Bondage, 1835
The Kingdom of Christ, 1838
Christmas Day and other Sermons, 1843,

and other volumes of sermons
The Word Eternal and the Punishment of the Wicked, 1853.
What is Revelation^, 1859
The Claims of the Bible and of Science, 1863
Life by Sir F Maunce, 1884

The last three of Maunce’s books mentioned above touch on
some of the questions which most agitated the minds ofmen Scorn
the middle of the century onwards Two more popular writers
should be noted here, as havmg much importance m their time;
Colenso and Farrar
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COLENSO, JOHN WILLIAM (1814-83)
Golcnso was a mathematician, whose textbooks are not

entirely out of date He was less successful, though he caused a
remarkable sensation, when he applied mathematical methods
to a Cniical Examination of the Pentateuch, 1862-79 The importance
of the book hes not in itself, but in its significance as a popular
work which made the general public aware—to its great alarm—of the tendencies of modem criticism

FAREAR, FREDERIC WILLIAM (1831-1903)
Farrar wrote popular books and stones on early Church

history, he also, though it is perhaps unkind to mention them
here, wrote school stones—Sw, or Little by Little, 1858, St
Winifred’s, or the World of School, 1862 More typical of one^side
of the thought of his time are

—

Eternal Hope, 1878
Mercy and Judgment, 1881

ROBERTSON, FREDERICK WILLIAM (1816-53)
Address delivered at the Opening of the Working Men’s Institute

Brighton, 1849
’

Two Lectures on the Influence ofPoetry on the Working Classes, 1852
Lectures and Addresses on Literary and Social Topics, 1858
Expository Lectures on St Paul’s Epistle to the Corinthians, 1859
Sermonspreached at Trinity Chapel, Brighton, 5 senes, 1855, 1857,

1859, 1890
Literary Remains, 1876
Letters, with a Life, ed Stopford Brooke, 1865

Some of Robertson’s sermons, redistributed m their order, are
obtamable in Everyman’s Library
“He testifies to what he himself has seen and known

“People weary of unreahty find m Robertson a imnd which is

^

sme wthout being insincere, forcible without being partisan,
which IS brave as well as tender, strong as well as humble ”

Samuel Barnett

DALE, ROBERT WILLIAM (1829-95)
Dale was one of the greatest, if not the greatest, of Noncon-

lormist preachers and theologians of the period Note especially
The Atonement, 1875
The Epistle to the Ephesians, 1882
The Limng Christ and the Four Gospels, 1890
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Fellowship with Christy and other Discourses

^

1891.
Christian Doctrine

^

1894
Essays and Addresses

^

1899

(C) THE CAMBRIDGE TEXTUAL CRITICS

Three great textual critics
—

‘'the Cambridge three’'—go
ogether By their labours the Greek text of the New Testa-
nent was, except for some details, estabhshed Westcott and
dort’s New Testament appeared in 1881 and is never likely

o be superseded, but they were far more even than great
students All were notable preachers and theologians, and
he first two also distinguished themselves as bishops who
^ere concerned for the social as well as the spiritual welfare

of their flocks Westcott succeeded Lightfoot as Bishop of
Durham

LIGHTFOOT, JOSEPH BARBER (1828-89)
Commentaries on Galatians

^

1865, Philippians, 1868, Colossmns
and Philemon^ 1875

A Flesh Revision of the New Testament^ 1871
Answer to an Article on Supernatural Religion {Contemporary Review

^

Dec 1874 to May 1877, reprinted ^^h additions, 1889),
and many works on early Church history, patristic and Bibhc^
subjects, as well as sermons

Life by B F Westcott, 1894

WESTCOTT, BROOKE FOSS (1825-1901)

General Survey of the History of the Canon of the New Testament

during the first Four Centuries

^

1855
Characteristics of the Gospel Miracles

^

1859
Introduction to the Study of the Gospels

y

i860
The Bible in the Churchy 1864
The Gospel of the Resurrectiony 1866 (and later editions)

A General View of the History of the English Biblcy 1868
Commentaries on St Jokuy 1882, Epistles of St John^ 1883,

Epistle to the H^rewSy 1889
Ckristus Consummatory 1886
Social Aspects of Christianity

,

1887.
(Note Westcott’s mtervention was mainly responsible

for a just settlement to the great Durham coal-dispute

of 1892 )
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The Victory of the Cross, 1888
Essays in the History of Religious Thought in the West, 1891
The Gospel of Life, 1892,

and other works
Life and Letters by Arthur Westcott, 1903

HORT, FENTON JOHN ANTHONY (1828-92)
The Wqp, the Truth and the Life (Hulsean Lectures for 1871),

1893
Juristic Christianity, 1894
Sue Poptdar Lectures on the Ante-Nwene Fathers, 1895.
The Christum EccUsia, 1897,

and sermons
Life and Letters by A F Hort, 1896

(D) THE LAST GENERATION

Three representatives only of the next generation of
theologians shall be noted The first, Tyrrell, is the clearest
exponent of that “modernism” which was oflficially con-
denmed by the Roman Church, and he was himself con-
demned He may be contrasted in his eager impatience with
the second, Baron Fnednch von Hugel, who was able to
reconcile intellectual freedom and speciilation with ortho-
doxy—at least, he was not condemned In pure thought
Von Hugel is the greatest of the three The third is the
Anghcan Charles Gore though he was looked upon at first

with suspicion as tainted with modem critical heresies, he
hved, withoutretreatingfrom his position, to be accepted by
the orthodox and considered old-fashioned by the more
advanced; his theological influence was important, but was
probably exceeded by his influence as a prophet of social
righteousness

TYRRELL, GEORGE (1861-1909)
Nova et Vetera, 1897
Hard Sayings, 1898
External Religion, 1899
The Faith of the Millions (coU articles), 1901—2
Oil and Wine, 1902
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Lex Orandt, 1903
Lex Credendi^ 1906

This book showed his modernism unmistakably
Through Scylla and Charybdis^ 1907
Mediaevalism^ 1908.
Christianity at the Cross-roads^ 1909
Autobiography^ and Life by Maude T> Petre, 1912

VON HUGEL, baron FRIEDRICH (1852-1925)
Von Hugel, “that lay-bishop m the Church of God”, was only

halfBritish by birth, and was not naturahsed until ten years before
his death, but he lived most ofhis life in England, wrotem English
though sometimes with a German flavour in his style, and exer-
cised so strong an influence upon the religious thought of all

commumons and of many people outside any commumon that
it would be absurd to ignore him

The Mystical Element of Religion^ 1908
Eternal Life, 1912
The German Soul^ 1916 (a vahant protest against wholesale

condemnation)
Essays and Addresses on the Philosophy of Religion^ I 92 i> 2nd

senes, 1926
The Reality f Gody and Religion and Agnosticismy 1931*
Selected Letters

y

1896—1924, with a memoir by Bernard
HoUand, 1927

Letters to a Niece^ 1928

GORE, CHARLES (1853-1932)
ed Lux Mundiy 1890, and contnbuted to it the essay on

The Holy Spirit and Inspiration

Lux Mundi comes midmost of the succession of collec-

tions oftheological essays which show the gradual perme-
ation of the Church of England with “modem” cntical

ideas Essays and Reviews, 1861, and Foundations, 1912,
are the other two In each there are phrases, and m the
first and last contnbutions, which would hardly be
accepted by sober theologians, however advanced, but
in the mam the opimons expressed there are now taken
for granted

co-editor, A New Commentary on Holy Scripture, 1928
The Church and the Ministry, 1889
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The Sermon on ike Mount, 1896
The Body of Christ, 1901
Christian Moral Principles, 1921
Beliefm God, 1921, The Deity of Christ, 1922, Belief in Christ,

1922, The Holy Spirit and the Church, 1924
Christ and Society, 1928
Jesus of Nazareth, 1929
The Philosophy of the Good Lfe, 1930
Life by Leonard F Prestige, 1935
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There is no attempt here to group the philosophers in

“schools”, they are put together rather according to their

common interests and subjects, with some, but not too much,
regard to chronology, and a general warmng should be given

that there was a great deal of cross-fertilisation of thought,

both between these sections and between philosophy and

religion and philosophy and science

jVbfe I Mind onginated in 1876 and was edited for the first

sixteen years by G Groom Robertson The Aristotelian

Society was founded in 1878 and its Proceedings were
published from 1887 onwards

JVbfe 2 The clearest exposition of the problems which are exer-

cising philosophers at the present day is m A N White-

head’s Science and the Modern World (1926), it may be
thought that many of the writers noted in this

bibliography were remote from them, but it is not

impossible to see how they developed and how they are

connected with other movements of thought and know-
ledge

(A) Logic

Whewell, Herschel, Venn, De Morgan, Boole, Jevons, W K
Clifford, Bertrand Russell

(B) The Beginmngs of Nmeteenth-century Philosophy

James Mill, Sir Wilham Hamilton, Mansel, Femer, Mordl,

J Grote, G H Lewes, J H Stirhng

(C) Hegel, Kant and Spinoza, with a note on some Platomsts.

I S H Hodgson, Edward Gaird, T H Green, Nettleship,

H. Sidgwick, W Wallace, F, H Bradley, Bosanquet,

Seth (Pnngle Pattson), Adamson, Romanes, James

Martmeau, Campbell Fraser, Sorley, Balfour, R B
Haldane, A E Taylor

II Jowett, Inge, Lowes Dickinson
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(D) Psychology and Philosophy:

Bain, James Ward, G F Stout

(E) Political Economy, Sociology, Anthropology, connected with
Philosophy

John Stuart Mill, Herbert Spencer, Havelock Elhs, Wester-
marck, Hobhouse

(F) Biology and the Physical Sciences, connected with Philosophy
Lloyd Morgan, J S Haldane

(G) Modem Philosophers

G E Moore, F G S Schiller, S Alexander, M’Taggart
(H) W W Reade, S Butler, E Carpenter

See also under

—

Saence (A R Wallace, Huxley, Frazer, Karl Pearson)
Theology (Newman, W G Ward, Von Hugel)
Poetry (passim)

Novels (“George Ehot,’* May Smclair)
Cnttasm and Essays (John Sterhng, Pater, Mallock, Myeris)

(A) LOGIC

WHEWELL, WILLIAM (1794-1866)
History of the Inductive Saences^ 1837
Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences^ 1840
Of the Plurality of Worlds (first published anon ), 1853
William Whewell an Account of his Writings 1876
Life and Correspondence^ Mrs Stair Douglas, 1881.

HERSCHEL, SIR JOHN FREDERICK WILLIAM (1792-
1871).
Prehminary Discourse on the Study ofNatural Philosophy, 1830

This was descnbed by V^ewell as “an admirable
comment on the Novum Orgarmm ”

Ess(^s, 1857
Familiar Lectures on Sctenhfic Subjects, 1867

VENN, JOHN (1834-1923)
Symbolic Logic, 1881
The Logic of Chance (3rd ed 1888)
Empirical Logic (2nd ed 1907)

Veim came ofan mteresting and his Venn Family Annals,

1904, IS worth reading
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DE MORGAN, AUGUSTUS (1806-71)

Formal Logic or The Calculus ofInference Necessary and Probable^

1847
This was partly superseded by Boole^s work, see below

Syllabus of a Proposed System of Logic, i860.

De Morgan was a pleasant writer on less technical matters,

and his Budget of Par^oxes, 1872, contains excellent reading

BOOLE, GEORGE (1815-64)

The Mathematical Analysis of Logic 1847
This lays down the leading pnnciples of—

An Analysis of the Laws of Thought on which are founded the

Mathematical Theories of Logic and Probabilities, 1854
Boole laid the foundations of modern logical calculus, and his

works leads on to Jevons

JEVONS, WILLIAM STANLEY (1835-82)

Remarks on the Australian Goldfields, 1859
Pure Logic, 1864 The Coal Qjiestton, 1864

The Substitution of Similars, 1869
Elementary Lessons in Logic, 1870
Primer of Logic, 1876
Studies in Deductive Logic, 1880
Pnnciples of Science, 1874
Theory of Political Economy, 1871

Primer of Political Economy, 1878
The State in Relation to Labour, 1882

Methods of Social Reform, and other Papers, 1883

Investigations in Currency and Finance, 1884
Letters and Journal, edited by his Wife, 1886.

Jevons, was, it will be noticed as much a pohtical economist as

a logician, but he is put here because of his connection with Boolc«

CLIFFORD, WILLIAM KINGDON (1845-79)

Lectures and Essays, ed by F Pollock and L Stephen, with

a Ltfe by F Pollock, 1879.

Mathematical Papers, ed R Tucker, 1882

Common Sense of the Exact Senses, ed and pardy written by
Karl Pearson, 1885.

ChfFord, who was much admired by Huxley, was an lUumm-
ating lecturer and his essays are models in prose of their kind
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RUSSELL, BERTRAND ARTHUR WILLIAM (1872- )

(with Alfred North Whitehead) Pnncipta Mathematical Vol
I, 1910, Vol II, 1912, Vol III, 1912.

Principles of Mathematics^ Vol I, 1903
Philosophical Essays^ 1910
Problems of Philosophy^ 1911
Our Knowledge of the External World

y

1914
Principles of Social Reconstructiony 1917
Mysticism and Logic

y

1918 Roads to Freedomy 1918
Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy

y

1919,
and other works

WHITEHEAD, ALFRED NORTH (1861- )
" A Treatise on Universal AlgehrUy 1898
(with Bertrand Russell) Principia Mathematicay 1910—

2

Saence and the Modern Worldy 1926
Most of the work ofA N Whitehead falls outside our period,

but the last book mentioned above should be specially noted as
providing an introduction to the problems which are most
exercising philosophers at the present day He represents the
turning of the scientists away from determinism to some sort of
vaguely apprehended mysticism Their God is really not much
unlike Matthew Arnold’s (see Introduction)

(John Stuart Mill might be thought to belong to this company
of logicians, but he will be found among the political economists

)

(B) THE BEGINNINGS OF NINETEENTH-CENTURY
PHILOSOPHY

MILL, JAMES (1773-1836)
Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mindy 1829

Mill continued in the Benthamite tradition of Utihtanamsm
and the Associationist school

James Mill a Biographyy A Bam, 1882

HAMILTON, SIR WILLIAM (1788-1856)
Philosophy of the Unconditionedy 1829

In this book Hamilton widened the field of inqmry in
English philosophy and helped to break down the
provincialism of English thought
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Discussions^ 1836
Hamilton is fuither important, especially in this book,
for his obstructionist attitude to the recognition of Kant
and Hegel, whom he misinteipreted

Lectwesy on Metaphysics, 1859, on Logic, 1861.

MANSEL, HENRY LONGUEVILLE (1820-71)
The Limits of Religious Thought (Bampton Lectures), 1858*
The Philosophy of the Conditioned, 1866
Letters, Lectures and Reviews, ed Chandler, 1873

Mansel took over Hamilton's doctrine of the relativity

of knowledge, and worked out its theological implica-
tions

PERRIER, JAMES FREDERICK (1808-64)
An Introduction to the Philosophy of Consciousness {Blackwood^s

Magazine, 1838-g, reprinted in Remains')

The Institutes of Metaphysu, 1854
Lectures on Greek Philosophy and other Philosophical Remains, 1866
Philosophical Works, 1875

Ferner gives the first sympathetic account of Hegel and
Schellmg

MORELL, JOHN DANIEL (1816-91)
Historical and Critical 'Ftew of the Speculative Philosophy ofEurope

in the Nineteenth Century, 1846
Morell pays attention to the German school, especially

to Hegel His is the first attempt to come to grips with
Hegel's own philosophical position He condemns it,

mainly on theologic^ grounds

GROTE, JOHN (1813-66)
Exploratio Philosophica, Pt I, 1865, Pt II, 1900
Examination of the Utilitarian Philosophy, 1870—an acute

criticism

A Treatise on the Moral Ideals, 1876
He “made a defimte advance beyond his English predecessors

of all schools m the clearness with which he apprehended the

difference between psychology and philosophy" (D jV-B).

LEWES, GEORGE HENRY (1817-78)
Biographical History of Philosophy, 1845-6.

This expresses the prevaihng Positivism m its interpretations;

It IS essentially opposed to German Idealism
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Comfe^s Philosophy of the Sciences^ 1853
Lewes wrote also the best English Life of Goethe^ 1855, and other

books

STIRLING, JAMES HUTCHISON (18120-1909)

The Secret of Hegel

^

1865
The importance of this book was recognised by all outstanding

contemporary thinkers in England as marking decisively a new
departure m British philosophy and the beginmng of a new
period

Analysts of Sir William Hamilton's Philosophy

^

1865
Lectures on the Philosophy ofLaWy 1871
Complete Text-Book to Kanty 1881
Philosophy and Theology

y

1890
What is Thought or the Problem of Philosopkyy 1900
The Categories

y

1903

(C) HEGEL, KANT AND SPINOZA, WITH A NOTE ON
SOME PLATONISTS

I

HODGSON, SHADWORTH HOLLOWAY (i832-i9i2)^
Metaphysic of Experience

y

1898—shows an early phase of em-
pirical reaction agamst mneteenth-century post-Hege-
han Idealism

CAIRD, EDWARD (1835-1908).
A Critical Account ofthe Philosophy ofKanty 1877, 1889 (2nd ed

1909)
Hegely 1883
The Social Philosophy and Religion of ComtCy 1885
Essays on Literature and Philosopkyy 1892
The Evolution of Rehgiony 1893
The Evolution of Theology in the Greek Philosophy

y

1904
Lay Sermons and Addressesy 1907

GREEN, THOMAS HILL (1836-82)
Introduction to Harness Treatue on Human JVaturCy 1874
Prolegomena to Ethics (incomplete at his death, ed A G.

Bradley), 1883
Worksy with Memoir

y

ed R L Nettleship, 1885—8
An Estimate of the Value and Influence of Works of Fiction in

Modem TtmeSy ed F N Scott, 19 ii
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The influence of Green’s idealism upon the life as well as upon
the thought of the last three decades of the nineteenth century
was reinforced by his personal character and example as a strenu-
ous worker in the cause of education and political and social

reform He was a tutor and lecturer at Balhol, and it was largely
due to him that the empiricist logic of Mill lost its authority at
Oxford in favour of a philosophy inspired by the great German
thinkers, Kant and Hegel, as well as by the reviving study of
Platomsm As in his lectures on Ethics Green is one of the most
effective early cntics of Utilitarian hedonism, so m his pohtical
theory he presents a philosophy of democracy based indeed upon
the supreme value of personality but hostile to the laisser favre
individualism taught by Herbert Spencer, and better fitted for a
generation which was beginning to recogmse the need for positive
interventions by the State in the life ofthe commumty.

NETTLESHIP, RICHARD LEWIS (1846-92),—^who was equally influential as a tutorand lecturer, butpubhshed
nothing but the memoir of Green and an essay on The Theory

ofEducation in Platons Republic (contributed to HellenuCi ed Evelyn
Abbott, 1880)

SIDGWIGK, HENRY (1838-1900)
Sidgwick shows an advance on the Hedonism of Mill and

Bentham His chief work was in the fields of Ethics and Soaal
Philosophy, to which he brought great knowledge, wide sym-
pathies and an exceptional power of recogmsmg the value in

opposmg theories In Ethics he developed a form of Utilitarian-

ism, far less open to criticism than that ofJ S Mill, which did

better justice to the position of the “Intuitionist” school (e g ,

Martineau) Sidgwick was one of the first philosophers to treat

with respect the claims advanced by the new study of ‘‘Psychical

Research”, of which his friend, F. W H Myers, was one of the

pioneers

The Methods of Ethics, 1874
The Principles of Political Economy, 1883
Outlines of the History of Ethics

y

1886
The Elements ofPolitics, 1891
Practical Ethics, 1898
Lectures on the Ethics of T H Greeny Herbert Spencer and James

Martineau, 1902
Miscellaneous Essays and Addresses, 1904
Lectures on Kant, 1905, cd J Ward

by Arthur Sidgwick and Mrs E M Sidgwick, 1906
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WALLACE, WILLIAM (1844-97)

The Logic ofHegel (trans from HegeFs Encyclopaedia of Philo^
sophtcal Sciences), 1873

Life ofArthur Schopenhauer, 1890
HegeVs Philosophy of Mind (trans ), 1890

Wallace begins the second Hegelian generation

BRADLEY, FRANCIS HERBERT (1846-1924)
Bradley influenced the whole of ideahstic and, by reaction,

realistic thought
The Presuppositions of Critical History, 1874
Ethical Studies, 1876
Principles of Logic, 1883 (revised with Commentary and 7>r-

minal Essays, 1922)
Appearance and Reality, 1893
Essays on Truth and Reality, 1914

To many laymen Bradley seems the most important philosopher

of the last century Appearance and Reality has achieved some popu-
larity, and the prose of its kind is masterly

See below under Bosanquet

BOSANQUET, BERNARD (1848-1923)
Logic, 1888
Essentials of Logic, 1895
Essays and Addresses, 1889
History of JEstketic, 1892
Knowledge and Reality, 1892
The Civilisation of Cknstendom, 1893
The P^chology of the Moral Self, 1897
The Philosophical Theory of the State, 1899, 1910
Individuality and Destiny (Gifford Lectures, 19 1 1-2, 2nd

senes, 1 91 2-3)
Three Lectures on Msthetic, 1915
Implication and Linnear Irfluences, 1919
The Meeting of Extremes in Contemporary Philosophy, 1921

F H Bradley and Bernard Bosanquet can hardly be thought of
apart They are the Castor and Pollux of “Absolute’^ Idealism
in England Bradley’s Appearance and Reality, characteristically put
forward by the author as a “metaphysical essay”, is m fact an
imposing presentation of an Absolutism in which every “reahty”
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is displayed as relatively unreal short of the total Real (Bosan-

quet’s absolute Individual), but in which (as distinct from the

Hegehan absolutism) thought itself is shown to be ultimately

inadequate because inevitably abstiact Bradley is largely con-

cerned to expose the insufficiency of empiricism (whether in

Logic, Psychology or Metaphysics) and the shallowness of all

forms of positivism Bosanquet’s most impressive work was m
relation to the rather later movements of thought that began
with the next century, in which the type of Idealism for which he
stood became more and more on the defensive With great vigour

and freshness he seizes upon salient points for counter-attack in

the anti-inteilectualist movement (e g ,
Bergson) and in the neo-

Ideahst doctrines which give to Time, Process and finite “indi-

viduahty*' a reality and importance which he cannot allow to

them The philosophical influence of G E Moore and Bertrand

Russell has become very great, perhaps even dominant, in this

country in the period after 1914 It represents, though in differ-

ent ways, a reaction against systematic speculation and a growmg
preoccupation with questions of logical and epistemologic^

analysis

SETH, ANDREW, afterwards PRINGLE PATTISON (1856-

1931)
TTie Developmentfrom Kant to Hegel (Hibbert Lectures), 1882

The first informed criticism of Hegeliamsm
Essays in Philosophical Criticism^ ed A Seth andR B Haldane,

1883
Essays contributed by A Seth, R B and J S Haldane, Bosan-

quet, Sorley, D G Ritchie, W P Ker, Henry Jones, James
Bonar, T B Kilpatrick It was a manifesto of the younger genera-

tion of neo-Kantians in England, its purpose “to show how the

principles of an idealistic pWosophy may be brought to bear on

the various problems of science, ethics and rehgion*’-

Hegelianism and Personality (Balfour Lecttues), 1887

This marks the begmmng of a reaction, within the hnes of a

general acceptance of Kanfs work, against the neo-Kantian

interpretation—a kind of “back to Kant” movement It shows

the influence of Lotze
MarCs Place in the Cosmos

^

1897 (enlarged, 1902)

The Philosophical Radicals^ and other Elssays^ 19^7

The Idea of God in the Light ofRecent Philosophy

^

1917*

The Idea of Immortality^ 1922
Studies in the PhtlosopI^ of Religion^ 193^^
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ADAMSON, ROBERT (iSsa-igos)
On the Philosophy of Kant^ 1879
The Development of Modern Philosophy^ ed W R Sorley, 1903

This expresses the characteristic beginnings of the empincal
reaction against Ideahsm

The Development of Greek Philosophy^ ed W R Sorley and
R P Hardie, 1908

A Short History of Logic^ ed W R Sorley, 19 ii

ROMANES, GEORGE JOHN (1848-94;
A Candid Examination of Theism by Physicus^ 1878
Animal Intelligence

y

1881

Scientific Evidences of Organic EvolutioUy 1882
Mental Evolution in Animals

y

1883
Mental Evolution in Man^ 1888
Darwin and after Darwin^ I, 1893, ^^95
Thoughts on Religiony 1895 (posthumous, ed C Gore)
Mind and Motiony 1895
Essays

y

1896
Life and LetterSy by Mrs Romanes, 1 896
Romanes came back to the problems of philosophy and re-

ligion through the problems raised by scientific investigation,

as the titles of his books show

MARTINEAU, JAMES (1805-1900)
A Study ofSpinoza, 1882
Types ofEthical Theory, 1885
A Study of Religwu, 1888
The Seat of Authority in Religion, 1890
Essays, Remews and Addresses, 1890-1.
Life and Letters, byJames Drummond and C B Upton, 1902.

FRASER, ALEXANDER CAMPBELL (1819-1914)
Campbell Fraser was concerned primarily with the nature and

limits ofknowledge He was a theistic philosopher, insisting on a
faith that is ultimately a moral faith and not only faith in reason
but in the goodness as well as the rationality of ultimate power,
and holding that divme veracity was the natural presupposition
of the vah<hty of human knowledge

ed Berkeley, 1871
The Philosophy of Theism, 1895-6
Berkel^ arid Spiritual Realism, 1908
Btograpkia Philosophica, 1904 (Renumscences

)
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SORLEY, WILLIAM RITCHIE (1855-1935)
Sorley starts from the problems set by evolutionistic theoiy m

ethical thought
On the Ethics of Naturalism^ 1885
Recent Tendencies in Ethics^ 1904
The Interpretation of Evolution^ 1909-10
The Moral Life^ 1911
Moral Values and the Idea ofGod^ 1918
A History of English Philosophy^ 1920

BALFOUR, ARTHUR JAMES, LORD (1848-1930)
A Defence of Philosophic Doubts 1879
Essays and Addresses^ 1893 (enlarged edition, 1905)
The Foundations of Belief 1895
Theism and Humanism^ 1915
Essaysy Speculative and Political, 1920
Theism and Thought, 1923
Opinions and Argument, 1927

Lord Balfour, by Ian Malcolm, is a personal study rather than
a biography, the full biography by Blanche Dugdale, 1936,
deals with the man and the statesman more than with the
philosopher, but there is an Appendix on the philosophy of

Balfour by Pnngle-Pattison
Balfour’s style is charming and witty, and the dehcacy of his

prose IS excellently suited to express his scepticism

HALDANE, RICHARD BURDON, LORD (1856-1928).
Education and Empire, 1902
The Pathway to Reality, 1903
The Reign of Relativity, 1921
The Philosophy of Humanism, 1922
Human Experunce, 1926

See also under Seth

Life, by Sir Frederick Maurice, 1937

TAYLOR, ALFRED EDWARD (1869- )

The Problem of Conduct, 1901
Elements of Metaphysics, 1903
St Thomas Aquinas as a Philosopher, 1924
Plato, the Man and his Work, 1927
The Faith of a Moralist, 1930

Taylor’s work is written m a good, close, hard style It can be
read with pleasure by the layman
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II

The revival of Platonic studies in the nineteenth century

was largely due m the first place to Jowett, the great Master
of Balliol Of the two others who follow him here, the first

is at least as much theologian as philosopher, and the second

was perhaps rather a populariser—the word is not used in

a derogatory sense—than, strictly speaking, a philosopher

JOWETT, BENJAMIN (1817-93)
The Dialogues of Plato^ trans with Analyses and Introduction^

1871 {The Republic followed in 1888, and there was an
edition of the original text with notes in coll with Lewis
Campbell, in 1894 )

Thucydides^ i88r

Aristotle^s Politics^ trans with Introduction^ etc
, 1885

College Sermons^ 1895 (and other volumes of sermons)

“In philosophy he was content to be critical He had almost

a horror offalling under one set ofideas to the exclusion of others”

(D Jsf£) It should be noted that he stimulated T H Green
to the study of Hegel, and his influence on the Balliol men of his

time and so on later generations is immeasurable He was one
of the great minor figures of the Victorian age His Plato is occa-

sionally first-rate Enghsh prose

INGE, WILLIAM RALPH (i860-
)

Chnstian Mysticism^ 1899
Studies ofEnglish Mystics^ 1906
Tiuth and Falsehood in Religion^ 1906
Personal Idealism and Mysticism^ 1907
The Philosophy ofPlotinus

^

1918
Outspoken Essaysy

igig, 1922
Personal Religion and the Life of Devotion^ 1924
The Platonic Tradition in English Religious Thought^ T926,

and other works
Vale^ 1934—2. brief autobiography

Dean Inge’s works on neo-PIatomsm are extremely valuable

As a pubhcist he is frequently deplorablem both thought and style

DICKINSON, GOLDSWORTHY LOWES (1861-1932)
The Greek View of Life, i8g6
The Meaning of Good, 1901
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A Modern Symposium^ 1905
Justice and Liberty^ 1908
Religion and Immortality

y 19 ii

Appearancesy 1914
The European Anarchy

y 1916
The Magic Flute

y 19*20

War Its Nature
y Cause and Curcy 1923

The International Anarchy
y igo^-i^y 1926

After Two Thousand Tears, a dialogue between Plato and a modern
young man, 1930

John McTaggart Ellis McTaggart, 1931
Ltfcy by E M Forster, 1934

(D) PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY

See John Grote above

BAIN, ALEXANDER (1818-1903)
TTie Senses and the Intellect

y 1855
The Emotions and the Willy 1859

These two treatises form the connecting link between the
Associatiomsm of the Mills and the evolutionary philosophy of
Herbert Spencer Both John Stuart Mill and Spencer acknow-
ledged their importance

Mental and Moral Science a Compendium of Psychology and
Ethics

y

1868
Mind and Body, 1872

Bain also edited the Philosophual Remains of G Groom Robert-
son

Autobiographyy 1904

WARD, JAMES (1843-1925)
Psychology (article in the Encyclopedia Bntannicay 1886)
Naturalism and Agnosticismy 1899
The Realm of Ends, or Pluralism and Thetsmy 1911
Heredity and Memory, 1913
Psychological Principles

,

1918
A Study of Kanty 1922

James Ward’s article on Psychology in the Encyclopedia Bntanr
nica (1886) marked the begmmng of a new scientific spirit m
psychology and the end of the reign of the dominant Associa-

tiomsm (e g Bain) His Naturalism and Agnosticism similarly ex-

posed—though here Ward was not so early m the field—^the
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attempt to erect an evolutionary agnostic science into a satisfying
philosophy (Ward was chiefly attackmg the philosophy of
Spencer) His own constructive views were developed in The
Realm ofEnds^ where he expounds a sort ofpersonal ideahsm more
akin to the spirit of Kant than of Hegel

STOUT, GEORGE FREDERICK (i860- ).

Analytic Psychology, 1896
Manual of Psychology, Groundwork of Psychology, 1899
Studies in Philosophy and Psychology, 1930
Mind and Matter, 1931

(E) POLITICAL ECONOMY, SOCIOLOGY, ANTHRO-
POLOGY, CONNECTED WITH PHILOSOPHY

MILL, JOHN STUART (1806-73)
Logic, 1843
Principles of Political Economy, 1848
On Liberty, 1859
Representative Government, 1861
Utilitarianism, 1863
Examination of Sir William Hamilton's Philosophy, 1865.
The Subjection of Women, 1869
Autobiography, 1873

John Stuart Mill, if not the most profound, was certainly the
most influential mneteenth-century British philosopher, and he
more than any other stimulated the Victonan general reader to
an interest in philosophical discussion In the judgment of con-
tinental critics he stood, and indeed still stands, as the represen-
tative thinker of his generation, and the exponent par excellence

of mneteenth-century British empiricism Though m the main
faithful to the tenets of this school, positivistm its views of science,
associationistm psychology, agnosticm rehgion. Mill had a imnd
of singular candour and breadth ofsympathy These characteris-
tics, already exhibited m his essays on Bentham and Colendge,
were most strikingly shown m the development of his social philo-
sophy from a narrow mdividuahsm to something very like a
liberal socialism In all his writings Mill laid himself open to
damaging criticism, but in nearly all his work has been significant
beyond his own day Characteristic in both respects was his
Logic, riddled with just criticism by his Idealist opponents, but,
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especiaUy in his treatment of mductive method, breakmg new
ground in ways to which logicians of to-day confess their debt

SPENCER, HERBERX (1820—1903)
Social Statics, 1851
Principles of Psychology, 1855
Education, 1861
First Principles, 1862, recast in 1870, 1872
The Pnnaples ofBiology, 1864 and 1867
The Study ofSoaology, 1873
The Principles of Sociology, 1876-96
The Principles of Ethics, 1879-93
The Man versus the State, 1884
Autobiography, 1904
Life and Letters, D Duncan, 1908

There is an Epitome ofthe Synthetic Philosophy (1 e of all Spencer’s
philosophical system) m one volume, by F Howard Collins
To his Victorian devotees Herbert Spencer stood out as the

supreme philosopher of the age To-day he looms mu'^h less
large, but he remains an important figure, impressive for the
breadth of his intellectual survey rather than for philosophical
penetration or depth To Spencer more than to any of his con-
temporaries the notion of evolution came as a master clue with
which to interpret every department of experience, sind over a
long hfe he worked out his interpretation not only with assiduity
but with a system and constructiveness unusual m an English
thinker His ignorance of nearly all preceduig philosophy, his
strong prejudices and a sort of mental deafness that made him
unwilhng to correct them, prevented the imposmg structure of
the Synthetic Philosophy from withstandmg criticism enduringly
But his work in special fields, espeaally m Ethics, Psychology and
Soaology, not only was an important influence on the develop-
ment of these studies but contains matter of permanent value

ELLIS, HENRY HAVELOCK (1859- )
The J^ew Spirit, 1890
The Criminal, 1890
Man and Woman, 1894 (and other volumes of Studies in the

P^chologyofSex, 1897, 1898, 1903, 1905, 1906, 1910, 1928)
Affirmations, 1897.
A Study ofBritish Genius, 1904 (revised and enlarged, 1926)
Impressions and Comments, 1914, 1921, 1924
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Essays in War-Time

^

1916
The Philosophy of Conflict^ 1919
Little Essays of Love and Virtue^ 1922
The Dance of Life, 1923
More Essays of Love and Virtue, 1931
The Psychology of Sex a Manualfor Students, 1933
From Rousseau to Proust

^

1936
Qjiestions of our Day, 1936

Havelock Ellis began as a cntic of literature and an editor of
the older dramatists, indeed, it is possible that his work on some
of the Elizabethans encouraged him in that sane study of sexual
psychology in which he was a pioneer and with which his name
IS chiefly associated His literary criticism and general essays show
distmcUve grace and charm, and both these and his psychological
studies have had more mfluence on the reading public than the
work of greater specialists

WESTERMARCK, EDWARD ALEXANDER (1862^ )

The History ofHuman Marriage, i8gi (5th ed* rewritten, 1921)
Marriage Ceremonies in Morocco, 1914
Ritual and Beluf in Morocco, 1926
A Short History of Marriage, 1926
The Origin and Development of the Moral Ideas, 1906, 1908.
The Goodness of Gods, 1926
Ethical Relativity, 1932.
Early Beliefs and their Social Irfiuence, 1932,

and other books
Memories ofMy Life (Swedish, 1927, English, 1929)

(Most of Westermarck’s work is m English, although he is a
Swede by birth

)

Westermarck ranks perhaps as an anthropologist, a sociologist,

a psychologist, rather than as a pure philosopher His works on
marriage are classic and need no introduction here

HOBHOUSE, LEONARD TRELAWNEY (1864-1929)
The Theory of Knowledge, 1896
Mind tn Evolution, 1901
Morals in Evolution, 1906
Development and Purpose, 1913
Metaphysical Theory of the State, 1918
The Labour Movement, 1893.
Democracy and Reaction, 1904
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(F) BIOLOGY AND THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES, CON-
NECTED WITH PHILOSOPHY

The scientific thought of the last hundred years, particu-
larly that which grew out of the Darwinian hypothesis and
the discoveries in the physical sciences, raised philosophical
problems of which scientists themselves are becoming
increasingly conscious Something has already been noted
concerning the mathematicians (see above under Logic),
and here are representatives of other branches of learning-

MORGAN, CONWY LLOYD (1852-1936)
Animal Life and Intelligence^ 1890
Habit and Instinct^ 1896
Animal Behaviour^ 1900
The Interpretation of J{ature^ 1905
Instinct and Experience^ 1912
Emergent Evolution^ ^9^3
Life^ Mind and Spirit^ 1926
Mind at the Crossways^ 1929
The Animal Mind, 1930
The Emergence of Novelty, 1933

HALDANE, JOHN SCOTT (1860-1936)
See Seth, Essays in Philosophical Criticism, 1883
Mechanism, Life and Personality, 1913
The Philosophical Basis of Biology, 1931
Materialism, 1932
The Philosophy of a Biolog;ist, 1935

(G) MODERN PHILOSOPHERS

MOORE, GEORGE EDWARD (1873- ).

Pnncipia Ethica, 1903
Ethics, 1912
Philosophical Studies, 1922

Moore stands with Russell as bemg the most influential philo-
sopher of the day as far as the layman is concerned He wntes
m an adimrably clear and incisive style, with the clarity and
coolness of the Cambridge atmosphere
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SCHILLER, FERDINAND CANNING SCOTT (1864-1937)
Riddles of the Sphinx^ 1891 (revised 1910)
Humanism^ 1903 (2nd ed e:^arged, 1912)
Studies in Humanism^ 1907
Plato or Protagoras^ 1908
Formal LogiCy 1912
Problems of Belief 1924,

and other works

He may be taken with Moore as being anti-systematic

ALEXANDER, SAMUEL (1859- )

Moral Order and Progress

y

1889
Lockey 1908
The Basis ofRealisMy 1914
SpacOy Time and Deityy 1920
Spinoza and Timey 1921
Art and Materialy 1925
Beauty and other Forms of ValuCy 1933

McTAGGART, JOHN McTAGGART ELLIS (1866-1925).
Studies in the Hegelian Dialectic

y

1896
Studies tn Hegelian Cosmology

y

1901
Some Dogmas of Religion

y

1906
A Commentary on HegeVs Logic, 1910
The Nature of Existence, Vol I, 1921, II, 1927
Philosophical Studies, ed S V Keehng, 1934
Life, by G L Dickinson, 1931
C D Broad, Examination <f McTaggarfs Philosophy, 1933.

McTaggart, who was one of the ^^systematic®’ philosophers of
the present century, might also have been mduded among the
Hegehans, for his whole thought was influenced by his prolonged
and intimate study of the Hegehan system He represents, as a
continental critic has put it, the extreme Hegehan ‘left” in
England he stands, that is (unlike, for instance, Green or Gaird),
for an Ideahsm free from any close relation with or sympathy
for Christian theology and the Christian traditions, non-rehgiousm temper, and pluralistic rather than monistic In the latter
respect McTaggart’s system is in striking contrast to those of
Bradley or Bosanquet, the absolutists of their day All his workmg
life was passed at Cambridge
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H
Three writers who have different claims to be included

in this part of the bibhography may be grouped together
here, though they have httle in common. Two of them had
original minds, and yet they were rather populansers than
profound original thinkers

READS, WILLIAM WINWOOD (1838-75)
Tht Martyrdom of Man, 1872—^the most vigorous expression

of “anti-God” opimon in the mneteenth century
Reade is, however, a much less considerable person than the

other two

BUTLER, SAMUEL (1835—1902)
Philosophical and Sciennfic Writings

The Fair Haven, 1873
Life and Habit, 1877
Evolution, Old and New, 1879
Unconscious Meimoy, 1880
Luck or Cunmng, 1886.

Essays and Criticism:

Alps and Sanctuaries, 1881
Ex Voto, 1887
The Authoress of the Odyssey, 1897
Essays on Life, Art and Science, 1903
Selectionfrom Notebooks, 1912.

Novels*
Erewhon, 1872
Erewhon Revisited, 1901
The Way ofAll Flesh, 1903
Lfe, by H Festmg Jones, 1920

Butler’s own account of his family, m The Way ofAll Flesh and
elsewhere, is severely handled by Mrs R S Garnett, m Samuel
Butler and his Family Relations, 1926 There is a general critical

study by Gilbert Carman, 1915; andGEM Jozud’s Samuel BuUer,
*925j gives a critical exposition by a plulcMopher of Butler’s
bdiefs and theories
Samuel Butler’s wit and ingenmty are as undeniable as his

crankiness, and he had a style which gave an appearance of
briUiance or wisdom to what was sometimes merely silly or wil-
fully perverse Yet there was wisdom mingled with the crankiness
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and perversity, and the Notebooks and novels particularly have
set many other minds working.

CARPENTER, EDWARD (1844-1929)
Narcissus and other papers

,

1873
Towards Democracy^ 1883, complete edition, 1913
England's Ideal and other papers^ 1887
Civilisation^ its Cause and Cure^ 1889, enlarged, 1921.

Angels^ Wings

^

1898
Lovers Coming ofAge

^

1903
The Art of Creation^ 1904
The Drama of Love and Deaths 1912
The Healing of Nations^ 1915
Towards Industrial Freedom^ 1917
Fagan and Christian Creeds, 1920
My Days and Dreams autobiographical notes, 1916

E Lewis

—

Edward Carpenter an exposition and an appreciation,

1915
A H Sime

—

Edward Carpenter his ideas and ideals, 1916
T Swan

—

Edward Carpenter, the man and his message, 1922
Carpenter’s attitude was a queer mixture of Wlutman and

D H Lawrence, with sunny gods, however, instead of dark ones
His soaalism was communistic, anti-property, government in its

decay was to be replaced by the reign of love here a mixture of
Whitman and Henry George, the American who wrote the once
famous Progress and Poverty The following extract from Towards
Democracy will give some idea of his poetic method

XXX

[Describes the figure of the splendid, free, sun-browned
working man, and ends ]

And this IS one of the slowly unfolded meanings of Demo-
cracy

XXXI

The word travels on—^and shall travel on
A few countries shall not exhaust the meaning of it In

you and me too, inevitably, its meanmgs wait their un-foldmg
No old laws, precedents, combinations ofmen or weapons,

can retard it, no new laws, schemes, combinations, dis-

coveries, can hasten it, but only the new births withm the
Soul, you and me
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Sacred for this is the Day and sacred is the Night, sacred
are Life and Death because, O wonderful, of this

When Yes has once been pronounced In that region, then
the No ofmillions is nothing at all, then fire, the stake, death,
ridicule, and bitter extermmation, are of no avail whatever.
When the ideal has once alighted, when it has looked forth

from the windows with ever so passing a glance upon the
Earth, then we may go in to supper, you and I, and take our
ease—the rest will be seen to.

When a new desire has declared itself within the human
heart, when a fresh plexus is formmg among the nerves

—

then the revolutions of nations are already decided, and his-

tones unwritten are written
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An excellent guide to the work especially of the lesser

poets of the penod is Alfred H Miles Poets and Poetry of
the Century^ which was published first in the nineties and
afterwards in a new edition in 1905-6 (12 volumes) This
IS an anthology with introductory biographical notes and
critical essays, many ofwhich are ofgreat value For the latest

poets mentioned here, see the four volumes of Georgian Poetry^

pubhshed from 1912 onwards Other anthologies which may
be noted are The OxfordBook of Victorian Verse and—^in part—
The Oxford Book of English Verse, Victorian Jfarrative Verse

(ed Charles Wilhams), Lyra Heroica (ed W E Henley),
and the two senes of Poems of To-day The most famous
Victonan Anthology, The Golden Treasury ofEnglish Songs and
Lyrics, (ed F Palgrave), in its onginal form contained no-
thing by Victonan poets, but Palgrave afterwards added a
Second Series and there are varying supplements by other
hands in some later editions published after the copynght
expired Chamberses Cyclopaedia of English Literature may be
nientioned again here (see general introduction to this

bibliography) There are also the later volumes of Ward’s
English Poets One or other of these anthologies is likely to

provide further examples of the work of poets whose books
are not now easily obtainable, but a few poems or extracts
from poems are quoted below under their authors’ names
either because of their unfamihanty or for the purpose of
illustrating marked characteristics ofthe poets or of the age
To the cnttcal essays in Miles, Chambers and Ward men-

tioned above may be added the last chapter in O Elton’s
The English Muse, and the special cntical works noted below
under the names of their sulyects Lascelles Abercrombie’s
Poetry, Its Music and Meaning, may be consulted as an intro-
duction to Prosody.
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For convenience this section ofthe bibliography is divided

into five, and the poets are arranged roughly in order of
birth

(A) THE OLDER GENERATION
W S Landor, R E Landor, Mrs Hemans, Hood,
W M Praed, Martin Tupper

(B) THE EARLY AND MID-VICTORIANS
Ebenezer Elliott, Thomas Cooper, Gerald Massey,
W Barnes, Beddoes, R H Home, R S Hawker,
Tennyson, F Tennyson, Charles Tennyson Turner,
FitzGerald, E B Browmng,R Browmng, Ferguson,
de Vere, P J Bailey, A H Clough, M Arnold,
Jean Ingelow, W Cory, T E Brown, DobeU,
Alexander Smith

(C) THE PRE-RAPHAELITES AND AFTER
Wilham Alhngham, D G Rossetti, C Rossetti,

R W Dixon, W Moms, Swmbume, Watts-Dunton,
P B Marston, W B Scott, T Woolner

(D) THE LATE VICTORIANS
(I) Locker-Lampson, A Dobson, A Lang, W E
Henley, Newbolt
(II) Dolben, G M Hopkins, Coventry Patmore, F.

Thompson, L Johnson, Ahce Meynell
(III) James Thomson (“BV ”), W S Blunt, R.
Bridges, W Sharp, John Davidson, W Watson,
A E Housman, H Trench, L Binyon, Lord Alfred

Douglas, W B Yeats, “M ”, E Dowson.

(E) THE GEORGIANS
T Sturge Moore, W H Davies, Ralph Hodgson,

De la Mare, G Bottomley, W W Gibson, Mase-

field, E Thomas, H Monro, J Freeman, A Noyes,

L Abercrombie, Drinkwater, J Stephens, Flecker,

Squire, Brooke
See also under

History (Macaulay)
Travel (Doughty)
Theology (Keblc, I Williams, Newman, Neale, Bright)

Philosophy (E Carpenter)

Drama (Talfourd, Henry Taylor, Tom Taylor, Wilde, S

Philhps, L Housman, J M Synge).
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Novels (Peacock, G Klingsley, G Eliot, the Brontes, Thacke-
ray, Lover, Hewlett, Hardy, Meredith, Stevenson, Kipling,
Moore, Galsworthy, Sinclair, Middleton, Mackenzie,
Cannan

ChildrerCs Books (Rands, Macdonald, E Nesbit)

Cnitctsm and Essays (Leigh Hunt, Ruskin, “Vernon Lee**,
Symons, Traill, Myers, Gosse, Belloc, Chesterton,
Banng)

Nonsense and Parody^ Humour and Light Verse {passim)

(A) THE OLDER GENERATION

LANDOR, WALTER SAVAGE (1775^1864)
Gebtr^ 1798 (revised 1803)
Count Julian^ i8ii2

Imaginary Conversations

,

1824-9 (a-O-d later, see below)
Citation and Examination of William Shakespeare^ 1834 (another

imaginary conversation, based on the legend of Sh^es-
peare*s deer-steahng)

Pericles and Aspasia, 1836
The Pentameron^ 1837 (more imaginary conversations)
Works

^

1846
Hellenics, 1847 (revised 1859)
Last Fruit off an Old Tree, 1853.
Dry Sticks Faggoted, 1858
Imaginary Conversations (m The Athenamm), 1861-2
Heroic Idylls, 1863
Last Poems, 1863
Letters and Unpublished Writings, ed S Wheeler, 1897-9
Walter Savage Landor, Last Days, Letters and Conversations, ed

H S Minchm, 1934
There is no absolutely complete edition of Landor, but the

edition of 1927-36, edited first by T Earle Welby and later by
S Wheeler, contains all his works with a few insignificant ex-
ceptions It is, however, very expensive There is a reasonably
full edition m the Life and Works, ed Forster, 1876, and another
by C G Crump, 1891-2 There are Selections from the Poetry
in the Golden Treasury Senes, and from the Imaginary Conversations
in the World's Classics, with excellent cntical mtroductions by
Colvin and E de Selincourt respectively
The best biographical and cntical studies are byJohn Forster,

1869, and S Colvin, 1881. See also Minchin, above
Landor’s poetry has been discussed in the previous volume,
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and his prose in the introduction to this volume. For first reading

Pericles and Aspasia may be particularly recommended and some
of the Imaginary Conversations

^

e g , those which typify the tendei,

romantic element in him {AEsop and Rhodope, Tiberius and Vipsama)^

the easy argument between friendly equals of the conversation

between William Penn and Peterborough, and the critical conver-

sations between Southey and Landor on Milton and between Southey

and Porson on Wordsworth

LANDOR, ROBERT EYRES (1781-^1869)

Count Arezziy 1823 (Verse Drama
)

The Earl ofBrecon, Faith!*s Fraud, The Ferryman, 1841 (Verse
Dramas )

The Impious Feast (1 e Belshazzar’s), 1828

The Fawn of Sertonus, 1846 (Prose )

The Fountain of Arethusa, 1848 (Prose)

Robert Eyres Landor has been unjustly overshadowed by his

elder brother There is a volume of selections from his prose and
verse, with a biographical and critical introduction by Enc
Partndge, 1927 This will serve the student very well, since there

is no collected edition, and the separate volumes are not easy to

obtam R E Landor had considerable gifts as a closet dramatist

(his plays were not written to be acted), and as poet and prose-

wnter, and much of his brother’s discipline, but the lyrical grace

and the epigrammatic power are not so fully developed The
following from The Impious Feast may illustrate his poetic gift

No more to soft and amorous songs we hear
The lute or viol sounding by the stream,

With distant murmunngs in the large-leaved shade
Their vessels and their flowery crowns half-twmed,

Are all deserted, on the groimd they he
With scattered robes stamed red in wme and blood

The champion casts his challenge on the wind,
And turns his chariot wheels m haste to fly.

The wrestler leaves his garland where he stood;

The priest forsakes his Gk)d, the victim sprmgs
From off the altar, trappmgs, standards, beds

Are mixed and overthrown^ O now for wings*

Now for the gnffin’s scales—the swallow’s speed

—

So to escape above the infimte heads

Of tardier multitudes confused* The steed,

Wild with their cries, bursts through—^Belshazzar spreads
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His slaughters thick behind him, till the star

Is bnghtemng where the blue hght fades, abroad

By many an inroad deep, we trace his car

Dnvmg their flocks m heaps

The Fawn of Sertorvus is a charmingly told tale, some of it is m
dialogue form, but the following extract is more characteristic

“In stoopmg to pick up wisdom, we have dropped some
“gracefiil absurdities which pleased us better and which were
“not always without their use We have exiled such dehcate

“people as the Nymphs and Dryads from our compamonship,

“to make room for many ugly reahties Superstition, while

“overshadowing this Oscan source of a himdred fountains

“from curiosity, protected it also from every other vulgar

“intrusion It was said that the sun never shone upon its

“waters, and that the winds never stirred them That the

“cool element was so chaste as to endure contact with neither

“air nor fire That till it had left its sanctuary, and descended

“for human use to the world below, it might be neither

“tasted nor touched Nature had, indeed, secured it from the

“sun’s rays by placing it northward of the mountains; and
“against grosser profanation, by penmttmg no more paths

“to It than one Never had human footstep approached

“through any other way, and this was closed from careless

“or irrchgious mtrusion by a sanctuary scarcely less sacred

“than itsdf
”

HEMANS, FELICIA DOROTHEA (1793-1835)
The Forest Sanctucay, 1825
Records of Women, 1828
Songs of the Affections, 1830
CoUected Works, 1839

Mrs Henoans barely comes mto the period, but her poetry is

characteristic of the rather unregulated sensibility and enthusiasm

of the minor hterature of the thirties and forties She had a
genume poetic gift, and her own wntmg is seldom weak, but she

had a dangerous facihty Her personal charm is best seen in the

letters prmted in the Memorials ofMrs Hemans, by H F Ghorley,

1836 There is also an edition of her poetical works, with a me-
moir, by W M Rossetti, 1873. Her most famous poems, Casct-

buaica, The Graves ofa Household, and The Better Land, hardly give

a fair account of her work, better examples are Desponderuy and

Aspiration, The Treasures of the Deep, and The Hour of Death.
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HOOD, THOMAS (1799-1845)

The only poet except Beddoes (see p 227) with real quality

between Keats and Tennyson, and with an unusual combination

ofcomic and serious genius Too much of his time was necessanly

spent on hack-work, but even of this there is little which is en-

tirely without value His serious poetry has, on the whole, been

ousted by his comic, but the Ode to Autumn is a fine piece of work

The Song of the Shirt, a bitter protest against sweated labour, first

appeared m Punch in 1843 Of his other graver poems, Eugene

Aram is perhaps the best known
Odes and Addresses (with John Hamilton Reynolds), 1825

The Plea of the Midsummer Fairies, 1827

Whims and Oddities, 1826, 1827

Comic Annuals, 1830-9 (re-issued as Hood’s Own)

Up the Rhine, 1839
Complete Works, 1862, 1869, 1882-4

Much of Hood’s work appeared m The London Magazine, of

which he was sub-editor 1821—3, The Mew Monthly Magazine,

of which he was editor 1841-3, Hood’s Monthly Magazine and

Punch
A (not good) by his son and daughter was published

in i860 The biographical and critical sketch by Canon Ainger,

pubhshed as preface to a selection of the humorous poems in

1897, IS good

PRAED, WINTHROP MAGKWORTH (1802-39)

Collected Poemsy
edited by Derwent Golendge, 1864

Political and Occasional Poemsy
ed Sir George Young, 1888

Praed was the first and perhaps the most brilliant writer ofhght

verse and vers de societi m the period, the master of Locker-

Lampson, Lang, Dobson, Galverley, Seaman and others It is not

only as a comic versifier, however, that he is important in the

poetic tradition, for his experiments m metre did much to break

the old prosodic fetters

TUPPER, MARTIN (iSio-Bg)

ProverbialPhilosophyy 1838 (expanded intofour senes, 1839-76)

My Life as an Authory 1886

Tapper was not a poet, but his flat lines have become proverbial

in more than one sense, and he deserves to be recorded as one of

the remarkable phenomena of the mneteenth centuiy Andrew
Lang dealt fairly and wittily with him in his Letters to Dead

Authors A specimen of his rhymed verse, with comments, may be
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found in Thackeray’s essay On Alexandrines^ in Roundabout Papers

The following extracts will serve as examples of his usual manner,

which has the sententiousness of Polonius without his share of

wisdom
(i) To aim at thine own happiness, is an end idolatrous and

evil,

In earth—^yea, in heaven, if thou seek it for itself, seeking

thou shalt not find

Happiness is a roadside flower, growing on the highways
of Usefulness,

Plucked, it shall wither in thy hand, passed by, it is fra-

grance to thy spirit

(Contrast Blake’s He that bends to himself a joy )

(f2) Choose thy fnend discreetly, and see thou consider his

station.

For the graduated scale of ranks accordeth with the ordm-
ance of heaven

If a low compamon ripen to a friend, in full sunshine ofthy

confidence,

Know that for old age thou hast heaped up sorrow

(B) THE EARLY AND MID-VICTORIANS

ELLIOTT, EBENEZER (1781-1849)
Corndaw Rhymes^ 1831
Collected Works

^

1876
Elliott expressed with passion the emotions and convictions

which were behind the Chartist movement He was of it, soul and
body Two other poets who were defimtely but less centrally in

that movement should be mentioned with him, though they were
younger men and the best work of one was not in poetry but in

his autobiography Thomas Cooper and Gerald Massey

COOPER, THOMAS (1805-92)
The Purgatory of Suicides

^

1845
The Paradise of Martyrs, 1873
Poetical Works, 1877

Cooper also wrote tales and sermons, but his most memorable
book is none of these nor of his poems, but The Life of Thomas
Cooper written by himself 1872, one of the best of nineteenth*

century autobiographies
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MASSEY, GERALD (1828-1907)

was consciously a kind of Alton Locke (see Charles Kingsley)

m real life His poems are sometimes too poetical, and his later

work IS vaguely mystical and unsatisfactory, but he had a touch

of the true fire

Poems and Chansons^ 1848
Voices of Freedom and Lyrics of Love^ 1850
The Ballad of Babe Christabel^ 1854
Complete Poetical Works

^

with memoir by Samuel Smiles, 1861

My Lyrical Life (1 e his chief poems, collected by his daughter
Ghnstabel), 1899,

and many other books

BARNES, WILLIAM (1801-86)

Poems of Rural Life in the Dorset Dialect^ 1844, 2nd collection

(Hwomely Rhymes)^ 1859, 3rd collection, 1863, three
collections with a glossary, 1879

Poems ofRural Life in common English^ 1868
Barnes’s exquisite lyrics are almost the only poems in Enghsh

dialect which are worthy to be set beside the numerous Scottish

poems of the same kind There is a good essay on him in Sir

Arthur Quiller Couch’s The Poet as Citizen^ and a selection of his

poems, with an introduction by Thomas Hardy, appeared m
1908

BEDDOES, THOMAS LOVELL (1803-49)

The Brides^ Tragedy^ 1822
Death^s Jest-Book (begun in 1825, pubhshed 1850-1, with

memoir by T F Kelsall)

Poems

^

ed Gosse, 1890 (and new edition, 1928)
Letters^ ed Gosse, 1894
Complete Poetical Works

^

ed H W Donner, 1935
In spite of the dramatic form and the date of most of Beddoes’s

work, his place seems to be here His life and works are exhaust-

ively studied m the two volumes by H W Donner

—

The Browning

Box and Thomas Lovell Beddoes Lytton Strachey’s chapter m
Books and Characters—The Last Elizabethan—^and the volume of

selections with a critical preface by F L Lucas in the Poets in

series, 1932, may be recommended as an introduction He
was addicted to the macabre, and he has more than a touch of
Webster
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HORNE, RICHARD HENRY or HENGIST (1803^4)
Cosmo de Media, The Death of Marlowe (plays), 1837
Orion, 1843 (An epic in ten books )

A New Spirit of the Age, 1844 (CnUcal studies of contempo-
raries, note that Elizabeth Barrett had a hand in the
book),

and other works Home is a “poetical” poet, with little ong-
inahty or force, and his plays illustrate that dead mutation of old
forms which paralysed playwriting at this period

HAWKER, ROBERT STEPHEN (1803-75)
Records of the Western Shore, 1832 and 1836
The Quest of the Sangraal, 1864
Collected Poems, 1879 and 1899
Footprints ofFormer Men in Far Cornwall, 1870 (prose articles).

Hawker was a character as well as a poet His life, by S Banng-
Gould—Hawker of Morwenstow—^was first published in 1875 (this

IS the standard life, 2ifterwards much corrected and revised), and
there was also a life by F G Lee, 1876 One of his poems, And
shall Trelawney dte^, deceived Macaulay and others into supposing
It to be a traditional song

TENNYSON, ALFRED, LORD (1809-92)
Poems by Two Brothers (really three—^Alfred, Charles and

Frederick), 1827
”

Poems, chiefly Lyrical, 1830
Poems, 1833
Poems, 1842
The Princess, 1847
In Memoriam, 1850
Maud, 1855
Idylls of ihe King, 1859, 1869, 1872, 1885
Enoch Arden, 1864
Ballads and Poems, 1880
Ttresias, 1885.
Locksley Hall Sixty Tears After, 1886
Demeter, 1889
The Death of Oenone, 1892

Tennyson also wrote plays which, like those of Browmng, are
mteresting rather because he wrote them than for their intrinsic

value, they belong to the class of usually imdramatic poetic plays,
of which the nineteenth century produced many The Cup, 1881,
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and BeckeU 1884, were both successful on the stage, but their

success was mainly due to Irving’s acting

The official life by Hallam, Lord Tennyson, is unsatisfactory

because of its smoothness There is, in fact, no full and satisfactory

biographical and criUcal study Mr Harold Nicolson’s is readable
and stimulating, but in parts facile

There is a good edition of the 1842 Poems by A M D Hughes
and a valuable commentary on In Memonam by A G Bradley.

T S Eliot’s IntroducUon to the Everyman Tennyson (reprinted in

his Essays Ancient and Modern) is also ofvalue, and so is W P Ker’s

in his Collected Essays Vol I

A note should be added on the two brothers of Tennyson,
mentioned above Charles wrote some lovely sonnets, and
Frederick would stand much higher in popular estimation if he
had possessed a different surname

Frederick Tennyson (1807-98) published Days and Hours

(1854), The Isles of Greece (1890—^part published in

1870), Daphne and Other Poems (1891), Poems of the Day
and Tear (1895, including some of Days and Hours)

Charles Tennyson—^who took the additional name of Turner
—(1808-79) is best represented in the Collected Sonnets

published in 1880, which has also a biographical sketch

by his nephew and a critical introduction by James
Speddmg

FITZGERALD, EDWARD (1809-83)
Euphranor, 1851 (afterwards much enlarged)—a dialogue on

education and life, exquisitely written

Salaman and Absal, 1856 (translated from the Persian)

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam^ 1859
The Rubaiyat stanzas are by no means a literal translation, the

work of E Heron Allen may be consulted on this point There
were four editions, continually revised and added to, usually for

the worse, though on the whole the first edition is not the best

Under the influence of his age FitzGerald tned to make the

thought profounder, and wished to clear up what he feared

might be obscurities, and in so domg a httle mjured the atmos^

phere and the mood, removing the suggestion of mystery and
remoteness At the same time his Rubaiyat appealed to the moral
wearmess fashionable in some circles in the second half of the

century, and it consequently obtained and still retains a popular

reputation higher than that of his noble versions of some of the

plays of Calderon, of which Such Stuff as Dreams are made of {La
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Vida es Sueno) should be especially noted Six Dramas of Calderon

(not including this) appeared in 1853, and it would perhaps be

true to say of them, as of his better known work^ that they are

re-creations rathei than liteial renderings He was also one of the

greatest of Enghsh letter-writers, see especially

—

Letters and Litei ary Remains {td W Aldis Wright), 1902-3
Letters to Fanny Kemble^ 1895
More Letters

y

1901

BROWNING, ELIZABETH BARRETT (1806-61)

The Seraphim and other Poems

y

1838
Poemsy 1844
Sonnetsfrom the Portugiiesey 1850
Casa Quidi Windows

y

1851
Aurora Leighy 1857
Poems bfore Congress

y

i860
Last Poems

y

1862
Poetical WorkSy 6 vols

, 1890

BROWNING, ROBERT (1812-1889)
Pauliney 1833
ParacelsuSy 1835
Strafford (play), 1837
SordellOy 1840
A Blot in the Scutcheon (play), 1843
Colombe^s Birthday (play), 1844*
Bells and Pomegranates

y

1841-46 and 1848
Christmas Eve and Easter Dajy 1850
Men and WomeUy 1855
Dramatis Personae

y

1864
The Ring and the Booky 1868-9
Balaustion^s AdventurCy Prince HohenstieUSchwangaUy 1871
Fifine at the Fairy 1872.
Aristophanes^ Apology, 1875
Dramatic Idylls, 1879, 1880.
AsolandOy 1889,

and other volumes
There was a 6-volume collected edition in 1868, and a 17-

volume edition in 1888-90 The best edition is that in two
volumes, with a few explanatory notes by Sir Frederic Kenyon,
published now by Macmillan

It is impossible to separate the biographies of the Brownings,
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no foil critical study ofMrs Browning can be selected for mention,
but there is some incidental criticism of her work m some of the
books mentioned below
Biography and Criticism

Mrs Sutherland Orr, Life and Letters ofRobert Brownings 1891
(new ed 1 908)

Letters of Elizabeth Barrett Brownings ed Kenyon, 1897
The Love-Letters of Robert Browning and Elizabeth Barrett ed

Kenyon, 1899
Letters ofElizabeth Barrett Browning to her Sister

^

ed L Huxley,
1929

From Robert and Elizabeth Brownings ed W R Benet, 1936
Letters between Robert Browning and Julia Wedgewood, ed

Richard Curie, 1937
G K Chesterton Brownings 1903
H C Minchin and W Hall Griffin Brownings 1910
Osbert Burdett The Brownings^ 1928
Paul de Reul Vart et la pensee de Brownings 1929
Mrs Sutherland Orr A Handbook to Brownings 1885 (and

later revised editions)

This IS still obtainable, but it has been largely super-
seded by a recent very full commentary

—

W C DeVane A Browning Handbook^ ^935
Both these handbooks are trustworthy, and contam
biographical information as well as critical explanation
and comment on individual poems

FERGUSON, SIR SAMUEL (i8io-86)
Lays of the Western Gael^ 1865
Congaly 1872
Poems^ 1880
Hibernian Nights^ Entertainments^ 1887 (prose tales based on

early Insh history)

Ferguson^s enthusiasm for Irish antiquity, as well as the
quality of his poetry, makes him one of the forerunners of the
Gaelic renaissance of the end of the century There is a certain

spirit and vigour in his poems, often reconstructions of the bardic
tales, but to the modern reader the style smacks too much of that
false antique (“Wardour Street”) which makes so much Victorian
verse and sometimes even prose, tedious—^in Tennyson, Moms
and in Butcher and Lang’s Odyssey The followmg extract from
Conary will give an idea of his manner the poem—^which may
be convemently read in Victorian Narrative Verse (ed Charles
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Williams)—^is an adaptation of an old Irish tale, Togail Brutdin

Da Dergae
Said Ingcel, shall know him, when I see

That pale remorseful visage by and by.

And that same brooch and sword-hilt shall be mine
What of the mne^”

‘‘The nine he sat among
Were men of steadfast looks, that at his word,
So seemed it me, would stay not to inquire
Whose kmdred were they he might bid them slay

“Knowest thou, oh friend, the serviceable nxne^’’

^T know them also,** answered Ferragon
“Of them *tis said they never slew a man
For evil deed, and never spared a man
For good deed, but, as ordered, duteous, slew
Or slew not Shun that nine, unless your heads
Be cased in casquets made of adamant.
Else shall the corpse of many a vahant man
Now present, on Da-Derga*s threshold he **

“Nme for his nme'** said IngceL “Think not thou
By tongue-drawn dangers and deterrent phrase
Exaggerate, to shake my settled soul

From that which is my right Say on what next^**

“A bench of three thick-hair’d, and equal-long
The hair on poll and brow Black cloaks they wore.
Black their sword-sheaths, their hafted lances black.
Fair men, withal, themselves, and ruddy-brown

The majority of readers may find the deterrent phrase occur-
ring too often, but the poem will appeal to the lover ofthe heroic,

and there is a swmg about it

DE VERE, AUBREY (1814-1902)
Poetry

The Waldenses and other Poems

^

1842
The Search after Proserpine and other Poems

^

1843
Intsfatl^ a Lyrical Chronicle of Ireland^ 1862
The Legends of St Patrick^ 1872
Poetical WorJ^, 1884
Legends and Records of the Church and Empire^ 1887
Mediaeval Records and Sonnets^ 1893
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Prose
English Murule and Irish Misdeeds^ 1848
Essays^ chiefly on Poetry^ 1887
Essays^ chiefly Literary and Ethical^ 1889

De Vere was a graceful poet and a discerning cntic He also

wrote his Recollections (1897), which have great value for literary

biography There is a memoir by Wilfnd Ward, 1904 That he
was considerably read is proved by a new edition of his Poetical

Works (5 vol )
in 1897, together with his dramas, Mary Tudor

^

Julian the Apostate^ and The Duke of Mercia^ and another of ius

sonnets, with three volumes of prose, 1 1 volumes in all His poems
are grouped under such titles as Poems Classical and Meditative^

The Legends of Ireland's Heroic Age, Legends of the Saxon Saints The
following extract from Inisfail is fairly representative.

She died in the convent on Ina’s height

I saw her the day that she took the veil

As slender she stood as the Paschal light,

As tall and slender and bright and pale^

I saw her, and dropp’d as dead bereaven
Is earth when her holy ones leave her for heaven
Her brother fell in the fight at Beigh
May they plead for me, both, on my dying dayl

BAILEY, PHILIP JAMES (1816-1902)

Festus, 1839 (recast and enlarged until in the iith edition,

1889, It stretched to 40,000 words)
The Angel World and other Poems, 1850
The Mystic and other Poems, 1855
The Universal Hymn, 1867

Bailey wrote other works, of which only The Age, a colloquial

satire (1858), need be mentioned here

The early Festus was extremely popular it was a long poem
even then, justifying the ways of God to man on the basis of

umversahsm and using the Faust legend for its purpose Tenny-
son’s recommendation ofit to FitzGerald in 1846 is worth quotmg*
“Order it and read you will most hkely find it a great bore, but

there are really very grand things in Festus ” The later poems were
not well received, and Bailey crammed great blocks of them into

successive editions of Festus, which grew to twice its ongmal size

and became unreadable
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CLOUGH, ARTHUR HUGH (1819-61)
The Bothie of Tober-na-Vuohch^ 1848
Amours de Voyage^ 1849
Ambarvaha (with Thomas Burbndge), 1849
DipsychuSy 1850
Poems

^

with memoir by F T Palgrave, 1862
Poems and Prose Remains

^

with Life by Mrs Clough, 1869
Clough’s introspective conscientiousness, encouraged first by

his traimng under Arnold at Rugby and later by his temporary
connection with the Oxford Movement, led to an uncertainty
about the meamng and purpose of the umverse which combines
strangely in his poetry with sharp wit and observation Some of
his diffeient moods may be seen in The Bothie^ The Pfevo Decalogue
and Say not the Struggle nought Avaxleth

ARNOLD, MATTHEW (1822-88)
Poetry

The Strayed Reveller^ and other Poems (by “A ”), 1849
Empedocles on Etna^ and other Poems (by ‘‘A 1852
Poems

^ 1853
Poems^ ^855
Merope (a tragedy in Greek form), 1858
JVew Poems^ 1867
Collected Poems^ 1869, 1877, 1885, 1890

Prose
Arnold’s critical writings appeared from about 1862 onwards

The theological volumes may be passed over, though Literature
and Dogma, 1873, influential m its time they were always
superficial and now they are out ofdate, but the hterary and social
criticism should always retain its value Most of the hterary
criticism will be found in the two series of Essays in Criticism, 1865
and 1888 There is historical mterest, too, in the amateurish On the

Study of Celtic Literature, 1867 The social criticism is at its bestm

—

Culture and Anarchy, 1869
Friendship's Garland, 1871
Mixed Essays, 1879

Much of his thought may also be seen in the Letters (ed G W
E Russell, 1 895)? Letters to Arthur Hugh Clough (ed H F Lowry,
1933) and Notebooks (1902)
There is no complete biography or entirely satisfactory study

The edition of the Poems in the Oxford edition of Standard Poets
contains also his exposition of his ideas on poetry, and is to be
recommended
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INGELOW, jean (1820-97)
Poems, 1863, 18765 1885

Jean Ingelow is lemembeied by a few poems and, peihaps
unfairly, bv Calveiley^s parody She also wrote novels whidb
contain wit and poetic feeling, but are not well constructed Off
lixQ, Skelhgs, 1872, and Don John, 1881, are the best High Tide
ofi the Const of Lincolnshtts is not only one of the best-known but
also one of the best of her poems

GORY, WILLIAM JOHNSON (1823-92)
lomca, 1858 (enlarged 1891)
Extracts from Letters and Journals, selected and arranged bv

F W Cornish, 1897
Cory’s own lyric gift was exquisite, and as a schoolmaster he

fostered poetry where he found it in his pupils His Heraclitus is

condemned by some modern critics, but it is a characteristic poem

BROWN, THOMAS EDWARD (1830-97)
Fo^Psle Tarns, 1881
The Doctor, and other Poems, 1887
The Manx Witch, and other Poems, 1889
Old John, 1893
Collected Poems, 1900
Letters, with memoir by S T Irwin, 1900

T E Brown has become unfashionable, but if he was not very
profound nor very skilful, he had a gift of lyric utterance, an
acute perception of nature, and a certain courage of outlook
He is sometimes, perhaps, a little blatant, but if he deserves a
high place among the second-rate poets of the period, it is

precisely because he had rather more robustness than they

DOBELL, SYDNEY THOMPSON (1824-74)
The Roman, 1850 (under the pseudonym of“SydneyYendys”)
Balder, 1854
England tn Time of War, 1856
Collected Poetical Works, 1875
Collected Prose Works, 1876
Life and Letters, 1878

The tendency of Dobell and Alexander Smith (v infra) to an
exaggerated style provokedAytoun’s briUiantparodyFirmihan (see

under Humour), but there is much beauty in their verse,

especially the lyncs*
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SMITH, ALEXANDER (1830-67)
A Life Dtama, 1853
City Poems

^

1857
Edwin of Deira^ 1861

Dreamthorpe, 1863 (essays)

Last Leaves^ 1868 (miscellanies)

Smith has excellent descriptive passages in good middle prose

in his essays

(C) THE PRE-RAPHAELITES AND AFTER

ALLINGHAM, WILLIAM (1824-89)
Day and Night S^ngs, 1854 (2nd edition with additions, 1855)
Laurence Bloomfield in Ireland^ 1864

—“the epic of lush philan-

thropic landlordism” {DNB)
Complete Poetical Works

^

1888-93
Varieties in Prose, 1893

Allingham was in the Rossetti circle, and was also intimate
with Carlyle His best-known poem is Up the Airy Mountain

ROSSETTI, DANTE GABRIEL (Charles Gabriel Dante),
(1828-82)
The Early Italian Poets, 1861 (Tianslations )

Poems, 1870
Dante and his Circle, 1874
Ballads and Sonnets, 1881
W M Rossetti Family Letters and Memoir, 1895

Rossetti as Designer and Writer, 1889
Raskin, Rossetti and Pre-raphaelitism, 1899
Pre-raphaelite Dianes and Letters, 1900
Rossetti Papers, 1903

Rossetti's Letters to William Allingham, 1897
Rossetti’s Letters to his Publisher, ed O Doughty, 1928
R D Waller The Rossetti Family, 1824-54, 1932
Max Beerbohm Rossetti and his Circle, 1922 (Cartoons which

are in themselves witty criticisms )
Ford Madox Ford Ancient Lights (and other books ofremims-

cence F M Ford’s grandfather. Ford Madox Brown,
was himself one of the pre-Raphaehtes and there is a
good deal ofnot wholly trustworthy family tradition and
recollection in these books)

The biographies ofRossetti’s friends, especially Wilham Moms,
Birme-Jones and Swinburne, should be consulted
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The best recent study is by L WolfF, 1934, ^ Les grands knoams
Grangers This also contains a useful bibliography

ROSSETTI, CHRISTINA (1830-94)
Goblin Market and other Poems

^

1862
The Prince's Progress^ 1866

A Pageant^ 1881

Verses^ 1893
Xew Poems

^

1896
Complete Poetical Works, 1904

Also prose stories and devotional prose note especially—
Time Flies, 1885
The Face of the Deep, 1892
Life by Mackenzie Bell, 1898, critical and biographical study

by Dorothy Margaret Stuart, 1930

DIXON, RICHARD WATSON (1833-1900)
Chrisfs Company, 1861
Historical Odes, 1863
Mano, 1883
Odes and Eclogues, 1884
Lyrical Poems, 1886
Selected Poems, edited by Robert Bridges, 1896

Dixon was also an historian whose History of the Church ofEng-
landfrom the Abolition of the Roman Jurisdiction (1877-1900)13 a rec-

ognised authority His singularly beautiful character and cntical

power are revealed in his correspondence with Gerard Manley
Hopkins, ed G G Abbott, 1935 He was never a popular poet,

and is not much read now, but it seems hkely that there will be a
revival of interest in his work, though he will never be enthusiast-

ically acclaimed He was a member of William Morns^s circle

at Oxford, and was afterwards the fnend also of Robert Bridges,

who wrote a memoir for a collection of his poems in 1909

MORRIS, WILLIAM (1834-96)
Poetry

The Defence of Guenevere, and other Poems, 1858
The Lfe and Death of Jason, 1867
The Earthly Paradise, 1868—70
Love IS Enough, 1872
Sigurd the Volsung, 1876
Poems by the Way, 1891

Prose Tales and Romances
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The tales which appeared in The Oxford and Cambridge

Magazine in 1856 are included in ne Early Romances of
William Morris {Everyman Library)

A Dream of John Ball, 1888

Kews from Nowhere, 1890 (in book form, 1891)

The House of the Wolfings, 1889
The Roots of the Mountains, 1890
The Story of the Glittering Plain, 1890
The Wood beyond the World, 1894
Child Christopher and Goldihnd the Fair, 1895
The Well at the WorWs End, 1896
The Water of the Wondrous Isles, 1897
The Sundering Flood, 1898

Critical and Pohtical Papers and Speeches
The Aims of Art, 1887
Signs of Change, 1888

Morris’s translations, especially those from the Icelandic,

should also be mentioned
Complete edition, with introductions by his daughter, m 24

volumes, 1910-15, two additional volumes, 1936 These 26
volumes include much which is otherwise unobtainable, e g

,

other Socialist papers and the Journals of his visits to Iceland
The standard life IS byJ W Mackail, 1899 There is also a more

recent study by Paul Bloomfield which may be recommended,
and others by A C Benson, Glutton Brock, Bruce Glasier and
M Weekley See also Memorials of Edward Burne-Jones, by Lady
Burne-Jones
On die Kelmscott Press see

—

H Buxton Forman The Books of William Morns, 1897
S G Cockerell A Description of the Kelmscott Press, i8g8
H Halhday Sparhng The Kelmscott Press and William Morns,

Master-Craftsman, 1924

SWINBURNE, ALGERNON CHARLES (1837-1909^
Poems and Plays

The Q^een Mother and Rosamund, i860 (Plays)

Atalanta in Calydon, 1865 (Play in Greek form)
Chastelard, 1865 BothweU, 1874 Mary Stuart, 1881 (a tnlogy

of plays).

Poems and Ballads, 1866, 2nd senes, 1878, 3rd senes, 1889
A Song of Italy, 1867
Songs before Sunrise, 1871
Songs of Two Nations, 1875
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Erechtheus, 1876 (Play in Greek form)

Songs of the Springtides^ 1880

Studies in Song, 1880
• The Heptalogia, 1880 (Paiodies)

Titsiram of Lyonesse, 1882

A Century of Roundels, 1883

A Midsummer Holiday, 1884
Mmmo Faliero, 1885 (Play)

Locnne, 1887 (Play)

The Sisters, 1892 (Play)

Astrophel, 1894
The Tale of Bolen, 1896
Rosamund, Qp^een of the Lombards, 1899 (Play)

A Channel Passage, 1904
Collected Poems, 1904

Novel
A Tear'^s Letters, 1877 (rep as Love's Cross-Currents, 1905)

Cntical Essays and Studies

William Blake a Critical Essay, 1868
George Chapman a Critical Essay, 1874
Essays and Studies, 1875
A Note on Charlotte Bronte, 1877
A Study of Shakespeare, 1880
Miscellanies, 1886
A Study of Victor Hugo, 1886
A Study of Ben Jonson, 1889
Studies in Prose and Poetiy, 1894
The Age of Shakespeare, 1908
Shakespeare, 1909
Contemporaries of Shakespeare, 1919
Letters, ed E Gosse and T Wise, 1918

Swinburne’s cntical essays show an enthusiastic appreciation
of almost everything that he touched upon His comparative
judgments are always bnlliant, but his essays on individuals,
taken separately, would make every goose a swan or else a cor-
morant Nevertheless he is an invaluable critic, and his poetic
intuition enabled him to put his finger on what was essential
and characteristic in every person whom he wrote about His
prose style has all the fervour and abundance, the command of
word and phrase, the rushmg vigour of his poetry, and he was a
master of vituperation His highly individual manner sometimes
gives readers, when they read his work in long stretches, the
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effect of eating honey without bread, though this is not to imply
that he erred on the side of sweetness

The Life by Sir Edmund Gosse (1917)5 though not false, is too

guarded, the best studies are the two (the earlier in French, the

later, 1932, in English) by Georges Lafourcade See also T Earle

Welby, Swinburne^ I9I4> Harold Nicolson in English Men ofLetters

(1926) and Paul de Reul, VCEuvre de Swinburne (1922), though
the last IS largely superseded by Lafourcade Max Beerbohm’s
No 2 The Pines

^

in And Even Now^ throws an amusing and typically

Maxian sidelight on Swinburne and Watts Dunton, and see again
Max Beerbohm’s Rossetti and his Circle

WATTS-DUNTON, THEODORE (1832-1914)
The Coming of Love^ 1897

An over-rated poem, as his novel Aylwin^ 1898, was also over-

rated—^perhaps because both of them took so long to compose
Although he was a person of importance in his time, especially

as a cntic in The Athenaeum^ Watts-Dunton would probably be
forgotten altogether if his friendship for Swinburne, whom he
undoubtedly kept ahve, had not given him a reflected and not
altogether enviable immortahty There is some valuable matter
in his memories, Old Familiar Faces

^

1916
Life and Letters by T St E Hake and A Compton-Rickett,

1916

Three minor poets who were in the pre-Raphaelite group
may be included here

MARSTON, PHILIP BOURKE (1850-87)
—son ofJohn Westland Marston, 1819-90, the writer of poetic

plays which were collected in 1876
Song-^Tide and other Poems

^

1871,
and other volumes

Collected Poems^ with biographical sketch by Mrs Louise
Chandler Moulton, 1892

SCOTT, WILLIAM BELL (1811-90)
Hades^ and The Progress of the Mtnd^ 1838
The Tear of the Worlds 1846,
Poems^ 1854
Poemsy 1875
A Poefs Harvest Homey 1882 and 1893

Wilham Bell Scott was a painter and wrote books on art, but
though these are not without value he is likely to be remembered
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by a few spinted poems and by the Autobiographical Pfotes, edited

byW Mmto in 1892, which tell of his connection with Rossetti

WOOLNER, THOMAS (1825-92)

Unlike William Bell Scott, Woolner is more likely to be re-

membered by his sculpture—especially the fine, passionate bust

and medalhon of Tennyson—than by his poetry, yet this too is

characteristic My Beautiful Lady appeared first, in a short form,

in The Germ in 1850 and afterwards much enlarged in 1863 It is

pre-Raphaelite poetry Woolner’s other volumes include Pygmalion

1881, Silenus, 1884, and Poems, 1887, he is at his best in parts

of My Beautiful Lady, of which the extracts quoted in the intro-

duction here do not give a just notion, but even his best is only

the same sort of thing better done

(D) THE LATE VICTORIANS

I

Certain poets and men of letters may be considered to-

gether here, not because they form a real school or group,

but because they have certain charactenstics in common
(a) a strong interest in the techmcalities ofverse, particularly

in such Old French forms as the ballade and the rondeau,

(i) critical discernment, enjoyment and scholarship which
produced essays and editorial work often ofpermanent value

In one sense they may be called descendants ofW M Praed
(qv), and they have affimties with the pre-Raphaehtes,

but they are more scholarly than any of these and hghter in

touch The last two differ from the others and agree between
themselves by being in a sense representatives ofthe imperial-

ist sentiment of the end of the century

LOCKER-LAMPSON, FREDERICK (1821-95).
London Lyrics, 1857 and later

London Byrnes, 1882
Rowfant fyiymes, 1895

(ed )
Lyra Elegantiarum, 1867, enlarged editionm 1891.

Patchwork, 1879
My Confidences, 1896 (ed A Birrell)

Locker-Lampson is the most like Praed of these poets, the most
elegant and least substantial
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DOBSON, HENRY AUSTIN (1840-1921).

Poetry
Vignettes in Rkyme> 1873

Proverbs in Porcelain, 1877

At the Sign of the Lyre, 1885

Collected Poems, 1897 and 1913

Pjtosc

iim ofHogarth, 1879, enlarged 1891, Fielding 1883, Steele,

1886, Goldsmith, 1888, Horace Walpole, 1890, Richard-

son, 1902, Fanny Burney, 1903

Eighteenth-Century Vignettes (three senes), 1892, 1894, 1896

Side-Walk Studies, 1902

De Libris, 1908
Old Kensington Palace, 1910

A Bookman’s Budget, 1917
Later Essays, 1921,

and other volumes and editonal work

Dobson’s poetry is scarcely more than pleasantly graceful, but

his equally graceful prose covers a profound knowledge of eigh-

teenth-century literature and social history

LANG, ANDREW (1844-1912)

Poetry
Ballads and Lyrus of Old France, 1872

Ballades in Blue China, 1880, 1881

Helen of Troy, 1882

BJymes d la Mode, 1884
Grass of Parnassus, 1888

Ban and Arridre Ban, 1894
Collected Poems, 1923

Essays.

Letters to Dead Authors, 1886

Books and Bookmen, 1887
OldFriends (epistolary parody, e g , Harold Skunpole and the

Rev Charles Honcyman correspond, Mrs Proudie tens

Mrs Quiverful of Becky Sharp’s behaviour in Bar-

chester, Barry Lyndon telk of a meeting with Alan

Breck), 1890
Essays in Little, 1891 (and other collections of essays).

Adventures Among Books, 1905
The World of Homer, 1910

, t
(Note that the translations of the Iliad, 1883, by Lan^
Leaf and Myers and the Odyssey^ 1879, by Butcher and
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La^g are perhaps the most satisfactory prose translations
of Homer, in spite of their somewhat “ Wardour Street ”
archaism of language

)

Anthropology
Custom and Myth, 1884
Myth, Ritual and Religion, 1887 (revised, iSoq)
The Making of Religion, 1898

History
Pickle the Spy, 1897
The Companions of Pickle, 1898
Prince Charles Edward, 1900
History ofScotland, 1900-7 (and monographs)
The Maid of France, 1908

Biography
Life, Letters and Dianes of Sir Stafford Northcote, First Earl of

Iddesleigh, 1890
Life and Letters of John Gibson Lockhart, 1806

Novels
The Mark of Cain, 1886
The Disentanglers, 1902

Besides much penodical and editorial work, among which his
multi-coloured senes of fairy and other books for children should
be gratefully commemorated
Lang’s extraordinary vanety and quantity of production gives

an unjust impression of superficiahty He was in fact a senous
anthropologist whose theories and arguments have considerably
modified the views of professional anthropologists His knowledge
finds hghter expression in the two novels mentioned above he
was a senous histonan and biographer who did much onginal
research and he was a poetwho perhaps nussed greatness through
shyness of his ovra emotions

HENLEY, WILLIAM ERNEST (1849-1903)
Poetry
A Book of Verses, 1888
The Song of the Sword and other Verses, 1892, a second edition

with additions appeared as London VolurOanes, 1893
Poems, 1898 (a revision of the earher volumes)
For England’s Sake, 1900
Hawthorn and Lavender, IQOI
A Song of Speed, 1903

Prose

Much of Henley’s prose grew out of editonal work—he was
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editor of The KationdL Retvew and m that position en-

couraged his ypunger contemporanes, and he had a
mam hand in the senes of repubhcations of Tudor Trans-

lations His edition of Burns, with T F Henderson,

1896-7, should also be mentioned, it contains an essay

on Bums which was also published separately Views and

Reviews (1890) contains some of his penodical work and
his introductions arc included in the

—

Collected Works (6 vols ), 1908

Henley’s violence contrasts strongly with the delicacy of Austin

Dobson and often suggests weakness, but there is sometimes lync

beauty in his verse and there is real gusto in his prose cntiasin

And, as a set-off to his violence, he has the distinction ofbeing one

of the few of his time to see that Gilbert was vulgar

NEWBOLT, SIR HENRY JOHN (1862- )

Poetry
Admirals All, 1897
The Island Race, 1898
The Sailing of the Long Ships, 1902

Poems New and Old, 1912
Novels

The Old Country, 1906
The New June, 1909

Criticism

A New Study of English Poetry, 1917
Studus Green and Gray, 1926
New Paths on Helicon, 1927,

and many other books
My World as m My Time, 1932

Some of his verse contains the extreme of imperialistic senti-

ment

II

A second group of mid and late Victorian poets is con-

nected by their religion, which profoundly affected their

poetry, different though they were in many other respects

The austere restraint of Alice Meynell in both prose and

poetry makes her more akin to Chnstina Rossetti than to

Francis Thompsonin his exuberance, or to Coventry Patmore

in some of his moods both ofhuman and of ecstatic divine
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love, yet there is a religious kinship as well as a personal tic

uniting these three Lionel Johnson and Dolben, though he
had not been foimally receded into the Roman Church at
the time of his death, find their most natural place in the
same company A note on Gerard Manley Hopkins is added
for the sake of completeness, but the peculiar circumstances
of the publication of his work, as well as his tortured in-

dividuality of style, make it more convenient to consider
him fully in the next volume of this senes

DOLBEN, DIGBY MAGKWORTH (1848-67)
Poems

^

ed with a Memoir by Robert Bndges, igii
(A few are quoted in Bridges s anthology The Spirit of
Man

)

Dolben was a poet of promise, whom the piety of his fnend
Bndges has saved from obhvion See also Three Fnends^ by Robert
Bridges, 1932

HOPKINS, GERARD MANLEY (1844-89)
The poems of Hopkins, like those of Dolben, were published

through the pious care ofBndges, who introduced them gradually
to the knowledge of the pubhc, first through Miles’s Poets and
Poetry of the Century (1893), then through his own anthology. The
Spirit (f Man (1916), and then in a fairly complete edition with
notes (1918), which was enlarged m 1930 with an introduction
by Charles Williams
The Letters of Hopkins to Bndges and R W Dixon, contaimng

his critical opimons and his explanation of his practice, were
published in 1935, ed by C G Abbott His correspondence with
Coventry Patmore is promised at an early date

PATMORE, COVENTRY KERSEY DIGHTON (1823-96)
Poetry

Angel in the House The Betrothal^ 1854, The Espousals^ 1856,
Faitffulfor Ever^ i860 In the collected edition this last

part was amalgamated with the poem of bereavement.
The Victories of Love^ 1862

The Unknown Eros and other Odes^ 1877
Amelia, zmth a Study of English Metrical Law, 1878 The Study

was enlarged from an earher essay and was later included
in the collected Poetical Works, 1886.
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Prose
Principle in Art^ 1889
Religio Poetae, 1893
Rody Root and Flower^ 1895
Courage in Politics, and other essays, 1921

The standard Memoirs and Correspondence by Basil Champneys,

1900, IS trustworthy but rather heavy, a more readable study is

Portrait of my Family, 1935 Frederick Page’s

Patmore, a Study in Poetry, 1933, is a good piece of criticism

THOMPSON, FRANCIS (1859-1907)
Poems, 1893
Sister Songs, 1895
Kew Poems, 1897
Health and Holiness, 1905 {Prose )

Selected Poems, with Memoir by Wilfrid Meynell, 1908
Essay on Shelley, 1909
Works (Vols I and II, Poems, Vol III, Prose), 1913

The standard Life is by Everard Meynell, 1913 See sdso the

Lrfe of Ahce Meynell
Francis Thompson seems at present to be suffering in opmion

from a reaction against what was perhaps an overestimate of his

powers by some of his contemporaries, who were swept off their

feet by his rhythms and the richness of his vocabulary In both
of these he nvalled Swinburne, but it is fair to say that he differed

from Swinburne in that there was nearly always a fullness of

emotional content, sometimes ofintellectual content, to match the

fullness of his verse At the same time it is doubtful whether, if

comparisons must be made, he is the equal of Patmore in pro-

fundity, and he certainly falls short of both Patmore and Ahce
Meynell m discipline But for the restrammg force of his rehgious
convictions he would probably have run entirely to wordmess
and waste His prose criticism shares the quahties of his poetry.

JOHNSON, LIONEL PIGOT (1867-1902)
Poems, 1895
Ireland, zmik other Poems, 1897
Selected Poems, with a Memoir by Clement K Shorter, 1908
Poetical Works, 1915
The Art of Thomas Hardy, 1894 (Still one of the best studies

of Hardy )

Post Lxminum (critical essays), 1911
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MEYNELL, ALICE (1847-1922)
Poetry

Preludes^ 1875
Poemsy 1893
Later Poems

^

1901
A Father of Women^ 1917
Collected Poems, 1913, 1923

Prose
The Rhythm of Life, 1893
The Colour of Life, Th£ Children, 1896
The Spirit of Place, 1898
Ceres^ Runaway, 1910
Selected Essays, 1914
Hearts of Controversy, 1917
The Second Person Singular, 1921

Life, by Viola Meynell, 1929
Mrs Meynell’s exquisite fastidiousness and reticence should

not be mistaken for a strained and over-subtilised refinement

Her poetry and her prose ahke have backbone, and the reasoned

strength of her critical preferences may be seen^ e g ,
in the essays

in Hearts of Controversy on Dickens, in whom she rejoiced, and
Swinburne, whom she disliked as positively as she admired
Dickens Her best known poems are the early sonnet Renounce-^

ment and the lync She walks, the lady ofmy delight, but her strength

and dehcacy and critical acuteness may be better seen in such

poems as Christ m the Universe, Easter Jiight, Length of Days, and
the half-humorous poem on The English Metres

III

THOMSON, JAMES (1834-82)
The City (f Dreadful Night, with some other poems, 1880

(The title poem appeared in The National Reformer in

1874)
VanPs Story, Weddah and Om-eUBouain, and other Poems, 1881.

Essays and Phantasies, 1881

A Voicefrom the Nile and other Poems, 1884, Satires and Profam-

ties, 1884
Shelley, A Poem, 1885
Poems, Essays and Fragments, 1892
Poetical Works, 1895
Biographical and Critical Studies, 1896
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The City of Dreadful Mght, together with poems selected by
H S Salt, was republished in 1933

Life, by H S Salt, 1889, revised, 1898

Thomson wrote under the pseudonym of B V , 1 e
, Bysshe

Vanolis, Bysshe being taken from Shelley’s second name, and
Vanolis being an anagram from the name of the German poet

and mystic Novahs His admiration for them does not indicate

any similanty between their work and his, which is perhaps the

most powerful poetry of despair in Enghsh, his possible nval in

this respect being John Davidson (see below)

BLUNT, WILFRID SCAWEN (1840-1922)

Love Sonnets of Proteus, 1880
Poetical Works, 1914

Mention should also be made of his versification of the trans-

lations from Arabic, made by Lady Anne Blunt

—

The Stealing of the Mate, 1892, and The Seven Golden Odes of
Pagan Arabia, 1903

W S Blunt belonged to that not imcommon type of Enghsh-
man whose jealousy for his country’s honour leads lum to suspect

her good faith in her relations with other countnes His political

activities in Ireland and Egypt led to imprisonment, to the pro-

duction of some of his best sonnets, and to the writing of dianes

and other books which, though no less biased than those of a
Government official, are of historical value

My Dianes, 1919-20 Secret History of the English Occupation of
Egypt, 1907, India under Ripon, 1909, Gordon at Khartoum,

1911, The Land War in Ireland, 1912

bridges, ROBERT (1844-1930)
Poetry

Poems, 1873, 1879, 1880
Poetical Dramas, 1885-93
Shorter Poems, 1890
Poetical Works (6 vols ), 1898-1905
Poetical Works, excluding the dramas, 1912
October and other Poems, 1920
J^ew Verse, 1925
The Testament of Beauty, 1929

Criticism

Milton^s Prosody, 1893
John Keats, 1895
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The spirit ofMan (an anthology which contains much inci-
dental criticism), 1916

The Mecessity of Poetry^ 1918
Collected Essays, Papers, etc

,

1927, and later
Bridges was one of the most learned English poets, and, like his

fnend Gerard Manley Hopkins, he not merely took a cntical
interest in the techmcal problems of poetry, but also discussed
them and made experiments in metre which may considerably
affect the practice of later poets The study b> F E Brett Young
(1914) was written too early to take account of his use of quanti-
tative verse, but some remarks on this as well as an exposition of
his later thought will be found m the study of The Testament of
Beauty by Oliver Elton (1933)
See also Dolben and Gerard Manley Hopkins

SHARP, WILLIAM—‘TIONA MACLEOD^’ (1855-1905)
This curious double personality wrote, as William Sharp,

Romantic Ballads and Poems of Fantasy, 1888—and many
other poems, articles and novels

As Fiona Macleod he wrote stones, sketches and poems of a
misty imaginative quality which he and others believed to be
Celtic

Pharats, 1894
The Mountain Lovers, 1895 The Sin Eater, 1895
The Washer of the Ford, 1896 Green Fire, 1896
From the Hills ofDream, 1896
The Dominion of Dreams, 1899
The Immortal Hour (play), 1900
Umform edition of Fiona Macleod, 1910
Memoir of William Sharp, by his wife, 1910

DAVIDSON, JOHN (1857-1909)
Plays

Bruce, 1886
Scaramouche in Naxos, 1889,

and other plays, special mention should be made of

—

Godfnda, 1878, with a notable preface*
The Triumph of Mammon, 1907, and
Mammon and his Message, 1908, which were intended to be

part ofa tnlogy, God andMammon
Poetry

In a Music Hall and other Poems, 1891
Fleet Street Eclogues, 1893, 1896
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Ballads and Songs

^

1894
Mew Ballads

i

1897
The Last Ballady 1899
Selected Poems

^

1904
Prose

Testament ofa Vivisector^ 1901
Testament ofa Man Forbid^ 19^1
Testament of an Empire Builder^ 1902
Testament ofJohn Davidson^ 1908

These Testaments and the two Mammon plays explain Davidson’s

philosophy of life He wrote many other books besides

WATSON, SIR WILLIAM (1858-1935)
The Prince''s Quests 1880
Epigrams of Art^ Life and Mature

^

1884
WordswortKs Grave^ 1890
Collected Poems

^

1898, 1906
Mew Poems

^

1909
Poems Brief and MeWy 1925
Selected Poems

y

with notes by the Author, 1928,
and other volumes of poetry
Watson’s poetry is always dignified and often has lofty or deli-

cate beauty, though it sometimes seems derivative rather than
ongmal He was not a great enough poet ever to write badly,

but he never received the appreciation which he deserved and
desired

HOUSMAN, ALBERT EDWARD (1858-1936)
A Shropshire Lady 1896
Last Poems

y

1922
The Marne arid Mature of Poetryy 1933 (Lecture )

More Poems

y

1936
Though they may seem to have no connection with the poems,

Housman’s editions of Manihus (1903-30), Juvenal (1905) and
Lucein (1926) should be mentioned They show, in fact, the dis-

ciplined sense ofform which gives the lyncs part of their peculiar

S
uality, and the introduction to the Juvenal sets out memorably
le principles ofscholarly critical editing The preface to Manilius

contains passages of masterly invective, and should by no me^ns
be missed by those who enjoy that kind ofwriting All Housman’s
prose IS admirable
The Ltfcy by A F S Gow, an excellent study, has a bibho-

graphy
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TRENCH, HERBERT (1865-1923)
Deirdre Wed and other Poems

^

1901
Mew Poems

^

1907
Lyrics and narrative poems

^

1911
Poems with Fables in Prose, 1917
Collected Works, 1924
Selected Poems, edited with an introduction by Harold

Williams, 1924
A digmfied traditional poet, who also attempted the poetic

drama with a handhng ofthe Napoleomc Napoleon, 1918

BINYON, LAURENCE (1869- )

Lyric Poems, 1894
Poems, 1895
London Visions, 1895, 1898 (collected, 1908)
Collected Poems, 1931,

and also books of art criticism, particularly on Wilham Blake
and on Oriental art

His best-known poem is For the Fallen, which illustrates his
quahties

DOUGLAS, LORD ALFRED (1870- )

The City of the Soul, 1899
Sonnets, 1909
Collected Poems, 1919
Complete Poems, 1928
Collected Satires, 1927,

and other volumes
Oscare Wild and Myself, 19x4
Autobiography, 1929

The sormets are the most notable of his wntmgs

YEATS, WILLIAM BUTLER (1865- )

The Wanderings of Oisin, 1889
The Countess KaMeen, 1892 (and later plays).

The Celtic Twilight, 1893
Poems, 1895, 1899, 1901-
The Secret Rose, 1897
The Wmd among the Reeds, 1899
Collected Plays and Poems (8 vols ), igo8
New collected edition (first 6 vols ), I923-6,
Collected Poems, 1933
Collected Plays, 1934
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The greatest of those who made the Irish renaissance, Yeats
drew his inspiration from legend and the ideals of a nmted
Ireland, but his poetry always transcended any nairow inter-

pretation of nationalism Both in lyric poetry and in drama his
recent work shows a heightemng and development of the mystical
philosophy present in it from the first the ''escape” motive has
disappeared, and he has come to closer grips with a common
reality His share in the history of the Abbey Theatie is noted
elsewhere (v p 127) He will be critically considered in the next
volume.

RUSSELL, GEORGE WILLIAM—"^” (1867-1935)
Homeward Songs by the Way, 1894
TTu Earth Breathy 1897
The Nuts of Knowledge^ 1903
The Divine Vision^ 1904, The Mask of Apollo^ 1904, New

Poems, 1904
Irish Essays, 1906, By Still Waters, iqo6
Deirdre, 1907
The Hero in Man, 1909
The Renewal of Touth, 1911
Co-operahon and Nationality, 1912
Collected Poems, 1913
Gods of War, 1915, Imaginations and Reveries, 1915
The National Being, some thoughts on an Irish Policy, 1917
The Candle of Vision, 1919
The Interpreters, 1922
Midsummer Eve, 1928
Vale and other Poems, 1931
Song and its Fountains, 1932
The Avatars, 1933

The titles of “^E’s” books indicate the double strain in him ofa
seer with a philosophy and religion as peculiar as Blake’s, and a
practical statesman whose work for co-operation was perhaps
itself the pursuit of a vision of ideal good He was an organic
member of the Irish hterary revival

DOWSON, ERNEST (^iSGy-igoo)
Dilemmas Stones and studies in sentiment. iSqp;
Verses, 1896
The Pierrot of the Minute, 1897
Decorations in verse andprose, 1899.

Dowson was perhaps the most characteristically "decadent”
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of the poets of the nineties See the sketch by Frank Hams in
Contemporary Portraits, 2nd senes, and the less fa\ourable estimate
by A R Orage in Readers and Writers

(E) THE GEORGIANS

See the general Introduction for general criticism,

MOORE, THOMAS STURGE (1870- )

The Vinedresser and other Poems

^

1899
Collected Poems, 1932-3
Art and Life, 1910

and other books of literary and artistic cnticism

DAVIES, WILLIAM HENRY (1871- )

The SouVs Destroyer, 1907 Kew Poems, 1907
Nature Poems, 1908
Collected Poems, 1916, 1928, 1934
Lorn Poems, 1935
The Autobiogra^y of a Super-^Tramp, 1908
Later Days, 1925

HODGSON, RALPH (1871- )

The Last Blackbird, 1907
Poems, 1917

DE LA MARE, WALTER (1873- )

Songs of Childhood, 1902
*Henry Brocken, 1904
Poems, 1906
"^The Three Mulla-Mulgars, 1910, "^The Return, 1910
The Listeners, 1912 A Child's Day, 1912
Peacock Pie, 1913
Motley, 1918 Flora, igig
Collected Poems, igoi-i8, 1920

"^The Veil, 1921, "^Crossings, 1921, *Memoirs ofa Midget, 1921
Down-adown-Derry, 1922

* The Riddle, 1923
Come Hither (an anthology with comments), 1923

^Ding Dong Bell, 1924
*Broomsticks, 1925
*The Connoisseur, 1926
"^Told Again, 1927, Stuffand Nonsense, 1927
*Desert Islands, 1930
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^On the Edge^ 1930,
Poems for Children^ 1930
The Fleeting and other Poems

^

1933
^The Lord Fish, 1933

Froward Child, 1934
*Early One Morning, 1935
The books marked * are stones, novels, plays, cnticism, essays,

but so shot through with the magical quality of the poetry, and
often also interspersed with poems, that it has seemed better not
to make unreal classifications

BOTTOMLEY, GORDON (1874- )

Chambers of Imagery, 1907, 1912
Poems of Thirty Tears, 1925
King Learns Wife and other Plays (coll 1920)
Gruach and Britain^s Daughter (plays), 1921
Lync Plays, 1932
The Acts of St Peter, 1933

Gordon Bottomley, besides being one of the most considerable
poets m this group m other forms, is one of the few who have
wntten poetic drama which is dramatic The Riding to Lithend
(in the King Leafs Wife volume) takes one of the most heroic
stones m the sagas and handles it with fidehty and passionate
imagination—^it is a good acting play if the actors know how to
speakpoetry The Acts ofSt Peter is interesting as an example ofthe
rehgious drama which is now being attemptedm vanous places

GIBSON, WILFRED WILSON (1878- )

Stonefolds, 1907,
and other volumes to 1926

Collected Poems {igog—2f), 1926
The Golden Room, 1928
Hazards, 1930
Highland Dawn, 1932* Islands, 1932
Fuel, 1934

MASEFIELD, JOHN (1878- )
Poems

Salt-Water Ballads, 1902 (Some of his best lyncs are here )
Mainsail Haul, 1905
The Everlasting Mercy, 19 1

1

The Widow in the Bye Street, 1912
These two are perhaps his bestlongpoems before Reynardthe Fox
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The Daffodil Fields (a mishandling in modern terms of the
old Icelandic tiagic story of Gunniaug and Helga,
further spoilt by the introduction of a theme from the
story of Gudrun of Laxdale)

, 1913, Dauber

^

9 1

3

Sonnets and Poems, 1916
Lolhngdon Downs, 1918
Reynard the Fox, 1919

One of the most spirited poems of hunting, by a man who does
not hunt The sympathy is as much with the fox as with hounds
and men

King Cole, 1923
Collected Poems, 1923,

and other volumes
Plays

The Tragedy of Kan, 1909
Pompey the Great, 1910
Philip the King, 1914 and 1926
The Faithful, 1915
Good Fiiday, 1917
The Trial ofJesus, 1925,

and others

Novels
Captain Margaret, 1908.
Multitude arid Solitude, 1 909
Sard Marker, 1924
Odtaa, 1926

and others

Gallipoli, 1916.
The Conway, 1933.
Shakespeare (m thie Home University Library a good intro^

duction)

THOMAS, EDWARD (1878-1917)
Poetry

Poems, 1917.
Last Poems, 1918
Collected Poems, 1922.

Essays
Cloud Castle and other Papers, 1922
The Last Sheaf, 1928
A Literary Pilgrim in England, 1928

His life IS told by his wife, Helen Thomasm World Without

1931, As It Was, 1935
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MONRO, HAROLD (1879-1932)

Poems, 1906
Judas, 1908
Before Dawn, 19 ii

Children of Love, 1914
Trees, 1915
Strange Meetings, 1917
Real Property, 1922
TTie Earthfor Sale, 1928

Some Contemporary Poets, 1920

Collected Poems, edited by A Monro, with a biographical

sketch by F S Fhnt and a critical note by T S Eliot, 1933

Monro’s generous appreciation of the work of others, parti-

cularly of young and struggling poets, found practical expression

in the opening of the Poetry Bookshop, where readings and dis-

cussions ofpoetry were given by himselfand others of the younger

poets He himself had a searching mind, and a quality of dis-

aphne in his verse which might have set an example to the weaker

among the Gicorgian Poets

FREEMAN, JOHN (1880-1929)
Poetry

Twenty Poem^ 1909
Fifty Poems^

Stone Trees^
Presage of Victory

^

1916

Memories of Childhood^ 1918
Memories and other Poems

^

19 ^9

Poems Jfew and Old^ 1920
MusiCy Two Poems, 1921

The Grove, Prince Absalom, 1925
Solomon and Balkis, 1926
Collected Poems, 1928
Last Poems, 1930

Essays and Gntiasm
The Modems, 1916
Portrait of George Moore, 1922
Punch and Holy Water, 1923
English Portraits and Essays, 1924
Herman Melville, 1926

Freeman’s disciplined verse was matched by his fine and dis-

cnmmating criticism—^he was, e g ,
among the early admirers of

C. M Doughty His letters (ed Gertrude Freeman and J G
Squire, 1936) contam a pleasant mixture of friendship and

incidental criticism, never forced or self-conscious
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NOYES, ALFRED (1880- )

The Loom of Tears, 1902
The Flower of Old Japan, 1903
Poems, 1904
Forty Singing Seamen, 1907
Drake, 1908
TTie Enchanted Island, 1909
Collected Poems, 1910^ 3rd vol , 1920, 4th, 1927.
Tales of the Mermaid Tavern, 1912
The Elfin Artist, 1920
The (an Epic of Scientific Discovery), 1922, 1925,

1930
Ballads and Poems, 1928,

and novels and criticism

The Unknown God (spiritual autobiography), 1934

ABERCROMBIE, LASCELLES (1881- )

Poetry
Interludes and Poems, 1908
Emblems of Love, 1912, Deborah, 1912
Four Short Plays, 1922
Phoenix, 1923
Twelve Idylls, 1928
Collected Poems, 1930
The Sale of St Thomas, 1931 (first part, 19 ii).

Criticism

Thomas Hardy, 1912
Speculative Dialogues, 1913
The Epic, 1914
Towards a Theory of Art, 1922
Principles of English Prosody, 1923
The Theory of Poetry, 1924
The Idea of Great Poetry, 1925
Romanticism, 1926
Progress in Literature, 1929
Poetry—Its Music and Meaning, 1 932

Of the poems The Sale of St Thomas contains the greatest and
the most subtle poetry The critical works may be read with

enjoyment by the lover of hterature as well as the specialist His

poetic dramas have met with deserved success in repertory

theatres, and his poems have quahties not usually shared by his

fellow-Georgian poets
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DRINKWATER, JOHN (1882-1937)

Poetry
Poems of Men and Hours, 191

1

Poems of Love and Earth, 1912
Cromwell and other Poems, 1913
Swords and Ploughshares, 1915
Olton Pools, 1916
Tides, 1917, Poems igo8-i4, 1917
Seeds of Time, 1921
Preludes, 1922
Collected Poems, 1923,

and others

Plays
Abraham Lincoln, 1918
Mary Stuart, 1921
Oliver Cromwell, 1921
Robert E Lee, 1923
Collected Plays, 1925

Autobiography
Inheritance, 1931
Discovery, 1932

and other works, especially historical studies

STEPHENS, JAMES (1882- )

Poetry
Insurrections, 1909
The Hill of Vision, 1912
Adventures of Seumas Bee, Songs from the Clay, iqips

Green Branches, 1916
Reincarnations, 1918
Detrdre, 1923
In the Land of Touth, 1924
A Poetry Recital, 1925
Collected Poems, 1926
Etched in Moonlight, 1928
Poems, 1931

Novels and Stones;
The Crock of Gold, 1912, The Charwoman^s Daughter, 1912
Here are IMies, 1913

Stephens belongs to the Irish revival, m which he is an im-
portant figure of the second order
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FLECKER, JAMES ELROY (1884-1915)
Poetry

The Bridge of Fire, 1907.
Thirty-Six Poems, 1910
Forty-two Poems, 1911
The Golden Journey to Samarkand, 1913
The Old Ships, 1915
The Burial in England, 1915
Collected Poems, 1916, with introduction by Sir J G Squire.

Prose
The King of Alsander, 1914
Collected Prose, 1920 (and 1922)

Plays
Hasson, 1922
Don Juan, 1925

Letters of James Elroy Flecker to Frank Savery, 1926

Some Letters from Abroad, 1930

Life, by Geraldine Hodgson, 1925

SQjUIRE, SIR JOHN COLLINGS (1884- ).

Poetry
The Three Hills, and other Poems, 1913
The Lily of Malud, 1917
Poems, 1918, 1922
The Birds and other Poems, 19^9
Poems vn One Volume, 1926,

and other volumes.
Prose

Books in General, 19^8, 1920, I92i»

Essays ai Large, 1922,

and other essays and criticism.

Grub Street Nights (stones), 1924.

Collected Parodies (verse and prose), 1921.

BROOKE, RUPERT (1887-1915)

Poetry
Poems, 1911
IQ14 and other Poems, 1915 , v c
Collected Poems, with memoir by Edward Marsh, 1916,
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Prose

John Webster and Elizabethan Drama^ 1916
Letters from America^ with a preface by Henry James, 1016

It IS appropriate to end with the poet whose death symbohsed
to his contemporaries the destruction caused by the Great War
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The course ofdrama dming the penod is reviewed in the

Introduction, where also the more significant figures are

considered See also

—

Allardyce Nicoll Nineteenth-Century Drama, 1800-50
Ernest Reynolds Early Victoiian Drama
Gamillo Pellizzi English Drama the last great phase
E A Boyd The Contemporary Drama of Ireland

For convenience there are three divisions m this section

(A) THE EARLY VICTORIANS
Sheridan Knowles, Talfourd, Sir Henry Taylor

(B) THE MID-VICTORIANS
Douglas Jerrold, J M Morton, H J Byron, Dion
Boucicault, Tom Taylor, T W Robertson

(C) THE LATE VICTORIANS AND THEIR SUC-
CESSORS

(I) Henry Arthur Jones, Arthur Wmg Pmero, Oscar

Wilde, Stephen Phillips

(II) H GranviHe-Barker, Allan Monkhouse, Ehzabcth

Baker, Githa Sowerby, Cicely Hamilton, Stanley

Houghton, St John Hankm, Laurence Housman,
George Bernard Shaw, Lady Gregory, J M Synge,

William Archer, St John Ervme

See also under

Poetry (Beddoes, Horne, Tennyson, FitzGerald, Browning,

de Vcre, Swmburne, Marston, Davidson, Bmyon,

Trench, Yeats, Bottomley, Masefield, Abercrombie,

Dnnkwater, Flecker)

Mvels (Mitford, Lytton, Lover, Reade, Hardy, ZangwiU,

Jacobs, Jerome, Galsworthy, Bennett, Cannan

)

Nonsense and Parody (Bumand, Gilbert^ Anstcy.)
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(A) THE EARLY VICTORIANS

KNOWLES, JAMES SHERIDAN (1784-1862)

VirgzmuSj 1820

Wtlham Tell, 1825
The Hunchback, 1832
The Love Chase, 1837
Dramakc Works, 1843
Life by his son, revised and edited by Francis Hervey, 1872

Knowles made serious attempts to rehabilitate the drama of

his day, but finding this impossible forsook the stage for the

Baptist pulpit and published two anti-Romamst polemical works

The Love Chase is still a readable play He was looked on as a

candidate for the Laureateship in 1850

TALFOURD, SIR THOMAS NOON (1795-1854).
Ion, 1835

Talfourd’s verse is workmanhke, if not very movmg, and at

least he has no sham archaisms His collected plays are easily

obtained, but he is remembered not for Ion and his other successful

tragedies m verse, but as the author of the first Copyright Act

(1842) and as the friend and literary executor of Charles Lamb
Letters of Charles Lamb, 1837
Final Memorials of Charles Lamb, 1848

These were repubhshed in one volume in 1875 and 1892

TAYLOR, SIR HENRY (1800-86)
Isaac Comnenas, 1827
Philip van Artevelde, 1834
Edwin the Fair, 1842
St elements Eve, 1862
Plays and Poems, 1863 Works, 1877-8

These poetic dramas, especially Philip van Artevelde, have much
fine poetry of a sort m them and some of Taylor’s observation

of men, but are hardly fitted for the stage A contrast to them
is the worldly-wise The Statesman, 1836, a volume of essays for

which Taylor said that Pragmatic Precepts would have been a
better title The Autobiogra^y, 1885, and Correspondence, 1888,

have mdividual as well as histone value The followmg extracts

from Philip van Artevelde will give some idea of his pseudo-Eliza-

bethan versification

(a) Why, that is bravely said Then be it so

Thou shalt have warranty to fight it out,
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And if we’re beaten, I shall stand prepared
To fly to Bruges with such as choose to follow.
And hark you’ we will not go empty-handed,
We’ll take a prize that’s worth a good town’s ransom

—

A damsel whom thou wot’st of

(b) So I design thus tell the Duke from me,
I could have loved him once—not with the heat
Of that affection which himself conceived

—

(For this poor heart had prodigally spent
Its fund of youthful passion ere we met)
But with a reasonably warm regard

(B) THE MID-VIGTORIANS

JERROLD, DOUGLAS WILLIAM (1803-57)
Jerrold was a typical hard-working man of letters, a prolific

dramatist and journalist, best remembered by his contributions

to Punchy especially

—

Mrs Caudle^s Curtain Lectures

y

1846
Collected Works

y

1851-4
Life and Remains

y

by his son W Blanchard Jerrold, 1859*

MORTON, JOHN MADDISON (1811-91)
Box and CoXy 1847

Morton W2is the author of some forty-five plays, mostly farces,

and his work is typical of what the audience m his day enjoyed

The only one of his plays that has survived is Box emd CoXy based
on a French farce, Une Chambre d deux hts

BYRON, HENRY JAMES (1834-84)
Our BoySy 1875 (This held the Victorian record for a long

run, from Jan 16, 1875, to April 18, 1879 )

And many other comedies, burlesques, farces and extravag-

anzas, as well as more serious plays

BOUCICAULT, DIONYSUS LARDNER (?i820-9o).

London Assurance

y

1841
The Corsican Brothers

y

1852.

The Colleen Bawny i860
The Octoroony 1861
Arragh-na-PoguCy 1865
The Shaughrauny 1875,
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and many other plays, of which Old Heads and Toung Hearts^

1844, The Poor of New Tork, The Willow Copse and After Dark^

1868, may be noted
Dion Boucicault was the author of some hundred and twenty-

four plays, most of them failures, but some of them startling

successes His first great success, London Assurance^ was described

by Poe as “that despicable mass of inamty”, and by Archer as

“probably the shallowest and flashiest production that ever passed
for serious comedy” But it reappears sporadically Boucicault
had no ideas to impart, there is very htde literary merit in his

plays, but he had every tnch of the stage readily at his disposal

His latest plays were failures, but his group of Irish melodramas,
reheved by a certain amount of passable comedy, deserved, in

that age, the applause that greeted them In this group, notably in

The Colleen Bawn^ Arragh-^na’-Pogue and The Shaughraun^ he broke
away from the old type character which had been his stock-in-

trade and the stilted stage-speech he had previously employed,
and produced something fresh It can be said, therefore, that

he did something towards liberating the stage for the emergence
of that revival which he lived to see, but in which he did not
share After Dark has recently been revived with success in

America
There is a Life by Townshend Walsh See also William Archer

m The Old Drama and the New

TAYLOR, TOM (1817-80)
Masks and Faces (with Charles Reade), 1854 (acted in 1852)
Still Waters Run Deepy 1855
Our American CousiUy 1858 (This play contains Taylor^s best

known character, Lord Dundreary, but it is fair to add
that the part was written up by the actor, E A Sothern

)

Lady Clancartyy 1874,
and many other plays, about seventy in all

The early plays were collected in 1854, the historical dramas
in 1877

Taylor m his prose dramas, such as The Contested ElectioUy 1859,
and The TickeUqfLeave Man, 1863, did his best to deal with
contemporary life, and the plays are still readable Less so, but
not disagreeable, are his historical dramas in verse, Anne Boleyn,

18753 and Joan of Arc, 1871 Arkwrighfs Wife, 1873, prose,

shows that he reahsed something important to humamty had
happened in the last fifty years His verse goes well, and is not
pseudo-Elizabethan pastiche, and his prose is good colloquial
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English As befitted an editor of Punch (1874--80), his most
successful plays were social comedy
Taylor did much other work, ofwhich his Life ofB R Haydon,

1853, and his edition of Haydon’s Autobiography and Memoirs are
of special value A rather remarkable and very pleasant achieve-
ment IS his Ballads and Songs of Btitfany^ 1868, translations m good
workmanlike vein of Breton songs

ROBERTSON, THOlvlAS WILLIAM (1829-71)
David Garrick^ 1864
Society^ 1865
Oufs^ 1866
Casie^ 1867
School^ 1869,

and other plays

Principal Dramatic Works

y

with a Memoir by his son, 1889*

(C) THE LATE VICTORIANS AND THEIR
SUCCESSORS

I

JONES, HENRY ARTHUR (1851-1929)
A Clerical Error

y

1879
The Silver Kingy 1882 (with Henry Herman)
The Case of Rebellious Susany 1894
The Liars

y

1897,
and many other plays, of which The Dancing Gtrly 1891, The
Tempter

y

1893, The Physiciany 1897, Carnac Sahib

y

1899, and Mrs
Dane^s DefencCy 1900, may be specially noted.

Life by his daughter, Mrs Thome
His dramatic cntiasm is also interestmg, eg—

The Renascence of the English Drarruiy 1895
The Foundation of a National DramUy 1913.
The Theatre of Ideas

y

1915.

PINERO, SIR ARTHUR WING (1855-1934)
Sweet Lavender

y

1888
The Second Mrs Tanquerayy 1893
The Notorious Mrs Ebbsmithy 1895
Trelawney of the Wellsy 1899
The Gay Lord QjieXy 1899
InSy 1901
Lettyy 1903
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His House in Order

^

1906
Mid-Channel^ 1909,

and many others, mcluding some farces

WILDE, OSCAR (1856-1900)
Plays

Lady Windermere^s Fan^ 1892
A Woman of Mo Importance^ 1893
Salome (onginally written m French, the Enghsh version was

by Lord Alfred Douglas), 1893-4
The Ideal Husband^ 1895
The Importance of being Earnest^ 1895

Other writings

The Happy Prince^ 1888
Lord Arthur Savile^s Cnme^ 1891
The Picture of Dorian Gray^ 1891
Intentionsy 1891
A House of PomegranateSy 1892
De Profundis (written 1897), 1905
The Ballad of Reading Gaoly 1898
Uniform edition, excluding Dorian Grayy 1908
Collected edition with some additions, 1909

There is a good chapter on Wilde in Janko Lavnn^s Phases of

Modern Literature Of the many studies, that by Arthur Ransomc,
Oscar WildCy 1912, may be specially mentioned
Wilde’s general work is treated in the Introduction It is

unhkely that any of his plays will survive except The Importance

ofbeing Earnest and, perhaps, Lady Windermere^s Fan The Importance

of being Earnesty with its paradoxical wit, its verging on farce, its

xmreahstic quality and its admirable phrasing, can be related to

Restoration comedy, but though imdoubtedly amusing, it lacks

the depths of either satirical or tender feehng characteristic of the

best of the earlier writers, while the social cnticism imphed is

shallow

PHILLIPS, STEPHEN (1864-1915)
Plays

Herod^ 1901 (performed 1900)
Paolo and FrancescUy igoo (performed 1902),
Ulyssesy 1902
T%e Sin of David

y

1904 (revised 1912)
Meroy 1906,

and others
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Poems
Poems^ 1898
New Poems

^

1908
Lyrics and Dramas

^

and others

Stephen Phillips enjoyed a great vogue in his day, Paolo and
Francesca being acclaimed as a great work It still has a certain

faded charm, but Phillips’s writing now appears to us to be false

and merely decorative His plays can be classed with the other
failures during our period to revive the poetic drama, attempts
in which the authors seem to have thought that to plaster inferior

derivative poetry on to mediocre plays would produce the re-

qmred effect The only exception to this general statement seems
to be John Davidson (see under Poetry), who tried to integrate

modern thought with the poetic forms of his time—^forms them-
selves decrepit and certainly not to the taste of Edwardian audi-

ences accustomed to realistic social drama

II

GRANVILLE-BARKER, HARLEY GRANVILLE (1877- )

Plays
The Marrying of Anne Leete^ 1901
The Voysey Inheritance^ 1905
Waste, 1907

(These were published together as Three Plays in igog )

Prunella, 1906 (with L Housman)
The Madras House, 1910
Three Short Plays, 1917 {Rococo, Vote by Ballot, Farewell to the

Theatre
)

Criticism
A National Theatre, 1907 (with W Archer)
The Harlequinade, 1918 (with Dion Clayton Calthrop)

Prefaces to Shakespeare, 1923 onwards
On Dramatic Method, 1931
The Study of Drama, 1934-

The place ofGranville-Barker is mentioned in the Introduction,

but a little more may be said here about his work The mam
conflict in his dramas, from the delicious Arme Leete to The Madras
House IS that between man’s moral responsibihty to himself, and
his pubhc moral responsibihty. The Voysey Inheritance is still a
stnkmg play There is enough metaphysical background to his

work to make it likely that it will last longer than, at least,
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Galsworthy’s He never forgets he is an artist Hardly second
to his plays in importance are his Prefaces to Shakespeare^ which are
illuminating not only as to the way m which the plays of Shake-
speare should be produced, but also as to their structure The
Prefaces also contain a considerable amount of interpretation, and
constitute a healthy antidote to the ‘‘profounder” interpretations

of certam recent men of letters Himself a playwright and pro-
ducer, Granville-Barker in his approach to Shakespeare’s plays
IS essentially different from esoteric philosophers, making his

Prefaces essays which should be studied side by side with the works
of scholars and philosophers

MONKHOUSE, ALLAN NOBLE (1858-1936)
Novels
A Deliverance^ 1898
Love in a Life^ 1903
Dying Fires

y

^9^^
Men and Ghosts

^

1918
My Daughter HeleUy 1922
Marmaduke, 1924
Suburb^ 1925
Alfred the Greats 1927
Farewell Manchester^ ^93i>

and others

Plays
Mary Broome^ 1912
War Plays^ 1916
The Conquering Heroy 1923
Sons and Fathers^ 1925,

and others

Criticism

Books and Plays

^

1894,
and others

Monkhouse’s plays and novels deserve respect, and are much
appreciated by a small but enthusiastic following Mary Broome
was one of the great standard plays of the immediately pre-War
period, and must always be regarded as such

HAMILTON, CICELY (1872- )

Diana of Dobson^s, 1908
The Old Adam (a post-War play),

and other plays

Diana of Dobson^s^ Elizabeth Baker’s Chains

,

1909, and Githa
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Sowerby’s Rutherford andSon^ 1912, are all three standard plays of
their period, especially in relation to the ‘‘suffragette” movement
The Old Adam is a powerful and interesting play about war
in the future which ought to be better known

Also novels

William^ an Englishman^ 1919
Theodore Savage^ 1922 One of the earliest and most memor-

able of the novels which contemplate a future break-
down of our civilisation,

and other essays and studies

Autobiography

—

Life Errant, 1935

HOUGHTON, WILLIAM STANLEY (1881-1913)
The Tounger Generation, 1910
Hindle Wakes, 1912
Works,, with introduction by Harold Bnghouse, 1914 (3 vols

)

HANKIN, ST JOHN EMILE CLAVERING (1869-1909)
The Two Mr Wetherbys, 1903
The Return of the Prodigal, 1905
The Charity that Began at Home, 1906
The Casstlis Engagement, 1907
The Last of the De Mullins, 1908
The Burglar who Failed (i Act), igo8

The Constant Lover (i Act), 1912
The Return of the Prodigal, TTie Chanty that Began at Home and

The Cassilis Engagement were published together as Three Plays with

Happy Endings m 1907, with a preface Hankin also wrote two
witty volumes of parody

—

Mr Punches Dramatic Sequels, iQOi

Lost Masterpieces, 1904
Hankm is probably the “purest” artist among the playwrights

of his day George Calderon referred to “the fine, dry, Hankm
flavour,” but perhaps cool is a better adjective to apply to him He
was a real writer ofcomedy,who dealtwith certam absurd idealisms

m mankmd which do not belong to any particular period He
moved with unruffled and sympathetic ease among his characters,

with their kindness, stupidity and snobbery, most of his people

belong to “the county” which he realised was disappeaiing He
IS witty, detached and tender His weakness was his fragility, but

he was an artist in words, and alone among his contemporanes,

except Shaw, understood phrasing But he was never successful
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HOUSMAN, LAURENCE, (1865- ).

Plays
Prunella^ 1906 (with Granville-Barker)

Angels and Ministers

,

1921.

Little Plays of St Francis

^

1922 (and later senes)

Followers of St Francis^ 1925
The Comments of Jumper^ 1926
Cornered Poets, 1929
Victoria Regina, 1934,

and others

Other wntings
An Englishwoman's Love-Letters, 1900
Selected Poems, 1909
Tnmblengg, 1924 (a political satire in novel form),

and other novds, tales, poems and satires

Laurence Housman’s plays are charming examples of closet

dramas, but few of them are adapted to production on a large

stage, though Victoria Regina has recently been a success^

They are admirably written wnthin the limits of their intention

The merciless satire of Tnmblengg is in them subdued and
mellowed, but its flavour is still perceptible

SHAW, GEORGE BERNARD (1856- )

Plays
Plays, Pleasant and Unpleasant, 1898
Three Plays for Puritans, 1900
Man and Superman, 1903
John BuWs Other Island, 1904
Major Barbara, 1905
The Doctors Dilemma, 1906
Getting Mamed, 1908
The Showing-up of Blanco Posnet, 1909
The Dark Lady of the Sonnets, 1910
Misalliance, 1910
Fanny^s First Play, 19 ii
Andrades, Pygmalion and Overruled, 1912*
Great Catherine, 1913
Heartbreak House, 1917
Back to Methuselah, 1921
Saint Joan, 1923
The Apple Cart, 1929
Too True to be Good, 1932*
A Village Wooing and On the Rocks, 1933
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The Six of Calais^ The Simpleton of the Unexpected Isles^

and The Millionairess

^

1934
Complete Plays

^

1931
Critical and other writings —

The Quintessence of Ibsentsm^ 1891 and 1913
The Perfect Wagnente^ 1898
Our Theatres in the Nineties (coll articles)

^ 1931
Music in London^ 18Q0-4 (coll articles), 1931
The Intelligent WomarCs Guide to Socialism and Capitalism^ 1928
Major Critical Essays^ 1932
Prefaces, 1934

Novels, tracts on Socialism, etc

GREGORY, AUGUSTA, LADY (1852-1932)
Gods and Fighting Men, 1906*
Seven Short Plays, 1909
New Comedies, 1913
Three Last Plays, 1928

SYNGE, JOHN MILLINGTON (1871-1909)
The Shadow of the Glen, and Riders to the Sta, 1905, Tie Well

of the Saints, 1905
The Playboy of the Western World, 1907
Aran Islands, 1907
The Tinkers^ Wedding, 1907
Poems and Translations, 1909
Deirdre of the Sorrows, 1910
Works (4 vols ), 1910

ARCHER, WILLIAM (1856-1924)
Criticism

Masks or Faces a Study in the P^chology of Acting, 1888
The Theatrical World, 1893-7, 5 vols

Plq^-Making, 1912
The Old Drama and the New, 1923
(With H Granville-Barker) A National Theatre Scheme and

Estimates, 1907
Archer surprised himself, towards the end of his life, by wntuig

a dramatic thriller which was a success—The Green Goddess, 1921,
the incongrmty of the situation lying mainly in the seriousness

of his dramatic criticism, and for the rest m his having been one
of the first and most valiant champions of Ibsen He edited, and
partly translated, Ibsen’s Prose Dramas and the Collected Works of
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Ibsen His book on Play-Making is an admirable techmcal manual
for the fabrication of ‘‘well-made” plays, in which he shows
himself as the descendant of Scribe and Sardou His views on
the new drama are stimulating, but his opinions of the old are
nothing less than deplorable

ERVINE, ST JOHN GREER (1883-- ).

Mixed Marriage

y

1910-1
Jane Clegg, 19 1 1-2

John Fergtison, 1914
Since the War St John Ervine’s plays have been comedies,

unlike his earher grim studies of conflict He has also wntten
much dramatic criticism and published volumes of essays, novels
and a biography of General Booth

—

God^s Soldier, 1935
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Jj^OR convenience there are four main divisions here

(A) THE EARLY AND MID-VICTORIANS

(B) THE LATE VIGTORIANS-
the dividing date being about 1880

(C) THE EDWARDIANS AND SOME GEORGIANS

(D) (I) A NOTE ON SOME BEST SELLERS

(II) A NOTE ON SOME REVIVALS

But it should be emphasised that these, like other di\ isions,

are merely for convemence It is easier to pm Henry James

down to a period than Thomas Hardy, and—to take an

opposite example—Wilham De Morgan insisted on removing

himself from his actual to his spiritual date when the list

was made Within the periods the arrangement is usually

by age, except that certain writers are grouped together

because of their common mterests or characteristics, e g

,

the “social” novehsts in (A), the followers ofR L Stevenson

in(B)

(A) THE EARLY AND MID-VICTORIANS

(I) Some older wnters

Peacock, Frances Trollope, Mary Russell Mitford

(II) Histoncal novelists

G P R James, Hamson Ainsworth, Meadows

Taylor

(HI) Bulwer Lytton, Disraeh

(IV) Dickens, Wilkie Colhns, the Brontes, Thackeray,

Anne Thackeray Ritchie, William De Morgan

(V) Marryat, Lever, Lover, “Cuthbert Bede”, Surtees,

Whyte-MelviUe, Anthony TroUope, T Adolphus

Trollope, R D Blackmore, Somerville and Ross
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(VI) The “Social’’ novel

Harriet Martineau, Mis Gaskell, Charles Kingsley,

Henry Kingsley, T Hughes, Charles Reade,
“George Eliot”

(VII) The background oi religious life and thought

C M Yonge, J H Shorthouse, Mis Oliphant,

“Mark Rutherford”, Mrs Humphrey Waid

(B) THE LATE VICTORIANS
(I) George Meredith, Thomas Hardy, Henry James,

Rhoda Broughton

(II) Novelists of middle- and lower-class London life

Besant, Gissing, Arthur Morrison, Whitemg, Pett

Ridge, Zangwill, W W Jacobs, J K Jerome
(III) Bohemia and Society at the turn of the century

George Du Maurier, Henry Harland,R S Hichens,

“Anthony Hope”, E F Benson, “Baron Corvo”,
Leonard Mernck, “John Oliver Hobbes”, Richard
Garnett

(IV) Romance Stevenson and others,

R L Stevenson, Stanley Weyman, Rider Haggard,
“H S Merriman”, Conan Doyle, Maurice Hewlett

(V) Some masters of terror

Le Fanu, M R James, Aithur Machen
(VI) Kipling, F A Steel

(C) EDWARDIANS AND SOME GEORGIANS
Conrad, George Moore, H G Wells, Galsworthy,
Bennett, G D Brown, “Saki”, J D Beresford, E
M Forster, May Sinclair, Richard Middleton,
Compton Mackenzie, Gilbeit Cannan, F A
Swinnerton, Hugh Walpole

(D)
MoU I SOME BEST SELLERS

Mrs Henry Wood, Miss Mulock, Miss Braddon,
“Ouida”, Mane Corelh, Hall Caine

II SOME REVIVALS
Emily Eden, Marmion Savage, George Alfred

Lawrence
There is a real difficulty in deciding whether to include Mere-

dith, Hardy, Kiphng and others here or elsewhere, and the

actual classification has been made merely on the ground that

probably their prose has more leaders than their poetry
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See also under

—

History (J A Froude, George Bourn
Travel (Borrow, Trelawney, Johnston)
Theology (Newman, Neale)

Poetry (Ingelow, W Moiiis, Swinburne, Watts-Dunton,
Lang, Newbolt, W Shaip, De la Mare, Masefield, J
Stephens, Flecker, Squire)

Drama (Jerrold, Wilde, Monkhouse, L Housman, G B
Shaw, Lady Gregory, Ervine)

Children's Books {passirri)

Criticism and Essays (Pater, “Vernon Lee”, A. Symons, Mai-
lock, Jeffeiies, Hudson, Gunninghame Graham,
Beerbohm, Lucas, Belloc, Chesterton, Banng)

Monsense and Parody (“Lewis Carroll”, Bumand, Grossimth,

“F Anstey”, Bentley)

Certain general books of criticism and history may be

suggested here for study, in addition to those (e g ,
Sadleir’s

Trollope) which are noted later under their subject

GENERAL CRITICISM
E M Forster—Aspects of the Novel

T H Green—An Estimate of the Value and Influence of Works

of Fiction in Modem Ttmes^ ed F N Scott

Henry James— The Art of the Novell and Notes on Novelists

H W Leggett—The Idea in Fiction

Percy Lubbock—The Craft of Fiction

Edwin Muir—The Structure of the Novel

A T Sheppard—The Art and Practice of Historical Fiction

Wilfrid Ward—Last Lectures (one is On the Methods of de-

picting Character in Fiction and Biography).

LITERARY HISTORY AND THE VICTORIAN NOVEL-
ISTS
E A Bakek—History of the English Novel, Vols, VII and

VIII (These cover the middle of the century, extending

to include Meredith but not Hardy, the foUowmg volumes

are intended to bring the history up to the present day )

Michael Sadleir—Excursions in Victorian Bibhograpf^.

(Essays on, as well as bibliographies of, Trollope, Marryat,

Disraeli, Collins, Reade, Whyte-MelviUe, Mrs GaskcU)
^

L Cazamian—Le roman social en Angleterre {1830-^0) (This
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considers especially Dickens, Disraeli, Mrs Gaskell, C
Eangsley

)

Madeleine L Cazamian—Le roman et Us idees en AngleUrre
Lhnfluence de la science^ j86o-go

^

M E Speare—The Political Novel (Special reference to
Disraeli

)

Joseph Ellis Baker— The Novel and the Oxford Movement
W G Brownell— Victorian Prose Masters (Thackeray, Car-

lyle, G Eliot, Matthew Arnold, Rnskin, Meredith

)

Lord David Cecil—Early Victorian Novelists (Dickens,
Thackeray, the Brontes, Mrs Gaskell, G Ehot, Trollope

)
HolbrookJackson—Great English Novelists (Lytton, Dickens,

Disraeh, Thackeray, Meredith

)

A QjoiLLER-CoucH—Charles Dickens and other Victorians

(Dickens, Thackeray, Disraeh, Mrs Gaskell, Trollope,
The Victorian Background )

The following deal more especially with the later novelists,

from Henry James to E M Forster, particularly Bennett,
Wells, Conrad and Kipling

G K Chesterton—Heretics

Abel Ghevalley—Le roman anglais de notre temps
Andre Ghevrillon—Nouvelles etudes anglaises

Bonamy Dobree—The Lamp and the Lute
Ramon Fernandez—Messages

John Freeman—English Portraits and Essays^ and The Moderns.
Edward Garnett—Friday Nights
Edmund Gosse—Aspects and Impressions

R Brimley Johnson—Some Contemporary Novelists {Men)
^
and

The Women Novelists

Robert Lynd—Books and Authors^ and Old and New Masters
Desmond MacGarthy—Portraits

Andre Maurois—Poets and Prophets [Logxciens et magtciens )
Dixon Scott—Men and Books
Orlo Williams—Some great English Novels.

(A) THE EARLY AND MID-VICTORIANS

I Some Older Writers

PEACOCK, THOMAS LOVE (1785^1866).
Headlong Ha% i8i6
Mehncourtj 1817
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Nightmare Abbej^ i8i8
Maid Marian^ 1822
The Misfortunes of Elphin^ 1829
Crotchet Castle^ 1831
Gryll Grange^ i860

“Little tales of a heady and bewildering nature^ interspersed
with unusual songs”—Kipling’s description of Peacock’s novels,
in Stalky & Co

^
may be supplemented with J B Pnestlcy’s

“Anstophamc fiction creating fantastic personages out of
their opinions

”

Yet the personages exist, or at least his sybaritic, scholarly
parsons, Doctors Opimian and Folliott, have an air of immorta-
lity about them Peacock is entertainingly reactionary he in-

tensely disliked “the march of imnd” and the pretensions of the
early optimists who, so touchingly believed in an immediate
Utopia He is more fully dealt with in the previous volume, where
his only halfserious Four Ages ofPoetry considered
The best edition of Peacock’s works is the Halhford edition, in

10 vols
,
ed H F B Brett-Snuth and G E Jones, 1924-34, but

there are others easily accessible The tales can be obtained in a
single volume

Peacock’s best poetry is in the songs of the novels and in

Rhododaphne (1818) His witty and paradoxical Four Ages of Poetry

(1820) provoked Shelley’s Defence of Poetry, and a convement
edition of the two, with Brovming’s Essay on Shelley thrown in,

was brought out by H F B Brett-Snuth m 1929
The 1875 edition ofthe collected works contains a Memoir, but

the Life by Carl Van Doren, 191 1, and the study byJ B Priestley,

1927, are more satisfactory

Two other writers may be included as also belonging to an
older generation, though they had scarcely more in common
with each other than with Peacock

TROLLOPE, FRANCES (1780-1863)
Domestic Manners of the Americans, 1832

One of the first, hvehest and most unflattenng accounts of a
residence in the Umted States It may be compared with Hamet
Martmeau’s more sympathetic Society in America (1837) and A
Retrospect of Western Travel (1838)

The Vicar of Wrexhtll, 1837
The Widow Bamaby, 1838
The Widow Married, 1840
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Mrs Trollope wrote many other novels, and though most of

them were pot-boilers there is plenty of wit and observation in

them She deserves to be remembered for her own sake, not

merely as the mother of Anthony Trollope Her daughter-in-

law, Frances Eleanor Trollope, published a study of her hfe and
work in 1895 Her work is discussed in the previous volume

MITFORD, MARY RUSSELL (1787-1855)-
Mary Russell Mitford wrote many successful plays, poetic

tragedies of a kind which is now dead

—

Rienzi^ 1828, is the best

—

but she is remembered for her stories and sketches of village life

Our Village^ 1824-32 (pubhshed in The Lady's Magazine from
1819)

Most of the later one-volume editions are made by selection

from the original five volumes
Recollections of a Literary Life^ 1852
Life^ related in a selectionfrom her letters^ ed byA G L’Estrange
and H F Chorley, 1869-72

Correspondence with Charles Boner and John Ruskin^ ed Ehzabeth
Lee, 1914

The best biographer of Miss Mitford is Miss Mitford in her
letters, but see also A G L’Estrange, The Friendships of Mary
Russell Mitfoidy 1882

II Historical Novelists

JAMES, GEORGE PAYNE RAINSFORD (1799-1860)
James’s historical novels have become proverbial for their

solitary horsemen—he was parodied by Thackeray in Barbazure—
but he was a not contemptible follower of Scott He wrote over a
hundred novels, of which a few may be named as an indication

of his range
RichekeUy 1829
Philip Augustus^ 1831
Mary of Burgundy^ 1833
Damley, 1833

There IS a study ofJames by S M Ellis

—

The Solitary Horseman^

1927

AINSWORTH, WILLIAM HARRISON (1805-82)
Ainsworth is, on the whole, a more spirited writer than James,

though he was apt to cumber the movement of his stories with
chunks of information from his antiquarian and histoncal
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sources He also was a voluminous producer, and only a few of his
books need be named

Rookwood^ 1834
Jack Sheppard^ 1839
The Tower of London^ 1840
Old St PauTsy 1841
Windsor Castle^ 1843
The Lancashire Witches^ 1848

These and other books, with their lurid historical atmosphere,
may be wholly recommended to children, but they also appeal to
what IS left of the childish in adults

S M Ellis

—

William Harrison Ainsworth and His FriendSy 1911

TAYLOR, PHILIP MEADOWS (1808-76)
The Confessions of a Thug^ 1839
Tippoo Sultautiy 1840
Tara^ 1863
Ralph Darnelly 1865
Seeta^ 1872
A Noble Qjieen^ 1878

Meadows Taylor’s novels deal with Indian history and life, of
both ofwhich he had a deep knowledge and understanding, from
the sixteenth to the mneteenth century He had a large share in

the suppression of Thuggery, and The Confessions of a Thug con-
tains more fact than fiction His Story of My Life (1877) is an
admirable, simple and unaffected autobiography In every re-

spect he IS better than James or Ainsworth, though he receives

far less attention than they do in most histones of literature

III

LYTTON, EDWARD BULWER, LORD (1803-73)
Lytton as a novelist tned every fashionable kind in turn From

Pelham (1828), a novel of society, he passed to the interpretation

—^his enemies said, glonfication—of the murderer Eugene Aram

(1832) Then came histoncal novels in the Scott tradition—^

TTie Last Days of Pompeiiy 1834
Rienzti 1835
The Last (f the Barons

,

1843
Haroldy 1848

Then he tried the domestic novel

—

The Caxtons^ 1850
My Novell 1853
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What will he do with iP, 1858
And he wrote at least two good uncanny stones

—

The Haunted and the Haunters^ 1859
A Strange Story

^

1862
These are only about half his novels^ he wrote also poetry

which IS of httle value and plays which can still hold the stage

—

The Lady ofLyons and Richeheu^ 1838
Money

y 1840

None of his novels is exactly worthless, and most of them have
a marked individual quality, but in literature and in life he just

missed the first rank
There was a library edition of the novels m 1859-63, and

the poetic and dramatic works were collected in 1852—4
Lifcy Letters and Literary Remains

^

by his son, 1883, comes
down only to 1832, but may be supplemented by the Memoir pre-

fixed to his Speeches^ 1874, and by the later lives by his grandson,

1913, and T H S Escott, 1910
Michael Sadleir’s Bulwer^ a Panoramay Edward and Rostna (1931,

since repubhshed under the second half of the title) should be
read, it again covers only the earlier part of the hfe There is a
critical study of the writings by E G Bell, Introductions to the Prose

Remainsy Plays and Comedies ofEdward Bulwery Lord Lytton, 1914

DISRAELI, BENJAMIN, LORD BEAGONSFIELD (1804-81)
Disraeli’s early novels of society have the brilliance of Lytton’s,

with an extra touch of gaudmess, but also something more per-

manent—^perhaps the defimte personality, sure of itself, in wluch
Lytton was lacking

Vivian Grey, 1826
The Toung Duke, 1831
Contanm Fleming, 1832
Alroy, 1833
Venetia, and Henrietta Temple, 1837

There is also a group of witty and satiric extravaganzas
Ixion in Heaven, The Irfernal Marriage, Popamlla, 1828 But it

is the pohtical novels which show the rei difference between
Disraeli and Lytton

Coningsby, 1844 (“the best novel of pohtics ever written”)
Sybil, or The Two Nations, 1845 a book which owes somethmg

to Carlyle’s Past and Present, but at the same time is the
work of a statesman who sees for himself the dangers of

social cleavage
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Tancredy 1847 another side of Disraeli’s political thought is

here
Lothaify 1870, and Eniymton^ 1880, have the same wit and
knowledge of the world and the pohtical game, with in-

creased experience but loss of freshness

The Pohtical Biography ofLord George Bentinck^ 1 852, is a comple-
ment to the novels and even a kind ofcommentary on them It is

an interesting experiment in being a biography in terms of politics

rather than in the terms of personahty Disraeli’s poetry is

neghgible
The standard hfe is that by Monypenny and Buckle, 1 91 0-20

The Disraeli of Andr6 Maurois has the interest of a hfe seen

through foreign eyes, and perhaps the insight which one Jew can

have into the mmd of another

IV

DICKENS, CHARLES (1812-70)

The novels of Dickens stretch from Sketches by Boz (1833 on-

wards serially, 1835-6 m book-form) to the unfimshed Edwin

Drood They are so easily accessible that it is not necessary to

note even collected editions here, most of them appeared m
monthly numbers or in one of the magazmes which Dickens

edited, and they followed in rapid succession

Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club^ 1836-7
Oliver Twisty 1838
Jsficholas Ntckleby^ 1839
Master Humphreys Clock {The Old Curiosity Shop^ Barnaby

Rudge)^ 1840-1

A Christmas Carol 1843 (Other Christmas tales, 1844-7)

Martin Chuzzlewit, 1844
Dombey and Son^ 1848
David Coppetfieldj 1850
Bleak Houses 1853
Hard Times

^

1854
Little Dorrit^ 1857
A Tale of Two Cities, 1859
Great Expectations, 1861

Our Mutual Friend, 1865
Also the volumes of sketches American J^otes, 1842, Picturesfrom

Italy, 1846, The Uncommercial Traveller, i860

The standard hfe remains that byJohn Forster, first pubhshed

m 1872, the best editioiu of this are those by B W Matz, I9ti»
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andj W T Ley, 1928 were publishedm 1880-2, and
the Letters to Wilkte Collins

y

ifiji-yo, m 1892
There are many good studies and essays, among the best Ahcc

Meynell’s essay in Hearts of Controversjy G K Chesterton’s study
(first pubhshed m 1906 see also his Appreciations and Cnticums of
the Works of Charles Dickens

y

1911), Stephen Leacock’s Charles

Dickens (1933)5 Oliver Elton’s Dickens and Thackeray

,

1930,
Bernard Darwin’s Dickens

y

1933, and the critique by George
Santayana in his Soliloquies in England

COLLINS, WILLIAM WILKIE (1824-89)
Wilkie Collins’s twenty-odd novels are all workmanhke, well

constructed and not without character-drawing Among the
best are

—

The Woman in White

y

i860
JVb NamCy 1862
Armadalcy 1866
The Moonstoncy 1868—one of the best detective stones ever
wntten This and The Woman in White are his best novels,
but many others, e g ,

Poor Miss Finch, 1872, are also good
Collins IS still very readable His chiefimportance in the history

of the novel lies in the fact that he attempted to impart some form
to It, and that he influenced Dickens in the same direction towards
the end of his hfe
There is a good study by S M Ellis in Wilkie Collins, Le Fanu

and others, 1931, and T S Eliot’s introduction to The Moonstone
in the World's Classics should be read

BRONTE, CHARLOTTE (1816-55)
The Professor (wntten first, not published until 1857)
Jane Eyre, 1847
Shirley, 1849
Villette, 1853

BRONTE, EMILY (1818-48)
Wuthenng Heights, 1848

BRONTE, ANNE (1820-49)
Agnes Gr^, 1848 (published with Wuthenng Heights)
The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, 1848

The three sisters joined m the Poems by Currer, Ellis and Acton
Belly 1846
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An edition of Emily Bronte’s poems, ed Clement Shoiter, was
published in 1923
The most complete edition of the works of the Bronte listers is

the Shakespeare Head, 193 1-4, including the Letters and the Life

byT J Wise andJ Alexander Symington There is an interesting

collected edition of Charlotte Bronte with introductions by Mrs
Humphiey Ward, 1899-1900, and anothei edited b\ Clement
Shorter, 1903
The earliest and still in some ways the standard biography
—^a classic in its own right—^was Mrs Gaskell’s Life of Charlotte

Bronte^ 1857, but this should be corrected and supplemented by
such books as

—

A C Swinburne

—

A Note on Charlotte Bronte^ 1877
Clement Shorter

—

The Brontes and their Circle^ 1896
The Brontes, Life and Letters, 1908

May Sinclair

—

The Three Brontes, 1914
Ernest Dimnet

—

Les Sosurs Bionte, 1910, trs L N Gill, The

Bronte Sisters, 1927

E F Benson

—

Charlotte Bronte, 1932

A good introductory study with a useful bibliography is

—

K A R Sugden

—

A Short History of the Brontes, 1929
See also

—

E M Delafield

—

The Brontes their lives recorded by their

contemporaries, 1935
Herbert E Wroot

—

Persons and Places, Sources of Charlotte

Bronte^s Novels, 1935
G Elsie Harrison

—

Methodist Good Companions, 1935 (The

Bronte originals

)

THACKERAY, WILLIAM MAKEPEACE (1811-63)

There are so many editions available that it is hardly necessary

to give a full hst of Thackeray’s works, but it may be noted that

though the Pans Sketch-Book appealed in 1840 and the next eight

years were full of activity, it was not until 1848, when Vanity Fair

and The Book of Snobs appeared, that he made much impression

on the public After that the dates of his chief works are—

Pendenms, 1848-50
The History ofHenry Esmond, 1852

The English Humorists of the Eighteenth Century, 1853

The Newcomes, 1854-5
The Rose and the Ring, 1854
Miscellanies (including Barry Lyndon), 1855

The Virginians, 1858-9 (A continuation oi Esmond)
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The Four Georges^ i86i

The Adventures of Philips 1862

Roundabout Papers^ 1863
The great works are Vanity Fair, Esmond, Pendermis and The New-

comes The English Humourists is a disappointing and impercipient

work The Four Georges is thoroughly bad, and has been more
responsible than any other work for disseminating false views of

the early Hanoverian monarchs The Rose and the Ring is a perma-
nently dehghtful book for children The book most characteristic

of Thackeray himself, who sometimes seems to be an essayist who
was a novelist only by accident, is the Roundabout Papers

Thackeray’s early ambition to be a painter left its mark on his

books, many of which contained his own illustrations when they
were pubhshed In modern editions these are usually omitted
or replaced by the work of others, but the books have more of
their true flavour if they have their author’s pictures, as m the

biographical edition of 1898—9 The introductions to this edition

are by his daughter. Lady iGtchie, and contain as much bio-

graphical material as Thackeray himself would have wished to

be pubhshed he did not wish a formal biography to be written
As near an approach to this as he would have desired—^perhaps

nearer—^is the cnticaJ study by Malcolm Elwin, 1932
The study by Anthony Trollope is surprisingly disappointmg,

those by Saintsbury, 193I} and G K Chesterton, 1909, should
be read, and so should A A Jack, Thackeray, 1895, Ohver
Elton, Dickens and Thackeray, 1930

Percy Lubbock’s The Craft of Fiction contains an admirable
analysis of Vanity Fair ^

Sec also

—

Some Family Letters of William Makepeace Thackeray,

together with recollections by hts Kinswoman, Blanche Warre Cornish,

1911 Thackeray^s Letters to an American Family, with an introduction
by Lucy W Baxter, 1904

THACKERAY, ANNE ISABELLA (Lady Ritchie) (1837-1919)
Thackeray’s daughter had a touch of her father’s genius, and

her delicate novels and essays are written in a cadenced prose
which possesses a half-melancholy charm not unlike his Out of
them may be selected

—

The Story of Elizabeth, 1863
The Village on the Cl^, 1867
Old Kensington, 1873
Miss Angel, 1875
A Book of Sibyls, 1883 (Critical essays )
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Records of Tennyson^ Rusktn and Brownings 1892
Chapters from some Memoirs

^

1894
Trollope’s comment on Rhoda Broughton (sec below, p 301)

and Anne Thackeray is illuminating He implies that Anne
Thackeray’s charactei^ are a little insipid, and that BJboda
Broughton gives too much life to her figures, “makmg them speak

as men and women do speak” He goes on to say that Miss

Broughton’s novels “are not so sweet-savoured as are those by
Miss Thackeray, and are, therefore, less true to nature”

DE MORGAN, WILLIAM TREND (1839-1917)
Joseph Vanccy 1906
Alicefor-Short, 1907
Somehow Good^ 190^
It never can Happen again^ 1909
An Affair of Dishonour^ 1910
A Likely Story, 1911
When Ghost meets Ghost, 1914

The Old Madhouse, 1919, The Old Man^s Youth, 1921 these were

left unfimshed and pubhshed posthumously, the second contams

a good deal of autobiography, and De Morgan also put a good

deal of himself into Charles Heath m Alicefor-ShorL

De Morgan’s active life was spent in the desigmng and making

of pottery which is treasured by museums and private owners,

he was m the Bume Jones-Morns circle It was only after he had

had to give that up that he began, almost by accident, to write

novels, and they are, not imnaturally, novels of the kind that he

enjoyed as a young man before his energies were directed to art.

They are not imitative, but they are of a pattern nearer that of

i860 than that of their date, it may be noted that Joseph Vance

and Galsworthy’s The Man ofProperty appeared in the same year,

De Morgan is a kind of counterpart to Gerard Manley Hopkins,

whose poems belong to the date of their pubhcation rather than

the time of then* composition, and the two men may serve as a

wammg against laying imdue emphasis on dates and tendencies,

De Morgan bemg thirty years behind his time, Hopkins fifty

years ahead De Morgan had an unusual power of following the

illogical processes of his characters, and of giving their conversa-

tion m all Its ungrammatical, slipshod significance, his working

men are Shakespearian, and his representation of the nuddle-

class professional and artistic society which he knew is as faithful

as It IS humorous and sometimes touchmg The first two and the

last of his completed novels are the best, but The OldMarCs Youth
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might have excelled them it contains passages of tragic intensity

to which thei e are some, but few, parallels in them On the whole
he was mclined to look at life through rose-coloured spectacles*

but at least there is this to be said, that he did not begin writing
about life until he knew something about it

A M W Stirlmg

—

William De Morgan and his Wife, 1922

V

Marryat’s and Lever’s stones of lively adventure have some-
thing in common with the hunting hterature of Surtees and,
with some modification, Whyte-Melville, and Whyte-Mel-
ville in turn with Trollope and Blackmore and with “Somer-
ville and Ross”, but the links of connection should not be
strained “Cuthbert Bede” and Lover show a lower level of
the Lever type

MARRYAT, FREDERICK (1792-1848).
The King's Own, 1830
Peter Simple, 1834
Jacob Faitlful, 1834
Mr Midshipman Ea^, 1836
The Dog Fiend, or Snarleyow, 1837
Masterman Ready, 1841

These six books give a full picture of “the old navy” ,after

Smollett and at the beginning ofthe mneteenth century To
should be added one of the best histoncal tales for children

—

The
Children of the Kew Forest, 1847
Marryat, who wrote good straightforward narrative in good

straightforward prose, is still very readable, and his novels still

have a sense of reahty and freshness

Life and Letters by his daughter, Florence Marryat, 1872 There
is also a biographical essay by l^chael Sadleir m an edition of
Peter Simple, published m 1929

LEVER, CHARLES JAMES (1806-72)
Harry Lorrequer, 1837
Charles O'Malley, 1840,

and many other novels with a good deal of horse-play and
irresponsible adventure in them He is now difficult to read his
novels date, and now seem rather faded, but in their day they
were regarded as lively
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lover, SAMUEL (1797-1868)
Lover was in his day a well-known song-writer, whose best-

known song was Rory &More^ 1826, as well as a novelist and
dramatist

Legends and Stones of Ireland

^

1831

Rory O^More—a novel suggested by his song, out of which he
subsequently made a play also— 1837

Songs and Ballads^ ^^39
Handy Andy^ his best-known and perhaps his best book, 1842,

and other books
The verdict of the Dictionary of National Biography may be

accepted without injustice ‘‘his contnbutions to literatuie are

only those of a second-rate Lever and a thud-rate Moore”

“GUTHBERT BEDE” (Edward Bradley) (1827-89)
“Cuthbert Bede” wrote many books, most of which he himself

illustrated, and one of them retains a pale reputation Adventures

ofMr Verdant Green, of which the three parts appealed m 1853,

1854 and 1856 As the DNB biographer remarks, “Verdant

Green himself is a kind ofundergraduate Pickwick, and the book

IS full of harmless fun ”

SURTEES, ROBERT SMITH (1803-64)

Jorrocks^s Jaunts and Jollities, 1838 (pubhshed earlier in

magazine)
Handley Cross, 1843, expanded 1854
Hillingdon Hall, 1845
Hawbuck Grange, 1847
Mr Sponge's Sporting Tour, 1853
Ask Mamma, 1858
Plain or Ringlets, i860

Mr Facey Rorrford^s Hounds, 1865

Frederick Watson Robert Smith Surtees a critical study, 1933

Anthony Steel Jorrocks's England, 1932

See also the essay by Bonamy Dobr^e m Essays of the Year,

igsg—go
“It was a foul world into which he peeped for the first time

a heavy-eating, hard-drinking hell of horse-copers, swind-

“lers, match-making mothers, economically dependent virgins

“selling themselves blushmgly for cash and lands Jews, trades-

“men, and an ill-considered spawn of Dickens-and-horsedung

“characters (I give Midmore^s own criticism), but he read on,

“fascinated, and behold, from the pages leaped, as it were.
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*'the brother to the red-eyed man of the brook, bellowing at a
^‘landlord (here Midmore realised that he was that very animal)
“for new bams, and another man who, like himself again
“objected to hoof-marks on gravel Outrageous as thought and
“conception were, the stuff seemed to have the rudiments of
“observation [Midmore’s neighbours] lied, except about
“horses, grudgmgly and of necessity, not for art’s sake, and
“men and women alike, they expressed themselves along their
“chosen hues with the serene indifference of the larger animals
“Then Midmore would go home and identify them, one by
“one, out of the natural-history books by Mr Surtees ”

Kipling, My Son's Wife
In Siegfried Sassoon’s Memoirs of a Fox-hunting Man^ Shcrston

and Colwood “adopted and matured a speciahzed jargon,
“drawn almost exclusively from characters in the novels of
“Surtees, since we knew these almost by heart they provided us
“with somethmg like a dialect of our own, and in our care-free
“moments we exchanged remarks in the mid-Victorian language
“of such character-parts as Mr Romford, Major Yammerton
“and Sir Moses Mamchance, while Mr Jorrocks was an all-

“pervading influence ” That “adaptation of the Rmgwell Hunt
“to the world created by that observant novelist was simplified
“by the fact that a large proportion of the Rmgwell subscribers
“might have stepped straight out of his pages ”

WHYTE-MELVILLE, GEORGE JOHN (1821-78)
Captain Digby Grand^ 1853
Kate Coventry^ 1856
Market Harborough^ 1861,

and others

Collected Edition, ed Sir Herbert Maxwell, 1898
Whyte-Melvillc has not the robustness of Surtees and he has

no characters equal to Jorrocks andJames Pigg or a dozen others
But he gives a pleasant picture of the hunting life of his day,
which he knew mtimately it was hunting and not people that
interested him his manual on ridmg still has some value, though
the style of horsemanship has changed

TROLLOPE, ANTHONY (1815-82)
TroUope wrote about fifty novels, of which the Phineas Finn

senes and others are not neghgible but are less likely to endure
than the Barsetshire novels

—

The Warden^ 1855
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Barchester Towers^ 1857.
Doctor Thorne^ 1858
Framley Parsonage^ 1861

The Small House at Allington^ 1864
The Last Chronicle of Barset^ 1867

He wrote his Autobiography^ which was published in 1883 just

after his death, and did some harm to his reputation among the
sentimental by its exceedingly unsentimental account of his habits

of work
Michael Sadleir’s Trollope^ A Commentary^ 1927, considers the

Victorian background—there is a useful and suggestive division

of the reign into three periods—as well as the novels themselves

See also Hugh Walpole’s TrollopevDith.^English Men ofLetters senes

TROLLOPE, THOMAS ADOLPHUS (1810-92)—^was the brother of Anthony, whom he provided with the

plot of Dr Thorne^ and he wrote tolerable novels and miscellaneous

books, mainly on Itahan subjects, such as

—

La Beata^ 1861
Marietta^ 1862
Giulio Malatesta, 1863

These three were novels Of his books of histoncal and topo-

graphical gossip and more senous histoncal studies, two may be
specially mentioned

—

Philippo Strozzt, i860
Paul V the Pope and Paul the Friar

^

i860

BLAGKMORE, RICHARD DODDRIDGE (1825-1900)
Blackmore is remembered almost solely as the author of

Lorna Doone^ 1869,

but others of his novels deserve reading, especially—

The Maid of Sker^ 1872
Cnpps the Carrier^ 1876
Spnnghaven^ 1887

The shapelessness of many of Blackmore’s books illustrates the

dangers of senal pubhcation more clearly than the faulty con-

struction of many of the greater Victonan novels

There is a critical study by Q, G Bums Richard Doddridge

Blackmore^ 1930

EDITH (ENONE SOMERVILLE and ^‘MARTIN ROSS’*
(Violet Florence Martin, 1862-1915).

The Real Charlotte, 1894
289 T
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Some Expet tences of an Irish RM

,

1899
Further Experiences of an Irish RM, 1908
In Mr Knoxes Countiy, 1915

and other stones of the Insh hunting countryside
Hitchcock edition of the Sporting Works, 1927
“Martin Ross” wrote two volumes of essays, mainly autobio-

graphical Some Irish Yesterdays, 1906, and Strcyaways, 1920
Nobody can pretend that the novels wntten by the ladies

known as “Somerville and Ross” are great literature, but they are
wntten m a very clear and dehghSul style, the best form of
ordmary Enghsh, with a respect for language, and no affectation
whatever The stories, moreover, present a sympathetic picture
of a state of Irish society that has now passed away, observed
with great accuracy and a very high sense of humour The
characters they portray seem to be permanent enough

VI The “Social” Novel

Disraek’s novels dealing with social conditions and political
questions have already been noted, and some of Dickens’s
fall into the same category—especially Oliver Twist, Bleak
House and Hard Times The social conscience is, however,
most marked in some of the novelists who are grouped here,
particularly Mrs Gaskell, Charles Kingsley and Charles
Reade There are reasons for includmg also Thomas Hughes
and Henry Kingsley, and the intense seriousness of George
Ehot gives an excuse for adding her to the hst, even though
Felix Holt the Radical is by no means her best book

MARTINEAU, HARRIET (1802-76)
Harriet Martineau is the least attractive of the “social”

novelists, the most of a theorist and propagandist, wntmg tales
simply with the object of inculcating sound notions of pohtical
economy, according to James Mill and Ricardo It is surprismg
that there should be any life at all in her tales, and more sur-
pnsmg that she should have written some for children, e g , Feeds
on the Fiord, which children still enjoy

Elustrations of Political Economy (9 vols ), 1832-4
Poor Laws and Paupers Illustrated, 1833
Elustrations of Taxation, 1834

These are all volumes of tales, though their titles may be mis-
leading
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Deerbrooky 1839.
The Hour and the Man^ 1841 (a novel on Toussamt L’Ouver-

ture)

The PlayfelloWy 1841 {The Settlers at Homey The Peasant and the
Princey Feats on the Fiordy The Crofton Boys )

Forest and Game Law Tales

y

1845,
and other tales and novels

She wrote also a useful History ofEngland during the Thirty Tears"
Peacey 1849

Society in AmencUy 1837
Retrospect of Western Travely 1838

These two books deal with her Amencan expenences,
and may be compared with Mrs Trollope’s and Charles
Dickens’s

Autobiographyy with Memorials by Maria Weston Chabman.
1877

Theodora Bosanquet Harriet MarhneaUy This is the best
recent study, and has useful bibhographies

GASKELL, ELIZABETH CLEGHORN (STEVENSONh
(1810-65)
Mary Bartony 1848
North and Southy 1855

Novels of the industrial north, with descriptions (especi-
ally m the first) of conditions of life and labour so
sympathetic to the “artisans” that they were considered
dangerous and subversive by many of her contempor-
aries

Ruthy 1853, again deals with a problem of morahty in a way
which shocked the rigidity of many of her contempor-
aries

Cranford, 1851-3- the best-known, because the most charm-
ing and least disturbing of her books

Sylvia"s Lovers (a tragic novel), 1863 Cousin Phyllis (a pathetic

idyll—the most perfect of her short stones), 1863-4.
Wives and Daughters, 1864-6 (Unfinished, but the most

perfect of her longer books
)

Many short stones and sketches

Life of Charlotte Bronte, 1857
Complete edition of novels and tales, 1872-3, most of them

are also available in modem cheap editions

Elizabeth S. Haldane Mrs Gaskell and her Friends, 1930.
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KINGSLEY, CHARLES (1819-75)
The Saint's Tragedy^ 1848,

and other poems
Alton Locke^ Tailor and Poet^ 1850
Teast^ 1851

Two novels which show the motives behind the Chartist
movement, with which Kingsley was in strong and
active sympathy As “Parson Lot” he wrote a succession
of tracts, Politicsfor the People^ in 1848, in the second of
which occurs a phrase which was taken up and used
with a different intention by Karl Marx “We have used
the Bible as if it was a mere special constable’s hand-
book—an opium-dose for keeping beasts of burden
patient while they were being overloaded—a mere book
to keep the poor in order Instead of being a book
to keep the poor in order, it is a book, from begiimmg to
end, written to keep the rich in order ” The whole passage
IS charactenstic of his onslaught on social evils His close

connection with F D Maurice should be noted, cf the
Introduction to Theology^ here

Hypatiay 1853
Westward Ho^ 1855
Hereward the Wake^ 1866

These three historical novels aie marred by the intro-

duction of Eangsley’s prejudices, especially his rehgious
prejudices, and his tendency to glorify physical strength,

but they are full of vigour and good story-teUing
Two Tears Ago, 1857, has something in common with the

Chartist novels in its exposure of the consequences of
bad housing conditions There is also a good deal of
social propaganda, well managed, in The Water Babus,
1863

The Heroes, 1856, tells Greek stones for children
At Last, 1870 (a voyage to the West Indies)

Kingsley also wrote sermons and histoncal essays, and did
much useful work as a populariser ofscience, particularly geology
His Glaucus, 1855, and Madam How and Lady Why, 1869, which
were intended for children, should be specially noted He would
repay detailed study he had an interesting streak of fantasy,
shown not only in The Water Babies, 1863, but in the chapter m
Alton Locke descnbing Locke’s dehnum He was hampered by
behevmg that an Enghsh gentleman was the finest of God’s
creatures, buthe alsoheld other,sometimes contradictory, values
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Collected edition, 1879-81 The introduction, or rather
prefatory memoir, by Thomas Hughes to Alton Locke m
this edition should be read

Letters and Memories ofHu Life, by his widow, 1877
Life and Works

y

190 1-3

C W Stubbs Charles Kingsley and the Christian Social Move--
menty 1 899

C E Vulhamy Charles Kingsley and Christian Sociahsmy

KINGSLEY, HENRY (1830-76)
Henry Kingsley has been overshadowed by his brother, but he

IS a novelist ofgreater achievement in some ways, the construction

of his novels is often chaotic, but the characters are alive as few
of Charles Kingsley^s are, and there is a pervading generosity of
temper and expression He wrote too much, and not all his

books are noted here The first two mentioned have a special

interest as being the first, and for a long time the only, good
novels of which the scene is laid in Australia The slum scenesm
the second and in Ravenshoe give the excuse for the inclusion of

Henry Kingsley here

The Recollections of Geoffrey Hamlyny 1859
The Hillyars and the BurtonSy 1865
Ravenshoey 1826
Austin Elliot

y

1863
Mademoiselle Mathildey 1868 (One of the few good novels

about the French Revolution )

StreitoHy 1 869
The Boy in Greyy 1871 (An odd, confused, half-prophcUc

pohtical allegory, nominally a children’s story

)

HUGHES, THOMAS (1822-96)
Hughes showed his interest in soaal conditions by his life,

not by writmg novels with a purpose, but the two Tom Brown

books show the traimng which produced such men as Hughes

himself
Tom Brownes Schooldays

y

1857
Tom Brown At Oxfordy 1861 (not so good,but illuminating on

class distinctions and the position of women)
The Scouring of the White Horsey 1859 A dehghtful and

little known book, full of the spirit of the Berkshire

downs and the life of their people*
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READE, CHARLES (1814-84)
Reade made many of his novels documents, eg, It ts JSfever

too Late to Mendy 1856, exposes abuses of the penal system, and
Hard Cash^ 1863, those of private lunatic asylums, his power of
telling a story comes out m these as well as in his best book—

The Cloister and the Hearth^ 1861 This was first published
as A Good Fight

^

1859, and had a happy ending in that
form It IS a fine picaresque novel about Europe in the
late fifteenth century, owing a good deal to the writings
ofErasmus, the story ofwhose parents it purports to tell

Other novels which may be mentioned aie

—

Peg Woffington^ 1853 At one time, if not now, as famous as
The Cloister arid the Hearth^ but a poor book Reade had
a hand in a good many stage productions, but his

picture of Garrick is disappointing
Christie Johnstone

^

1853
Griffith Gaunty 1866
Life and critical study by Malcolm Elwin, 1934

“GEORGE ELIOT’’ (Mary Ann Evans), (1819-80)
Scenes from Clerical Ltfe^ 1858
Adam Bede^ 1859
The Mill on the Floss

^

i860
Silas Mamery 1861
Romolay 1863
Felix Holty the Radtcaly 1866
Mtddlemarchy 1871-2
Daniel Deronday 1876,

and minor writings, especially theological and philosophical
Her verse is pedestrian, but O may Ijoin the choir invisible is well
known

J W Cross George Eliotts Life as related in her Letters and
^Journalsy 1884

O Browning Life of George Eliot

y

1890
Elizabeth S Haldane George Eliot and her Times

y

1927
A H Paterson George Ehofs Family Life and Letters

y

1928
J Lewis May George Elwty 1930

There is a good article by R H Hutton in Chambers’s
Cyclopaedia of English LiteraturSy Vol III, and an interesting
recent study by P BourPhonne George ElioL Essai de btograpkte

tntellectuelle et morale

y

1933
See also

—

MaqoryA Bald Women Writers ofthe FTineteenth Centuryy 1923
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Muncl Masefield tVomen Noveluts from Fanny Burney to George
Ehot, 1934.

VII Religious Life and Thought

Certain writers, deliberately or half-consciously, show the
movement of religious thought through the nineteenth

century

YONGE, charlotte MARY (18123-1901)

Miss Yonge’s novels have both indmdual and histone \alue,

since more than any other -wntei she shows the effect of one of
the most far-reaching movements of the century, the Oxford
Movement, on ordinary men and women of gentle breeding Her
novels fall into two groups domestic stones such as The Daisy

Cham, 1856, and its successors, in which she anticipates the

twentieth-century fashion of family chromcles, and histoncal

tales such as The Chaplet of Pearls, 1868, and Unknown to History,

j882—^by no means as mild fare as is often supposed She had a
real sense of character and of history, and she wrote some his-

toncal sketches and biographies ofvalue On the other side ofher

work the most significant of her books is perhaps The Heir of

Redclyffe, 1853, which, with its high, if not strained, sense of

dedication and discipline, was extraordinarily mfluential see,

e g ,
Mackail’s Life of William Moiris for its effect on Moms and

his fnends at Oxford Careful reading of her novels will provide

a good deal of understanding of certain sides of Victonan life,

by no means the least admirable, and even throw amusing hght

on some of die changing ideals of her age A woman ofwide and

deep reading, almost a scholar, she approved of the education of

women, but she felt nothing but horror for most forms of

femimsm
A collected, but not complete, edition of her novels was pub-

lished m 1888-9 There is a Life by Ghnstabel Coleridge

SHORTHOUSE, JOSEPH HENRY (1834-1903)

John Inglesant, 1881
A book ofstrange and rare quality, unreadable by some people,

to others one ofmajor importance in a sense an historical novel,

smee the story is laid in England and Italy m the seventeenth

century, but better described by its author’s term, “a philo-

sophical romance”, the outward experiences of the hero bong a

kmd of shadow of his search for a reconcihation “between the
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noblest parts of man’s nature arrayed against each other On
the one side obedience and faith^ on the other, freedom and the

reason ” The book is steeped in the sacramental thought of the

Oxford Movement, as Miss Yonge’s are in its sober, self-distrustful

piety
Shorthouse’s other books are no great matter

OLIPHANT, MARGARET (1828-97)
Passages in the Life of Mrs Margaret Maitland^ 1849,

and other stones of Scottish life

Chronicles of Carlingford^ 1862—76
Salem Chapel^ in this senes, may be compared with the

novels of ‘‘Mark Rutherford” for its picture of pro-

vincial Nonconformity In the others there are sidelights

on movements in the Church of England
A Beleaguered City3 1880 An excellent story of the super-

natural

Mrs Ohphant had to write for her hving and produced,
besides many other novels, guide-books, etc

,
of which The

Makers of Florence^ 1874, is the best Another valuable work is

her Annals of a Publishing House^ 1897, the history of the Black-

wood firm

Autobiography and Letters3 1899

“MARK RUTHERFORD” (William Hale White), (1831-

1913)
The Autobiography of Mark Rutherford, 1881
Mark Rutherford^s Deliverance^ 1885
The Revolution in TannePs Lane3 1887
Miriam^s Schoolings 1890
Catharine Furze^ 1893
Clara Hopgoods 1896
The Early Life of Mark Rutherford by Himself 1913

Besides these half-autobiographical books Hale V^te also

wrote essays and cnticism

—

An Examination of the Charge of Apostasy against Wordsworth^

1898
Pages from a Journals 1901
J(^n BunyaUs 1905.
More Pages from a Journals 1910
Last Pages from a Journals 1915,

and other boofe
There is a German study by Hans Khnke, 1930, but the life
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and spiritual history are best understood from his own works, his

Letters to Three Friends^ 1924, and The Groombrtdge Diary

^

by his

vnfe, 1924
The “Mark Rutherford” novels are m effect an histoncal

document, a record of provincial Nonconformity, not at its

best in the imd-mneteenth century, and of the pam suffered by

souls such as Hale White’s, who rebelled against its narrowness

while retaimng their deep religious sense White himself had

wished to be a mimster, but being unable to give the required

answer to the question “Do you believe a thing because it is m
the Bible or because it is true^” was asked to leave the theological

college where he was traimng

WARD, MRS HUMPHREY (Mary Augusta) (i85i-i92o),

Robert Elsmere, 1888 A study of the agnosticism which

resulted in many minds from saentific discovery and the

critical discussion of Bibhcal texts, for years a book that

“everybody” read

Of Mrs Humphrey Ward’s novels some others may be

mentioned

—

Sir George Tressady^ 1896

Helheck of Bannisdale^ 1898

Eleanor^ 1900
Lady Rose's Daughter^ 1903

The Marriage of William Ash, 1905 (This was in fact a work-

mg up of the story of Lord Melbourne’s marnage, and

Fenwick's Career, 1906, has also a biographical basis.

In her political fiction Mrs Humphrey Ward may be

comparedwith “John Ohver Hobbes”,see below, (p 307)

A Writer's Recollections, 1918

(B) THE LATE VICTORIANS

I

MEREDITH, GEORGE (1828-1909)

Poetry
Poems, 1851
Modern Love, 1862

Poems and Lyrics of the Joy of Earth, 1883

Ballads and Poems of Tragic Life, 1887

A Reading of Earth, 1888

Cnticism
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The Idea of Comedy and the Uses of the Comte Spirit (lecture,

1877, reprinted separately, 1897)
Novels

The Shaving of Shagpat^ 1855
The Ordeal of Richard Feverel^ 1859
Evan Harrington^ 1861

Sandra Belloni {Emilia in England)^ 1864
Rkoda Flemings 1865
Vittona^ 1866
The Adventures of Harry Richmond^ 1871
Beauchamp's Career^ 1875
The Egoist^ 1879
The Tragic Comedians^ 1880
Diana of the Crossways^ 1885
One of our Conquerors^ i8gi

Lord Ormont arid his Aminta^ 1894
The Amazing Marriage, 1 895
Celt and Saxon (unfinished published in the Fortnightly in

1910 and in the memorial edition)

Collected edition of all works in 36 vols begun in 1896,
completed in 1910-1 Surrey edition, 1912

Collected Letters, igi2

The best critical studies are G M Trevelyan The Poetry and
Philosophy of George Meredith, 1906, J W Beach The Comic Spirit

in George Meredt^, 1911, Rene Galland George Meredith, 1923,
L Wolff George Meredith, polte et romancier, 1924, the essay by
Ramon Fernandez in Messages, and that by Bonamy Dobree m
The English Novelists (ed D Verschoyle) Galland and Wolff deal

to some extent with Meredith’s life, which is covered more closely

by Mary Sturge Henderson Writings and Life of George Meredith,

1926, and R E Sencourt Life of George Meredith, 1929 The
biography by J B Priestley m the English Men of Letters senes

IS informative and that by S* M Ellis is of general value.

HARDY, THOMAS (1840-1928)
Poetry

Wessex Poems, 1898 (written 1865 onwards)
Poems of the Past and the Present, 1901
The Dynasts, Pt I, 1903, Pt II, 1906, Pt III, 1908 (drama)
Time's Laughing-Stocks, 1909
Satires of Circumstances, 1911, with Lyrics and Reveries, 1914
Moments of Vision, 1917
Late Lyrus, 1922
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The Qjieen of Cornwall^ 1923 (drama)
Human Shows

^

1925
Novels

Desperate Remedies^ 1871
Under the Greenwood Tree^ 1872
A Pair of Blue Eyes^ 1872-3
Far from the Madding Crowds 1874
The Hand of Ethelherta^ 1876
The Return of the Native^ 1878
The Trumpet-Major^ 1879
A Laodicean^ 1 880-1

Two on a Tower

^

1882
The Mayor of Casterbndge, 1884-5
The WoodlanderSy 1886-7
Wessex Tales

^

1888
A Gioup of Xoble Dames^ 1891
Tess of the d^Urbervilles^ 1891
Lifers Little Ironies^ 1894
Jude the Obscure^ 1895
The Well-Beloved^ 1897 (revised from 1892 serial)

A Changed Man^ 1913
Wessex edition ofworksm prose and verse with new prefaces

and notes, 1912-22
Complete poetical works, 1919
Mellstock edition of works, 1920

There are many critical studies of Hardy (no complete formal

biography), ofwhich those by Lionel Johnson 1894 (best edition,

1923), and Lascelles Abercrombie, 1912, should be specially

noted, as well as F A Hedgecodc’s Thomas Hardy^ pmsm et

artiste^ 1910, and the essay by Bonamy Dobree in The Lamp and

the Lute See also

—

Florence Emily Hardy The Later Tears of Thomas Hardy^ 1 930.

JAMES, HENRY (1843-1916)
The facts that James lived most of his mature life in England

and was naturalised in 1915 justify his inclusion here, though

many of his novels deal with American society.

Roderick Hudson, 1876
The American, 1877
Daisy Miller, 1879
The Europeans, 1879
The Madonna of the Future, 1879
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The Portrait of a Lady^ i88i
Tales of Three Cities^ 1884
The Bostonians

y

1886
The Princess Casamassimay 1886
The Reverberatory 1888
Partial Portraits

y

1888
The Tragic Musey i8go
The Private Lifcy 1893
The ReprobatOy 1895
Embarrassments

y

1896
The Other House

y

1896
The Spoils of Poyetony 1897
What Maisie KneWy 1897
In the CagCy 1898
The Two Magics

y

1898
The Awkward AgCy 1899
The Soft Sidcy 1900
The Sacred Fount

y

1901
The Wings of the Dovey 1902
The Ambassadors

y

and The Better Sorty 1903
The Golden Bowly 1904
The Finer GraiUy 1910
The Outcry

y

19 ii
The Ivory Tower and The Sense of the Pasty 1917

Revised and collected edition of novels and tales, with prefaces,
New York, 1907-9, 24 vols

,
there is also the uniform edition,

1915-8, 13 vols
,
and the novels and stones, 192 1-3, 35 vols

James’s cntic^ theory is seen m his Hawthomey 1879, Views
and Reviews (ed Le Roy Phillips), 1908, Notes on Novelists

y

1914,
and The Art of the Novely cntical prefaces, 1935 For a cnticism on
his own practice, see Percy Lubbock, The Craft of Fictiony 1926,
Rebecca West, Henry JameSy 1916, and J W Beach, The Method
of Henry James

y

1918, as well as Theodora Bosanquet’s Henry
James at Worky 1924? which gives the direct observations of his
secretary See also Stephen Spender, The Destructive Elementy and
the essay by Graham Green in The English Novelists (ed D
Verschoyle)
James’s biography may best be made out from his own books
A Small Boy and OiherSy 1913
Notes of a Son and Brother

y

1914
The Middle Tears

y

1917,
and his Letters

y

1920, and Letters to A C Benson and Auguste
Monody 1930
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BROUGHTON, RHODA (1840-1920)
Rhoda Broughton, in her own phrase, began as Zola and

ended as Charlotte Mary Yonge in other words, her acute un-
embarrassed novels were looked upon as dangerous and indelicate
in her early days and as fairly mild and certainly inoffensive at
the end ofher long life One ofher best books is Belinda, in whidi
there is a portrait ofMark Pattison (Professor Forth) as unfriendly
as that by George Eliot m Mtddlemarch, but she never wrote any-
thing unworthy, and her place is here after Meredith and Henry
James though a good deal below them She has one tnck which
disturbs some readers, that of the persistent use of the present
tense—^but at least she is persistent in it

See also the note on Anne Thackeray
Cometh Up as a Flower, 1867
Mot Wisely but too Well, 1867
Red as a Rose is She, 1870
Goodbye, Sweetheart, Goodbye, 1872
Mancy, 1873
Joan, 1876
Second Thoughts, 1880
Belinda, 1883
Dr Cupid, 1886
Alas, 1890
Mrs Bligh, 1892
A Beginner, 1894
Scylla or Charybdis"^ 1895
Dear Faustina, 1897
The Game and the Candle, 1899
Foes in Law, 1900
Lavinia, 1902
The Devil and the Deep Sea, 1910
Between Two Stools, 1912

II Novelists of middle- and lower-class London hfe

BESANT, SIR WALTER (1836-1901).
Besant lived a life of terrifying activity he wrote much on the

history of London, was secretary of the Palestme Exploration
Fund and wrote on its work, was first chairman of the Society of
Authors and did much to prevent the exploitation of authors by
unscrupulous pubhshers, and wrote some hterary criticism and
biography and scores of novels Of these All Sorts and Conthtums
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ofMen, 1882, ought to be singled out, as it led to the establish-
ment of The People’s Palace m Whitechapel Children of Gibeon
1886, IS another study, in the main, of East End life

’

Besant’s earher novek, up to 1881, were written in collaboration
with James Rice, but it is not easy to distinguish them in style
from those he wrote alone Among them may be noted

Ready-Money Mortiboy, 1872
The Golden Butterfly, 1876
By Celia's Arbour, 1878
The Chaplain of the Fleet, 1879 (1 e , the Fleet Liberties in

London, Besant knew the eighteenth century well, and
several of his best stories are laid in it)

Autobiography, 1902

GISSING, GEORGE ROBERT (1857-1903)
The Unclassed, 1884
Thyrza, 1887
New Grub Street, 189K
Born in Exile, 1892 This seems to be the first novel in which

the hero is from a ‘"modern” uiuversity It is almost
as good as

—

The Odd Women, 1893, which faces the problem of agemg
immamed ladies without money or trained minds This
IS probably Gissmg’s best book Of the others the most
important is

—

The Private Papers of Henry Ryecroft, 1903, an essay-hke book
which reflects Gissing’s rehef at escaping to the country
after the sordid experiences of poverty in London which
produced his dismal reahstic novels

Gissing wrote other novels, stones and sketches, and also a
study of Charles Dickens, 1898, and introductions to the
Rochester edition of Dickens, 1900 and later

The House of Cobwebs and other Stories, with an introductory
survey by T Seccombe, 1906

Letters to members of his Family, collected and arranged byA and E Gissing, 1927
There is a cnUcal study by Frank Swmnerton, 1912, and

Morley Roberts’s The Private Life ofHenry Maitland, 1912, though
ostensibly a novel, is m fact a biography of Gissing A selection
from his works, with biographical and critical notes by his son
and an introduction by Virginia Woolf, appeared m X929*

Two mmor writers of the same kmd are

—
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MORRISON, ARTHUR (1863- )

Tales ofMean Streets, 1894
A Child ofthe Jago, i8g6
The Hole in the Wall, 1902,

and other books, including a study of The Painters ofJapan, 191

1

WHITEING, RICHARD (1840-1928)
JVb 5 John Street^ 1899
The Tellow Van^ 1903,

and others

RIDGE, WILLIAM PETT (d 1930)
A kindly and humorous painter of lower middle-class hfe

especially ofsmall shopkeepers and oflGlce-workers, between 1890
and 1930
His work is very readable, and he is now underestimated as a

humorist and sympathetic observer

Mord Emly^ 1898
A Son of the State

^

1899
A Breaker of Laws^ 1900
Mrs Galer^s Business^ ^905
The Wickhamses^ 1906
Name ofGarland^ 1907
69 Bimam Roady 1908
The Kennedy People

^

1915
Madam Prince

y

1916,
and many others

A Story-^Teller Forty Tears in London^ 1923
I Like to Remember

y

1924

ZANGWILL, ISRAEL (1864-1926)
ZangwiU’s studies of Jewish life began with London Jews

Children of the Ghetto

y

1892
Ghetto Tragedies, 1893
The King of Schnorrersy 1894
Dreamers of the Ghetto, 1898,

and other novels, most of them on Jewish subjects, and plays*

These are quite competent works, but do not probe very deep
into humanity

Two other writers fall into natural association with Pett

Ridge and Zangwdl, infact,inthemnetiesthey were grouped
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together as representatives of ‘^the new humour^’ W W
Jacobs and J K Jerome

JACOBS, WILLIAM WYMARK (1863- )

Many Cargoes

^

1896
The Skipper'*s Wooing^ 1897
Sea Urchins^ 1898
A Master of Crafty 1900
Light Freights^ 1901
At Sununch Port^ The Lady of the Barge^ 1902
Odd Crafty 1903
Dtalstone Lane^ 1904
Captains All^ 1905
Short Cruises

y

1907
Salthaven^ 1908
Sailors* Knots

^

1909
Shtp*s Company^ 19 ii.

Night Watches^ 19^4
The Castaways

y

1916
Deep Waters^ 1919
Sea Whispers^ 1926

Jacobs may have learnt part of his techmque from Kiphng,
but he is an onginal artist, and many of his stones are certainly
very amusing His types—^longshoremen, sailors of coasting
vessels, etc—are few in number, and he is apt to repeat his char-
acters, but he IS no mean craftsman in the art of short-story
teUing His humour is human and entertaimng, but he seldorn
rises to the really comic The Monkey*s Paw is a classic of horror,
and has been adapted for the stage

JEROME, JEROME KLAPKA (1859-1927).
Idle Thoughts of an Idle Fellow^ 1889
Three Men in a Booty 1889
Paul Kelvery 1902
The Passing of the Third Floor Backy 1907,

and other tales, novels and plays
My Life and TimeSy 1926

Jerome was mainly *
‘funny’’, and nothing dates more than the

funny Three Men in a Booty a very successful work, is perhaps just
rea^ble now The Passing of the Third Floor Backy which was a
fairly successful play, is a kind of allegory which most will find
tiresome and sentimental
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III Bohemia and Society at the Turn of the Century

Certain writers reflect artistic society and “Society” at

the turn of the century

DU MAURIER, GEORGE LOUIS PALMELLA BUSSON
(1834-96)
Peter Ibbetsoriy 1892
Trilby, 1894
The Martian, 1897

Half the charm of Du Mauner’s books is in the illustrations,

but there is a dream quality of imagination m Peter Ibbetson, and

something of the same m The Martian Trilby is less good, though

It has been more popular

He represents a slightly older generation than

—

HARLAND, henry (1861-1905)

Editor of The Tellow Book, 1894-7
Harland’s own stories and sketches show the sometimes strained

elegance of much of The Tellow Book He was a conscious stylist

with not much substance behind

Grey Roses, 1895
Comedies and Errors, 1898

The CardinaVs Snuff Box, 1900

The Lady Paramount, 1902

My Friend Prospero, 1904
The Royal End, 1909

iEstheticism, rather that of Oscar Wilde than that of The

Tellow Book, was neatly parodied by ROBERT SMYTHE
HICHENS (1864- )

in The Green Carnation, 1894, his later

novels show the same neatness of construction, but are valueless

as regards matter Bella Donna was a great popular success

“ANTHONY HOPE” (Sir Anthony Hope Hawkins) (1863-

1933)
The Dolly Dialogues, 1894, were considered by their cont^-*

poranes hght, neat, witty, the prose eqmvalents of vers de socUU,

die same qualities appear in the style, especially the ^alogue,

the romantic stones—somethmg in the manner of ^evenson

which won such populanty as to add an adjective, RuntaniaH|

to the language
The Prisoner of ^^94
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Rupert of Hentzau, 1898
Ofthe other novels. The Kinfs Mirror

^

1899, is perhaps the best,

but none are really poor

Ltfe^ by Sir Charles Mallet, 1935

BENSON, EDWARD FREDERIC (1867- )

Dodo^ 1893, covers one side of the society of the nineties

—

the frothy but not unintellectual It was famous in its day,
and has recently been reprinted Its psychological level

IS about that of Ouida, but though the representation of
“high society’’ is more accurate than hers, it lacks her
gusto,

and many other novels

As We Were^ 1930, an interesting volume of remmiscences
Charlotte Bronte^ 1932—one of the best balanced studies of the
Brontes

“BARON CORVO” (Frederick WiUiam Serafino Austm
Lewis Mary Rolfe) (1860-1913)
Stones Toto ToldMe^ 1897
In Hts Own Image^ 1901 a reprinted, 1924
Chronicles of the House ofBorgia^ 1901
Hadrian the Seventh^ 1904
Don Tarquimoy a kataleptic phantasmatic romance^ 1905
The Weird of the Wanderer

^

1912
He also pubhshed m 1903 a translation from the French of

J B* Nicolas’s version of Omar Khayyam
Posthumously pubhshed

—

The Desire and Pursuit of the Whole^ 1934
Huberts Arthur

^

1935
The only large-scale study of him is

—

The Qjiestfor Corvo, by A J A Symons, 1934
Rolfe was an extraordinary and fantastic person, who might

have been a saint, and was, in fact, very much the reverse His
wntmgs have a pecuhar quahty, and he was certainly an
artist in words, and one who could use strange ones with effect

Many of the “Toto” stones, and some of those in In His Own
Imagey appeared m The Tellow Book^ where they attracted atten-

tion as much by the charm of the stones themselves, which re-

tell Itahan Christian folk-legends, as by their style, which was
more developed m his cunous spmtual “biography”, Hadrian the

Seventh Huberts Arthur

^

which gives a version of the “blinding” of
Arthur, is too “Wardour Street” to be inviting, but The Desire
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and Pursuit of the Whole, is a bnlliantly told and nnlikelv Venetian
romance, with streaks of libellous satire

^

MERRICK, LEONARD (1864-
)

Leonard Merrick’s mastery of construction in his short stones
has scarcely received its due of appreciation, but some amends
have been made by the introductions by his peers to the collected
edition of his novels and stones which appeared in 1918

Conrad in Quest ofhis Youth

When Love Plus out of the Window
The Position of Peggy Harper
The Man who understood Women
The Qyiamt Companions

The Man who was Good
One Man^s View
The House of Lynch
To Tellyou the Truth

Cynthia

A Chair on the Boulevard

The Worldlings

The Actor-Manager

While Pans Laughed
Since then The Little Dog Laughed, 1930, has been added to the

list

Merrick has always been better hked by his feUow-craftsmen
than by the general pubhc There is nothing striking either about
his subdued prose or in what he has to say he has, indeed, points

to make, but he makes them too quietly for the casual reader

“JOHN OLIVER HOBBES” (Pearl Mary Teresa Graigie)

(1867-1906)
Some Emotions and a Moral, 1891.

The Sinner^s Comedy, iSg2 ,

The School for Saints, 1897
The Serious Wooing, igoi

Love and the Soul Hunters, 1902
Robert Orange, 1902
The Vineyard, 1904
The Dream and the Business, 1906
Life told in her Correspondence, with a Biographical Sketch by her

father, John Morgan Richards 1911

John Oliver Hobbes’s novels are neat in construction, sensitive

m style, and show understandmg of political life especially m its
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interactions with religious convictions Robert Orange contains m
the hero an idealised portrait of Disraeli, who appears also under
his own name in the book

GARNETT, RICHARD (1835-1906)
The Twihght of the Gods, 1888 (republished 1903)

There is something mdependent of its date about this collection

of ironies, but its exqmsitely careful writing perhaps puts it into
this group

IV Stevenson and Others

STEVENSON, ROBERT LOUIS (1850-94)
Especially in his essays, and to some extent m his tales and

novels, Stevenson has a close kinship to the careful styhsts of the
eighties and mneties, and in construction he is indubitably an
artist His sometimes artificial prose is responsible for a great deal
of bad, imitative, self-conscious writing among his successors,

but on the other hand he is also at least partly responsible for the
revival of the romantic tale of adventure and for a great deal of
spirited story-telling His own long-short stones are exquisite
His verse is pleasant but has not any remarkable distinction

His letters, when they are not touched with artificiality, are ex-
cellent, but they have been considerably edited

Essays and criticism

An Inland Voyage^ 1878
Travels with a Donkey^ 1879
Virgimbus Ptierisque^ 1881
Familiar Studies of Men and Books

^

1882
The Silverado Squatters

^

1883
Merrwries and Portraits

^

1887
Across the Plains

,

1892
Tales and novels

Treasure Island, New Arabian Nights, 1882
More New Arabian Nights, 1885
The Dynamiter, 1885, Otto, 1885
The Strange Case ofDr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, 1886
Kidnapped, 1886
The Merry Men, 1886
The Black Arrow, 1888
The Master of Ballantrae, 1889
Catriona, Island Nights' Entertainments, 1893
The Ebb-Tide, 1894.
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Weir of Hermiston (unfinished), 1896
St Ives (completed by i 8q 7

(With Lloyd Osbourne)

—

The Wrong Box^ 1888
The Wrecker, 1892

Poetry
The ChiLd^s Garden of Verses, 1885
Underwoods, 1887
Ballads, 1890
Songs of Travel, 1 896

There are several complete or almost complete editions not-
ably the Edinburgh edition of 1894-8, m 28 volumes, and the
Pentland edition of 1905-7, in 20 volumes

Vailima Letters, 1895
Letters to his Family and Friends, ed S Colvin, 1899
Life, by Graham Balfour, 1901
Frank A Swinnerton Robert Louis Stevenson a critical study

1914
Life, by Rosaline Masson, 1923
J A Steuart Robert Louis Stevenson Man and Writer, 1924

This contains a good deal of biographical matter which was
Ignored or mimmised by earher writers

Janet Adam Smith R L Stevenson, 1937

WEYMAN, STANLEY JOHN (1855-1928)
The House ofthe Wolf, 1890
A Gentleman of France, 1893
Under the Red Robe, 1894
The Long Might, 1903,

and many other stones of ment, most of them histoncal, of the
cloak-and-sword vanety

HAGGARD, SIR HENRY RIDER (1856-1925)
King SolomorCs Mines, 1885
Allan Q^artermam, She, 1887
Erie Bnghteyes, 1891
Nada the Lily, 1892
Ayesha, or The Return of She, 1905,

and many other tales of adventure, of which the best deal with
the surprising expenences of Allan Quartermain and give a
romantic account of the Zulus
Haggard was also a senous student of agricultural problems,

V esp his Rural England, 1902.
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‘‘HENRY SETON MERRIMAN’" (Hugh Stowell Scott)

(1862-1903)
The Slave of the Lamp^ 1892
From One Generation to Another^ 1892
With Edged Tools

^

1894
The Sowers, 1896
In Kedar^s Tents, 1897
Rodents Corner, 1898
The Velvet Glove, 1901
Barlasch of the Guard, 1902,

and many others

Seton Memman’s books are always honestly constructed, he
has httle variety of character, but his few types are credible, and
m Barlasch of the Guard he succeeded in creating an unmistak-
able person.

DOYLE, SIR ARTHUR CONAN (1859-1930)
Conan Doyle invented that almost mythological figure, Sher-

lock Holmes, and is the father of adl modern detective novelists,

but he also deserves to be remembered as an historical novelist

and as a senous historian, his Great Boer War, 1900, is an authori-

tative work
(a) Detective novels and stories

A Study in Scarlet, 1887
The Sign of Four, 1889
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, 1891
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes, 1893
The Hound of the Baskervilles, 1902
The Return ofSherlock Holmes, 1904
His Last Bow, 1918
The Case^Book of Sherlock Holmes, 1927

(b) Historical novels

Micah Clark, 1888.
The White Company, i8go
The Refugees, 1891-
The Exploits of Brigadier Gerard, 1896
Rodney Stone, 1896
Adventures of Gerard, 1903
Sir Nigel, 1906,

and other works
Memories and Adventures (autobiography), 1924

Conan Doyle is the first of the Enghsh hne of writer's of
detective fiction where a detective character is created Wilkie
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Collins in Th£ Moonstone wrote a good detective novel, but of a
different kind Gabonau, in France, preceded Doyle in his
creation of Lecoq, who is, however, more ordinary than Holmes*
There is, besides, no Watson Doyle had no outstanding imitators
within our period Edgar Wallace was close on his heels, but
soon degenerated into the '"thriller**, and Chesterton’s Father
Brown belongs to another species Doyle’s talents m other direc-
tions are overshadowed by his Holmes creation, but Rodney Stone
at least attains a very high level as a romance of action, depicting
the days of the pnze-nng at its height

These four writers are not of the highest class, but they give
excellent and sterhng entertainment Hewlett, though he has
something in common with them, was a senous and even ambi-
tious artist

HEWLETT, MAURICE HENRY (1861-1923)
Hewlett was a voluminous novelist (a few characteristic novels

are named below), and he is best known as a novelist, but his

finest work was in poetry, essays and letter-wntmg
Novels

The Forest Lovers^ 1898
Little Novels of Italy

^

1899
Richard Tea^and-Nay^ 1900
The Qjieen^s Quatr^ 1904
The Stooping Lady^ 1907,

and others

Poetry
Artemision^ iQog
The Agonists a Trilogy ofGod and Man^ 191

1

The Song of the Plow^ 1916,
and other volumes

Essays
Earthwork out of Tuscany

y

1895
In a Green Shade 1920
Wiltshire Essays^ 1922
Extemporary EssaySy 1922
Last Essays, 1924

and other volumes
Letters, ed L Bmyon, 1926

Hewlett was a writer of quality, who never quite enough fined

down his style to be of the first rank in prose His essays are not

neghgible even now Little Novels of Italy are probably his best

fiction, over-decorated as all his work is The Forest Levers is a
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Iltde sugary in its romance of the Middle Ages—a watery copy of
Morns—and his account of Richard I is in nearly every respect
better The Q^ieen^s Quair, about Mary Queen of Scots, is un-
doubtedly moving, but the prose is tiresome

As a poet he has been too readily forgotten owing to the trend
poetry has taken since his day, but it had quahties of firmness

very welcome in the Georgian era, added to those of thought,
and a certain precision ofemotion The Agonists is a trilogy in play
form on classical themes, The Song of the Plow is a kmd of history

of England as concerning the country labourer, and displays an
admirable indignation at the oppression and neglect of “Hodge’*

V Some Masters of Terror

LE FANU, JOSEPH SHERIDAN (1814-73)
The House by the Churchyard^ 1863
Uncle Silas

y

1864
In a Glass Darkly^ 1872

Undoubtedly the greatest writer of creepy stones m his genera-
tion

S M Ellis

—

Wilkie Collins^ Le Fanu and others^ 1931

JAMES, MONTAGUE RHODES (1862-1936)
Ghost Stones of an Antiquary

y

1904
More Ghost Stones of an Antiquary

y

19 ii

A Thin Ghost and OtherSy igiQ
The Five Jars

y

1922
A Warning to the Curious

y

1925
Collected Ghost Storus, 1931

Dr James’s editorial work on ancient MSS does not come
within our scope His Norfolk and Suffolk is an admirable guide-
book, but it IS as a wnter of excellent ghost-stones that he is

known to the pubhc His construction and style are scholarly

MAGHEN, ARTHUR (1863- ).

Tales
The Great God Pan, 1894
The Three Impostors

,

1895
The House of Souls, 1906
The Hill of Dreams

y

1907
The Bowmen, 1914 (This has the distinction ofhavmg created
a modern myth, it is the source of the legend of the angels
of Mons

)
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Autobiography, Essays, etc
Far Off Things^ 1922
Things Kear and Far^ 1923
The London Adventure^ 1924,

and naany other books It is surpnsing that the quahtv of theirima^nabon and their prose style should be so htde reco^sed
Works^ Gaerleon edition, 1923

VI

KIPLING, RUDYARD (1865-1936)
Poetry

Departmental Ditties^ i886
Barrack-Room Ballads^ 1892
The Seven Seas^ 1896
The Five Nations^ 1903
Songsfrom Books, 1913
The Years Between, 1918
Collected Verse, 1912, 1919, 1921, 1927, 1933

Novels and Tales
Plain Talesfrom the Hills, 1887
Soldiers Three, 1888—9
Lifers Handicap, 1890
The Light that Failed, 1891
Many Inventions, 1893
The Jungle Book, 1894
The Second Jungle Book, 1895
Captains Courageous, 1897
TheDafs Work, 1898
Stalky and Co , 1899*
Kim, 1901
Just So Stories, 1902
Traffics and Discoveries, 1904
Puck ofPookas Hill, 1906
Actions and Reactions, 1909
Rewards and Fairies, 1910
A Diversity of Creatures, 1917-
Land and Sea Tales, 19523
Debits and Credits, 1926
Thy Servant a Dog, 1930
Limits and Renewals, 1932

Articles, etc
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From Sea to Sea, 1899
The New Armies in Training, 1914
The Fringes of the Fleet, France at War, 1915
Sea Warfare, 1916
Letters of Travel, 1920
A Book of Words (speeches), 1928
Something of Myself (autobiographical notes), 1936

There is as yet no full study of Kiplitig, and it is probably too
soon for anyone to get him into true perspective What may
safely be stated is that he was a writer of immense natural force,

who would have created even if he had been born into an un-
literary world, that he was a most cunning artistm the construc-
tion of his stones and in the selection of detail, that he gave his

contemporanes bnlhant pictures of unfanoiliar ways of life, and
to many of them a grave sense of impenal responsibihty and
service (in spite of a common accusation, there is very little

Jingoism in him), and that to the last he kept his quick eye for
new discovenes and his power of turning them to artistic use
An excellent estimate by Kathanne Fullerton Gerould ap-

peared in Harper"s Magazine, Apnl 1936 Of other studies, one of
the best is by Andre Maurois in Logictens et Magiciens (translated
as Poets and Prophets) See also the essay by Bonamy Dobree in
The Lamp and the Lute

STEEL, FLORA ANNIE (1847-1929)
Mrs Steel’s work, in comparison with Kipling’s, shows the

difference between abihty and genius, but the abihty was great,
From the Five Rivers, 1893
Talesfrom the Punjab, The Patterns Thumb, 1894
On the Face of the Waters, In the Tideway, 1896
In the Permanent Way, 1897
Voices in the Night, The Hosts of the Lord, 1900
A Prince ofDreamers, 1908,
The Gift of the Gods, 1911
King Errant, 1912
The Adventures of Akbar, 1913
The Mer<y ofthe Lord, 1914
Tales of the Tides, 1923
The Law of the Threshold, 1924
The Builder, 1928

Autobiography
The Garden of Fidelity, 1929
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(G) THE EDWARDIANS AND SOME GEORGIANS

CONRAD, JOSEPH (Teodor Josef Konrad Korzeniowski).
(1857-1924)
Almayer^s Folly

^

1895
An Outcast of the Islands^ 1896
The Nigger of the Narcissus^ 1897
Tales ^ Unrest^ 1898
Lord Jtmy 1900
Touth and Other Tales

^

1902
Typhoon^ 1903
NostromOy 1904
The Mirror of the Sea^ 1906
The Secret Agenty 1907
A Set ofSix, 1908
Under Western Eyes^ 1911
’ Twixt Land and Sea^ 1912
Chance^ 1914
Within the Tides

^

1915
Victory, 1915
The Shadow-Line, 1917
The Arrow of Gold, 1919
Rescue, 1920
The Rover, 1923
WithF M HuefFer, 1903
Umfonn edition, 1923-8, 22 vols

Some Reminiscences, 1912-
Notes on Life and Letters, 1921

Most of the things which mattered in the hfe of this Polish

master-manner who became one ofthe greatest masters ofmodem
English prose style and fiction are recorded m his own Rermms-

cences Joseph Conrad, by Mrs Conrad, 1935, contains some addi-

tional information, and so do the stuches by Richard Cnrle, 1914,

and the reminiscences by F M Ford, 1924 The full Life and

Letters, by G Jean-Aubrey, appeared in 1927, see also Conrad to

aFrund, selected Letters toR Curie, 1928, and Letters, 1895-1924,

ed E Garnett, 1928 Joseph Conrad Some Aspects of the Art of the

Novel, by Edward Crankshaw, 1936, is a good technical study

He is especially noteworthy as an expenmentahst in construction:

in the end his craftsmanship somewhat overshadowed his creative

impulse and his excitmg vision
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MOORE, GEORGE (1857-1933)
Poetry, essays, etc

Flowers of Passtoriy 1877
Pagan Poems

^

1881
Literature at Mcrse^ 1885
Parnell and hts Island^ 1887
Confessions of a Young Ma% 1888
Spring Days^ 1888
Impressions and Opinions, 1890
Modem Painting, 1893
The Bending of the Bough, 1900
Memoirs of my Dead Life, 1906
Hail and Farewell, I Ave, 1911, 11, Salve, 1912, III, Vale, 1914

Novels
A Modem Lover, 1883
A Mummer's Wife, 1884
A Drama in Muslin, 1886
A Mere Accident, 1887
Mike Fletcher, 1889
Vain Fortune, 1890
The Strike at Arlingford, 1893
Esther Waters, 1894, revised edition, 1920
Celibates, 1895.
Evelyn Junes, 1898
Sister Teresa, 1901
The Untilled Field, 1903
The JLake, 1905
The Brook Kenth, 1916
A Story-Teller's Holiday, 1921
Heloise and Abelard, 1921
In Single Strictness, 1922
Ulick and Soracha, 1926
Aphrodite in Aulis, 1931

CJeorge Moore’s quest for a perfect style—^which induced Him
m his later years to rewrite some of his early books—has the effect
to some tastes of rendering his books marmoreally cold and un-
readable, but it IS right to add that to some good judges he is one
of the greatest writers, if not the greatest, of the last fifty years
Hail and Farewell is a most entertaining and extremely useful
book of reminiscences, m its way a masterpiece ofautobiography
The authorised biography is by Joseph Hone, 1936
Three critical books should be especially noted

—
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John Freeman—A Portrait of George Moore, 192a

G Goodwin—Cotwersations with George Moore, 1929
Charles Morgan—Epitaph on George Moore, 1935

WELLS, HERBERT GEORGE (1866- )

Novels and Tales

The Time Machine, 1895, TIk Stolen Bacillus, 1895
The Wonderful Visit, 1895
The Island ofDr Moreau, The Wheels of Chance, 1896

The Plattner Story, The Inmstble Man, 1897

The War of the Worlds, 1898

When the Sleeper Wakes, 1899 {The Sleeper Awakes, 1911

Tales of Space and Time, 1899
Love and Mr Lewisham, 1900

The First Men in the Moon, 1901

JTie Sea Lady, 1902
Twelve Stories and a Dream, 1903

The Food of the Gods, 1904
Kipps, 1905
In the Days of the Comet, 1906

The War in the Air, 1908
Tono-Bungay, 1909, Arm Veronica, 1909.

The History ofMr Polly, 1910

The JVew Machiavelli, 19n
Marriage, 1912
The Passionate Friends, 1913

The Wife of Sir Isaac Harman, 1914

Mr Bnthng Sees it Through, 1916,

and many others

Other works
Anticipations, 1901
Mankind in the Making, 1903*

A Modern Utopia, 1905
Ifew Worldsfor Old, 1908

First and Last Things, 1908 (revised, 1917)

An Englishman looks at the World, 19^4

The World Set Free, 1914
The Outline of History, 1920

The Book of Catherine Wells, 1928

The Open Conspiracy, 1928

The Kmg who was a King, 1929 . ,

The Work, Wealth and Happiness of Mankind, 1932*
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The Shape of Things to Come, 1933
Experiment in Autobiography, 1934,

and many others

CoMecfed (Atlantic edition), 1925 The scientific romances
g^nd the short stones may be obtained in ommbus volumes

GALSWORTHY, JOHN (1867-1933)
Novels, essays, poems and tales

Jocelyn^ 1898
The Island Pharisees

^

1904
The Man of Property^ 1906
The Country House

^

1907
A Commentary

y

1908
Fraternity^ 1909
A Motley^ 1910
The Patrician^ 19 ii

The Inn of Tranquillity

^

1912
The Dark Flower^ 1913
The Little Man, 1915, The Freelands, 1915
Five Tales, 1918
The Sainfs Progress, 1919
In Chancery, 1920, Awakening, 1920
To Let, 1921
The Forsyte Saga, 1922
Captures, 1923
The White Monkey, 1924
The Silver Spoon, 1926
Swan Song, 1928
A Modem Comedy, 1929
On For^te Change, 1930
Maid in Waiting, 1931
Over the River, 1933
Flowering Wilderness, 1934,

and others

Plays
The Silver Box, 1906.

Strife, 1909
Justice, 1910
The Skin Game, 1920
Loyalties, 1922-
Old English, 1924,

and others

Collected Plays, completed in 1930.
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Galsworthy’s novels will be treated in the next volume, what-
ever their artistic merit may be—and it is not of the first order—
they give an excellent picture of one section of the middle class,
and for that at least will prove of enormous value to future his^
tonans His plays are discussed in the Introduction, p 126

Letters^, ed E Garnett, 1934
Life and Letters^ H V Marrot, 1935

There is an excellent study by Edouard Guyot, of which only
the first volume {John Galsworthy I Le Romancier^ 1933) has yet
appeared

BENNETT, ENOCH ARNOLD (1867-1931)
Novels
A Man from the Norths 1898
The Grand Babylon Hotels 1902
Anna of the Five Towns

^

1902
The Grim Smile of the Five Towns

^

1907
Buried Alive

^

1908
The Old Wives'" Tale^ 1908
Clayhanger^ 1910
Th^ Card, Hdda Lessways, 1911
The Matador of the Five Towns, 1912
The Pretty Lady, 1918
Riceyman Steps, 1923
Elsie and the Child, 1925
Imperial Palace, 1930,

and others

Plays
Milestones (with E Knoblauch), 1912
The Great Adventure (dramatised from Buried Alive), 1913.
Things that have Interested Me, 1921, 1923, 1925

Journals, etc

Journals, 1896-1928, ed Newman Flower
Dorothy Gheston Bennett Arnold Bennett, 1935
Letters to his Jiephew, 1936
Pauhne Snuth '"A B ”, a minor marginal note, 1933

Arnold Bennett was, and perhaps still is, an over-rated writer

There is plenty of vivacity about his works, but they are, for

the most part, no more than good joumahsm By far his best book
IS The Old Wives’ Tale, which is very nearly a good book The Pretty

Lady has form, and Riceyman Steps has a certain power The
criticismwhich he wrote in TheNewAge during Orage’s editorship,
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under the name ofJacob Tonson, had the merit of blowing away
a few cobwebs

BROWN, GEORGE DOUGLAS (1869-1902)
The House with the Green Shutters^ 1901

A powerful and gloomy book^ interesting m itself and as a sign
of revolt against the more amiable, sometimes sentimental, pic-
tures of Scottish life in the novels of Sir James Barne and such
lesser men as ‘'Ian Maclaren” and S R Crockett

It rmght be looked upon as one of the precursors of those start-

Imgly reahstic novels of the country which, in their turn, pro-
voked the satire of Stella Gibbons’s Cold Comfort Farm (1932)
In the main, however, these novels descend from Hardy

“SAKI” (Hector Hugh Munro) (1870-1916)
Reginald^ 1904
Reginald in Russia^ 1910
The Chronicles of Clovis

^

1911
The Unbearable BassingtoHy igi2
When William Carney 1913
Beasts and Super-Beasts

y

1914
Up to this date, with the exception of When William CamCy

Saki’s bnlhant sketches had a certain irresponsibihty The two
later books, published posthumously, have more bite and serious-
ness in their satire

The Toys of Peaccy 1919
The Square Egg (with a biography), 1924.

“Saki” also wrote plays The Watched Pot has the easy, not very
penetrative note of the novels

BERESFORD, JOHN DAVYS (1873- ).
Jacob Stahly 1911
The Hampdenshire Wonder, 19 1

1

A Candidate for Truth, igi2
Goslings, 1913
The House in Demetrius Road^ 19^4
The Invisible Event, 1915
God^s Counterpoint, 1918
An Imperfect Mother, 1920,

and later novels

^
Beresford, whose Jacob Stahl trilogy has considerable imagina-

tive power, ranks with ZangwiU, Cannan and others as a good,
competent writer, typical of the time in which he wrote Unlike
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the romancers, this gioup of novelists wrote of the things which
were occupying men's imnds at the time, with no special lucidity

of vision or onginahty of style, but as good craftsmen doing their

job honestly and well*

FORSTER, EDWARD MORGAN (1879- ).

Novels
Where Angels Fear to Tread

^

1905
The Longest Journey^ 1907
A Room with a View^ 1908
Howard’'s End^ 1910
The Celestial Omnibus^ 1911
A Passage to India^ 1924
The Eternal Moment^ 1928

Other works
Pharos and Phanllon^ 1923
Aspects of the Novell 1927
A Letter to Madan Blanchard^ 1931
Goldsworthy Lowes Dickinson^ ^934
Abinger Harvest (essays, etc ), 1936

Forster’s novels have been discussed in the Introduction His

“other works” are equsJly delightful, detached, clean-cut, impish,

but always clear as to the set of values for which he stands

Pharos and Phanllon is a bnlliant series of imaginative essays on
Egyptian history, an offshoot, apparently, of Alexandria, a History

and a Guide, 1922, which, excellent as a gmde-book, contains some

hterary surprises

SINCLAIR, MAY (1879- )

Novels
The Divine Fire, 1904
The Helpmate, 1910
The Combined Mazo, 1913
The Three Sisters, 1914
The Tree of Heaven, 1917
Mary Olivier, 1919
The Romantic, 1920
Mr Waddington of Wyck, 1921

The Life and Death of Hornet Frean, 1922

Anne Severn and the Fieldings, 1922

Uncanny Stories, 1923 A Cure of Souls, 19^3*

The Dark Night, 1924
The Rector of Wyck, 1925
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Far End^ 1926
The Alhnghmis^ 1927 The History of Anthony Waring, 1027
Fame, 1929

^ ^ '

Tales told by Simpson, 1930
The Intercessor and other Stories, 1931

Also poetry and literary and philosophical criticism Note
especially

—

The Three Brontes, 1914
A Defence of Idealism, 1917
The Xew Idealism, 1922

There is good and sincere craftsmanship in all her work and
a richer and more solid intellectual background than is possWsed
by many of the contemporary novehsts

MIDDLETON, RICHARD (1882-1911)
The Day before Testerday, 1912
The Ghost-ship and other Stones, introduction by Arthur

Machen, 1912 This volume contains his most perfect
work, the story which gives it its title

Poems and Songs, introduction by Henry Savage, 1912
Monologues, 1913 (Prose)

The Pantomime Man, 1933 (Prose)
Letters to Henry Savage, 1929
Richard Middleton, the Man and his Work, Henry Savage, 1922.

MACKENZIE, COMPTON (1883- )
Novels

The Passionate Elopement, 1911
Carnival, 1912
Sinister Street, I, 1913, II, 1914
Gqp and Paulme, 1915
Sylvia Scarlett, 1918
Sylvia and Michael, 1919
Poor Relations, 1919*
Rich Relatives, 1921
The Altar Steps, 1922*
The Parson*s Progress, 1923*
The Heavenly Ladder, 1924,

and other novels^

Other works
Poems, 1907
Gallipoli Memories, 1929.
First Athenian Memories, 1931
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More Athenian Memories

^

1932
Sinister Street was an extremely promising v.ork, with plenty of

dash and a fine, if undisciplined, sense of words, and contained
one ofthe best descnptions of Oxford life ever done, as w ell as an
extremely interesting account ofa conversion to Roman Catholic-
ism Guy and Pauline was also mterestmg, and contained some
fine, if overloaded, descnptions But since then Mackenzie has
aimed at the general taste, and his work has become unimportant
The Memories are well written and extremel> inteiesting The

character sketches are admirable

GANNAN, GILBERT (1884- )

Novels
Old Mole, 1914
Toung Earnest^ 1915
Three Pretty Men^ Mendel

y

1916
Everybody's Husbandy 1917
Mummery

y
The Stucco HousCy 1918

Pink Roses

y

1919
Pugs and Peacocks

y

1921
Old Maid^s LovCy Annette and Bennetty J^oely 1922,

and others

Plays
Miles DixoUy 1910
James and JohUy 191

1

Mary's Weddingy 1912
Wedding Presents

y

1912
The Perfect Widow

y

1912
The Arbour of Refugey 1913
The Release of the Souly 1920,

and others Four Plays appeared in 1913, and Seven Plays in 1923
Other Works.

Windmills (poems), 1915
Samuel Butler

y

1915
See the note to J D Beresford

SWINNERTON, FRANK ARTHUR (1884- )

Novels
The Merry Hearty 1909
The Toung IdeUy 1910
The Casementy 19 ii

The Happy Famdyy 1912
The Chaste Wifey 1916
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Nocturne^

Shops and Houses

^

1918
September^ igig
Coquette^ 1921
The Three Lovers^ 1922
The Elder Sister^ 1925
Summer Storm^ 1926
The Georgian House^ 1932

Essays, Reminiscence and Criticism
George Gtssing^ 1912
Robert Louis Stevenson^ 1914
Tokejield Papers

y

1927
A London BookmaUy 1928
A Brood of DuckltngSy 1928
The Georgian Literary Scenes 1935
SwinnertcUy 1937

Nocturne is a very good book indeed, but nothing else Swinnerton
has written approaches it in quality or structure The Georgian
Literary Scene is of no critical value whatever, but it contains
entertainmg thumb-nail sketches of the leaing personalities
As gossip it can be recommended

WALPOLE, SIR HUGH SEYMOUR (1884- )
The Wooden Horse, 1909
Maradick at Forty, 1910
Mr Pemn and Mr Traill, 1911
The Prelude to Adventure, 1912
Fortitude, 1913
The Duchess of Wrexe, 1914
The Golden Scarecrow, 1915
The Dark Forest, 1916.
The Green Mirror, 1918
The Secret City, 1919 Jeremy, 1919
The Cathedral, 1922
Jeremy and Hamlet, 1923
The Old Ladies, 1924
Portrait of a Man with Red Hair, 1925
Jeremy at Crale, 1927
Wintersmoon, The Silver Thom, 1928
Rogue Hernes, 1930
Judith Pans, 1931.
Vanessa, 1933
The Fortress, 1932
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Captain Nicholas, 1934
The Inquisitor, 1935,

and other books
Walpole’s work will be tieated in the next \olume Fiom a

rigonst standpoint, Mr Perrin and Mr Traill is b\ far his best
book, a very nearly perfect work of art, compressed, tense, well-
constructed, aiming at a defimte effect, and sticking throughout
to one subject, the atmosphere existing among the masters in a
school From The Duchess of Wrexe onw ard, Walpole has tended
more and more to write novels of the Trollope school

NOTE I SOME BEST-SELLERS

Some attention ought to be paid to those novelists who
were best-sellers in their own generation and are now per-
haps unjustly derided They could all tell a story, most of

them had imagination, though it was too often undisciplined

and ran to excess, they were honest craftsmen, and their

popularity throws light on the taste of the ordinary reading

pubhc A few typical names are added here, and the reader

may enlarge the list at pleasure

WOOD, MRS HENRY (1814-87)
Danesbuiy House, i86o
East Lynne, 1861 (successful later both as play and as film).

Mrs Halliburton^s Troubles, 1862
The Charmings, 1862,

and many others

MULOGK, DINAH MARIA (Mrs Craik) (1826-67).

John Halifax, Gentleman, 1857 (the nuddle-dass Victorian

ideal of a gentleman, and not an unworthy one)

A Life for a Life, 1859,
and many others.

BRADDON, MARY ELIZABETH (Mrs MaxweU) (1837-

1915)
Lady Audlefs Secret, 1862, and about seventy other thnllcrs,

up to

—

The Green Curtain, 19 ii
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‘‘OUIDA’’ (Mane Loiuse de la Ramee) (1839-1908)
Held tn Bondage^ 1863
Strathmore^ 1865
Under Two Flags

^

1867
A Dog of Flanders^ 1872
Two Little Wooden Shoes

^

1874
Mothsy 1880,

and many others

Everybody read Omda, but her books were not allowed to he
about on drawing-room tables she was “unwholesome* that is

to say she rebelled against rigid Victorian conventions, and
against current moral, rehgious, and domestic ideals, and did
much to free the novel from unhealthy restraint Her naughtmess
seems very tame to us now She is lavish, exuberant, preposter-

ously superabundant, but if her good people are too perfect,

adorned with every virtue, every grace and every human power,
while her bad people are as superbly wicked, her values were the

right ones, and she is above all supremely generous She was
called “flashy*’, but the ideals against whi^ she tilted were
tawdry Her style, too, is lavish, but she gives hfe and its glamour
with both hands “Her every page,” Mr Max Beerbohm has said,

“is a not ofunpolished epigrams, and impohshed poetry ofvision ”

She was much laughed at for the mistakes she made in descnbmg
masculine activities, but if her work will not stand the test of

actuahty, it will stand that ofan undisciphned imagmative truth.

She wrote emotional thrillers which are rather better than the
more pretentious stuff we get to-day, of which the type is rather

the work of

—

MARIE CORELLI (d 1924)
A Romance of Two Worlds^ 1886
Thelma^ 1887
The Sorrows of Satan^ 1895
The Master Christian^ 1900
God^s Good Man^ 1904,

and many others

Marie Corelh wrote novels ofgreat length and very wide scope,

in which she tned to reflect the scientific learmng of her day
By no means so good an imagmative wnter as Ouida, she im-
pressed her contemporanes by her evident earnestness and her
power, and by making the stark truths of science more palatable,

she brought comfort to thousands of readers, especially to those

somewhat deficient in cntical and reasomng powers
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CAINE, SIR THOMAS HENRY HALL (1853-1031)
The Shadow of a Cnme^ 1885
The Deemster

y

1887.
The Bondman^ 1890
The Manxman^ 1894,

and many other novels
, collected edition, 1921

Recollections of Rossetti^ 1882
My Story

^

1908,
Hall Game, too, was a great comforter White was white and

black was black, and it was \erv exciting to read about them
when they struggled in the distant and picturesque scenery of the
Isle ofMan, it was better still when the story was also removed m
time Came was a writer of considerable power, and he had a
sense of hterary values (he was one of the first to defend Rossetti)

,

but though he was a competent craftsman, his own works can-
not rank very high

NOTE II SOME REVIVALS

A certain number of authors have lately been “revived’^,

authors who never achieved a very great fame, but who all have
a certain distmction (as witness their being republished), and
deserve to rank a good deal higher than a great many writers

everybody has heard of, such as Flora Annie Steel, and are
certainly quite as good as, if not better wnters, than Anthony
Hope or Henry Seton Memman. The works recently re-issued

are marked with an asterisk,

EDEN, EMILY (1797-1869).
Portraits of the People^ 1844
Up the Country^ 1866

The above books are on India, where Miss Eden had hved with
her brother, the Governor General, Lord Auckland, from 1835
to 1842, These books were widely read, and give a good idea of^e
attitude of the govermng class towards India m those days

*T7ie Semi-detached House

^

1859
*Tke Semi-attached Couple^ i860
The later book was written thirty years before its pubhcation

and IS fresher than its predecessor in the press It seems to owe a

good deal to Pride and Pr^udicCy but exists in its own virtue as the

result of a humorous and trained mind, directed by the education

young women ofgood family were provided with before Victorian
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ideas relegated them to homelier spheres of action Miss Eden
knew the high social and political world ofher day and treated it
in the manner ofamiable comedy in what Lord Houghton called
“puie and facile Enghsh”

SAVAGE, MARMION (1803-72)
The Falcon Family, or Toung Ireland, 1845
*The Bachelor of the Albany, 1847
Reuben Medluott, or the Coming Man, 1852

When Manrnon Savage died The Athenaeum declared that he
was worthy of being held in kindly remembrance “if only for £s
wholesome wit and airy vivacity” He had these and something
more—scholarship, a sense ofcriticism and a knowledge of affairs
He derives from Peacock, and has all his dislike of cranks, but
he IS, perhaps, especially noticeable for his heroines, who, most
unlike the Ameha Sedley of Thackeray, or the Agnes Wickfield
of Dickens, have mmds of their own and suggest rather George
Meredith’s Clara Middleton In The Falcon Family, a “caustic and
bnUiant skit” on the physical force party in Ireland, he espeaaUy
ridiculed the Celtic men Reuben Medluott is a kindly joke at the
self-delusions of youth, whereas The Bachelor of the Albany has the
Oxford Movement as its chief butt The book is well constructed
and extremely entertaimng throughout

LAWRENCE, GEORGE (1827-76)
*Giy Livingstone, or Thorough, 1857

Lawrence wrote other books, and by some Sword and Gown, 1859,
is considered his best, but Guy Livingstone is that by which he is
known “Its deification of strength and very questionable moral-
ity” (D JIB) mark it as the predecessor ofmuch “strong man”
and “sheik” novel-wnting of a later date “The author of Guy
Livingstone”—^he never pubhshed under his own name—was a
best-seller m his tune, and undoubtedly influenced "Ouida”
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I
T was one of the achievements of the nineteenth century

—anticipated to some degree by Mana Edgeworth, but
by hardly anyone else—that it provided children with books

which suited their minds and their tastes, with only incidental

care, or none at all, for their moral and spmtual improve-
ment This section of the bibhography is short only because

some of the best minds of the century turned to the writing

of children’s books and have already been dealt with

Four magazines should be noted as of real value and
importance

The Monthly Packet, edited from 1851 to 1890 by Miss Yonge,

and contaming many ofher stones and histoncal artidcs

Aunt Judy’s Magazine, 1866-85, edited by Mrs Gatty and her

daughter, H K F Gatty, and containing most of the

work of Mrs Gatty and her daughter Mrs Ewing
Good Words for the Young, 1869-72 (contmucd under other

titles until 1877), containmg work of the two Kmgsleys,

George Macdonald and other good wnters

The Boy’s Own Paper, founded m 1879 and still Sounshing.

Mrs Gatty

Mrs Ewmg
Wilham Bnghdy Rands
George Macdonald
Kenneth Grahame.
“E Nesbit”

See also under—
Theology (Neale)

Poetty (Lang, De la Mare)

Moels (Thackeray, H Martmeau, C Kingsley, H Kingsley,

T. Hughes, C M Yonge, Stevenson, Kipling).

Cntxasm and Essays (Belloc)

Pfonsense and Parody (Lear, “Lewis Carroll”)
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GATTY, MARGARET (1809-73)
Parablesfrom Nature, 1855 (This was the first senes, the fifth

and last appeared m 1870 )

Aunt Judfs Tales, 1858
Aunt Judfs Letters, 1862

There is a memoir in the edition of Parablesfrom Nature pub-
lished in 1885
“Her writings are conspicuous for truthfulness, cheerfulness,

humour, and 3ie absence of false sentiment,’’ the comment of
the D NB might be applied to all the wnters mentioned after

her, but particularly to her daughter

—

EWING, JULIANA HORATIA (1841-85)
Mrs Ewing has her mother’s quahties, but a more exquisite

art zn the construction and telling of her stories Most of them
appeared in Aunt Judfs Magazine first, and all deserve to be read

Melchior^s Dream and other Tales, 1862
Mrs Overthewafs Remembrances, 1866-8
A Flat-Iron for a Farthing, 1870-1
Stx to Sixteen, 1872
Jan of the Windmill, 1872-3
Lob Lie-by-the-Fire and other Tales, 1873
A Great Emergency and other Tales, 1874
Jackanapes, 1879 (published 1883)
Daddy DarwirCs Dovecot, 1881
The Story of a Short Life, 1882 (pubhshed 1885) This book

had social consequences it led to the foundation of what
are now called the Heritage Craft Schools at Ghailey

Marfs Meadow, 1883-4
Juliana Horatia Ewing and her Books, by Horatia K F Gatty,

1885

RANDS, WILLIAM BRIGHTY (1823-82)
Rands wrote also as Henry Holbeach and Matthew Browne

Most ofhis best work appearedm Good Wordsfor the Toung, some of
his poems seem to anticipate Stevenson’s

Lilhput Levee, 1864
Lilliput Lectures, 1871-2
Lilhput Revels, 1871
Lilhput Legends, 1872
Henry Holbeach, Student in Life and Philosophy, 1865
Verses and Opinions, 1866 (by “Matthew Browne”)
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MACDONALD, GEORGE (i824-iqo5)
George Macdonald has a strong claim to be included both

among the poets and among the no\ehsts m this bihliograph),
but as his poetic imagination and his storv-tellmg facult\ aie
found in his children's books, less drawn-out than m his other
work, he may stay here

Within and Without^ 1855
Poems

^ 1857
Phaniastes^ 1858

These may all count as poems, though the third is

mamly m prose
David Elginbrod^ 1863
Alec Forbes^ 1865
Robert Falconer^ 1868,

and many other novels, of w^hich the best have a Scottish
background

Ranald BannermarHs Boyhood, 1871
At the Back of the North Wind, 1871
The Princess and the Goblin, 1872

These all first appeared in Good Wordsfor the Toung be-
tween 1867 and 1871, they are the best of his longer
books for children, but he wrote also many short fairy-

stones which were collected in 1904
Works of Fancp and Imagination (prose and poetry, excluding

novels), 10 vols 1886
Poetical Works, 1893

GRAHAME, KENNETH (1859-1932)
Grahame’s early work was done for The National Review and

then for The Yellow Book, and his style always kept a touch of
the artifice of The Yellow Book

Pagan Papers, 1893 (some of these were included afterwards

m The Golden Age)
The Headswoman, 1898

Of the three bool^ for children, the third alone is really a
children’s book, though the story of The Reluctant Dragon in Dream
Days may be added to it, the others are rather recollections of
childhood It IS sigmficant that The Wind in the Willows grew out

of a story told to a child

The Golden Age, 1895
Dream Days, 1^8
The Wind in the Willows, 1908
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Patrick R Chalmers Ltfe^ Letters and Unpublished Work of
Kenneth Grahame^ ^933

**EDITH NESBir’ (Mrs Hubert Bland) (1858^1924)*
Edith Nesbit was very nearly, if not quite, perfect as a wnter

for children, she never condescended, she never preached—though
there is excellent morahty, good breeding and even a touch of
sociahst propaganda m her work—and she possessed the gift of
making the impossible probable

The Story of the Treasure Seekers^ 1899
The WouldbegoodSy 1901
Five Children and It^ 1902
The ffew Treasure Seekers^ 1904
The Phoenix and the Carpet^ 1904
Oswald Bastable and Others^ 1905
The Railway Children^ 1906
The Enchanted Castle

^

1906
The House of Arden^ 1908
Hardinfs Lucky 1909
The Wonderful Garden^ 1911
The Magic Worlds 1912
Wet MagiCy 1913,

and other books of fairy stories, poetry and novels It may be
the presence of the Bastable family that makes The Red HousCy

1903, stand out among these
There is a Lfe—a sad book—by Dons Langley Moore
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CRITICISM AND ESSAYS

^HIS section IS divided into five

(A) SOME EARLY AND MID-VICTORIAN CRITICS
AND ESSAYISTS

(B) ^ESTHETIC CRITICISM, 1840-1900

(C) LITERATURE AND POLITICS
(D) ACADEMIC CRITICS AND SOME OTHERS
(E) SOME GENERAL ESSAYISTS.

(A) SOME EARLY AND MID-VICTORIAN CRITICS
AND ESSAYISTS

Leigh Hunt, Robert Chambers, John Sterhng, Dr.

John Brown, Samuel Smiles, Sir Arthur Helps,

Augustus Hare

(B) JISTHETIC CRITICISM, 1840-1900
Anna Jameson, Ruskin, Eneas Sweetland Dallas,

Walter Pater, John Addington Symonds, “Vernon
Lee”, Arthur Symons

(C) LITERATURE AND POLITICS
Walter Bagehot, R H Hutton, John Morley, H D.

Traoll, W H Mallock, F H B Myers, Augustine

Birrell, Charles Whibley

(D) ACADEMIC CRITICS AND SOME OTHERS
Mark PatUson, Edward Dowden, Sidney Colvin,

George Saintsbury, Gosse, A. G Bradley, G H.

Heiford, W P Ker, J W Mackail, Ohver Elton,

Raleigh, “Q,”, E K Chambers, H J C Gnerson.

(E) SOME GENERAL ESSAYISTS
(I) Richard Jeffenes, W H Hudson, R B Cunmng-

hame Graham
(II) Max Beerbohm

(III) E V. Lucas, Hilaire Belloc, G K Chesterton,

Maunce Bating
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See also under

—

History (Sir J Stephen, Carlyle, Macaulay, Froude, G M
Trevelyan, Leslie Stephen, Dicey)

Scunce (Huxley, Frazer)
Theology (Keble, R W Church, F W Robertson)
Philosophy (A De Morgan, W K ChfFord, Gair^ Bosanquet
Romanes, Balfour, Inge, G L Dicbnson, Havelock Ellis*
Butler)

’

Poetry (W S Landor, Horne, de Vere, M Arnold, Swinburne
Dobson, Lang, Henley, Patmore, F Thompson, L Johnson’A Meynell, James Thomson, Bridges, Davidson, A e’
Housman, “JE ”, De la Mare, Masefield, E Thomas, H
Monro, J Freeman, Abercrombie, Squire)

’

Drama (Sir H Taylor, Wilde, Granville-Barker, Monkhouse
Shaw, Archer, Ervine)

’

Novels (Peacock, Thackeray, Anne Thackeray Ritchie, T
Adolphus Trollope, “Mark Rutherford”, Meredith,’ H
James, Gissmg, Stevenson, Hewlett, Jdiachen, Conrad
George Moore, E M Forster, May Sinclair, R Middleton’
Compton Mackenzie, Caiman, Swmnerton)

’

Nonsense and Parody {passim)

(A) SOME EARLY AND MID-VICTORIAN CRITICS
AND ESSAYISTS

LEIGH HUNT, JAMES HENRY (1784-1859)
Most of Leigh Himt’s work, especially his poetry, hes m an

earher penod, but he may be looked upon as the predecessor of
many of those pleasant writers whose essays have a flavour of
hterary allusion and a touch of scholarship His poetry is not
considered here

The Companion, 1828
Leigh Hunt's London Journal, 1834—5
Imagination and Fancy (anthology with cntical remarks and

an essay on the Nature of Poetry), 1844
Wit and Humour selected from the English Poets, with an

essay, 1846
Men, Women and Books (collected papers), 1847
A Jar of Honey from Mount Hybla, 1848 (as essays, 1844)
The Town, 1848
Table-Talk, 1851
The Old Court Suburb, 1855
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Autobiography^ 1850, revised ediUon, i860
Edmund Blunden Leigh Hunt, 1930

CHAMBERS, ROBERT (1802-71)
Robert Chambers and his brother William (1800-83; hold an

honourable place in the history of popular education They 'were
responsible, among much else, for Chamberses Journal (1832 on-
wards), Chamberses Cyclopaedia of English Literature 1844, (the new
edition, 1 901 -3, IS a most valuable work of refeience, quotation
and criticism), and Chamberses Encyclopaedia (first edition, 1859-
68)

Traditions of Edinburgh, 1823
Vestiges of Creation (first pub anon ), 1844W Chambers Memoir of William and Robert Chambers, 1872

13th edition with supplementary chapter, 1884

STERLING, JOHN (1806-44)
Essays and Tales, ed Julius Hare with memoir, 1848

The memoir seemed to Carlyle to misrepresent Sterhng,
though urikitentionally, and he accordmgly wrote his Life of
Sterling, pubhshed in 1851 It is by this Life that Sterling himself
survives

BROWN, DR JOHN (1810-82)
Horae Subsecivae, 1858, 1861, 1882
Rob and his Friends, 1859
Marjorie Fleming, 1863
Letters, with Letters from Ruskin, Thackeray and others^ ed by

his son and D W Forrest, with a biographical introduo
tion by E T McLaren, 1907

Of all the essayists considered in this section, Dr John Brown
“dates” least—less even than Leigh Hunt He had a warm heart

and an independent mind, humour, a real sense of pathos, and
a style which expressed himselL

In contrast to Dr John Bro'wn, the three writers who follow

almost succeed m filling the conventional picture of “the

Victorian’^ Smiles has the respect for the less attractive

virtues and, if not smug hims^, was certainly the cause

of smugness in others. Helps, though less aggressively re-

spectable, has a touch of the same quahties, Augustus Hare

gives in tus best books a picture of the sheltered hfe of certain
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religious circles which did not neglect their minds in cultiv-

ating their souls

SMILES, SAMUEL (1812-1904)
Self-Help^ 1859 In spite of its somewhat forbidding title, this

contains some rattling good stones for boys, hke Snules’s
other books

Lives of the Engineers^ 1861-2 (much enlarged, 1874) This
IS a really useful set of biographies, none the worse for
Its emphasis on the charactenstics which led to the
success of its heroes

Character^ 1871
Thrifty 1875
Duty^ 1880
Life and Labour^ 1887

Smiles wrote also a v^uable history of the pubhshing house
of Murray—A Publisher and his Friends

^

1891
Autobiography^ 1905

HELPS, SIR ARTHUR (1813-75)
Friends in Council 1847-59 (several senes)

Helps wrote other volumes of essays, plays and novels, and two
histones of the Spamsh conquest of Ajneiica, and he prepared
for the press the Speeches of Prince Albert (1862) and Queen
Victona’s Leavesfrom the Journal of our Life in the Highlands (1868)
and Mountain^ Loch and Glen (1869)

HARE, AUGUSTUS JOHN GUTHBERT (1834-1903)
Memorials of a Qyiet Life^ 1872-6
The Gurneys of Earlkam, 1895,

and many other biographical sketches and books of travel, of
which Walks in Rome^ 1871, is typical

The Story ofMy Ltfe^ 1886-igoo is not as good as his stones
of other hves

(B) ^ESTHETIC CRITICISM, 1840-1900

JAMESON, ANNA BROWNELL (1794-1860)
Mrs Jameson’s art cnticism is old-fashioned, but the first four

books named below, which form a history of Christian art up to

the seventeenth century, have still some value and the charm of
enthusiasm

Legends of the Saints^ 1848
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Legends of the Monastic Orders^ 1850
Legends of the Madonna^, 1852
The HistoTy of Our Lord (completed by Lady Eastlake), i860

These volumes are grouped together under the title Sacred and

Legendary Art

Characteristics of Women, 1832 (essays on Shakespeare’s female

characters)

Essays, 1846
A Commonplace Book, 1854
Life by her mece> Gerardine Maepherson, 1878*

RUSKIN, JOHN (1819-1900)
The chronological succession of Ruslan’s works shows his pro-

gress from the cntiasm of art to pohtical economy
Modern Painters, 18435 1846, 1856, i860

The Seven Lamps of Architecture, 1849
The Stones of Venice, 1851, 1853
The Political Economy of Art, 1857
The Two Paths, 1859
Unto this Last, 1862
The Crown of Wild Olive, 1865
Sesame and Likes, 1865
Fors Clavigera, 1871-84 (published at irregular intervals)

Munera Pulvens, 1872
Praeterita, 1885-9,

and many others

Like most artists in words, Ruskin attempted poetry m his

youth His verse may be read m his collected worls, but he was

no exception to the rule that few writers of the Prize Poem at

Oxford ever write any later poetry of value His poetic feeling

showed Itselfm other forms

Collected works, 1903-9, ed E T. Cook and Alexander

Wedderburn
^ ^ ^

For the early part of Ruskin’s life, his own Praetmta is the best

authority The standard hfe is that by E T Cook, 191 1 , MO&cr
good one, and shorter, is by W G Gollingwood, first pubhsl^

in 1893 and revised after Ruskm’s death Wilenski m his ,»tudy,

1933, gives a more modem, if too ‘‘psycho-analytic , view of

Ruskin and his artistic cnticism

DALLAS, ENEAS SWEETLAND (1828-79).

Poetics, 1852
The Gay Science, 1866
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The work of Dallas on aesthetic theory is now receiving more
attention than it has done since his death In his own time he was
a critic of considerable influence, and he ought not to be omitted
from the history of criticism in the penod

The other names in this section are connected in greater
or less degree with the "^aesthetic movement” of the eighties
and mneties Pater had the most direct effect upon it, be^
cause of his teaching of the essential value of beauty for its

own sake, he was also one of those who revived the study
of Plato m the last quarter of the century John Addington
Symonds and “Vernon Lee” show the preoccupation with
the Italian art and life ofthe Renaissance, but “Vernon Lee”
had more onginality than any ofher companions here except
Pater Her analytical work on English prose is extremely
valuable Arthur Symons comes later and really belongs to
the mneties—to the time of Beardsley and after

PATER, WALTER HORATIO (1839^94)
Studies in the History of the Renaissance^ 1873
Manus the Epicurean^ 1885 A novel of shadowy characters

and a vague, melancholy beauty
Imaginary Portraits^ 1887
Appreciations

y
with an Essay on Style

^

1889.
Plato and Platonism^ 1893
The Child in the House, 1894 (written in 1878)
Greek Studies, 1895
Miscellaneous Studies, 1895
Essaysfrom ^^The Guardian!'^, 1901

Collected works, 10 vols ,1910
Besides the study by A G Benson m the English Men ofLetters

series, there is one by Arthur Symons, 1932 Symons wrote
earher cntical essays on Pater, which are in The Savoy and his
volumes of essays, and there is, among many other essays and
books, one which deserves mention, by T Earle Welby in
Revaluations

SYMONDS, JOHN ADDINGTON (1840-93)
The Renaissance in Italy, 1875-86
Shakespeare^s Predecessors in the English Drama, 1874,

and other books of criticism and translation
Life, compiled ^rom his Letters, by Horatio F Brown, 1895
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“VERNON LEE” (Violet Paget) (1856-1935)
“Vemon Lee” wrote studies of art and life (especially in Italy),

essays, sketches and stones, and the different kinds of wnting
sometimes fade into each other Her stvle would be too careful

if it were not strengthened with knowledge and onginal thought

Studies of the Eighteenth Century in Italy

,

1880
BeUaro, essays, 1881

Ottdie, 1883
Euphorton, essays on the Renaissance, 1884, Miss Brown, 1 884
Baldwin, philosophical dialogues, 1886

A Rhantom Lover, 1886
Juvenilia, essays, 1887
Hauntings, 1890
Vanitas, 1892
Althea, philosophical dialogues, 1893
Renaissance Fancus and Studies, 1895
Limbo, essays, 1897
Hortus Vitae, essays, 1903
Gemus Loci, Pope Jacynth, The Enchanted IVoods, 1905
Sister Benvenuta, igo6
The Sentimental Traveller, 1907
Gospels of Anarchy, 1908
Laurus J^obilis, 1909
The Tower of Mirrors, essays, 1914
Louis Xorbert, novel, 1914
Satan the Waster, 1920
The Handling of Words, 1923
The Golden K^s, 1925
Music and its Lovers, 1932.

SYMONS, ARTHUR (1865- )

Days and flights, 1889
Silhouettes, 1892
London flights, 1895
Studies in Two Literatures, 1897
The Symbolist Movement in Literature, 1899

Images of Good and Evil, igoo

Collected Poems, 1901
Cities, 1903
Studies in Prose and Verse, 1904
Spiritual Adventures, 1905, A Booh of Twmty Songs,

The Fool of the World, 1906, Studies m Seven Arts, 190b

William Blake, 1907, Cvties of Italy, 1907
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TTie Romantic Movement in English Poetry^ 1909
Figures of Several Centuries^ 1915
Tragediesy 1916
Studies in Elizabethan Drama^ 1920
Charles Baudelaire

^

1921

Dramatis Personae^ 1926
A Study of Thomas Hardy

^

1927
Studies in Strange Souls^ 1929
Confessions^ 1930
Wanderings^ 1931
Jezebel Mort and other Poems

^

1931
A little ‘‘aesthetic’* and “mnetyish”, but with many good

things the student cannot afford to neglect him In 1896 he
edited a noteworthy magazine, The Savoy (see p 15 1) There is

a study ofhim by T Earle Welby, 1925

(C) LITERATURE AND POLITICS

BAGEHOT, WALTER (1826-77)
Bagehot was one of the most onginal and prescient critics ofthe

century His English Constitution^ 1867, shows his power of poh-
tical thought and analysis and, in spite of the changes of the last

seventy years, is not entirely out of date, and his understanding
of political economy and finance is evident in Lombard Street^

1873 Literary Studies^ Economic Studies^ and Biographical Studies

have suffered less from the passage of time They appeared first

as articles in reviews but were collected after his death and
published with a memoir by R H Hutton in 1879-81 His essay

on Sterne and Thackeray “dates” him but the brilliant essay on
Dickens is remeirkably free from prejudice, and there are few
pieces of mneteenth-century criticism better than the two essays

onWordsworth, Tennyson and Browning {Pure^ Ornate and Grotesque
Art) and on Shakespeare the Man

HUTTON, RICHARD HOLT (1826-97)
Studies tn Parliament^ 1866
Essays^ Theological and Literary^ 1871, largely recast 1877,

1888
Aspects of Religious and Scientific Thought (contributions to The

Spectator)^ 1899
R H Hutton might almost stand as a type of the best Vio

tonan reviewer a man of strong and independent judgment,
deeply affected by the great problems of his day, and expressmg
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his convictions with gravity and a sense of lesponsibility His

essays are guides to contemporary opimon, and also contain

much general and literary cnticism of permanent \alue

MORLEY, JOHN, LORD MORLEY OF BLACKBURN
(1838-1923)

Morley’s political mterests combined, not always for good, with

his hterary interests Perhaps his best cntical w'ork was done on
the eighteenth-century French thinkers, whose temper had some-

thing congemal to a certain clear rigidity in his He ranks highest

as a biographer
CnticdL Miscellanies, 1871, 2nd senes, 1877
Voltaire, 1871
Rousseau, 1873
Diderot and the Encyclopaedists, 1878

Studies in Literature, 1891

Life of Gladstone, 1903
Recollections, 1917

J H Morgan

—

John, Viscount Morley, 1924

F W Hirst—Early Life and Letters ofLard Morley, 1927

TRAILL, HENRY DUFF (1842-1900)

Traill’s political and hterary cnticism are ahke witty He wrote

also a Life ofSir John Franklin, 1896, and edited a history of Social

England (1893-7), as well as editing the centenary edition

(1896-1901) of Carlyle’s works with introductions

Recaptured Rhymes, 1882

Saturday Songs, 1890
The New Lucian, 1884, expanded, 1900

Number Twenty, 1892
The New Fiction, 1897

MALLOCK, william HURRELL (1849-1923).

The New Republic, 1877

A “Platomc symposium” m which the characters, easily recog-

nisable as satirical portraits of great figures of the day (e g. Pat»,

Towett) discuss questions of pohtics, philosophy and religion In

form a novel, it is m fact rather of the nature of a succession of

essays His other novds are bad

MYERS, FREDERICK WILLIAM HENRY (1843-1901)

Wordsworth, 1881

Essays, Classical and Modem, 1883.
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Myers was in fact less interested in politics than the others in
this group, but hejoins them by reason of his literary interests He
wrote at least one poem of memorable quality—St Paul, 1867
and Fragments of Prose and Poetry were published in 1904
He was much interested in the question of human survival

and in all those problems which are classed as psychical He
was a very interesting personality, and his philosophy is by no
means considered neghgible by professional philosophers

Phantasms of the Livings 1886 (jomt author)

Science and a Future Life^ 1893
Human Personality and its Survival of Bodily Death, 1903

BIRRELL, AUGUSTINE (1850-1933)
Obiter Dicta, 1884
Life of Charlotte Bronte, 1885
Res Juduatae, 1892
Men, Women and Books, 1894
Collected Essays, 1900
Miscellanies, 1901
William Hazhtt, 1902
Andrew Marvell, 1905
In the Kame of the Bodleian, 1905
Frederick Locker Lampson, 1920
More Obiter Dicta, 1924
Et Cetera, 1930
Things Past Redress, autobiography, 1937

Birrell was of the same political complexion as Morley, but
pohtics come very httle into his essays, hewas a lighter figure than
either Morley or Myers*

WHIBLEY, CHARLES (d 1930)
Thackeray, 1903.
Literary Portraits, 1904
William Pitt, 1906
Essays in Biography, 1913
Jonaihan Sw^, 1917
Political Portraits, 1917, 2nd senes, 1923
Literary Studies, 1919
Lord John Manners and his Friends, 1925,

and other books, as well as introductions to several volumes of
the Tudor Translations senes Whibley was m the Henley tradi-
tion and a stout Tory His pohtical views, hke those of Morley,
sometimes affected his hterary cnhcism He wrote good, clear,
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direct prose, and his work is all very readable, if a little too
^'downright’’ m manner

(D) ACADEMIC CRITICS AND SOME OTHERS

Most of those whose names follow speak with recogmsed
authority

PATTISON, MARK (1813-84)
Casaubon^ 1875
Mtlton^ 1879 (revised m 1880 and later)

College and University Sermons^ 1885
Essays^ 1889
Memoirs (down to i860—dictated in 1883), ^885

Mark Pattison is almost the conventional type of 5ie scholar

He was not an altogether hkeable person—George Eliot’s Mr
Casaubon in Middlemarch is an unkind portrait, and Rhoda
Broughton’s Professor Forte in Belinda is another—but almost in-

fallible within his limits His memoirs are of interest as giving

some account of the Oxford Movement by one who was first

attracted by it and then repelled

DOWDEN, EDWARD (1843-1913)
Shakespere, his Mind and Arty 1875,

Shakespere Primer

y

1877
Introduction to Shakesperey 1893

Dowden’s Shakesperian criticism is of great importance his-

torically, and haj5 not lost its influence, though modem cnticism

differs from it and has modified his conclusions in many ways

He wrote many other volumes and articles of hterary history

and criticism His Life of Shelley 1886, was the standard hfe, in

spite of deficiencies, until it was at least m part superseded by

the work of Peck and Ingpen
Letters ofE Dowden and his Correspondents

y

ed. E D. and H* M
Dowden, 1914

COLVIN, SIR SIDNEY (1845-1927)-

Landofy 1881

Keatsy 1887
John KeatSy his Life and Poetry, 1917

Edinburgh edition of the works of Robert Louis Stevenson^

1894-7, and his Letters, 1899 and 1911-

Golvm would have desired to be remembered chiefly as the
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fnend of Stevenson, but he was a critic in his own right His own
Memories and Notes^ 1921, should be supplemented by E V Lucas,

The Colvins and their Friends^ 1928 His work is solid and to be
trusted, and his writing reaches a high but not inspired, standard

SAINTSBURY, GEORGE EDWARD BATEMAN (1845^

1933)
Primer ofFrench Literature^ 1880
Dryden^ 1881

Short History of French Literature

^

1882

Nineteenth-Century Literature^ 1896
A Short History of English Literature^ 1898
History of Criticism, I, 1900, II, 1902, III, 1904
History of English Prosody, I, 1906, II, 1908, III, 1910
The Later J^ineteenth Century, 1908
Historical Manual of English Prosody, 1910
History of English Criticism, 19 ii

History ofEnglish Prose Rhythm, 1912
The English Novel, 1913
The Peace of the Augustans, 1915
History of the French Novel, I, 1917, II, 1919
Collected Essays and Papers (4 vols ), 1924
A Consideration of Thackeray, 1931

Saintsbury was an omnivorous reader and sometimes appears

omniscient He had immense gusto in life and hterature, which
may be enjoyed alsom certain books ofa mixed and mdescribable
kind

Notes on a Cellar Book, 1920
A Scrap Book, 1922
A Second Scrap Book, 1923
A Last Scrap Book, 1924

He IS invaluable as a literary historian, especially when prosody
IS in question, he wrote with great vigour, and never lacked for

critical ideas

GOSSE, SIR EDMUND (1849-1928)
Gosse was less of a scholar tiban his compamons here, though

his Northern Studies, 1879, had much to do with the beginnmg of
the study of Ibsen m this country He os not always to be trusted

for his facts, and he is often imtating His best book is the subtle,

autobiographical study of the relations between two tempera-
ments, Father and Son, 1907 Of his other books—essays, hterary
cnticism, biographies, etc , may be noted
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Seventeenth Centuiy Studies^ 1883
Congreve^ 1888
Collected Poems

y

ign
Collected Essays (5 vols ), 1913
Books on the Table^ 1921
Aspects and Impressions^ 1932

BRADLEY, ANDREW CECIL (1851--1935)
Shakespenan Tragedy

^

1904
Th.c most influential book of Shakespenan cnticism which

appeared in England in the first quarter of the twenUeth century
With It goes

—

Oxford Lectures on Poetry^ 1909
A Miscellany^ 1929 (essays and lectures)

Bradley must certainly raiik very high as a cntic It is claimed
by some that he completed Golendge's theory of poetry but he
was not himself a poet, and though he felt poetry piofoundly, he
was inchned to feel it a httle heavily

HERFORD, CHARLES HAROLD (i853-*i929)

Studies in the Literary Relations of England and Germany in the

Sixteenth Century^ 1886
The Age of Wordsworth^ 1897
Brownings 1904
Shakespeare^ 1912
Goethe^ 1913
Shakespeare^s Treatment of Love and Marriage^ and other Esscffs^

1916
The Post-War Mind of Germany^ and other European Essays^ 1927
Wordsworth^ 1929

Sound and conscienUous, informative and dear, but without

Bradley’s occasional flashes of imagination

KER, WILLIAM BATON (1855-1923)
Epic and Romance^ 1897 (a book which revolutionised Euro-

pean criticism of epic)

The Dark Ages, 1904
Essays on Mediaeval Literature^ ^9^5
English Literature Mediaeval^ 1912
The Art ofPoetry^ 1923
Collected Essays^ ed with an mtroduction by Charles Whiblcy,

1925
Form and Style (lectures, ed R W Chambers), 1928.
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Sec also under Philosophy—Seth, and History—] A Doyle
Ker’s knowledge and imaginative comprehension of dassical,

medieval and modern literature was both wider and more pro-

found than that ofalmost any other scholar named in this section,

and he could convey it without pedantry in a style that is both

easy and disciplined He was himself of heroic tempei, and spoke

nobly of heroic things

MAGKAIL, JOHN WILLIAM (1859- )

Latin Literature, 1895
Select Epigramsfrom the Greek Anthology, 1890 (translations, re-

vised ed 1906)
The Springs of Helicon, 1909
Lectures on Poetry, 19 ii

Studies of English Poets, 1926
The Approach to Shakespeare, 1930
The Life of William Morris, 1899—the standard life

Life of George Wyndham, 1925
Madtad maybe looked upon as an offshoot of the pie-Raphael-

ites, and exhibits their best tendencies without their diffuseness

Has work is full of charm

ELTON, OLIVER (1861- )

The Augustan Ages, 1899
Life, Letters aM Occasional Writings of Frederick Tork Powell,

1906
Modem Studies, 1907
Survey of English Literature from 1780-1830, igiz; from 1830-

1880, 1^20, from 1730-1780, 1928
A Sheaf of Papers, 1922
Dukens and Thackercy, 1930
The Testament ofBeauty, 1933 (A criticism of Bridges’s poem )

The English Muse, 1933
The Survys are the most trustworthy guides for anyone who

widies to go further mto the hterary history of the eighteenth and
nmeteenth centunes, and The English Muse for anyone who wishes

to learn somethmg ofthe history ofEnghsh poetry without losing

dehght m the poetry

RALEIGH, SIR WALTER (1861-1922)
The Engluh Novel, 1894
Style, 1897
Milton, 1900
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Wordsworth, 1903
Shakespeare, 1907
Six Essays on Johnson, igio
Some Authors, 1923
The War in the An, I, 1922 (It was while collecting the mate-
nal for this history thatRaleigh contracted his fatal illness

)
Laughterfrom a Cloud (miscellanies), 1923
Letters, ed Lady Raleigh, with a preface byD Nichol Smith

1926
Raleigh was temperamentally a man ofaction, and never mnrlff

the mistake of divorcing literature from life His cnticism tnalrps

no pretence to be eternal, but it is always stimulating and fresh,

and will probably outlast that of most of his contemporaries.

QUILLER-GOUGH, SIR ARTHUR THOMAS (1863- )

It IS possible that will be remembered chiefly for his poems
and novels, but Sir Arthur Qjnller-Couch has, as a professor,

pubhshed criticism, which is valuable for its stimulating qualities

and its wide humanism, at times “Q)’ can bite All students of
literature should read at least On the Art of Writing and On the Art

of Reading
Novels
Dead Man^s Rock, 1887
Hetty Wesley, 1903—the best and the best-constructed of his

novels, though the more rigorous prefer Hocken and Hunken,

and others, the scene usually set in Cornwall.

Poetry
Verses and Parodies, 1893
Poems and Ballads, 1896
The Vig;il of Venus, arerf other poems, 1912

Criticism
Adventures in Criticism, 1896
On the Art of Writing, 1916
Shakespeare's Workmanship, 1918
Studies in Literature, 1918, 2nd senes, 1922, 3rd senes, 1929,

On the Art ofReading, 1920
Charles Dickens and othn Victorians, 1925*

The Poet as Citizen, 1934

CHAMBERS, SIR EDMUND KERCHEVER (1866- ).

The Mediaeval Stage, 1903
The Elizabethan Stage, 1923
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Shakespeare^ a Survey^ 19^5
Arthur of Britain^ 1927
William Shakespeare^ 1930,

and other books
Sir E K Chambers and Granville-Baiker (see under Drama)

should be read together by anyone who wishes to get under-
standing of the conditions of the Ehzabethan stage

GRIERSON, SIR HERBERTJOHN CLIFFORD (1866-
)

The First Halfof the Seventeenth Century^ 1906
The Background of English Literature^ and other collected essays^

1925
Cross-Currents in the Literature of the Seventeenth Century

y

1929,
and other books
Most of Sir Herbert Gnerson^s books fall outside the penod,

but he IS included here as belonging to the same great generation
of humane scholars his prose is “nourished’’ and dehghtful

(E) SOME GENERAL ESSAYISTS

I

JEFFERIES, JOHN RICHARD (1848^87)
The Gamekeeper at Homey 1877
Wild Life in a Southern County

y

1879.
The Amateur Poacher

y

1880
Wood MagCy 1881
Round about a Great Estate

y

1881
BeviSy 1882
Nature near LondoUy 1883
The Life of the Fields

y

1884
Red Deery 1884
The Open Awy 1885
After tjondoHy 1885,

and other books
Some of these are nominally novels, but diflfer httle from essays

in their nature
The Story ofMy Hearty 1883, is a kind of autobiography There

IS also a life byH S Salt, 1894
Jefferies had an intimate knowledge and real love of the coun-

tryside, but his feehng, like his prose, seems a httle self-conscious

HUDSON, WILLIAM HENRY (1841-1922).
In all Hudson’s books, as in Jeffenes’s, whether they are
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supposed to be novels, like The Purple Land or A Crystal Age or
autobiography like Far Away and Lmg Ago, the interest is m’the
background of plant and animal hfe to which the writer feels
himself closer than to men

The Purple Land^ 1885
The Katuralist %n La Plata, 1892
Birds in a Village, 1893
Nature in Dow^and, 1900
El Ombii, 190Q
Green Mansions, 1904
A Crystal Age, 1906
Far Away and Long Ago, 19183

and others

Collected works, 24 vols , 1923
Letters, ed E Garnett, 1923
Morley Roberts—W H Hudson A Portrait, 1924
Hudson's prose is much admired by those who follow **the

middle style" It is, others will think, a httle monotonous

CUNNINGHAME GRAHAM, ROBERT BONTINE (1852-
1936)
Cunmnghame Graham's stones, essays and biographies show,

like Hudson’s, a love of nature, especi^y at its wildest, but an
even greater love of the heroic in man He was romantic, pre-
posterous, lovable, aristocratic, humane, a hidalgo of hteraturc,
and ‘‘the uncrowned king of Scotland"

Mogreh el Acksa, 1898 and 1921
The Ipani, 1899
Thirteen Stones, 1900
A Vanished Arcadia, 1901
Success, 1902
Life ofHernando de Soto, 190^5

Progress, 1905
His People, 1906
A Hatchment, 1913
Life of Bernal Diaz del Castillo, 1915
Brought Forward, 1916
The Conquest ofNew Granada, 1922
The Conquest of the River Plate, 1924
Doughty Deeds, 1925
Pedro de Valdivia, 1926
The Horses of the Conquest, 1930
Writ in Sand, 1932
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Portrait of a Dictator

y

1933
Rodeoy a collection of the tales and sketches, selected by A F

Tschiffely, 1936
A study by Herbert Faulkner West, containing much corres-

pondence from Cunmnghame Graham’s fhends, was pubhshed
in 19352 A F TschifFely’s Don Roberto

y

1937, is a more complete
biography

II

BEERBOHM, MAX (1872- )

Contributed to TTie Tellow Book
The Works ofMax BeerbohrUy 1896
The Happy Hypocrite

y

1897
Morey 1899
Poefs Corner

y

1904 (cartoons with annotations)

Tet Again, 1909
Zuleika Dobson, 19 ii

A Christmas Garland, igi2 (Parodies )

Seven Men, 1919
And Even Now, 1920
Rossetti and his Circle, 1922 (cartoons with annotations)

Max Beerbohm’s mingled pictorial and verbal satire and more
gentle criticism is umque He is a master of a certain kmd of
prose It is strange that he should hve at the same time as H G
Wells.

Ill

LUCAS, EDWARD VERRALL (i868~
)

The Open Road, 1899,
and other anthologies

Highways and Byways in Sussex, 1904
A Wanderer in Holland, 1905
A Wanderer in London, 1906
A Wanderer in Pans, 1909.
A Wanderer in Florence, 1912
A Wanderer in Venice, 1914
One Day and Another, 1909
Loiterer^s Harvest, 1913
Landmarks, 1914
A Boswell ofBaghdad, 1917,

and other volumes of essays
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Listener's Lure^ 1906
Over BemertorCs^ 1908
Mr Ingleside^ 1910
London Lavender^ 1912,

and other essay-like novels
The Colvins and their Friends^ 1928
The Life of Charles Lamb, 1905—a standard work Ed. The

Works of Charles and Mary Lamb, 1903-5, The Letters of
Charles and Mary Lamb, 1935 These are standard editions

Outside this work of scholarship, E V Lucas is an extremely
competent writer of the best sort ofjoumahsm, flavoured with
sentiment which may or may not appeal to the reader His teok
of reminiscences, Reading, Writing and Remembering, 1932, has a
drier savour

BELLOC, HILAIRE (1870- )
Poetry

Verses and Sonnets, 1895
Verses, 1910
Verses and Sonnets, 1924

History
Danton, 1899
Robespierre, 1901,

and other biographies and longer histones
Books for Children

The Bad ChiWs Book of Beasts, 1896
More Beastsfor Worse Children, 1897
The Moral Alphabet, 1899
Cautionary Tales, 1907

Essays and Satires

The Path to Rome, 1902
CalibarCs Guide to letters, 1903
Mr Burden, 1904
The Old Road, 1905
The Hills and the Sea, 1906
Mr Clutterbuck^s Election, 1908
On Ffothing, 1908
The Pyrenees, 1909
On Everything, 1909
On Anything, 1910
On Something, 19 ii

First and Last, 19 ii
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The Sterne Street, 1913.
This and That, 1913
On, 19523

The Grmse of the 1925,
and other volumes

Belloc's history is tendencious, though not more so than that
of historians who are less frank about their beliefs, but his essays
are bnlhant journalism and something more, and his prose is
usually excellent His satire of the financial basis of our emhsa-
tion IS altogether well-grounded and admirably achieved

CHESTERTON, GILBERT KEITH (1874-1936)
Poetry

^ J

The Ballad of the White Horse, 1913
Poems, 1915
Collected arid New Poems, 1927

Novels
The Napoleon of Netting Hill, 1904
The Club of Qjieer Trades, 1905
The Man who was Thursday, 1908
The Ball and the Cross, 1910
The Innocence of Father Brown, 19 ii {The Wisdom of Father
Brown, 19x4, The Incredulity of Father Brown, 1926, The
Secret of Father Brown, 1927, The Scandal of Father Brown,
1935)

Manahve, 1911
The Flying Inn, 1914
Tales of the Long Bow, 1925
The Four Faultless Felons, 1930

Essays and Criticism
Heretics, 1905
Dickens, 1906—one of the best books on Dickens
Orthodoxy, 1908
All Things Considered, 1908
Tremendous Trifles, 1909
Whafs Wrong with the World, 1910
Alarms and Discursions, 19 ii
The Victorian Age in Literature, 1913
The Uses ofDiversity, 1921
St Francis of Assisi, 1925
The Everlasting Man, 1925
Generally Spewing, 1928
The Thing, 1929
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The Resurrectwn ofRome, 1930
Chemcer, 1932

and other volumes
Autobiography, 1936

Chesterton was perhaps the only writer of fantasy m the later
part of the period who made the fantasy symbolic of anything
In the same way, though the Father Brown stones are first-rate

detective fiction, no one can fail to see that the values are Chris-
tian values and sometimes distmctively Roman Cathohc

BARING, MAURICE (1874- )

Poetry
Sonnets and Short Poems, 1906
Collected Poems, igri

Poems, 1914-7, 1918
Poems, 1914-S, 1921
Collected Poems, 1925

Satire and Parody
Dead Letters, 1910
Diminutive Dramas, 1910, 1919
Lost Dtcaries, 1913
{Diminutwe Dramas and Lost Dianes were published together

under the apt title of Unreliable History in 1935

)

Essays, Cnticism and Short Stones

A Tear m Russia, 1907
Russian Essays and Stones, 1909
Landmarks in Russian Literature, 1910
Half a Minute’s Silence, 1925

Novels’
Cat’s Cradle, 1925,

and others

The Puppet Show of Memory, 1922 (reminiscences).

This discxphned writer will be discussed in the next volume.
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NONSENSE AND PARODY, HUMOUR AND LIGHT
VERSE

It should be noted that much “nonsense” and parody is

wisdom and acute criticism, and should be treated with

respect, as much as is due to inspired nonsense See especially

below, for parodywhich is literary critcism, “Bon Gaultier”,

Galverley, “Lewis Carroll”, Hilton, J K. Stephen, Seaman

R H Barham
Edward Lear
“Bon Gaultier”

C S Galverley

“Lewis Carroll”

F C Bumand
W S Gilbert

George Grossmith

“F Anstey”.

A C Hilton

J K Stephen

Owen Seaman
E C Bentley

See also under

—

Poetry (Hood, Praed, Lang, Squire)

Cnttasm and Essays ("TraiU, QuiUer-Gouch, Beerbohm, Belloc,

Chesterton, Banng)
Drama (Hankn)

BARHAM, RICHARD HARRIS (1788-1845)
The Ingoldsby Legends, 1840 (and and 3rd senes, 1847, the

3rd with a bnefmemoir by his son)

Some of the riotous humour is out of date, but it is not hkdy
that The Ingoldsby Legends will ever fall out completely

LEAR, EDWARD (1812-88)

The Book of Nonsense, 1846
Nonsense Songs and Stones, 1871
More Nonsense Songs, Pictures, etc

,

1871
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Laughable Lyrics, 1877
Xonsense Botany and Monsense Alphabets, 1877

Lear’s deliberately serious books of travel and landscape paint-
ings are scarcely remembered, these other books are inspired non-
sense and sometimes reach heights of poetic suggestion Now that
the subconscious is coming to the fore m criticism, T.p^r is receiv-

ing a good deal of attention and is hailed by some as a surrealist

As “pure poetry” his work is acclaimed by poets

“BON GAULTIER” (i.e , WILLIAM EDMONSTOUNE
AYTOUN, 1813-65, and THEODORE MARTIN, 1816-
1909)
Bon Gaultier Ballads, 1855 (written before 1844)

Brilliant parody of contemporary poets, mock-heroic and
topical satire

Aytoun wrote an even better parody, Firmilian, 1854, which
shows up the weaknesses of Dobell and Alexander Smith (“the
Spasmodic school of poets”) He also wrote the spirited Lays ofthe
Scottish Cavaliers, 1848
Both partners were adequate translators from the German, and

Martin wrote a very different book from Bon Gaultier—the official

Life of the Prince Consort, 1875-80

CALVERLEY, CHARLES STUART (1831-84)
Verses and Translations, 1862

Fly-Leaves, 1872
Literary Remains, with Memoir and Reminiscences, 1885
Complete Works, 1901

Calverley’s paroies are of the acutely cntical kind, as a writer

of light verse he ranks with Praed and J K Stephen, and he
produced a famous exaimnation paper on The Pickxmck Papers

It may be noted that he also wrote serious Latin poetry—trans-

lations of hymns, and his translations from the classics, especially

his Theocritus, 1869, show his mastery of graver English verse

“LEWIS GARROLL”( Charles Lutwidge Dodgson) (1832-98).

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, 1865

Through the Looking Glass, 1871

Phantasmagoria and other Poems, 1876

The Hunting of the Snark, 1876
Rhyme^ or ^ason^, 1883
Sylvie and Bruno, 1889
Sylvie and Bruno Concluded, 1893
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The mathematical works of the Rev G L Dodgson, including
the puzzles m which he collaborated with Lewis Carroll, need not
concern us, except as they emphasise the logical basis of Lewis
Carroll’s nonsense

Life and Letters D Colhngwood, 1898—a disappointing book
When the divine inspiration of nonsense was not in him, there
was only an amiable but not very mteresting man

Carroll also is claimed as a surr^ahst, and also as a predecessor
of James Joyce There is, however, a logical and even mathe-
matical basis to the dream-world of the Alice books and The
Hunting of the Snarky which are to the grown-up extremely witty,
as well as bemg aimusing to most, though not all, children

’

BURNAND, SIR FRANCIS COWLEY (1836-1917)
Happy Thoughts^ 1866,

and many other humorous books, most of which seem now old-
fashioned in their humour Bumand was also a prohfic writer of
burlesques for the theatre, e g , Black-eyed Susan, 1866, The
Colonel, 1881 He was editor of Punch from 1880 to 1906

Records and Reminiscences, 1903

GILBERT, SIR WILLIAM SGHWENCK (1836-1911)
Bab Ballads, 1869
More Bab Ballads, 1873
Trial by Jury, 1875

The other Savoy operas appeared at different dates. Original
Plays (including many other plays) were printed at dates from
1876-1911- Original Comic Operas in 1890

Songs of a Savoyard, 1890
Whether Gilbert or Sulhvan was more responsible for the

success of the operas is a question which they themselves could
not decide, the story of their relations is told in Hesketh Pearson’s
Gilbert and Sullivan, 1935 At least Gilbert’s topsy-turvy wit has
enriched the language with the word Gilbertian He had a mira-
culous facdity in rhymmg, and much of his work is worth reading
for Its own sake for that reason But he had a commonplace and
lather vulgar mmd

GROSSMITH, GEORGE (1847—1912) and WALTER
WEEDON (1854-1919)

' ^ ^

Diary of a Nobody, 1894
By some good judges considered a classic
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The Gianfs Robey 1883
The Black Poodle

y

1884,

and other talcs and essays, rather satinc than humorous There
IS much more in him than meets the schoolboy eye Voces Pobult
shows keen observation

The Man from Blankley's, 1901, was a successfiil play which
satirised a certainkmd ofnmeteenth-centuiy snobbery and
has become almost a soaal document

^

A Long Retrospect

y

1936—an autobiography which confirms
the impression that he was rather a satirist than a humorist

HILTON, ARTHUR CLEMENT (1851^77)
The Light GreeUy 1872
WorkSy together with his Life and LetterSy ed R P Edgeumbe
1904

’

Hilton’s poem m the manner of Swmbume, addressed to the
Octopus in the Crystal Palace Aquanum, is the most complete
and final criticism ever written ofSwmbume m his mood ofweak
violence Hilton, J K Stephen and Owen Seaman stand together
in the next generation as the right heirs of Calverley in the highest
kmd of parodic criticism,

STEPHEN, JAMES KENNETH (1859-92)
Lapsus Calamiy 1891
Q}L0 Musa Tendts, 1891

Calverley’s peer in parody and imphed cnticism,

SEAMAN, SIR OWEN (1861-1936)
The Battle of the BaySy 1896

Parody of contemporary poets, and some satire.

In Cap and Bells

y

1899
Borrowed Plumes

y

1902
Parody, in the mam, of prose-wnters.

A Harvest of Chaff

y

1904.
Salvage

y 1908
War Time, 1915
Made in England, 1916
From the Home Front, 1918
Interludes of an Editor, 1929

Seaman, as became the editor of Punch jtom 1906 to 1932, had

a gift of dignified as well as pomtedly satiric verse
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BENTLEY, EDWARD CLERIHEW (1875^ )
Biographyfor Beginners, 1905

Inspired nonsense which is often indistinguishable from wisdom*
The illustrations are by G K Chesterton
Bentley has also wntten two of the best modem detective

stones, Trends Last Case, 1912, and Trends Own Case, 1936
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SPORT

A constant though perhaps minor hterary actvity dunng
the period, is the writing on sporting matters, especially

foxhunting The existence of the Badminton senes indicates

the interest taken in such matters The best sporting wnter
of the penod, apart from the novehsts, is

“NIMROD” (Charles James Apperley), 1779-1843
Mmrod’s Hunting Tours, 1835
Memoirs of the Life of the late John Mytton, 1837
The Life of a Sportsman, 1842

Mytton’s was a fantastic life (there is a convenient essay by
Virgima Woolfm The Common Reader II)

,

and in connection with
this sort of existence, much entertainment and a soaal side-

light may be obtained from the autobiography of GEORGE
OSBALDESTON (1787-1866), the great Squire, recently edited

and published by Ed Cuming
Another popular wnter was WiHiam Kmghtley Horlock, who

wrote under the name of “SCRUTATOR” Apart from some
poor novels, ofwhich The Squire ofBeechwood was the best known,

he wrote such works as Lessons on the Management ofHounds, 185a,

The Master ofHounds, 1 859, Practical Lessons on Hunting and Sporting

1865 His most agreeable work is probably Recollections of a Fox-

hunter, 1861 Scrutator, however, is not so accomphshed a wnter

as Nimrod, who gives admirable little pictures of personalities

and the countryside

The interest contmued through the century, and sbll con-

tinues As a more recent example in our penod, we might name

The Sport of Kings, by Scarth Dixon, 1900

See Travel.
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THE BACKGROUND

(1829) dogma had to stand against dogma, just as when,
^ter 1871, Nonconformist disabihties were removed, the

High Church party was driven to accentuate its difference

from Dissent It was partly a reaction against the new
rationalisms—Godwin, Bentham, etc It may to some extent

have gamed strength by suggesting itself as a good receptacle

for a dwindling romantic movement It was a symptom ofthe

“back to the Middle Ages” trend, and it was to some extent

a purely Tory reaction against the growing power of the

middle classes But in the mam, certainly in the eyes of those

responsible for it it was an assertion of authority, of auth-

ority lying outside the scope of Parliament As a rehgious

movement it was of profound interest to the majority of

people at that time, wlio were for the most part passionately

earnest about religion, and in some of its aspects it received

the support of the Evangehcals without them, indeed, it

would hardly have been possible But it soon went too far for

general acceptance it cast a doubt, now accepted as being

well grounded, upon the Protestantism of the Thirty-Nine

Articles, notably in Newman’s famous, and to most people

abhorrent, Tract YC, which rang the tocsin in every loyally

Protestant heart in the country It seemed that the only

logical end was Rome, and indeed many of the more eager

spurts seceded In the fifties, indeed, there was a violent

Papist scare, owing to the re-estabhshment of the Roman
Catholic hierarchy in England This was what came of

Catholic Emancipation'^ The Englishmanwas up inarms (as

he was again, more tepidly, in 1927-8) All his dread of re-

ligious authority was awakened, he remembered the tyranny

of Laud, not to go back further, though he seemed forgetful

of the still worse tyranny of the puritan Saints But the scare

died down, and gradually the movement ceased to have

much spmtual sigmficance except for its adherents, and the

issue became a political one The attempt of the Church to

impose Its discipline met with one defeat after another,® one

* When, a little before the Crimean War, Florence Nightingale started a

hospital for nursesm Harley Street, her comimttee wished to excludeRoman
Cathohes But Miss Nightingale was a practical woman

* For greater detail m these matters see the less “external” sketch of the

religious movement m the Bibliography pp 183 seq
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